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ABSTRACT

Title of Thesis: Schema Free Querying of Semantic Data

Lushan Han, PhD Computer Science, 2014

Thesis directed by: Dr. Tim Finin, Professor
Department of Computer Science and
Electrical Engineering

Developing interfaces to enable casual, non-expert users to query complex structured

data has been the subject of much research over the past fortyyears. We refer to them as

schema-free query interfaces, since they allow users to freely query data without under-

standing its schema, knowing how to refer to objects, or mastering the appropriate formal

query language. Schema-free query interfaces address fundamental problems in natural

language processing, databases and AI to connect users’ conceptual models and machine

representations.

However, schema-free query interface systems are faced with three hard problems.

First, we still lack a practical interface. Natural Language Interfaces (NLIs) are easy for

users but hard for machines. Current NLP techniques are still unreliable in extracting the re-

lational structure from natural language questions. Keyword query interfaces, on the other

hand, have limited expressiveness and inherit ambiguity from the natural language terms

used as keywords. Second, people express or model the same meaning in many different

ways, which can result in the vocabulary and structure mismatches between users’ queries

and the machines’ representation. We still rely on ad hoc andlabor-intensive approaches

to deal with this “semantic heterogeneity problem”. Third,the Web has seen increasing

amounts of open domain semantic data with heterogeneous or unknown schemas, which

challenges traditional NLI systems that require a well-defined schema. Some modern sys-

tems gave up the approach of translating the user query into aformal query at the schema



level and chose to directly search into the entity network (ABox) for the matchings of the

user query. This approach, however, is computationally expensive and has an ad hoc nature.

In this thesis, we develop a novel approach to address the three hard problems. We

introduce a new schema-free query interface, SFQ interface, in which users explicitly spec-

ify the relational structure of the query as a graphical “skeleton” and annotate it with freely

chosen words, phrases and entity names. This circumvents the unreliable step of extracting

complete relations from natural language queries.

We describe a framework for interpreting these SFQ queries over open domain se-

mantic data that automatically translates them to formal queries. First, we learn a schema

statistically from the entity network and represent it as a graph, which we call the schema

network. Our mapping algorithms run on the schema network rather than the entity net-

work, enhancing scalability. We define the probability of “observing” a path on the schema

network. Following it, we create two statistical association models that will be used to carry

out disambiguation. Novel mapping algorithms are developed that exploit semantic simi-

larity measures and association measures to address the structure and vocabulary mismatch

problems. Our approach is fully computational and requiresno special lexicons, mapping

rules, domain-specific syntactic or semantic grammars, thesauri or hard-coded semantics.

We evaluate our approach on two large datasets, DBLP+ and DBpedia. We developed

DBLP+ by augmenting the DBLP dataset with additional data from CiteSeerX and Arnet-

Miner. We created 220 SFQ queries on the DBLP+ dataset. For DBpedia, we had three

human subjects (who were unfamiliar with DBpedia) translate 33 natural language ques-

tions from the 2011 QALD workshop into SFQ queries. We carried out cross-validation on

the 220 DBLP+ queries and cross-domain validation on the 99 DBpedia queries in which

the parameters tuned for the DBLP+ queries are applied to theDBpedia queries. The evalu-

ation results on the two datasets show that our system has very good efficacy and efficiency.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem Definition

Developing interfaces to enable casual, non-expert users to query complex structured

data has been the subject of much research over the past fortyyears. Such interfaces allow

users to ad hoc query data without understanding its schema,knowing how to refer to

objects, or mastering the appropriate formal query language. We call such interfaces as

schema-free query interfaces.

Natural Language Interface (NLI) has been the most studied schema-free query inter-

face. Allowing people to query a database or knowledge base in natural language has been

a long standing goal in the fields of NLP, AI and database. NLI has seen much work since

the 1970s [109, 44, 5, 37, 4, 102]. More recently there has been interest in developing NLI

for XML data [60] and collections of semantic data encoded inRDF [66, 18, 106, 67, 24].

There are two major obstacles for NLI systems to be widely adopted, however. First,

current NLP techniques are still brittle in addressing the ambiguity and complexity of nat-

ural language in general [4, 52]. For example, the user does not know which wordings of

a question will succeed and which are beyond the system’s linguistic coverage. Second,

it requires extensive domain knowledge for interpreting natural language questions. Some

systems need develop a syntactic or semantic grammar that isspecific to a domain. Many

1
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systems use a mapping lexicon or a set of mapping rules that maps a user’s vocabulary

or expressions to an ontology vocabulary or logical expressions in NLI systems. A world

model is also often required that specifies the relationships between the vocabulary terms

(e.g., subclass relationships) and the constraints on the types of arguments of properties.

All these domain knowledge is very expensive in terms of human labor involved.

The keyword interface can be viewed as another schema-free query interface. Re-

search in querying structured data with keywords and phrases has gained popularity re-

cently [47, 111, 100, 95]. Keyword query systems are more robust than NLI systems be-

cause they typically employ a much simpler mapping strategy: map the keywords to the

set of elements in the knowledge base that are structurally or associationally close, such as

the most specific sub-tree for XML databases [111] and the smallest sub-graph for RDF

databases [100]. However, keyword queries have limited expressiveness and inherit ambi-

guity from the natural language terms used as keywords. For example, the keyword query

“president children spouse” can be interpreted either as “give me children and spouses of

presidents” or “who are the spouses of the children of presidents”. Li et al. [60] compared

the performance of a NLI system to a keyword system on a set of complex queries and

showed that the keyword system performed poorly against theNLI system.

The problems become much more severe in the scenario of Semantic Web or Big Data

where data is not restricted to a narrow domain and often has heterogeneous schemas. Some

examples include Linked Open Data (LOD) [8], Freebase, DBpedia and Google Knowl-

edge Graph. The traditional NLI approaches that heavily depend on manually created do-

main knowledge are no longer applicable. General-purpose and fully automatic approaches

are required in order to query the large and rapidly growing semantic/structured data that

we are facing today. In order to precisely query structured data, these approaches should

provide such interfaces that enable the relational structure between the query’s entities to

be specified.
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FIG. 1.1. General-purpose NLI approach

1.2 Motivation

In this section, we will discuss the nature of general-purpose NLI, why the problem is

hard, where the current research gets stuck. We will begin bymotivating our approach and

describing how we will tackle the problem.

NLI addresses a fundamental problem in NLP and AI because it bridges the user’s

conceptual world and the machine’s representation, allowing people to seamlessly store,

query and share their knowledge. Figure 1.1 presents the high-level general-purpose NLI

approach that one normally takes. Though represented as a sequence of words, natural

language queries have implicit structure. Therefore, the first step of interpreting a natural

language query is to make the implicit structure explicit. The resulting intermediate rep-

resentation is referred by us as schema-free graph representation. One example is shown

in Figure 1.1. In this step, we only change the syntax of the query but keep the structure

and content, namely the modeling of the query, unchanged. Currently, a NLP parser is
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required to carry out the first step. The second step is to map the schema-free graph query

into the underlying machine representation. Because people have many different ways to

express (model) the same meaning, semantic and structural heterogeneity exists between

the user’s modeling of the query and the machine’s modeling,which we have to address in

the second step. Consider the example in Figure 1.1. The relation “researcher contributes

to conference” in the user query needs to be mapped to a schemapath with three hops that

connects theAuthorclass and theConferenceclass. Neither string similarity nor synonyms

exist between the user term “contributes to” and any of the terms in the schema path.

State of art NLP parsers still cannot perform the first step reliably. Syntactically cor-

rect parsing may not be semantically correct. General-purpose NLP parsers know little

about semantics and they cannot tell how much sense a particular parsing result, a schema-

free graph query, makes. Actually, this is the job of the second step. By mapping the

schema-free graph query into the machine representation, we can come up with a score

that describes how semantically reasonable the mapping is.However, up to date no proper

work has been seen on the step two probably because this is a challenging work without

user interface. Thus we fall into a kind of chicken-egg problem.

There is an interesting solution to break the circle. The intermediate schema-free

graph representation can actually be used as a user interface. Because this representation is

still in the user’s conceptual world, it is also aschema free query interface. We conducted

a preliminary user study about the interface on a small groupof people. We trained them

for half an hour and the asked them to create scheme-free graph queries for 33 natural

language questions in Table 9.11. No one had difficulty in creating them1. The resulting

queries are used to form an evaluation dataset for our system. Hereafter, we will call the

Scheme-Free graph Query simply as SFQ and the new interface as SFQ interface. By using

1The reader is referred to Section 9.4.2 for more details
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SFQ interface, we work around the step one at which current research is stuck. We can

then build systems on the step two directly, which also reachthe goal of allowing people

to access and share knowledge. These systems, once mature, can in turn help with the first

step.

This thesis is focused on step two. We describe a framework for interpreting SFQs

over open domain semantic data and automatically translating them to formal queries, for

example, SPARQL2. Semantic data in this thesis refers to structured data thatare organized

as a network of entities. The entities are typed with classesand interlinked with properties.

Classes and properties are named with human-readable wordsor short phrases. Semantic

Web RDF data is a typical example. Our approach does not require an ontology (schema)

to be defined for semantic data. Instead, we introduce a method to learn ontological knowl-

edge statistically from data itself.

Interpreting a SFQ meanssemanticallymapping a SFQ to its corresponding schema

graph in the knowledge base. This inevitably involves a problem that how semantics is

captured. Previous systems use domain-specific grammars, mapping lexicons and mapping

rules to capture semantics, but all these are hard-coded semantics. A thesaurus like Word-

Net allows certain flexibility by providing synonyms and hypernyms, but it is not enough to

address the semantic heterogeneity problem. For example, “marry” has very similar mean-

ing to “wife”, but none of the existing WordNet relations capture or even suggest this asso-

ciation. In contrast, we employ statistical and computational semantic similarity measures

to capture lexical semantics, which enables our system to have a much broader linguistic

coverage. Our semantic similarity measures are automatically learned from a three-billion

words general text corpus, but they can also be learned from adomain-dependent corpus if

domain-specific semantics is required.

2SPARQL is the standard query language for RDF
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Lexical semantic similarity between words has been well studied and developed, but

research in structural semantic similarity is still in its early age. For example, the best text

semantic similarity measure from the 2013 STS task [41] onlyuses the content of the text

(i.e. bag of words) and totally ignore structural features.In this thesis, we utilize lexical

semantic similarity measures to develop a structural semantic similarity metric between a

SFQ graph and a schema graph, which takes into account both the content and structure of

the graphs. This structural semantic similarity metric canbe used to evaluate how well a

mapping is.

There is an important element that we need to complement lexical semantic similarity

in carrying out the mapping as well as constituting the structural semantic similarity metric.

This element is the association degree between schema terms(i.e. classes and properties).

Some schema terms are more likely to co-occur and others lesslikely. This information is

very important in performing disambiguation when multiplechoices exist. Actually, our

human brains also depend on this kind of information to understand language. For example,

given the phrase “database table”, a person can quickly pickthe right meaning of “table”

from several conceptual choices because of the “association model” she learned from her

life experience. In this thesis, we introduce two statistical models for measuring association

degree of schema terms, which are used in different phases ofthe mapping algorithm. We

build the models automatically from data we are going to query against.

To better deal with semantic and structural heterogeneity problems, which are often

intertwined, we perform context-sensitive mapping at relation-level and joint disambigua-

tion at graph-level. Three simple examples are shown in Figure 1.2 to demonstrate why

context-sensitive mapping is necessary. In each example, asingle-relation SFQ is mapped

to its corresponding schema path in a knowledge base. In the three examples, the same

predicate “publish” is mapped to three different properties author, institution and pub-

lisher. A simple mapping-lexicon approach will fail because correctly mapping “publish”
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FIG. 1.2. Three simple examples illustrating context-sensitive mapping

requires understanding the context. Our context-sensitive mapping algorithm can success-

fully handle all these cases even though the semantic similarity between “publish” and

institution is very low in the second example because we map the relation as a whole and

the predicate “publish” is semantically aligned with the classPaperin the schema path, but

not its syntactic counterpart,institution. We need carry out joint disambiguation at graph-

level because the locally optimal mapping at one relation ina SFQ is not necessarily the

best mapping when the whole graph is considered and whether it is depends on how well

the other relations in the SFQ are mapped.

Efficiency is something we have to consider in querying largecollection of semantic

data. Our mapping algorithm operates at the concept-level (i.e. schema-level) and relies

on statistical information that are automatically learnedfrom instance data. This makes

the approach much more scalable than those that directly search into both instance and

concept data for possible matches since concept space is much smaller than instance space.

However, dealing with the structure mismatch problem, evenin concept space, still needs

to go through a large number of mapping choices. We develop a novel algorithm that

decompose the mapping problem into two ordered sub-problems and dramatically reduce

the number of mapping choices we need to evaluate.

We evaluate our prototype system on two datasets, DBLP+ and DBpedia. DBLP+
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is a dataset in Computer Science publication domain while DBpedia is a open domain

dataset, representing structured data from Wikipedia. Both datasets are large, containing

tens of millions of facts or triples each, but they have very different natures. DBpedia has

a broad and relatively shallow domain whereas DBLP+ has a narrow but deeper domain.

We carried out cross-validation on the DBLP+ dataset and cross-domain validation on the

DBpedia dataset, in which the parameters tuned for a collection of the DBLP+ queries are

applied to a collection of the DBpedia queries. Our prototype system showed very good

performance on both of the datasets.

1.3 Thesis Statement

We can develop an effective and efficient algorithm to map a casual user’s schema-free

query into a formal knowledge base query language that overcomes vocabulary and struc-

ture mismatch problems by exploiting lexical semantic similarity measures, association

degree measures and structural features.

1.4 Contributions

• An intuitive SFQ interface that avoids the problem of extracting relations structure

from natural language queries.

• Being the first general-purpose open domain automatic approach that addresses both

vocabulary and structure mismatch problems in mapping schema-free queries to for-

mal queries.

• A novel algorithm that decomposes the mapping problem into two sub-problems:

concept mappingand relation mapping, which greatly improves efficiency by dra-

matically reducing the number of mapping choices to be considered.
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• A novel joint-disambiguationconcept mappingalgorithm that maps all the concepts

in a SFQ to their corresponding classes in the knowledge base, which makes use of

both semantic similarity and association degree measures.

• A novel context-sensitiverelation mappingalgorithm that maps relations in a SFQ

to schema paths in the knowledge base, which takes into account both content and

structure features.

• A novel approach to handle heterogeneous or unknown schemasby building a

schema network from an entity network.

• An improved PMI (Pointwise Mutual Information) metric thatoffsets the bias of

standard PMI [17] toward low frequency terms.

• Two novel statistical models that are automatically learned from instance data

(“ABox”) to represent ontological association knowledge and provide two metrics,

(1) schema path probability and (2) the improved PMI, for measuring association

degree.

• Novel and state of the art lexical semantic similarity and textual semantic similarity

metrics.

• A 3-billion-words text corpus of English paragraphs.

• A 2-billion-words text corpus of Project Gutenberg Englishbooks.

1.5 Thesis Outline

The rest of this thesis proceeds as follows.

In Chapter 2, we discuss related work and background of this research.
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In Chapter 3, we describe the concept of SFQ interface and itsimplementation, in-

cluding an envisioned graphical interface and a text interface.

In Chapter 4, we describe the association models used by our approach and elaborate

how we count co-occurrence statistics and build the models from instance data.

In Chapter 5, we describe how to interpret a SFQ, namely, the mapping algorithm. We

start by presenting the approach outline and explain why we need decompose the mapping

problem into two sub-problems. Then we elaborate the concept mapping algorithm and the

relation mapping algorithm in order.

In Chapter 6, we show how we deal with entity matching and generating formal

queries from the output of the mapping algorithm.

In Chapter 7, we describe how we derive an improved PMI metricthat offsets the bias

of standard PMI toward low frequency terms. The improved PMImetric is used to measure

association degree by one of the two association models.

In Chapter 8, we discuss how we develop the semantic similarity measures used by

the mapping algorithm and evaluate them using standard datasets/tasks.

In Chapter 9, we evaluate our prototype system on two large datasets, DBLP+ and

DBpedia.

In Chapter 10, we conclude our paper and plans for future work.
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BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 Relation Extraction

A line of research closely related to our motivation for using SFQ interface is relation

extraction. Parsing the full relational structure betweenthe entities in natural language

sentences remains a problem far from being solved, althoughwe have made some progress

over the years.

Modern dependency parsers [63, 26] can achieve about 90% precision and 80% recall,

but what they generate are grammatical relations between individual words rather than se-

mantic relations between entities. Some simple semantic relations, but not all the relations,

can be obtained by analyzing the output of the parsers. If a SFQ query contains multiple re-

lations and/or multiple answer types (variables) and/or entity names of less common types,

its corresponding natural language queries would inevitably involve some linguistic phe-

nomena hard to deal with, such as modifier attachment, anaphora and fine-grained named

entity recognition. It is also likely that the query has to bedescribed in more than one

sentence and then the parsers need to deal with coreference resolution across sentences.

Reliably solving these problems require semantics [4], which current parsers know little

about.

The best relation extraction systems often rely on machine learning models to extract

11
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relations and use dependency parsers to produce features [13, 51]. The systems focus on

extracting a small set of predefined relations, for example,LOCATED and FOUNDED,

but not all kinds of the relations. Even so, their performance is still far from reliable when

evaluated on the Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) tasks conducted by NIST.

Relation Extraction shares much similarity with Information Extraction (IE) since it

is the major task of IE. A variety of techniques have been applied in IE, such as linguistic

analysis, machine learning, pattern recognition and hand crafted rules. Traditional IE often

begins with a given ontology that defines a set of target concepts and relations focusing on

a particular domain and aims to collect as many instances as possible to populate the target

ontology. The earliest IE methods require hand-crafted rules or a lot of human annotated

training instances, either of which is both labor-intensive and heavily tuned to a particular

domain. DIPRE [10] and Snowball [1] significantly reduce thehuman effort by requiring

only a small set of seed instances. The seed instances are used to find new patterns statisti-

cally and in turn the new patterns can be used to find more instances. In the ontological IE,

the extracted patterns (relations) and facts need to be mapped to the corresponding entities

in the ontology, in which a disambiguation process is necessary.

Recently, there emerged a new IE paradigm, called Open IE (OIE) [91, 6, 15]. OIE

is unsupervised extraction without any human intervention. OIE takes as input a corpus

of text documents and is supposed to generate all the instances of all the relations in the

corpus. A good example is TextRunner [6]. TextRunner is a generic and scalable OIE,

which runs on the corpus of millions of web pages without discriminating the topics of

the web pages and extracts all the instances with the triple form <entities A, relation X,

entities B>. Finally the instances are organized to different clustersaccording to their

relation name. Although current OIE systems are claimed to extract all kinds of relations,

in fact they still selectively extract relations with certain patterns that their parsers can

recognize. Moreover, the extracted facts in current OIE systems still stay at their surface
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representation– completely separate triples which are notinterlinked to one another.

2.2 NLI Systems

NLIDB (NLI to Database) systems have been extensively studied since the 1970s [4]

and typically took NL sentences as queries and used syntactic, semantic and pragmatic

knowledge to produce corresponding SQL queries. Early systems like LUNAR [109] and

LADDER [44] were heavily customized to a particular application and difficult to port to

other application domains. These systems required developing syntactic or semantic gram-

mars that are specific to an application domain. Later systems, including TEAM [37], ASK

[97] and MASQUE [5], were designed to be portable. They used amore general parser but

still required human-crafted semantic rules and domain knowledge to interpret the parse

tree. The later systems also allowed knowledge engineers toreconfigure the system be-

fore moving to a new domain and/or letting end users add unknown words or expressions

through user interaction. A common problem of the NLIDB systems in 70s and 80s is that

they had a restricted linguistic coverage since they depended on hard-coded semantics. The

domain-specific parsers and the semantic rules can fail to tolerate even a slight change in

the wording of a question. In sum, these systems can obtain good performance but only for

narrow application domains.

PRECISE [80], a more recent NLIDB system, reduced question interpretation to a

maximum bipartite matching problem between the tokens in a NL query and database ele-

ments. PRECISE only used a tokenizer to get all the tokens in anatural language question

and totally ignore the syntactic relations between the tokens. This makes it more like a

keyword-based approach. PRECISE used a lexicon that storespossible matches between

the tokens and the database elements. Therefore, it still relied on hard-coded semantics.

Learning semantic parsers are systems that use machine learning methods to map the
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NL questions into logical forms. These systems, such as SCISSOR [35], have shown good

performance but require manually annotated training data,which is expensive to obtain.

Moreover, the effectiveness of these systems has only been evaluated on very restricted

domains.

Recently, a number of portable NLI systems have been developed for ontologies [66,

18, 106, 24] and XML databases [60]. They are the follow-up ofthe work in NLIDB but

in different problem domains.

NaLIX [60] translates NL questions to XML queries by mappingthe adjacent NL

tokens in the parse tree to the closely connected XML elements in the database. NaLIX

addressed the structure mismatch problem by allowing the XML elements to be connected

by paths. However, it left the vocabulary mismatch problem untouched because it assumed

that the NL tokens can be matched exactly or at most by synonymextension.

ORAKEL [18] constructs a logical lambda-calculus query from a NL question using

a recursive computation guided by the question’s syntacticstructure. However, it still re-

quires human-crafted lexicons to interpret the logical query. ORAKEL has an interactive

graphical interface that allows a lexicon engineer to add new mapping rules to the lexicons.

FREyA [24] generates a parse tree from a NL question, maps linguistic terms in the

tree to ontology concepts, and formulates a SPARQL query from them by exploiting their

associated domain and range restrictions. FREyA uses dialogs to interact with the user,

where the user can specify the mappings from linguistic terms to ontology concepts.

Aqualog [66] and PANTO [106] translate the NL query to linguistic or query triples

and then lexically match linguistic triples to ontology triples. Aqualog performs shallow

parsing to obtain an ordered list of pos-tagged tokens from NL questions and then use a

set of manually-made pattern rules to generate question types and linguistic triples. In con-

trast, PANTO applies a head-driven algorithm to collect linguistic triples from the syntactic

strucutre of the parse tree. Both Aqualog and PANTO disregard the structure mismatch
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problem and assume a linguistic triple will be mapped to onlyone ontology triple. PANTO

use a synonym lexicon to partially deal with the vocabulary mismatch problem. Aqualog

uses a learning mechanism to obtain a domain-dependent lexicon from user interaction.

The disambiguation mechanism of Aqualog is also interactive. It will ask the user for

disambiguation whenever it fails to interpret a query.

The last few years have seen a growing interest in open domainNLI systems. True

Knowledge1 [102] and PowerAqua [67] are two good examples. Both of them choose

pragmatic approaches to turn NL questions into relations. True Knowledge creates 1,200

translation templates to match NL questions. True Knowledge supports user interaction

and exploits a repository storing user rephrasing of the questions it cannot understand. True

Knowledge can carry out inference once the user question hasbeen represented in logical

forms but the step of translating NL questions to logical forms still heavily depends on

hard-coded semantics. It lacks a computational approach toaddress the structure mismatch

problem, although the thousand templates can help reduce it.

PowerAqua is an entension of Aqualog and it uses the same method as Aqualog but

with a larger number of hand-created pattern rules to produce question types and relations.

PowerAqua added components for merging facts from different ontologies and ranking

the results using confidence measures. Similar to Aqualog, PowerAqua maintains map-

ping lexicons to deal with the vocabulary mismatch problem.In order to improve recall,

PowerAqua adopts partial match. It will match a linguistic triple to an ontology triple as

long as the subjects and objects match, regardless of the predicates. PowerAqua further

extends this partial match approach to deal with the structure mismatch problem. It will

match a linguistic triple to an ontology path of two triples if the two endings of the path

can be matched with the subject and object of the linguistic triple. PowerAqua runs a po-

1Now, it has a new name, Evi.
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tentially expensive graph matching algorithm that searches in the RDF knowledge base for

the matchings of the query graph at both entity and schema levels.

Treo [33] is the only system we have seen which also uses semantic similarity mea-

sures to address the vocabulary mismatch problem. Treo [33]reduce a NL query to a list

of ordered terms guided by the query’s dependency structureand matches the terms to an

RDF path using semantic similarity measures. It requires recognizing a named entity as

the pivot starting a spreading activation process based on asemantic similarity threshold.

However, Treo has many limitations. First, Treo can only work for queries in the form

of a path. It cannot handle graphs or trees. Second, Treo cannot produce exact answers

or SPARQL queries. Instead, it outputs a ranked list of triple paths that may contain the

answers. Third, Treo does not address the structure mismatch problem. Fourth, it requires

a named entity in the query.

2.3 Keywords Interface System

Substantial research has been done on applying keyword search on structured data,

including relational database [47], XML [111, 95] and RDF [100]. Such keyword-based

approaches cannot express complex queries and often mix textual content from meta-data

and data. A number of approaches [20, 56] extend keyword queries with limited structure

information, allowing to specify entity types and attribute-value pairs. However, they are

still unable to support querying complex semantics.

A research effort closely related to ours is Schema-Free XQuery [61], as it also seeks

a middle ground between XQuery (the formal XML query language) and keywords query.

The approach allows casual users to create a XQuery without specifying the path expres-

sions between meaningfully related nodes. A new XQuery operator MLCAS is introduced

for the user to manually group or associate the nodes. On the other hand, MLCAS also
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stands for a XML structure that defines the most specific querycontext for the related

nodes. MLCAS extends the notion LCA (Lowest Common Ancestor) that is commonly

used in the XML keyword-based approaches. The Schema-Free XQuery approach focuses

on addressing the structure mismatch problem while assuming there is no vocabulary mis-

match problem or it can simply be solved by synonym expansion. Although it spares the

user from specifying the exact path expressions, the Schema-Free XQuery approach still

requires the user to understand and use the XQuery syntax. Moreover, the approach is not

applicable to graphs because it adheres to the LCA structurethat is only available for trees.



Chapter 3

SFQ INTERFACE

In this chapter, we first talk about the concept and rules of the SFQ query language. We

then use one example to illustrate our graphical web interface that is still under development

and introduce the important concepts of our approach. Finally we show a way to serialize

the SFQ query, which is used to communicate with our system for the present.

3.1 SFQ Concept and Rules

FIG. 3.1. A Schema-Free Query for “Where was the author of the Adventures of Tom
Sawyer born?”.

A SFQ query is represented as a graph with nodes denoting entities and links rep-

resenting semantic relations between them. Each entity is described by two unrestricted

terms: its name or value and its concept (i.e., class or type). Figure 3.1 shows an example

of a SFQ with three entities (a place, person and book) linkedby two relations (born in

andauthor). Users flag entities they want to see in the results with a ‘?’and those they

do not with a ‘*’. Terms for concepts can be nouns (book) or simple noun phrases (soc-

18
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FIG. 3.2. Two examples of default relation.

cer club) and relations can be verbs (wrote), prepositions (in), nouns (author), or simple

phrases (born in). Users are free to reference concepts and relations in their own words as

in composing a NL question.

Relation names are optional and can be omitted when there is asingle “apparent”

relation between two concepts that corresponds to the user’s intended one. The “apparent”

relation, which we call thedefault relation, is typically ahas-relationor in-relation, as

shown in the examples in Figure 3.2. In the first example, ahas- or in-relation exists

betweenCity andCountryand in the second, ahas-relationalso exists betweenAuthorand

Book. Our system uses a stop word list for filtering relation nameswith words likein, has,

from, belong, of andlocate. In this way, ahas-or in-relation is automatically turned into a

default relation.

A default relation can be represented in other ways. Consider the second example

in Figure 3.2. An author is a person who writes. Since the semantics about the relation

“wrote” is embedded in the concept “Author”, the relation can be left out when the concept

“Author” is used. However, if the concept “Person” is used, we do need explicitly name

the relation “wrote”. This example illustrates an interesting phenomenon: semantics can

stretch across syntactically neighboring terms. We refer to this phenomenon assemantic

stretch. We are going to revisit it when we discuss the relation mapping algorithm in

Section 5.3.

We currently expect concept names from users, enabling our system to resolve map-

pings in concept space rather than instance space. The requirement stems from the obser-
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vation that people find it easy to explicitly tag the types butit is much harder for machines

to infer them. However, we are developing techniques to relax this, as described in the

Section 5.2.

The value of entities can be something other than a name, suchas a number or date.

If the value of an entity is a number, “Number” is used as the entity’s concept. Numerical

attributes such as population, area, height, and revenue can be thought of as either rela-

tions or concepts, but sinceNumberis already used as the concept, we require them to be

relations. Following this simple rule helps our system better understand the user’s query.

However, we have also developed a backup approach in the casethat the user is unaware

of this rule, which is described in Section 4.1.

Like a typical database query language, SFQ can express factual queries but notwhyor

howquestions. We currently support neither numerical restrictions on entity value nor ag-

gregation functions working on the entity in question. We plan to implement these features

using form-based fields and drop-lists beside the graph areafor creating SFQ. Alternatively,

we may implement them as a set of buttons that can be dragged and applied to the entity

variables.

3.2 Envisioned Graphical Web Interface

Figure 3.3 shows the start page of our our envisioned graphical web interface. The left

panel is the drawing area for the user to create a SFQ query. The right panel is the place

where the user can apply numerical restrictions,order byclause or aggregation functions to

the entity being selected in the left panel using form-basedfields and drop-lists. One SFQ

example is given in the left panel, which asks about the actresses worked with the director

Woody Allen.

There are two buttons beneath the panels, which resemble thebuttons in the start page
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FIG. 3.3. The start page of our envisioned web interface

of Google. If the “I am feeling lucky” button is clicked, the user is brought to the possible

answers of the SFQ query in the form of a table. However, thereis a chance that the

answers are wrong. Actually, this is a problem of all NLI systems. The user cannot trust

the answers of a NLI system because no system up to date can return fully correct answers

all the times. To address this problem, we provide the “Interpret” button, which brings the

user a new page with the top 10 interpretations of the SFQ query. An interpretation refers

to a mapping of the SFQ query.

Figure 3.4 shows the page with the top 10 interpretations forthe example query in Fig-

ure 3.3. This is the real output that is produced by our systemon the DBpedia dataset. Each

interpretation is associated with a score that indicates the computed semantic similarity be-

tween the interpretation and the user’s query. The user can go through the interpretations

and select the one that best fits her query. In this way, the user can know not just answers

but also how the answers come from. Regarding to this example, the first interpretation
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FIG. 3.4. The page with top 10 interpretations after clicking the Interpretbutton
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generated by our system is actually wrong. Our statistical models currently are not able to

tell that a film only has a single director and the co-directorrelation does not exist, but it is

pretty easy for a human to know it. The second interpretationis the one that most fits the

user’s query, which is also the best one among all possible DBpedia interpretations because

there is no “Actress” class in DBpedia. As you can see, the goal of our system is to return

the most semantically similar interpretation, which is notnecessarily a completely correct

interpretation.

The interpretations are also represented in the SFQ query format so that the user can

further update the interpretation if necessary. The “Edit”button is made for this purpose.

After clicking it, the user will go back to the start page withthe new SFQ query.

3.3 Serializing a SFQ query

A SFQ query can be serialized into a text of multiple lines, with each line representing

a relation or an edge of the query graph. Figure 3.5 illustrates a serialization example for

the SFQ in Figure 3.1.

The Adventure of Tom Sawyer/Book, author, *x/Person

*x, born in, ?y/Place

FIG. 3.5. An example of SFQ serialization.

A relation consists of three elements in order, the subject entity, the predicate, and the

object entity, which are separated by comma. An entity is described by two terms: its name

or value and its concept (type), which are seperated by ’/’. The entities starting with ’?’

are variables, whose values will be shown in the query result. You can name a variable as

’?x’, ’?y’, or anything meaningful to you. ’*x’, like ’?x’, is also a variable. However, it is
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a hidden variable, whose value will not be shown in the query result. So you can controll

what entities to be presented in the query result by using ’?’or ’*’. In the second relation

of the example, ’*x’ refers to the ’*x/Person’ in the first relation. After an entity has been

assigned a type, it can be referenced later with its name only.



Chapter 4

STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION MODELS

This chapter describes two statistical association modelsthat our query system de-

pends on. The first model, we call schema path model, defines a metric that measures the

degree to which schema terms can keep company in the form of apath. This metric can be

uniformly applied to paths of different length. The second model, we call CAK (Concept

Association Model), providespairwiseassociation degree between schema terms.

Without loss of generality, this chapter uses Semantic Web RDF data to explain the

process of building the statistical models from instance data. Meanwhile, we provide defi-

nitions of some fundamental concepts that will be used throughout this thesis.

4.1 Data and Preprocessing

We store instance data in two files. The first file contains all relations (triples) between

instances, which is called therelation file. The second file provides all type definitions for

the instances, which is called thetype file. The instance data is corresponding to the ABox1

data in a knowledge base. Our system takes as input the two data files and generates the

association models automatically.

Five common sense data types are pre-defined in order to integrate all data types oc-

1Seehttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abox for the definition
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curring in RDF data. They arêNumber, D̂ate, Ŷear, T̂extandL̂iteral, of which L̂iteral is

the super type of the other four2. N̂umberis used for representing all numerical data types

(e.g.,xsd:integer, xsd:float). These five pre-defined data types are created for the purpose

of facilitating the alignment on attribute types between the user’s conceptual world and the

machine’s representation.

As we discussed in Section 3.1, we expect the user to use the pre-defined data type,

“Number”, as the concept for describing numerical attributes. However, the user may not

be aware of this rule. For example, instead of creatingBeijing
City

area
→ ?

Number
, she may still

composeBeijing
City

has
→ ?

Area
. Some numerical attributes, such as “Area”, have low computed

semantic similarity with “Number”, making it difficult for our system to align them. To deal

with this problem, we developed an approach that automatically deduce attribute types from

datatype properties used in the RDF data. Datatype properties are typically referenced as

nouns or noun phrases, which can actually work as attribute types. If they are noun phrases

(e.g. “urbanArea”), we use their head noun as the attribute type (e.g.Ârea).

For Semantic Web data that does not have a properly defined ontology or has an in-

complete type system (e.g. DBpedia), it is also helpful to learn types from object properties

used in the RDF data. We call the learned types asinferred classes. Many property names

are nouns or noun phrases, which can be used to infer the type of the object instance. For

example, the object of thereligionproperty should be a religion and therefore is an instance

of R̃eligion3. The same method as for deriving attribute types is applied to learning inferred

classes.

2Data types belong to attribute types. We cap the first letter of attribute types with∧ to distinguish them
from other types.

3We cap the first letter of inferred classes with∼ to distinguish them from other types.
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FIG. 4.1. This example shows how we count term occurrences and co-occurrences in an
RDF knowledge base.

4.2 Counting Co-occurrence

All statistical metrics in our models are based on co-occurrence counts of schema

terms. Therefore, we first discuss how we count them. Therelation file contains all

relations between instances, from which we can obtain co-occurrences between entities.

Although entity co-occurrences are not what we are interested in, we can actually count

co-occurrences between schema terms indirectly from co-occurrences between entities be-

cause entities are associated with types.

Figure 4.1 shows how we count term occurrences and co-occurrences for one relation.

On the figure’s left is an RDF triple describing a relation andthe type definitions for its

subject and object and on the right are the resulting occurrences and co-occurrences of

terms. We record two-term and three-term co-occurrences, both of which will be used in

deriving our association models.

We consider direction in counting co-occurrences between classes and properties. To

provide a consistent notation, we must decide whether to associate the direction with a
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class or a property. We choose to associate the direction with classes and call such classes

asdirected classes.

Definition 4.2.1. DIRECTED CLASS.→ c is defined as the classc when it is used with

incoming properties and←c is defined as the classc when it is used with outgoing proper-

ties. An inverse operation is defined on directed classes such that we have(→ c)−1 = ← c

and(←c)−1 =→c. To complement it, we also define(→c)1 =→c and(←c)1 =←c.

Whenever a directed class and a property are given together,we can tell the direction

regardless of the order they appear. However, if we associate the direction with properties,

knowing the order of the class and the property is then a requisite for resolving the direction.

Because an instance can have multiple types, the fact thatMark Twain is the object of

the propertyauthorresults in four directed co-occurrences between the property authorand

each of the types ofMark Twain. Similarly, by observing thatTheAdventuresof Tom Saw-

yer andMark Twainare the subject and object of the relation we can produce twelve pair-

wise directed co-occurrences between their types as well astwelve directed three-term

co-occurrences. Although many term co-occurrences are generated, the frequency count of

directed classes only increase by one. We can make an analogybetween this and the count-

ing of word co-occurrences in a text corpus where sliding thecontext window forward one

word can result in many co-occurrences between the target word and all other words in the

window.

We use|a|, |a, b| and |a, b, c| to denote the total number of term occurrences or co-

occurrences. For example,|←Book, author| represents the number of times thatauthor

is used as an outgoing property of aBookinstance in the RDF data. For another example,

|Writer| represents the number of times thatWriter instances occur in the data and we

can also deduce that|Writer| = | ←Writer| + | →Writer|. The order of the items is

irrelevant to their co-occurrence count. For example,|←Book,→Writer, author| = |→
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Writer,←Book, author|.

4.3 Schema Path Model

In this section, we introduce two important concepts: (1) schema network and (2)

schema path and then we define schema path probability on the schema network. Further-

more, we describe optimization technique to improve the space efficiency of the schema

path model.

4.3.1 Defining Schema Path Probability

The statistical information that we learn from RDF data actually forms a meta descrip-

tion of the underlying entity network, which itself is also anetwork. We call such a meta

network asschema network. The schema network is the target space which our mapping

algorithm will search into.

Definition 4.3.1. SCHEMA NETWORK. The schema network is defined as a both node

and edge labeled, weighted and directed graphGs = (C, R, P ) with the node setC and

the edge setR, where (1)C contains all the classes; (2)P is a set that contains all the

properties; and (3)R ⊆ C × P × C is the set of edges, in which(c, p, c′) represents a

relation directed from classc to c′ and has a weight of| ←c,→c′, p|.

A path on the schema network is called a schema path. Considertwo examples: (1)

Actor
starring
← Film

director
→ Director; and (2)Author

author
← Paper

cites
→ Paper

author
→

Author. The first example represents the indirectworked withrelation between a actor

and a director and the second one denotes the indirectcitesrelation between two authors.

Before we formalize the definition of a schema pathP, we first define an inverse operation

on a relation(c, p, c′) such that we have(c, p, c′)−1 = (c′, p, c). To complement it, we also

define(c, p, c′)1 = (c, p, c′).
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Definition 4.3.2. SCHEMA PATH. A schema pathP = (C,P,D, l) is defined as a path

on the schema networkGs = (C, R, P ), where (1)l denotes the length of the path; (2)C is

a vector of lengthl+1 that represents the sequence of classes〈c0, c1, c2, · · ·, cl〉 in the path;

(3) P is a vector of lengthl that represents the sequence of properties〈p0, p1, p2, · · ·, pl−1〉

in the path; and (4)D ∈ {−1, 1}l is a vector of directions〈d0, d1, d2, · · ·, dl−1〉 such that

for everyi ∈ {0.. l−1}, (ci, pi, ci+1)
di ∈ R represents an edge in the path.

A schema pathP represents a composite relation. Some schema paths make more

reasonable relations than others do. We need develop a way tomeasure the reasonableness

of a schema path. Our intuition is that the more likely a schema path is to occur in the

schema network, the more reasonable relation the path makes. Therefore, the problem is

reduced to acquiring or estimating the probability of “observing” a schema pathP in the

schema network. We compute it as the probability of the jointevent that (A1) we select the

starting nodec0 of the path randomly from all the nodes in the schema network and then

(A2) observe the path in a random walk starting withc0. More specifically,

(4.1) P (P) = P (A1) · P (A2)

The probability ofA1 is the ratio of the occurrence count ofc0 to the size of the

universe, which is simply the sum of the occurrence counts ofall the nodes in the schema

network.

(4.2) P (A1) =
|c0|

|Universe|

We use the notationci
pi

di
ci+1 to refer to the transition from the nodeci to the nodeci+1
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FIG. 4.2. Computing transition probability in a random walk.

in a random walk following the pathP. Then we have,

(4.3) P (A2) =
l−1
∏

i=0

P (ci
pi

di

ci+1)

Figure 4.2 illustrates how we compute the transition probability P (ci
pi

di
ci+1). The

weight of the edge(ci, pi, ci+1)
di is

∣

∣(← ci)
di , (→ ci+1)

di , pi

∣

∣. The total occurrence counts

of the nodeci is |ci|. The standard transition probability is simply the ratio ofthe two.

However, we extend the standard one by multiplying it with a parameterγ, a real number

between0 and1. The purpose of introducingγ is to enable us to have control over the

relative importance of short paths against long paths. Equation 4.4 shows our transition

probability function.
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(4.4) P (ci
pi

di

ci+1) =



















∣

∣(← ci)
di , (→ ci+1)

di , pi

∣

∣

|ci|
· γ if 0 < i 6 l − 1

∣

∣(← ci)
di , (→ ci+1)

di , pi

∣

∣

|ci|
if i = 0

We do not applyγ when i = 0 becauseci is then the starting node of the path andγ

is useless at this occasion. If we interpret thisγ in the famous “drunken sailor’s walk”

paradigm, it means that the drunk can sleep at any node with a probability of 1 − γ after

starting his walk.

From Equations 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, it follows that

P (P) = P (A1) · P (A2)(4.5)

=
|c0|

|Universe|
·

l−1
∏

i=0

P (ci
pi

di
ci+1)

= γl−1 ·
|c0|

|Universe|
·

l−1
∏

i=0

∣

∣(← ci)
di, (→ ci+1)

di , pi

∣

∣

|ci|

=
γl−1

|Universe|
·

l−1
∏

i=1

1

|ci|
·

l−1
∏

i=0

∣

∣(← ci)
di , (→ ci+1)

di, pi

∣

∣

If γ = 1, thenP (P) is the same as the one computed from using the standard random

walk. If γ = 0, only paths with a length of one have non-zero probability, which means

only direct relations are considered in this case.

A path P and its return pathP ′ represent the same relation. For example,

Director
director
← Film

starring
→ Actor describes the same indirect relation asActor

starring
←

Film
director
→ Director does. Therefore, they should have the same probability to be“ob-

served” in the schema network. Before we prove thatP (P) = P (P ′), we first formalize
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the definition of the return pathP ′.

Definition 4.3.3. RETURN PATH. A schema pathP ′ = (C′,P′,D′, l′) is said to be the

return path ofP = (C,P,D, l) if and only if (1) l′ = l and (2)∀i ∈ {0.. l} c′i = cl−i and

(3) ∀i ∈ {0.. l−1} p′i = pl−1−i and (4)∀i ∈ {0.. l−1} d′i = (−1) · dl−1−i

Property 4.3.1. Given a schema pathP = (C,P,D, l) and its return pathP ′ =

(C′,P′,D′, l′), we haveP (P) = P (P ′).

Proof.

P (P ′) =
γl−1

|Universe|
·

l−1
∏

i=1

1

|c′i|
·

l−1
∏

i=0

∣

∣

∣
(← c′i)

d′i , (→ c′i+1)
d′i, p′i

∣

∣

∣

=
γl−1

|Universe|
·

l−1
∏

i=1

1

|cl−i|
·

l−1
∏

i=0

∣

∣(← cl−i)
(−1)·dl−1−i , (→ cl−i−1)

(−1)·dl−1−i , pl−1−i

∣

∣

=
γl−1

|Universe|
·

l−1
∏

i=1

1

|cl−i|
·

l−1
∏

i=0

∣

∣(→ cl−i)
dl−i−1 , (← cl−i−1)

dl−i−1 , pl−i−1

∣

∣

=
γl−1

|Universe|
·

l−1
∏

i=1

1

|cl−i|
·

l−1
∏

i=0

∣

∣(← cl−i−1)
dl−i−1 , (→ cl−i)

dl−i−1 , pl−i−1

∣

∣

Letting j = l − i in the first
∏

andj = l − i− 1 in the second
∏

,

=
γl−1

|Universe|
·

l−1
∏

j=1

1

|cj|
·

l−1
∏

j=0

∣

∣(← cj)
dj , (→ cj+1)

dj , pj

∣

∣

= P (P)

By applying the random walk on a graph, a special case of a Markov chain, we actually

make theMarkov propertyassumption – the conditional probability of being in a future

state depends only on the present state, not on all past states. Although this assumption
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does not hold for many real world problems, the Markov chain has been shown to be a

useful simplification in practice, which is also true for ourproblem.

On the basis of schema path probability, we define schema pathfrequencyf(P) as

f(P) = P (P) · |Universe|(4.6)

= γl−1 ·
l−1
∏

i=1

1

|ci|
·

l−1
∏

i=0

∣

∣(← ci)
di, (→ ci+1)

di , pi

∣

∣

Whenl = 1 we havef(P) =
∣

∣(← c0)
d0 , (→ c1)

d0 , p0

∣

∣, which is simply the weight

of the edge(c0, p0, c1)
d0 .

Our schema path model is intended to store and index all the schema paths with a

length no larger than a given threshold and their frequencies. The entire model will be held

in memory for fast computation of our querying system. The only operation that the model

needs to support at present is to return all the schema paths and their frequencies between

two given classes. The length threshold is typically a smallnumber, such as 2 or 3. One

reason is that we expect a relation in a SFQ query would only bemapped to a short schema

path because otherwise the user is expected to decompose the“long” relation into multiple

relations in the SFQ query. The other reason is that if long paths are included, a very large

number of paths will be produced for a knowledge base having many classes and properties

(e.g. DBpedia). This will result in a very large model, whichis difficult to store in memory.

4.3.2 Model Optimization

Even after applying the length threshold, large and diverseknowledge bases can give

rise to too many schema paths to materialize in a model. For example, there is about

one million paths between two classesPersonandPlacein DBpedia even when the length
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threshold is only two. On the other hand, dynamically findingall the schema paths between

two given nodes from the schema network and compute their frequencies would be too

slow. To tackle this problem, we develop an optimization technique that drastically reduces

the required space of the model and still maintain fast computation.

First of all, for the schema network, we group all the edges with the same direction

between two nodes into a single edge. We call the resulting network asconcept network.

Definition 4.3.4. CONCEPT NETWORK. On the basis of the schema networkGs =

(C, R, P ), the concept network is defined as a node-labeled, weighted and directed graph

Gc = (C, R̈) with the same node setC as inGs and the edge seẗR ⊆ C × C such that

(c, c′) ∈ R̈ if and only if ∃p ∈ P, (c, p, c′) ∈ R. Each edge(c, c′) ∈ R̈ has the weight of

| ←c,→c′|.

By analogy to schema paths on the schema network, we also haveconcept pathson

the concept network. Two examples of concept paths areActor ← Film→ Director and

Author ← Paper → Paper → Author. We formally define concept path as below.

Definition 4.3.5. CONCEPT PATH. A concept pathP̈ = (C,D, l) is defined as a path

on the concept networkGc = (C, R̈), where (1)l denotes the length of the path; (2)C

is a vector of lengthl + 1 that represents the sequence of classes〈c0, c1, c2, · · ·, cl〉 in the

path; and (3)D ∈ {−1, 1}l is a vector of directions〈d0, d1, d2, · · ·, dl−1〉 such that for every

i ∈ {0.. l−1}, (ci, ci+1)
di ∈ R̈ represents an edge in the path.

Similarly, we define concept path probabilityP (P̈) on the concept network. Follow-

ing the same inference in the previous section, we can prove that

(4.7) P (P̈) =
γl−1

|Universe|
·

l−1
∏

i=1

1

|ci|
·

l−1
∏

i=0

∣

∣(← ci)
di , (→ ci+1)

di
∣

∣
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FIG. 4.3. schema path model optimization

We also define concept path frequencyf(P̈) on the basis ofP (P̈).

f(P̈) = P (P̈) · |Universe|(4.8)

= γl−1 ·
l−1
∏

i=1

1

|ci|
·

l−1
∏

i=0

∣

∣(← ci)
di , (→ ci+1)

di
∣

∣

Concept paths can be seen as templates or patterns for schemapaths. Figure 4.3 gives

an illustration. The concept pathActor
[1]
← Film

[2]
→ Director can be seen as a schema

path template with two placeholders. On the other hand, as part of data structure of the

schema network, we maintain arrays which store all the properties that can go between

two directed classes. Hence, we can collect all the schema paths having the pattern of the

concept path at almost no cost by filling the placeholders with all the combinations of the

elements in their corresponding arrays. It follows that ourschema path model only needs

to store and index concept paths rather than schema paths themselves. This greatly reduces

the space required by the model. As shown in the example, instead of storingn1 ·n2 schema
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paths, we only need store a single concept path.

We can also compute the schema path frequencyf(P) indirectly from the concept

path frequencyf(P̈), as shown in Equation 4.9

(4.9) f(P) = f(P̈)

l−1
∏

i=0

P (pi|(ci
∗
→ ci+1)

di)

whereP (pi|(ci
∗
→ ci+1)

di) represents the conditional probability thatpi appears between

two given classesci andci+1 with the directiondi on the schema network.

4.4 Concept Association Knowledge Model

Knowing the strength of association between concepts and properties is an important

kind of domain knowledge that is very useful for disambiguation. The term ‘Titanic’ in

the query “Who are the actors of Titanic” could refer to a shipor a film, but the latter is

more likely because films commonly have actors but other potential types (e.g., ship, book,

game, place, album, etc.) do not. We know birds can fly but trees cannot, a database table

is not kitchen table, etc. Such knowledge is essential for human language understanding.

We refer to this asConcept Association Knowledge(CAK). Domain and range definitions

for properties in ontologies, argument constraint definitions of predicates in logic systems

and database schemata all belong to this knowledge. However, manually defining this

knowledge for broad or open domains is tedious and expensive.

Instead, we learn concept association knowledge statistically from instance data and

thus avoid the expensive human labor. However, instead of producing “tight” assertions

such as those used in RDF property domain and range constraints, we generate thedegree

of associations. Classical logics that make either true or false assertionsare less suited in

an open-domain scenario, especially those created from heterogeneous data sources. For
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example, what is the range of the propertyauthor in DBpedia? BothWriter andArtist

are not appropriate because the object ofauthorcould be something other thanWriter or

Artist, for exampleScientist. HavingPersonas the range would be too general to be useful

in disambiguation. Thus in our case there is no a fixed range for the propertyauthorbut

different classes do have varied association strengths with the propertyauthor.

We employ Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) [17] to compute two types of asso-

ciations: (i)direct association between classes and properties and (ii)indirect association

between two classes. Equation 7.1 gives the PMI formula whereft1 andft2 are the marginal

occurrence counts of the two termst1 andt2 andf(t1, t2) is the co-occurrence count oft1

andt2 in the universe.N is a constant for the size of the universe.

(4.10) PMI(t1, t2) ≈ log(
f(t1, t2) ·N

ft1 · ft2

)

Because the associations that we measure are direction-sensitive, we use directed

classes in computing PMI. Hereafter, we use the notation~c to generally refer to a directed

class, regardless of what the direction is.

By applying Equation 4.10, the association between a class and a property is computed

as below.

(4.11) PMI(~c, p) = log(
|~c, p| · |Universe|

|~c | · |p|
)

We also need to measure association between two classes which may not be directly

connected. This involves a problem about how to measure the “co-occurrence” count of

two classes which are connected by paths. It is not clear whatis the absolute co-occurrence
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count in this circumstance, but we can still develop some measures which reflect the rela-

tive co-occurrence degree of two classes. We achieve this bymaking use of concept path

frequencyf(P̈). Let
{

~cx
∗
 ~cy

}

represents the set of concept paths that connect two di-

rected classes~cx and~cy. The indirect co-occurrence count between~cx and ~cy is defined as

the maximum path frequency of all the paths connecting them.More specifically,

(4.12) f(~cx, ~cy) = max
P̈∈{ ~cx

∗

 ~cy}
f(P̈)

There are other reasonable ways to definef(~cx, ~cy). For example, instead of using the

maximum path frequency, we can take the sum of all the path frequencies. Moreover, we

can use schema path frequency rather than concept path frequency. We chose the current

one because it is relatively easy to implement. Our initial experiments also show that the

current measure works fairly well. We plan to experiment with other options in our future

work.

Using Equation 4.10 and 4.12, the association between two directed classes is com-

puted as the following.

PMI(~cx, ~cy) = log(
f(~cx, ~cy) · |Universe|

|~cx | · |~cy|
)(4.13)

= log(

max
P̈∈{ ~cx

∗

 ~cy}
f(P̈) · |Universe|

|~cx | · |~cy|
)

PMI is a popular statistical association measure, being conceptually simple, efficient

and effective. It also shows the best overall performance inmeasuring word association

[96], compared with other measures includingχ2-test, likelihood ratio and average mu-
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FIG. 4.4. Improved PMI vs. standard PMI in generating the most associated incoming
properties ofPersonin DBpedia
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tual information. However, PMI has a well-known problem of being biased towards low-

frequency terms. To address this problem, we develop an improved PMI metric, described

in Chapter 7, which offsets the bias of standard PMI. Figure 4.4 shows an example that

compares the improved PMI with standard PMI in populating the top-30 list of the most

associated properties with the directed class→Person in DBpedia. Although many of

properties in the two lists overlap, standard PMI tends to favor low-frequency terms while

the improved PMI does not exhibit this tendency. Hereafter,all the PMI values in this the-

sis are produced by our improved PMI metric. For simplicity,we will use the term PMI to

refer to our modified PMI metric.

Figure 4.5 shows some examples that are taken from our DBpedia CAK model where

the maximum path length is set to two andγ is 0.4. Examples 1 to 4 present, in order, top-

25 outgoing and incoming properties that are most associated with two classesFilm and

Actor. Note that datatype properties are indicated by an initial “@” character to distinguish

them from object properties. Examples 5 and 6 show the top-50most associated classes

to the classActor. Classes that are not directly connected toActor can also be strongly

associated. For example,→D̃irector has a PMI value6.1 with→Actor, which is ranked at

7th place.

In the first four examples, the top properties are very informative for telling the classes,

such asstarring anddirector for Film. Lower ranked properties tend to be less related to

the classes. Example 4 shows that bothauthor andwriter can be incoming properties of

Actor, but writer is more related. On the other hand, the first example shows that only

writer, not author, can describeFilm. In the DBpedia ontology,author and writer are

used for different contexts withwriter used for films. The classActor has bothwriter

andauthor as incoming properties because actors can write things other than films (e.g.,

books). Manually creating this level of ontological knowledge would take many hours of

human labor, which we can save by using the CAK model. Noisy data in DBpedia can
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result in some abnormal associations, as shown in example 1,but their association strength

is typically low.

For readers who are interested in seeing more examples, the entire CAK model learned

from the DBLP+ dataset can be referenced in Appendix A.
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1)←Film : starring 7.6, musicComposer 7.4, cinematography 7.4, director 7.4, distributor 7.4, editing 7.3,
writer 7.1, @budget 7.1, @gross 7.1, language 6.8, producer6.5, @runtime 6.4, @releaseDate 6.3, narrator
6.2, country 5.0, @name 4.7, subsequentWork 4.2, previousWork 4.1, mediaType -1.3, @facilityId -1.3,
@airDate -1.4, @frequency -1.6, @pages -1.6, license -1.6,author -1.7

2)→Film : academyAward 8.7, baftaAward 8.2, basedOn 7.7, previousWork 7.7, subsequentWork 7.7, film-
FareAward 7.5, notableWork 7.5, award 6.8, emmyAward 6.0, album 5.8, knownFor 5.4, related 5.4, associ-
atedAct 5.2, product 4.9, format 4.7, significantProject 4.6, genre 4.4, series 4.3, deathCause 3.9, tonyAward
3.9, derivative 3.8, resolution 3.7, associatedBand 3.7, associatedMusicalArtist 3.7, openingTheme 3.5

3) ←Actor : spouse 7.2, tonyAward 7.2, academyAward 7.1, @alias 7.0, occupation 7.0, emmyAward
7.0, birthPlace 6.8, ethnicity 6.8, baftaAward 6.7, @birthDate 6.6, @numberOfFilms 6.6, partner 6.6,
filmFareAward 6.5, @activeYearsStartYear 6.2, deathPlace6.2, associatedAct 6.0, @deathDate 6.0, @ac-
tiveYearsEndYear 5.6, award 5.4, @name 5.2, homepage 4.8, @weight 4.6, @birthName 4.5, instrument 3.1,
child 2.4

4)→Actor : starring 8.2, guest 7.9, director 7.5, voice 7.5, narrator7.2, spouse 6.6, writer 6.6, presenter 6.5,
executiveProducer 6.4, cinematography 6.4, editing 6.2, creator 6.2, producer 6.2, partner 6.1, openingTheme
6.0, endingTheme 5.9, musicComposer 5.9, showJudge 5.2, lyrics 5.1, composer 5.0, author 5.0, musicBy
4.7, child 4.4, relative 4.3, foundationPerson 4.2

5)←Actor : →Âlias 7.0,→P̃rofession 6.6,→S̃pouse 6.6,→Musical 6.5,→F̃ield 6.4,→FilmFestival 6.2,
→D̂ate 6.2,→M̃unicipality 6.0,→R̃esidence 5.9,→H̃eadquarters 5.9,→H̃ometown 5.9,→Õccupation 5.9,
→C̃apital 5.9,→C̃ounty 5.9,→P̃rovince 5.9,→R̃egion 5.9,→Ãdvisor 5.9,→City 5.9,→G̃arrison 5.8,
→Ãrea 5.8,→Ãssembly 5.8,→L̃ocation 5.8,→T̃raining 5.8,→H̃ighschool 5.8,→B̃uilder 5.8,→G̃round
5.8,→Ẽducation 5.8,→C̃ampus 5.8,→Ãlma mater 5.8,→Settlement 5.8,→P̃roduct 5.8,→S̃ubsidiary
5.7,→S̃ource 5.7,→C̃ause 5.7,→M̃outh 5.7,→S̃tate 5.7,→PopulatedPlace 5.7,→M̃anufacturer 5.7,
→D̃esigner 5.7,→Place 5.7,→Award 5.7,→P̃artner 5.7,→S̃hrine 5.7,→P̃ublisher 5.7,→G̃enre 5.7,→Film
5.7,→C̃itizenship 5.6,→Ẽditor 5.6,→Ẽthnicity 5.6,→Ŷear 5.6

6) →Actor : ←Film 7.5, ←TelevisionShow 6.7,←S̃eries 6.6,←Work 6.4, ←TelevisionEpisode 6.4,
→Actor 6.1, →D̃irector 6.1, →Ẽditing 6.0, →C̃inematography 6.0,→B̂udget 5.7,→Ñarrator 5.7,
→Artist 5.6, →Person 5.5,→Film 5.4, ←Musical 5.4,→Language 5.3,→G̃uest 5.2,←S̃pouse 5.2,
→P̃roducer 5.1,←Thing 5.1,→Work 5.1,→MusicalWork 5.1,→R̂untime 5.0,→Album 5.0,→R̂eview
4.9,→TelevisionEpisode 4.9,→MusicalArtist 4.9,→C̃omposer 4.9,→Broadcast 4.9,→AdultActor 4.8,
→Single 4.8,→S̃pouse 4.8,←P̃roduct 4.7,→M̃edia 4.7,→Company 4.7,→Îsbn 4.7,→Comedian 4.6,
→MusicGenre 4.6,→RecordLabel 4.6,→C̃reator 4.6,→Ŝide 4.6,→P̃latform 4.6,←Comedian 4.6,→Ôclc
4.6,→Ṽoice 4.6,→Ĩnput 4.6,→Band 4.5,←Ñarrator 4.5,→F̃ormat 4.5,→M̃usic 4.5

FIG. 4.5. Six examples from DBpedia’s CAK. The examples 1-4 showthe most associated
properties for four directed classes and the examples 5-6 show the the most associated
classes for two directed classes.



Chapter 5

QUERY INTERPRETATION

In this chapter, we first formalize our problem and give an overall picture of our ap-

proach. Next, we describe the two phases in the mapping algorithm, namely, concept

mapping and relation mapping.

5.1 Approach Outline

First of all, we give the formal definition of SFQ.

Definition 5.1.1. SFQ.A SFQ is defined as a node-and-edge labeled, directed graphGq =

(Ê, R̂) with the node set̂E and the edge set̂R, where (1)Ê contains all the entities in the

query and each entitŷe ∈ Ê is described by two parts: its name or value or variableê.v and

its concept̂e.c; (2) R̂ is the set of edges, in which(ê, p̂, ê′) represents a relation directed

from the subject entitŷe to the object entitŷe′ with the predicatêp.

Next, we define SFQ interpretation on the schema network.

Definition 5.1.2. SFQ INTERPRETATION. An interpretation of a SFQGq = (Ê, R̂)

on the schema networkGs = (C, R, P ) is a mappingσ such that∀ ê ∈ Ê, σ(ê.c) ∈ C

and∀ (ê, p̂, ê′) ∈ R̂, σ((ê, p̂, ê′)) is a schema pathP that starts withσ(ê.c) and ends with

σ(ê′.c).

44
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FIG. 5.1. A SFQ mapping example

The result of a mappingσ is also a graph and we denote it asGσ.

We have two problems to solve in this chapter: (1) developingan objective function

φ(σ) that measures the semantic similarity betweenGq andGσ and (2) searching in the

spaceM of possible mappings for the ones that produce the highestφ(σ) scores.

In contrast to many graph matching approaches which directly search into the entity

network, our approach deals with a much smaller network, theschema network. However,

the mapping spaceM is still huge and it is intractable to go through each possible mapping

for finding the optimal ones.

Instead of blindly trying all mapping possibilities, we canrely on lexical semantic

similarity measures to find mapping candidates. Consider the example in Figure 5.1, which

gives a SFQ and its best mapping in DBpedia. All the concepts in the SFQ are semantically

similar to their corresponding classes. This allows us to generate class candidates for each

concept in the SFQ by exploiting lexical semantic similarity. However, we cannot success-

fully generate candidates for all the properties because some of them need to be mapped

to paths, for example, “worked with”. Determining how well apath is mapped by a SFQ

relation requires knowing, in advance, the classes to whichthe concepts connected by the

relation are mapped. In other words, the computation is context-dependent.
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FIG. 5.2. two-phase mapping algorithm

One way to deal with this is to iterate through all combinations of the class candidates

and find the best mappings for the relations for each combination. However, this approach

is very costly because mapping SFQ relations to paths is a computationally expensive pro-

cess and we cannot afford to iterate the process many times.

We chose to use local information at hand to jointly disambiguate and resolve the

SFQ concepts first, in spite of missing information on indirect relations. We call this step

asconcept mapping. After the mappings of the concepts are known, we then disambiguate
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and resolve the relations. We refer to the second step asrelation mapping. An illustration

of the two-phase mapping procedure is given in Figure 5.2. Rather than just producing the

top interpretation of the SFQ concepts, we generate the top-k interpretations as the result of

concept mapping. We do so because our concept mapping algorithm is not perfect and the

highest ranked interpretation is not always correct. The efficacy of the concept mapping

algorithm determines the selecting of thek value. The more effective the concept mapping

algorithm is, the smallerk we can choose. Thek value in turn has great impact on the

efficiency of the relation mapping phase because the relation mapping algorithm will be

applied to each of thek concept mapping hypotheses.

In the rest of this chapter, interpreting the SFQ in Figure 5.1 on the schema network

of DBpedia will be used as the running example to illustrate the two-phase mapping algo-

rithm.

5.2 Phase 1: Concept Mapping

5.2.1 Generating Candidates via Lexical Semantic Similarity

We develop two different lexical semantic similarity models for generating candidates

because we find that semantic similarity for concepts differs from that for relations. For

example, “doctor” and “patient” are different concepts, but they can work as the same

relation. Some other examples include “parent” vs. “child”, “wife” vs. “husband”, “book”

vs. “writer”, and “wife” vs. “marry”. To distinguish them, we coin two termsconcept

similarity andrelation similarity1. We refer to the two models as concept similarity model

and relation similarity model.

The candidate lists for SFQ concepts and relations have the size ofk1 andk2, respec-

tively. For each concept or relation in a SFQ, we populate itscandidate list with the most

1Relation similarity is very close to the notion ofsemantic relatedness.
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semantically similar ontology classes or properties2 (See Chapter 8 for semantic similarity

computation). Minimum similarity thresholds,0.075 and0.05, are experimentally applied

to concepts and relations, respectively, for guaranteeingthat all the terms have at least some

similarity. For adefault relation, we generate the3
4
k2 ontology properties most semanti-

cally similar to each of its connected concepts because the semantics of adefault relationis

often conveyed in one of its connected concepts. Then we assemble these into a list of3
2
k2

ontology properties. The values fork1 andk2 are the results of the compromise between

mapping performance and computation time, which depend on the degree of heterogene-

ity in the underlying ontologies and the quality of the semantic similarity measure. For a

dataset as diverse as DBpedia, we experimentally found thatsettingk1 = 10 andk2 = 20

is sufficient to produce good results.

Figure 5.3 shows the candidate lists generated from our DBpedia ontology for the five

user terms in the SFQ query, with candidates ranked by their similarity score. Bothk1 and

k2 are set to20. Classes starting with∧ are attribute types and starting with∼ are inferred

classes (See Section 4.1 for their definitions). We use the Stanford part of speech (POS)

tagger and morphology package [99] to get word lemmas with their POS and then compute

their semantic similarity. While our similarity measure iseffective and works well, it is

not perfect. For example, “born in” is mistaken as highly similar to “@cylinderBore”. It is

worth mentioning that we manually increased the similarityscore between “Actress” and

“Film” from 0.11 to 0.20 for the purpose of creating an interesting running example that

requires joint disambiguation.

We are developing techniques to deal with the case when entities are only described

by their names, without being given their concepts. For example, there could be no “Di-

rector” associated with “Woody Allen” in the SFQ in Figure 5.3. Our solution is to find

2The candidate properties of a relation are semantically similar to the predicate of the relation only.
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FIG. 5.3. A ranked list of terms from our DBpedia ontology is generated for each term in
the SFQ, “Which actresses worked with Woody Allen and where were they born?”.

all the entities that lexically match “Woody Allen” and compute their string similarities

with “Woody Allen”. Then we collect all the types of the entities, which might include

Director, Person, Bookand etc., and put them into the candidate list of Woody Allen along

with their string similarities. Our disambiguation algorithm, which is discussed next, can

automatically locate the most appropriate type for the entity Woody Allen.

Our DBpedia ontology consists of two sets, namely the class setC and the property set

P in the DBpedia’s schema networkGs = (C, R, P ). The cardinality ofC andP are523

and1, 099 respectively. Generating candidates requires comparing each concept or relation

in a given SFQGq = (Ê, R̂) to every class or property in the ontology, resulting in a

running time ofΘ(ÊC +R̂P ). In fact, we extend this to the process of computing semantic

similarity between every user term in a given SFQ and every ontology term and further

cache the values in a hash map for future access. Our semanticsimilarity computation is
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very efficient. The whole process took only27 milliseconds per question by average for

the set of questions in Table 9.11.

5.2.2 Disambiguation via Optimization

In Figure 5.3, each combination of ontology terms, with one term coming from each

candidate list, is a possible mapping or “mapping hypothesis”, but some are reasonable

and others not. Disambiguation here means choosing the mostreasonable hypotheses from

all possible combinations. Our disambiguation problem differs from traditional ones (e.g.

word-sense disambiguation) in that we do not have predefinedsenses or categories. In

contrast, each term is associated with a similarity value that indicates how likely it is to be

the right term by itself. The values are automatically produced and therefore require no

human input or involvement.

An intuitive measure of reasonableness for a given hypothesis is the degree to which its

ontology terms associate in the way that their corresponding user terms connect in the SFQ.

For example, since “Actress” and “Director” are connected in the SFQ in Figure 5.3, we can

expect that their corresponding classes should have good pairwise statistical association.

Therefore, according to our CAK model we can know thatActor and D̃irector makes a

more reasonable combination than that ofActor andPresident. For another instance, since

“Place” is connected by “born in”, their corresponding ontology terms should also have

good statistical association. Thus the combination ofPlaceandbirthPlacemakes much

more sense than that ofPlaceand@cylinderBoreor that ofPlaceand@birthNamebecause

the CAK model tells us that a strong association holds between PlaceandbirthPlacebut

not@cylinderBoreor @birthName.

We use two types of connections in a SFQ for computing the overall association of

a hypothesis: connections between concepts and their relations (e.g., “Actress” and “born

in”) and between two connected concepts (e.g., “Actress” and “Director”). We exclude
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indirect connections (e.g., between “Place” and “worked with”) because they do not neces-

sarily entail good associations. This distinguishes from the coarse-grained disambiguation

methods [113] where context is simply a bag of words without compositional structure.

While some of the SFQ relations (e.g. “worked with”) need to be mapped to indirect

relations, the others are still mapped to direct relations (e.g. “born in”). Hence, the asso-

ciation degrees between class candidates and property candidates are still helpful in better

disambiguating the query, which we should not ignore.

The association degree of ontology terms in a hypothesis is just one of the two ele-

ments we use to evaluate the fitness of the hypothesis. The other element is, of course,

lexical semantic similarity between the user terms and their corresponding ontology terms

in the hypothesis. We need combine the two to constitute the fitness function in the concept

mapping phase.

We start formalizing our approach. Suppose the query graphGq = (Ê, R̂) hasn

nodes andm edges. Each concept or relationxi in Gq has a corresponding set of candidate

ontology termsYi. Our hypothesis spaceH is the Cartesian product over the setsY1, ...,

Ym+n.

H = Y1 × ...× Ym+n = {(y1, ..., ym+n) : yi ∈ Yi}

Each hypothesish ∈ H also describes a functionh(x) that mapsxi to yi for i ∈ {1, ..., m+

n}.

Let us define a fitness functionϕ(h, G) that returns the fitness score of a hypothesis

h on a query graph or subgraphG. We seek the hypothesish∗ ∈ H that maximizes the

fitness on the query graphGq, which is computed as the summation of the fitness on each
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relationr̂i = (êi, p̂i, ê
′
i) ∈ R̂, i from 1 tom. More specifically,

h∗ = argmax
h∈H

ϕ(h, Gq)(5.1)

.
= argmax

h∈H

m
∑

i=1

ϕ(h, r̂i)(5.2)

Formula 5.2 achievesjoint disambiguationbecause the joint concepts of different relations

should be mapped to the same ontology class.

Let us denotêei.c as ĉi andê′i.c as ĉ′i. We makeϕ(h, r̂i) be composed of three terms

T1 andT2 andT3 in Equation 5.3.

T1 = PMI(
−−→
h(ĉi),

−−→
h(ĉ′i)) · simc(ĉi, h(ĉi)) · simc(ĉ

′
i, h(ĉ′i))(5.3)

T2 = PMI(
−−→
h(ĉi), h(p̂i)) · simc(ĉi, h(ĉi)) · simr(p̂i, h(p̂i))

T3 = PMI(
−−→
h(ĉ′i), h(p̂i)) · simc(ĉ

′
i, h(ĉ′i)) · simr(p̂i, h(p̂i))

We use directed classes
−−→
h(ĉi) and

−−→
h(ĉ′i) because we need consider direction in computing

associations. Note thatsimc representsconcept similarityand simr representsrelation

similarity. EachTi is the product of thePMI association between two ontology terms

in the hypothesish, which are corresponding to two of the three elementsĉi, p̂i and ĉ′i

in the relationr̂i, and the semantic similarities between the two ontology terms and their

corresponding user terms. Recall thatPMI(~cx, ~cy) can measure association between two

classes that are not directly connected.

Finally, the formula ofϕ(h, r̂i) is shown in Equation 5.4. Since
−−→
h(ĉi) and

−−→
h(ĉ′i) have

two different directions each, there are totally four possible combinations of them. For

every combination, we calculate2T1 + max(T2 + T3, 0). Then, we take the maximum

value of the results and use it as the output ofϕ(h, r̂i). The max operator onT2 + T3 and
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0 is used to impose a lower bound onT2 + T3 becauseT2 + T3 can easily go negative and

even−∞ when r̂i needs to be mapped to an indirect relation. The lower bound ofzero

makesϕ(h, r̂i) be solely determined by2T1 under such circumstances. We use a weight of

two for T1 for balance’s purpose because there are two terms regardingto the connections

between class and property. Moreover, the higher weight forT1 than forT2 andT3 helps in

the situations where the correct mapping ofp̂i is not in its candidate list. The higher weight

gives us a better chance to map the concepts to the corresponding classes throughT1 when

T2 andT3 fail.

ϕ(h, r̂i) = max
−−−→
h(ĉi)∈{←h(ĉi),→h(ĉi)}
−−−→
h(ĉ′i)∈{←h(ĉ′i),→h(ĉ′i)}

2T1 + max(T2 + T3, 0)(5.4)

We use the example in Figure 5.3 to illustrate the concept mapping algorithm de-

scribed above. The SFQ in question has two relations. We refer to the relation ?
Actress

born in
→

?
P lace

as r̂1 and ?
Actress

workedwith
→ Woody Allen

Director
as r̂2. The hypothesish∗ that maximizes

ϕ(h, Gq) consists of all the highlight terms, namely (Place, birthPlace, Actor, ∅, D̃irector),

which contains the correct concept mapping (Place, Actor, D̃irector). ϕ(h∗, r̂1) has a value

of 14.9, which is the sum of7.4 obtained from2T1, 2.9 from T2 and4.6 from T3. On the

other hand,ϕ(h∗, r̂2) has a value of7.92, which is contributed solely by2T1. No property

in the candidate list of “worked with” can makeT2 + T3 positive whenh(ĉi) is Actor and

h(ĉ′i) is D̃irector. Althoughh∗ maximizeϕ(h, Gq), it does not maximizeϕ(h, r̂2). The

hypothesis (*, *,Film, notableWork, D̃irector), referred to ash′, achieves a higherϕ(h, r̂2)

score,8.3, which is the sum of2.6 gained from2T1, 1.2 from T2 and4.5 from T3. However,

h′ has a low score onϕ(h, r̂1) becauseFilm does not associate well with the candidates of

“born in” and “Place”, makingh′ inferior toh∗.
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In the above example the correct concept mapping simply consists of all the top-one

concept candidates. However, in general, the candidate with the highest semantic similarity

score may not be the correct one. For example, consider the SFQ ?
Soccer Club

has
→ ?

Director
.

This time, D̃irector is no longer the correct mapping for “Director” becauseD̃irector is

used for films but not soccer clubs in DBpedia. The most appropriate mapping in this

context should beSoccerManageror M̃anager.

The algorithm of findingh∗ can be easily extend to finding the top-k hypotheses. In

the process of searching forh∗, we store the maximum value ofϕ(h, Gq) we have found in

a single variable and every time we compare the newly computed value ofϕ(h, Gq) with

that variable. When finding the top-k hypotheses, we use a priority queue with a fixed size

of k, instead of a single variable, to store the top-k largestϕ(h, Gq) values. Every time, we

compare the head of the queue, the smallest of the k values, tothe newly computed value

of ϕ(h, Gq). If the head is smaller than the new value, we remove the head and insert the

new value to the priority queue. The worst running time for completing a single operation

increases fromO(1) to O(log k).

Time Complexity. Let k1 andk2 be the length of the candidate lists of SFQ concepts

and relations, respectively. Letk3 be the number of the top hypotheses we need find. Sup-

pose the query graphGq = (Ê, R̂) hasn nodes andm edges. The complexity of a straight-

forward optimization algorithm iskn
1 · k

m
2 [O(m) + O(log k3)] because (1) the hypothesis

spaceH has a size ofkn
1 · k

m
2 ; (2) computingϕ(h, Gq) requires computingϕ(h, r̂i) on m

relations; (3) comparingϕ(h, Gq) with and modify the priority queue of topk3 hypotheses

requiresO(log k3). We can significantly reduce this complexity by exploiting locality. The

optimal mapping choice of a property can be determined locally when the two classes it

links are fixed. So, we only iterate on allkn
1 combinations of classes. Moreover, we can

iterate in a way such that the next combination differs from current combination only on

one class with others remaining unchanged. This means we need only re-compute the links
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involving the changed class. The average number of links in which a class participates is

2m
n

. On the other hand, finding the property that maximizes the fitness of a link requires

going through allk2 choices in the candidate list, resulting inO(k2) running time. Put them

together, the total computational complexity is reduced tokn
1

[

O(2m
n

k2) + O(log k3)
]

.

Although the running time is still exponential in the numberof concepts inGq, it is

not a serious issue in practical applications for three reasons. First, we expect that short

queries with a small number of entities will dominate. Second, since we can do a much

better job in measuringconcept similaritythanrelation similarity, a smallk1 can be used

for producing candidates of concepts and a relatively largek2 for relations. Third, we can

achieve further improvement by decomposing the graph into subgraphs and/or exploiting

parallel computing.

We refer to the set of top-k hypotheses asH∗. The output of the concept mapping

phase is the projection ofH∗ on the classes. The fitness scores of the hypotheses are

discarded and will not be carried to the next phase.

5.3 Phase 2: Relation Mapping

5.3.1 Objective Function and Maximization

We first define the mapping spaceS, in which we will search for the top-10σs of the

SFQGq = (Ê, R̂) that maximize the objective functionφ(σ, Gq). Let {cx
∗
 cy} represent

the set of path starting withcx and ending withcy. We have

S = {σ ∈M | ∃h∈H∗ (∀ê∈Ê σ(ê.c) = h(ê.c)) ∧

(∀(ê, p̂, ê′)∈R̂ ∃P ∈{h(ê.c)
∗
 h(ê′.c)} P.l 6 L ∧ σ((ê, p̂, ê′)) = P)}
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whereM represents the entire mapping space ofGq andL denotes the path length threshold.

The fitness score ofσ on the query graphGq is computed as the geometric mean of

the fitness scores ofσ on each relation̂ri ∈ R̂. More specifically,

(5.5) φ(σ, Gq) =
m

√

√

√

√

m
∏

i=1

φ(σ, r̂i)

Analogous to the fitness functionϕ(h, Gq) in the concept mapping phase, theσ that

maximizes theφ(σ, Gq) does not necessarily maximize everyφ(σ, r̂i).

Our searching problem for top-10 interpretations can be reduced to the problem of

seeking the mappingσ∗ ∈ S that maximizesφ(σ, Gq). More specifically,

σ∗ = argmax
σ∈S

φ(σ, Gq)(5.6)

= argmax
σ∈S

(

m
∏

i=1

φ(σ, r̂i)

)1/m

(5.7)

Next, we start to describe the approach to computeφ(σ, r̂i).

5.3.2 Computing Fitness of Mapping a Relation to a Path

We combine two features to calculateφ(σ, r̂). One feature is the joint lexical semantic

similarity between the SFQ relation̂r and the path to which it maps,σ(r̂), which we also

denotes asP. The other feature is the schema path frequency ofP, f(P). More specifically,

φ(σ, r̂) = Sim⋊⋉(r̂,P) · (log(f(P)) + β)(5.8)
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whereSim⋊⋉(r̂,P) measures the joint lexical semantic similarity betweenr̂ andP; the

term log(f(P)) measures how much sense the path makes by itself; andβ is a parameter

to weight the relative importance between the two. The bigger β is, the less important role

f(P) plays.

To computeSim⋊⋉(r̂,P), we need align terms appearing inr̂ = (ĉ, p̂, ĉ′) andP =

(C,P,D, l). The two conceptŝc andĉ′ in r̂ are already aligned, as defined byσ, to the two

ending classes ofP, c0 andcl, respectively. The only terms that we need to align are the

predicatêp in r̂ and the propertiesp0, p1, p2, · · ·, pl−1 in P.

We do not need to alignc1, c2, · · ·, cl−1 in P because we exclude them from the

computation ofSim⋊⋉(r̂,P). There are several reasons why we ignore the intermediate

classes. First, the semantics inc1, c2, · · ·, cl−1 is often largely overlapped with that in

p0, p1, p2, · · ·, pl−1. Second, because we apply product to join the similarity scores of the

alignments, the less terms we include in the product, the less likely false negative errors

can occur3. Third, the predicatêp, the only unaligned term in̂r, is more likely to be se-

mantically similar to the properties than the intermediateclasses inP. Fourth, some class

terms do not have much specific semantics (e.g.Thing).

However, there is an exception in which we actually use some of the intermediate

classes in computingSim⋊⋉(r̂,P). This is when some of the propertiesp0, p1, p2, · · ·, pl−1

in P aredefault relations(e.g.has). In this case, we replace the “meaningless” properties

with the (object) classes that the properties point to.

Since we ignore the intermediate classes in computingSim⋊⋉(r̂,P), the schema paths

that vary only on the intermediate classes have the same joint lexical semantic similarity

with r̂. However, their fitness scores witĥr are still different due to their varied schema

path frequencies. In other words, the paths that have higherprobability to be observed in

3A big deficiency of our lexical semantic similarity models isthat sometimes they fail to find enough
similarity between semantically similar terms, which we refer to as false negative errors
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FIG. 5.4. Examples of heterogeneous alignments

the schema network will be ranked higher.

Due to thesemantic stretchphenomenon we mentioned in Chapter 3, we cannot sim-

ply align the predicatêp to the propertiesp0, p1, p2, · · ·, pl−1. In other words, the alignments

are not homogeneous. Consider examples in Figure 5.4. In example A and B, neither is

“flow through” semantically similar tocountry, nor is “published by” similar toinstitution.

According to their meanings, the predicate “flow through” should be aligned to the class

River, and the predicate “published by” to the classPublication.

By way of analogy, we might think semantics as something thatcan be stretched or

is able to spread. The same (or close) semantics can stay within a single term or span

over multiple continuous terms. For an instance, in exampleB the meaning of the class

Publicationin the schema pathP spans over two terms, “Paper” and “published by”, in the

relationr̂. For another instance, in example D the meaning of “Conference” in r̂ stretches
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over three terms inP, includingproceedings, conferenceandConference4.

No matter how internal semantics stretches, if the pathP has the same semantics as

the relationr̂, we can still cut the path into three parts that are corresponding to subject,

predicate and object of the relation̂r. The two red lines in each example in Figure 5.4

illustrate how the cutting should be done. The area to the left of red line1 is calledsubject

region, the area between red line1 and2 calledpredicate regionand the area to the right

of red line2 calledobject region. The subject or object region sometimes can be empty, as

shown in example A and B. This occurs when one of the ending classes ofP is included

in the predicate region. Although we could interpret it as the subject or object region being

collapsed into the predicate region, this cutting behavioris exactly what we expect.

Each cutting defines a function. We refer to both the cutting and the function asω.

Let X represent the set{c0, p0, p1, p2, · · ·, pl−1, cl} (i.e. all the terms in the pathP except

the intermediate classes). LetY represent the set{ĉ, p̂, ĉ′} (i.e. all the schema terms in the

relationr̂). The cutting functionω maps fromX to Y . More specifically,

(5.9) ω : X → Y

where terms in the subject, predicate and object region are mapped tôc, p̂ and ĉ′, respec-

tively.

Based on the functionω, we can create alignments for the propertiesp0, p1, p2, · ·

·, pl−1 and the predicatêp. Eachpi ∈ P is simply paired toω(pi). Let Z denote the set

{ω(pi) | pi ∈ P}. If p̂ ∈ Z, thenp̂ has already been paired by one or morepi; otherwise,

we need pair̂p to ω−1(p̂)5, which is eitherc0 or cl.

4Remind that we ignore intermediate class terms in the pathP
5Althoughω is generally not invertible, it is invertible at this particular point.
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The joint lexical semantic similarity with respect to the predicatep̂ and the properties

p0, p1, p2, ···, pl−1, which we refer to asSim⋊⋉(p̂,P), can be computed using Equation 5.10.

(5.10)

Sim⋊⋉(p̂,P) =



























l−1
∏

i=0

simr(ω(pi), pi) if p̂ ∈ {ω(pi) | pi ∈ P}

(

l−1
∏

i=0

simr(ω(pi), pi)) · simr(p̂, ω
−1(p̂)) if p̂ /∈ {ω(pi) | pi ∈ P}

The calculation ofSim⋊⋉(p̂,P) is simply the product of similarity of the pairs in themin-

imum pair setthat coversp̂ and everypi ∈ P. The reason we use product rather than

summation to integrate similarity scores of the pairs is that even if only one term in ei-

ther the relation̂r or the pathP cannot be well aligned we should not thinkr̂ andP are

semantically similar since one term can change the meaning drastically.

Now, we start to describe how to find the cutting, namely, the functionω. We seek the

cutting functionω∗ in the cutting spaceΩ that maximizesSim⋊⋉(p̂,P). More specifically,

(5.11) ω∗ = argmax
ω∈Ω

Sim⋊⋉(p̂,P)

The sequence{c0, p0, p1, p2, · · ·, pl−1, cl} hasl + 2 elements, which leads tol + 3

positions to cut. There are totallyC2
l+3 different ways of selecting two cuts. Therefore, the

cutting spaceΩ has a size ofC2
l+3. Going through everyω ∈ Ω and computeSim⋊⋉(p̂,P)

is computationally expensive, which requires a running time of O(l3). To address this

problem, we develop a greedy algorithm,SmartCutter, to perform the cutting task that runs

in O(l). Figure 5.5 presents the pseudo code ofSmartCutter. SmartCuttercan handle all

the four cases in Figure 5.4.
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Algorithm SmartCutter

Input: subjectĉ, predicatêp, objectĉ′, the relation similarity modelsimr, and the arrayt
that contains the sequence〈c0, p0, p1, p2, · · ·, pl−1, cl〉 .

Output: u, an index oft that points to the rightmost term in the subject region, andv, an
index oft that points to the leftmost term in the object region.

1: best← 0
2: bestsim← 0
3: for i← 0 to l + 1 do
4: if simr(p̂, t[i]) > bestsim then
5: best← i
6: bestsim← simr(p̂, t[i])

7: u← best− 1
8: v← best + 1
9: while u > 0 do

10: if simr(p̂, t[u]) ≥ simr(ĉ, t[u]) then
11: u← u− 1
12: else ifu = l and simr(p̂, t[u]) ≥ simr(ĉ, t[u]) · bestsim then
13: u← u− 1
14: else
15: break
16: while v < l + 1 do
17: if simr(p̂, t[v]) ≥ simr(ĉ

′, t[v]) then
18: v← v + 1
19: else ifv = 1 and simr(p̂, t[v]) ≥ simr(ĉ

′, t[v]) · bestsim then
20: v← v + 1
21: else
22: break
23: return u, v

FIG. 5.5. Predicate-driven greedy cutting algorithm
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The general idea ofSmartCutteris as follows. We first find the element in the sequence

{c0, p0, p1, p2, · · ·, pl−1, cl} that has the largest semantic similarity with the predicatep̂. We

call it as the best term. We assume that the best term is insidethe predicate region and we

initiate the predicate region to only include the best term.Next, we stretch the predicate

region to the left of the best term until we meet an elementu that is more similar to the

subjectĉ than to the predicatêp. Similarly, we stretch the predicate region to the right of

the best term until we meet an elementv that is more similar to the object̂c′. Finally, the

two elementsu andv give the borders of the three regions.

Lines1− 6 shows the code used to find the best term. Lines9− 15 and16− 22 show

how we findu andv, respectively. The line12 − 13 and19 − 20 are used to deal with a

special case that the best term is one of two ending classes, either c0 or cl. Proceeding next

stretch step or not will determine whetherp̂ ∈ {ω(pi) | pi ∈ P} and which of the two cases

to use for computingSim⋊⋉(p̂,P) in Equation 5.10.

Property 5.3.1. SmartCutter makes each stretch step iff∆Sim⋊⋉(p̂,P) > 0.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we prove the property in the process of stretching to the

left of the best term. The proof is divided into Case 1, 2 and 3.Case 2 is further divided into

2a and 2b. Let the cutting function before one stretch step beω′ and after the stretch step

beω′′. ω′ andω′′ produce the same value on everypi ∈ P except onpk wherek = u− 1.

Case 1.the best term is notc0 or cl.

SmartCutter makes the stretch step if and only ifsimr(p̂, pk) ≥ simr(ĉ, pk) because

only lines10 − 13 control whether taking the stretch step towards the left andline 13 is

unreachable in Case 1.

We havep̂ ∈ {ω′(pi) | pi ∈ P} andp̂ ∈ {ω′′(pi) | pi ∈ P} since the best term belongs

to P and maps tôp. Consequently, we haveSim⋊⋉(p̂,P) =
∏l−1

i=0 simr(ω(pi), pi) for both

ω = ω′ andω = ω′′.
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∆Sim⋊⋉(p̂,P) =
l−1
∏

i=0

simr(ω
′′(pi), pi)−

l−1
∏

i=0

simr(ω
′(pi), pi)

(5.12)

=
k−1
∏

i=0

simr(ω
′(pi), pi) ·

l−1
∏

i=k+1

simr(ω
′(pi), pi) · (simr(ω

′′(pk), pk)− simr(ω
′(pk), pk))

=
k−1
∏

i=0

simr(ω
′(pi), pi) ·

l−1
∏

i=k+1

simr(ω
′(pi), pi) · (simr(p̂, pk)− simr(ĉ, pk))

From Equation 5.12, it follows that∆Sim⋊⋉(p̂,P) > 0 ⇐⇒ simr(p̂, pk) ≥ simr(ĉ, pk).

Therefore, we prove the property for Case 1.

Case 2.the best term iscl.

Case 2a.whenu = l in the while loop from line9 to line15.

By k = u − 1, we know k = l − 1. SmartCutter makes the stretch step

if simr(p̂, pl−1) ≥ simr(ĉ, pl−1) · simr(p̂, cl) due to line12 − 13. On the other hand,

SmartCutter makes the stretch step only if the condition in line10 or 12 is satisfied.

Either line 10 or 12 is satisfied, we all havesimr(p̂, pl−1) ≥ simr(ĉ, pl−1) · simr(p̂, cl).

Therefore, it follows thatSmartCutter makes the stretch step only ifsimr(p̂, pl−1) ≥

simr(ĉ, pl−1) · simr(p̂, cl).

We havep̂ /∈ {ω′(pi) | pi ∈ P} andp̂ ∈ {ω′′(pi) | pi ∈ P}. Consequently, we have

Sim⋊⋉(p̂,P) = (
∏l−1

i=0 simr(ω(pi), pi)) · simr(p̂, ω
−1(p̂)) whenω = ω′ andSim⋊⋉(p̂,P) =

∏l−1
i=0 simr(ω(pi), pi) whenω = ω′′.
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∆Sim⋊⋉(p̂,P) =
l−1
∏

i=0

simr(ω
′′(pi), pi)− (

l−1
∏

i=0

simr(ω
′(pi), pi)) · simr(p̂, ω

′−1(p̂))

(5.13)

=
l−2
∏

i=0

simr(ω
′(pi), pi) · (simr(ω

′′(pl−1), pl−1)− simr(ω
′(pl−1), pl−1) · simr(p̂, cl))

=
l−2
∏

i=0

simr(ω
′(pi), pi) · (simr(p̂, pl−1)− simr(ĉ, pl−1) · simr(p̂, cl))

From Equation 5.13, it follows that∆Sim⋊⋉(p̂,P) > 0 ⇐⇒ simr(p̂, pl−1) ≥

simr(ĉ, pl−1) · simr(p̂, cl). Therefore, we prove the property for Case 2a.

Case 2b.whenu ≤ l − 1 in the while loop from line9 to line15.

This can be proved in the same way as for Case 1. except that we have p̂ ∈

{ω′(pi) | pi ∈ P} andp̂ ∈ {ω′′(pi) | pi ∈ P} because bothω′ andω′′ mappl−1 to p̂.

Case 3.the best term isc0.

There is no need to stretch to the left for this case.

Property 5.3.2.SmartCutter stops stretching towards either direction iff∆Sim⋊⋉(p̂,P) <

0.

Proof. The property can be deduced directly from Property 5.3.1.

The reason whySmartCutter stops when∆Sim⋊⋉(p̂,P) < 0 is that we already start

to loseSim⋊⋉(p̂,P) score at the current step and it is more likely to lose than gain in the

future steps since the cutting line will be put even closer toc0 or cl and farther from the

best term.
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We observed thatSim⋊⋉(p̂,P) tends to be biased towards smalll, that is, short paths.

To counteract it, we raiseSim⋊⋉(p̂,P) to the power of 1
1+α(l−1)

. More specifically,

(5.14) Sim′
⋊⋉
(p̂,P) = (Sim⋊⋉(p̂,P))

1
1+α(l−1)

whereα is a parameter having a value in the range[0..1]. Whenα is 0, Sim′
⋊⋉
(p̂,P) is

the same asSim⋊⋉(p̂,P). Whenα is 1, Sim′
⋊⋉
(p̂,P) becomes thel-th root ofSim⋊⋉(p̂,P),

which is approximately the geometric mean of the lexical similarity scores included in the

product computation ofSim⋊⋉(p̂,P).

However, the method we use to counteract the bias brings a newproblem of its own.

As we know,Sim⋊⋉(p̂,P) is the product of similarity scores in three regions, subject, pred-

icate and object. The paths that have very high similarity scores in the subject and ob-

ject regions but low similarity scores in the predicate region can still enjoy a fairly high

Sim′
⋊⋉
(p̂,P) score due to the power of 1

1+α(l−1)
. This can cause a problem because the

predicatep̂ may not be well aligned by any term in the pathP. To address this problem,

we imposeSim′
⋊⋉
(p̂,P) a upper limit, which is the maximum similarity score obtained in

the predicate region. More specifically,

(5.15) Sim′′
⋊⋉
(p̂,P) = min

(

max
{pi | ω(pi)=p̂}

sim(p̂, pi), Sim′
⋊⋉
(p̂,P)

)

Finally, the formula that we use to compute the overall jointlexical semantic similarity

between̂r andP is shown in Equation 5.16.

(5.16) Sim⋊⋉(r̂,P) = simc(ĉ, c0) · simc(ĉ
′, cl) · (Sim′′

⋊⋉
(p̂,P))
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FIG. 5.6. Dealing with default relations in computing joint lexical semantic similarity

The formula is simply the product of three similarity terms.The first two similarity terms

result from pairing the subject conceptĉ to the starting classc0 of the pathP and pair the

object concept̂c′ to the ending classcl. The third similarity term isSim′′
⋊⋉
(p̂,P), resulting

from pairing the predicatêp to the terms inP and paring every property inP to ĉ, p̂ or ĉ′.

5.3.3 Dealing with Default Relations

ComputingSim′′
⋊⋉
(p̂,P) requires the predicatêp to be meaningful since the cutting

algorithm is predicate-driven. When it comes to default relations, we can replace the empty

predicatep̂ first with the subject concept̂c and next with the object conceptĉ′, compute

Sim′′
⋊⋉
(p̂,P) for both cases and finally combine the two values into one.

However, we cannot applymax operator or use simple average to combine them.

Consider the example in Figure 5.6. If we substitute “Author” for the empty predicatêp,

the pathP1 will be preferable toP2, according to theirSim′′
⋊⋉
(p̂,P) scores. If we substitute

“Citation” for p̂, P2 will be preferable toP1. It is the low semantic similarity between the

object concept “Citation” and the classPublication, 0.13, that causes the incorrect ranking
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when we substitute “Author” for the predicate. The low semantic similarity implies that

significant portion of semantics in “Citation” is not matched byPublication. In this case, if

we use “Author” as the predicate, that portion of unmatched semantics may never be able

to be matched, as illustrated byP1. Therefore, “Citation” should be given preference over

“Author” in replacing the empty predicate.

Let the concept having smaller semantic similarity with itscorresponding class be

ĉs and the one with larger similarity bêcb. Let Sim′′
⋊⋉
(ĉs,P) andSim′′

⋊⋉
(ĉb,P) represent

Sim′′
⋊⋉
(p̂,P) after substitutinĝcs andĉb for p̂, respectively. The joint lexical semantic sim-

ilarity with respect to the empty predicatêp in a default relation and the propertiesP in a

pathP is shown in Equation 5.17.

(5.17)

Sim′′
⋊⋉
(p̂,P) =















Sim′′
⋊⋉
(ĉs,P) if Sim′′

⋊⋉
(ĉs,P) > Sim′′

⋊⋉
(ĉb,P)

Sim′′
⋊⋉
(ĉs,P) + (Sim′′

⋊⋉
(ĉb,P)− Sim′′

⋊⋉
(ĉs,P)) · (

simr(ĉs, σ(ĉs))

simr(ĉb, σ(ĉb))
)θ otherwise

whereθ is a parameter in the range[0,∞). Whenθ is 0, Sim′′
⋊⋉
(p̂,P) becomes the larger

one betweenSim′′
⋊⋉
(ĉs,P) andSim′′

⋊⋉
(ĉb,P). Whenθ is a large number,Sim′′

⋊⋉
(p̂,P) is

close toSim′′
⋊⋉
(ĉs,P). The ratio simr(ĉs,σ(ĉs))

simr(ĉb,σ(ĉb))
denotes the ratio of the smaller concept sim-

ilarity to the bigger concept similarity. The lower the ratio is, the closerSim′′
⋊⋉
(p̂,P) is to

Sim′′
⋊⋉
(ĉs,P), or in other words, the more preference is given toSim′′

⋊⋉
(ĉs,P). If the ratio

is 1.0, Sim′′
⋊⋉
(p̂,P) again becomes the larger one betweenSim′′

⋊⋉
(ĉs,P) andSim′′

⋊⋉
(ĉb,P).

We use the example in Figure 5.6 to illustrate the computation of Sim′′
⋊⋉
(p̂,P) where

we setθ = 1.0. According to the two concept similarity scores,ĉs and ĉb represent “Ci-

tation” and “Author”, respectively, and the ratiosimr(ĉs,σ(ĉs))
simr(ĉb,σ(ĉb))

have a value0.13. For the

pathP1, Sim′′
⋊⋉
(ĉs,P) and Sim′′

⋊⋉
(ĉb,P) produce0.22 and 1.0, respectively. Therefore,

Sim′′
⋊⋉
(p̂,P) = 0.22 + (1.0 − 0.22) ∗ 0.13 = 0.32, which is much closer to0.22 than to
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1.0. For the pathP2, Sim′′
⋊⋉
(ĉs,P) andSim′′

⋊⋉
(ĉb,P) produce0.818 and0.852, respectively.

Hence,Sim′′
⋊⋉
(p̂,P) = 0.818+(0.852−0.818)∗0.13 = 0.822. Thus,P2 is more preferable

thanP1 by theirSim′′
⋊⋉
(p̂,P) scores.



Chapter 6

FORMAL QUERY GENERATING AND ENTITY

MATCHING

The result of a mappingσ is a graph, which we refer to asGσ. We can literally translate

Gσ into a SPARQL graph query. Figure 6.2 shows the SPARQL query produced from the

mapping in Figure 6.1. We create variables for the classes inGσ that are corresponding to

SFQ nodes with a “?” mark, such as “?x” forActor, and blank nodes for the classes that

are corresponding to SFQ nodes with a “*” mark and all the intermediate classes, such as

“ :b01” for Film. The variables and blank nodes are typed with the classes, such as “?x a

dbo:Actor”, and are inter-linked by the edges inGσ, such as “:b01 dbo:starring ?x”.

However, creating SPARQL nodes for named entities can be complicated. Although

names are the identifiers of entities, they can have certain variations. Typically, a knowl-

edge base maintains an entity-name index that maps different names of an entity to the

database id or URI of the entity. When it comes to RDF knowledge base, we can build this

index onrdfs:labelproperties. However, it is often the case that this index is incomplete

(i.e. not containing all the name variations). Therefore, we need an approach to match

the entity name. Figure 6.2 shows a simple but effective approach that applies full-text or

keyword search to match entity names. Thebif:containsproperty is a Virtuoso [29] built-in

text search function which finds literals containing specified text. Alternatively, we can

69
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FIG. 6.1. A SFQ mapping example

use regex match to achieve the same end, which is supported bySPARQL1.1. Figure 6.3

illustrates an example that how we match named entities using a regex filter. However, the

implementation of full-text search,bif:contains, is much faster than that of regular expres-

sion matching in Virtuoso.

In Section 9.4.9, we will describe a pragmatic approach for named entity matching

that is slightly more complicated. It first produces SPARQL queries using exact matches on

the entity names. If the SPARQL queries return empty results, we then resort to keyword

matching. Sophisticated approaches for named entity matching can involve developing

algorithms for fast approximate string matching and retrieval, but they are out of scope of

this thesis.

In the last chapter, we show how to disambiguate concepts andrelations using novel

algorithms but we have not done anything to disambiguate named entities. Actually, the

name-matched entities can be disambiguated by the constraints in the SPARQL query. For

example, since the entity “?0” with the label “Woody Allen” is the “dbo:director” of some

film “ :b01”, the other possible matches, like books, can be excluded by the query. There-

fore, we do not need to develop a separate module to deal with named entity disambiguation

since it comes free when the query is executed.
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PREFIX dbo: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>

SELECT DISTINCT ?x, ?y WHERE {
_:b01 a dbo:Film .
?x a dbo:Actor .
?y a dbo:Place .
?0 rdfs:label ?label0 .
?label0 bif:contains ’"Woody Allen"’ .
?x dbo:birthPlace ?y .
_:b01 dbo:starring ?x .
_:b01 dbo:director ?0 .

}

FIG. 6.2. This SPARQL query was automatically generated from the SFQ in Figure 6.1,
“Which Actresses worked with Woody Allen and where were theyborn?”.

PREFIX dbo: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>

SELECT DISTINCT ?x ?y WHERE {
_:b01 a dbo:Film .
?x a dbo:Actor .
?y a dbo:Place .
?0 rdfs:label ?label0 .
FILTER regex(?label0, "woody allen", "i")

?x dbo:birthPlace ?y .
_:b01 dbo:starring ?x .
_:b01 dbo:director ?0 .

}

FIG. 6.3. An alternative SPARQL query that uses regex function to match a named entity.



Chapter 7

IMPROVING PMI IN MEASURING ASSOCIATION

Although Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) has been mainly applied to statistical

NLP, it is a general measure of statistical association. However, PMI has a well-known

problem that it is biased towards low-frequency terms. In this chapter, we develop an ap-

proach to offset the bias in the domain of measuring word similarity and present a new

metricPMImax. The reason PMI can be applied to measure word similarity is that seman-

tically similar words tend to occur near each other, which isdifferent from the distributional

hypothesis [42].

In Section 7.6, we simplifyPMImax and make it applicable to other domains. In

particular, we show how to come up with a metric that can be used to measure statisti-

cal association between schema terms on the schema network,which is a totally different

domain from measuring word similarity.

Readers shall not mistake this chapter for the place of implementation of our semantic

similarity models, which is actually in the next chapter. AlthoughPMImax can work as

a good semantic similarity metric, especially for measuring relation similarity, it has two

limitations that prevent us from using it immediately in ourschema-free querying system.

First,PMImax as well as PMI need a very large corpus to be effective. In the experiments

conducted in this chapter we use a two-billion words corpus,but we still have to limit word

72
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frequency to be above700 to make PMI measures statistically reliable. Second, similarity

computation in our query interpretation algorithms requires similarity scores falling in the

range[0, 1] but PMI measures do not hold this property.

7.1 Introduction

Word similarity is a measure of how semantically similar a pair of words is, with syn-

onyms having the highest value. It is widely used for applications in natural language pro-

cessing (NLP), information retrieval, and artificial intelligence, including tasks like word

sense disambiguation [86], malapropism detection [11], paraphrase recognition [71], im-

age and document retrieval [105] and predicting hyperlink-following behavior [54]. There

are two prevailing approaches to computing word similarity, based on either using of a

thesaurus (e.g., WordNet [72]) or statistics from a large corpus. There are also hybrid ap-

proaches [75] combining the two methods. Many well-known word similarity measures

have been based on WordNet [85, 64, 49] and most of semantic applications [86, 105, 11]

rely on these taxonomy-based measures.

Organizing all words in a well-defined taxonomy and linking them together with dif-

ferent relations is a labor-intensive task that requires significant maintenance as new words

and word senses are formed. Furthermore, existing WordNet-based similarity measures

typically depend heavily on “IS-A” information, which is available for nouns but incom-

plete for verbs and completely lacking for adjectives and adverbs. Consequently, these

metrics perform poorly (with accuracy no more than 25%) [48]in answering TOEFL syn-

onym questions [55] where the goal is selecting which of fourcandidate choices is most

like a synonym to a given word. In contrast, some corpus-based approaches achieve much

higher accuracy on the task (above 80%) [96, 12].

We expect statistical word similarity to continue to play animportant role in semantic
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acquisition from text [64] in the future. A common immediateapplication is automatic

thesaurus generation, in which various statistical word similarity measures [46, 36, 62, 22,

112] have been proposed. These are based on the distributional hypothesis [42], which

states that words occurring in the same contexts tend to havesimilar meanings. Thus, the

meaning of a word can be represented by a context vector of accompanying words and their

co-occurrences counts, modulated perhaps by weighting functions [22], measured either in

document context, text window context, or grammatical dependency context. The context

vectors can be further transformed to a space of reduced dimension by applying singular

value decomposition (SVD), yielding the familiar latent semantic analysis (LSA) technique

[55]. The similarity of two words is then computed as the similarity of their context vectors,

and the most common metric is the cosine of the angle between the two vectors. We will

refer this kind of word similarity as distributional similarity, following convention in the

research community [77, 108, 11].

PMI has emerged as a popular statistical word similarity measure that is not based

on the distributional hypothesis. Calculating PMI only requires simple statistics about

two words: their marginal frequencies and their co-occurrence frequency in a corpus. In

the ten years after PMI was introduced to statistical NLP by Church and Hanks [17] it

was mainly used for measuring word association [68] and was not thought of as a word

similarity measure. Along with other statistical association measures such as the t-test,χ2-

test, and likelihood ratio, PMI was commonly used for findingcollocations [68]. PMI was

also a popular weighting function used in computing distributional similarity measures

[46, 62, 108]. Using PMI as a word similarity measure began with the work of Turney

[103], who developed a technique he called PMI-IR that used page counts from a Web

search engine to approximate frequency counts in computingPMI values for word pairs.

This produced remarkably good performance in answering TOEFL synonym questions –

an accuracy of 74% which outperformed LSA [55], and was the best result at that time.
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Turney’s result was surprising because finding synonyms wasa typical task for distri-

butional similarity measures, and PMI, a word association measure, performed even better.

Terra and Clarke [96] redid the TOEFL experiments for a set ofthe most well-known word

association measures including PMI,χ2-test, likelihood ratio, and average mutual infor-

mation. The experiments were based on a very large Web corpus, and document and text

window contexts of various sizes were investigated. They found PMI performed the best

overall, and obtained an accuracy of 81.25% with a window size of 16 to 32 words.

PMI-IR has subsequently been used as a word similarity measure in other applications

with good results. Mihalcea [71] used PMI-IR, LSA, and six WordNet based similarity

measures as a sub-module in computing text similarity and applying it to paraphrase recog-

nition and found that PMI-IR slightly outperformed the others. In a task of predicting user

click behavior, predicting the HTML hyperlinks that a user is most likely to select given

an information goal, Kaur [54] also showed that PMI-IR performs better than LSA and six

WordNet based measures.

Why PMI is effective as a word similarity measure is still notclear. Many researchers

use Turney’s good results of PMI-IR as empirical credence [96, 45, 71, 54, 50]. To explain

the success of PMI, some propose the proximity hypothesis [45, 96] noting that similar

words tend to occur near each other, which is quite differentfrom the distributional hy-

pothesis which assumes that similar words tend to occur in similar contexts. However, to

our knowledge no further explanations have been provided inthe literature.

In this chapter, we offer an intuitive explanation for why PMI can be used as a word

similarity measure and illustrate behavioral differencesbetween first-order PMI similarity

and second-order distributional similarity. We also provide new experiments and exam-

ples, allowing more insight into PMI similarity. Our main contribution is introducing a

novel metric,PMImax, that enhances PMI to take into account the fact that words have

multiple senses. The new metric is derived from the assumption that more frequent con-
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tent words have more senses. We show thatPMImax significantly improves the perfor-

mance of PMI in the application of automatic thesaurus generation and outperforms PMI

on benchmark datasets including human similarity rating datasets and TOEFL synonym

questions.PMImax also has the advantage of not requiring expensive resources, such as

sense-annotated corpora.

The remainder of the chapter proceeds as follows. In Section2 we discuss PMI sim-

ilarity and define thePMImax metric. In Section 3 we use experiments in automatic the-

saurus generation to determine the coefficients ofPMImax, evaluate its performance, and

examine its assumptions. Additional evaluation using benchmark datasets is presented in

Section 4. Section 5 discusses potential applications ofPMImax and our future work. We

are particularly interested in exploiting behavioral differences between PMI similarity and

distributional similarity in the application of semantic acquisition from text. Finally, we

conclude the chapter in Section 6.

7.2 Approach

We start this section by discussing why PMI can serve as a semantic similarity mea-

sure. Then, we point out a problem introduced by PMI’s assumption that words only pos-

sess a single sense, and we propose a novel PMI metric to consider polysemy of words.

7.2.1 PMI as a Semantic Similarity Measure

Intuitively, the semantic similarity between two concepts1 can be defined as how much

commonality they share. Since there are different ways to define commonality, semantic

similarity tends to be a fuzzy concept. Issoldiermore similar toastronomeror to gun? If

commonality is defined as purely involvingIS-Arelations in a taxonomy such as WordNet,

1A concept refers to a particular sense of a word and we use an italic word to signify it in this section.
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thensoldier would be more similar toastronomerbecause both are types of people. But

if we base commonality on aptness to a domain, thensoldier would be more similar to

gun. People naturally do both types of reasoning, and to evaluate computational semantic

similarity measures, the standard practice is to rely on subjective human judgments.

Many researchers think that semantic similarity ought to bebased only onIS-A re-

lations and that it represents a special case of semantic relatedness which also includes

antonymy, meronymy and other associations [11]. However, in the literature semantic sim-

ilarity also refers to the notion of belonging to the same semantic domain or topic, and is

interchangeable with semantic relatedness or semantic distance [68]. In this paper, we take

the more relaxed view and use two indicators to assess the goodness of a statistical word

similarity measure: (i) its ability to find synonyms, and (ii) how well it agrees with human

similarity ratings.

We use Nida’s example noted by Lin [62] to help describe why PMI can be a semantic

similarity measure:

A bottle of tezgüino is on the table.

Everyone likes tezgüino.

Tezgüino makes you drunk.

We make tezgüino out of corn.

By observing the contexts in which the concepttezg̈uino is used, we can infer thattezg̈uino

is a kind of alcoholic beverage made from corn, exemplifyingthe idea that a concept’s

meaning can be characterized by its contexts. By saying a concept has a context, we mean

the concept is likely to appear in the context. For example,tezg̈uino is likely to appear in

the context of “drunk”, sotezg̈uino has the context “drunk”. We may then define concept

similarity as how much their contexts overlap, as illustrated in Figure 7.1. The larger the

overlap becomes, the more similar the two concepts are, and vice versa.
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FIG. 7.1. Common contexts between concepts A and B.

Two concepts are more likely to co-occur in a common, shared context and less likely

in an unshared one. In a shared context, both have an increased probability of appearing

but in an unshared one, as in Figure 7.1, one is more likely butthe other not. Generally, for

two concepts with fixed sizes2, the larger their context overlap is, the more co-occurrences

result. In turn, the number of co-occurrences can be used to indicate the amount of common

contexts between two concepts with fixed sizes.

The number of co-occurrences also depends on the sizes of thetwo concepts. There-

fore, we need a normalized measure of co-occurrences to represent their similarity. PMI fits

this role well. Equation 7.1 shows how to compute PMI for concepts in a sense-annotated

text corpus, wherefc1 andfc2 are the individual frequencies (counts) of the two concepts

c1 andc2 in the corpus, andfd(c1, c2) is the co-occurrence frequency ofc1 andc2 measured

by the context window ofd words andN is the total number of words in the corpus. In this

chapter,log always stands for natural logarithm.

(7.1) PMI(c1, c2) ≈ log(
fd(c1, c2) ·N

fc1 · fc2

)

Traditionally, PMI is explained as the logarithmic ratio ofthe actual joint probability of two

2The size of a concept refers to the frequency count of the concept in a corpus.
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events to the expected joint probability if the two events were independent [17]. Here, we

interpret it from a slightly different perspective and thisinterpretation is used in deriving

our novel PMI metric in the next section. The termfc1 ·fc2 can be interpreted as the number

of all co-occurrence possibilities or combinations between c1 andc2
3. The termfd(c1, c2)

gives the number of co-occurrences actually fulfilled. Thus, the ratiofd(c1,c2)
fc1 ·fc2

measures the

extent to which two concepts tend to co-occur. By analogy to the correlation in statistics

which measures the degree that two random variables tend to co-increase/decrease, PMI

measures the likelihood that two concepts tend to co-occur versus occurring alone. In this

sense, we say that PMI computes the correlation between the conceptsc1 andc2. We also

refer to the semantic similarity that PMI represents as correlation similarity.

Because a concept has the largest context overlap with itself, a concept has the largest

chance to co-occur with itself. In other words, a concept hasthe strongest correlation

with itself (auto-correlation). Auto-correlation is closely related to word burstiness, a phe-

nomenon that words tend to appear in bursts. If the “one senseper discourse” hypothesis

[34] is applied, word burstiness would be essentially the same as concept burstiness. Thus

word burstiness is a reflection of the auto-correlation of concepts.

It is interesting that synonym correlation derives from theauto-correlation of concepts.

If identical concepts happen within a distance as short as a few sentences, writers often

prefer using synonyms to avoid excessive lexical repetition. The probability of substituting

synonyms depends on the nature of the concept as well as the writer’s literary style. In

our observations, synonym correlation often has a value very close to auto-correlation for

verb, adjective and adverb concepts, but a value a little bitlower for nominal concepts.

One reason may be the ability to use a pronoun as an alternative to a synonym in English.

3The requirement for multiplication rather than addition can be easily understood by an example: if one
individual frequency increased twofold, all co-occurrence possibilities would be doubled rather than increased
by the individual frequency
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Although verbs, adjectives and adverbs also have pronominal forms, they are less powerful

than pronouns and used less frequently.

PMI similarity is related to distributional similarity in that both are context-based simi-

larity measures. However, they use contexts differently which results in different behaviors.

First, the PMI similarity between two concepts is determined by how much their contexts

overlap, while distributional similarity depends on the extent that two concepts have sim-

ilar context distributions. For example,garagehas a very high PMI similarity withcar

becausegaragerarely occurs in contexts which are not subsumed by the contexts of car.

However, distributional similarity typically does not considergarageto be very similar to

car because the context distributions ofgarageandcar vary considerably. While one might

expect all words related by a PART-OF relation to have high PMI similarity, this is not the

case.Tableis not PMI-similar toleg, because there are many other contexts related toleg

but nottable, and vice versa.

Second, for two given concepts, distributional similarityobtains collective contextual

information for each concept and computes how similar theircontext vectors are. For

distributional similarity it does not require the conceptsto co-occur in the same contexts to

be similar. In contrast, PMI similarity emphasizes the propensity for two concepts to co-

occur in the exactly same contexts. For example, the distributional similar concepts forcar

may include not onlyautomobile, truck, andtrain, but alsoboat, ship, carriageandchariot.

This shows the ability of distributional similarity to find “indirect” similarity. However, a

problem with distributional similarity is that it cannot distinguish them and separate them

into three categories: “land vehicle”, “water vehicle”, and “archaic vehicle”. On the other

hand, the PMI-similar concepts forcar do not containboator carriagebecause they do not

co-occur withcar in the same contexts frequently enough.

These differences suggest that PMI similarity should be a valuable complement to dis-

tributional similarity. Although the idea that PMI can complement distributional similarity
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is not new, current techniques [104, 50] have used them as separate features in statistical

models and do not exploit how that they differ. In Section 7.5we will show through exam-

ples that we can support interesting applications by exploiting their behavioral differences.

7.2.2 Augmenting PMI to Account for Polysemy

Since it is very expensive to produce a large sense-tagged corpus, statistical seman-

tic similarity measures are often computed based on words rather than word senses [11].

However, when PMI is applied to measure correlation betweenwords4, it has a problem

because it assumes that words only have a single sense. Consider “make” and “earn” as an

example. “Make” has many senses, only one of which is synonymous with “earn”, and so

it is inappropriate to divide by the whole frequency of “make” in computing the PMI corre-

lation similarity between “make” and “earn”, since only a fraction of “make” occurrences

have the same meaning of “earn”.

PMI has a well-known problem that it tends to over-emphasizethe association of low

frequency words [78, 107, 110]. We conjecture that the fact that more frequent content

words tend to have more senses, as shown in Figure 7.4, is an important cause for PMI’s

frequency bias. More frequent words are disadvantaged in producing high PMI value be-

cause they tend to have more unrelated or less related sensesand thereby bear an extra

burden by including the frequencies of these senses in theirmarginal counts. We should

distinguish this cause from the one described by Dunning [28] that the normality assump-

tion breaks down on rare words, which can be ruled out by usinga minimum frequency

threshold.

Although it can be difficult to determine which sense of a wordis being used, this does

not prevent us from making a more accurate assumption than the “single sense” assumption.

4The same formula as in Equation 7.1 is used, except that senses are replaced by words
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We will demonstrate a significant improvement over traditional PMI by merely assuming

that more frequent content words have a greater number of senses.

We start by modeling the number of the senses of an open-classword (i.e., noun, verb,

adjective, or adverb) as a power function of the log frequency of the word with a horizontal

translationq. More specifically,

(7.2) yw = a(log(fw) + q)p

wherefw andyw are the frequency (count) of the wordw and its number of senses respec-

tively; a, p andq are three coefficients needed to resolve. The displacementq is necessary

becausefw is not a normalized measure of the wordw and varies on the size of the selected

corpus. We require(log(fw)+q > 0) to only take the strict monotone increasing part of the

power function. The power function assumption is based on observing the graphs in Figure

7.4, which show the dependence between a word’s log frequency in a large corpus (e.g.,

two billion words) and its number of senses obtained from WordNet. This relationship,

though simple, is better modeled using a power function rather than a linear one.

We next estimate a word pair’s PMI value between their closest senses using two

assumptions. Given a word pair, it is hard to know the proportions at which the closest

senses are engaged in their own words. Since it can be either amajor or minor sense, we

simply assume the average proportion1
yw

. Consequently, the frequency of a word used as

the sense most correlated with a sense in the other word is estimated asfw

yw
.

The co-occurrence frequency between a word pairw1 and w2, represented by

fd(w1, w2), is also larger than the co-occurrence frequency between the two particular

senses ofw1 andw2. To estimate the co-occurrence frequency between the two senses

we assume thatw1 andw2 have strongest correlation only on the two particular senses and

otherwise normal correlation. Normal correlation is the expected correlation between com-
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mon English words and we denote it using PMI valuek5. Therefore, the co-occurrence

frequency between the two particular senses ofw1 andw2 can be estimated by subtracting

the co-occurrence frequency contributed by other combinations of senses, denoted byx,

from the total co-occurrence frequency between the two words. More specifically,

fd(w1, w2)− x

wherex is computed using the definition of PMI by solving Equation 7.3.

(7.3) log(
x ·N

fw1 · fw2 −
fw1

yw1
·

fw2

yw2

) = k

Equation 7.3 amounts to asking the question – with a correlation degree ofk, how many

co-occurrences are expected among the remaining co-occurrence possibilities resulted by

excluding the possibilities between the two senses of interest from the total possibilities.

Finally, the modified PMI, calledPMImax, between the two wordsw1 andw2 is given

in Equation 7.4.

PMImax(w1, w2) = log(
(fd(w1, w2)− x) ·N

fw1

yw1
·

fw2

yw2

)

= log(

(

fd(w1, w2)−
ek

N
· (fw1 · fw2 −

fw1

yw1
·

fw2

yw2
)
)

·N

fw1

yw1
·

fw2

yw2

)(7.4)

PMImax estimates the maximum correlation between two words, i.e.,the correlation be-

tween their closest senses. In circumstances where we cannot know the particular senses

used, it is reasonable to take the maximum similarity among all possible sense pairs as

5More explanations will be given in Section 7.3.4 after thek is empirically learned and exhibited in
Table 7.5.
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a measure of word similarity. For example, when sense information is unavailable, the

shortest path assumption is often taken to compute word similarity in the WordNet-based

measures. While the assumptions made in deriving thePMImax may appear naive, we will

demonstrate their effectiveness in later sections. More sophisticated models may lead to

better results and we plan to explore this in future work.

7.3 Experiments

In this section, we determine values for the coefficients used in PMImax by selecting

ones that maximize performance in automatic thesaurus generation, where the core task

is to find synonyms for a target word. Synonyms can be synonymous to the target word

in their major or minor senses, and synonyms with more sensestend to be more difficult

to find because they have relatively less semantic overlap with the target. Because more

frequent words tend to have more senses, the synonyms under-weighted by PMI are often

those with high frequency. We hopePMImax can fix or alleviate this problem and find

synonyms without a frequency bias.

Since word similarity is usually measured within the same part of speech (POS) (e.g.,

in [85, 64, 49]), we learn different coefficient sets for nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs.

We further examine the learned relations between the frequency of a word with a particular

POS and its number of senses within the POS (i.e., Equation 7.2) using knowledge from

WordNet.

This section also serves as an evaluation ofPMImax on the task of automatic the-

saurus generation. We start by describing our corpus, evaluation methodology, and the

gold standard. Next we present and analyze the performance of basic PMI,PMImax, and a

state-of-the-art distributional similarity measure.
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7.3.1 Corpus Selection

To learn coefficients, we prefer a balanced collection of carefully written and edited

text. Since PMI is sensitive to noise and sparse data, a largecorpus is required. The

British National Corpus (BNC) is one of the most widely used corpora in text mining with

more than 100 million words. Though large enough for distributional similarity based

approaches, it is not of sufficient size for PMI.

Given these considerations, we selected the Project Gutenberg [43] English eBooks as

our corpus. It comprises more than 27,000 free eBooks, many of which are well-known. A

disadvantage of the collection is its age – most of the texts were written more than 80 years

ago. Consequently, many new terms (e.g., “software”, “Linux”) are absent. We processed

the texts to remove copyright statements and excluded booksthat are repetitions of similar

entries (e.g., successive editions of the CIA World Factbook) or are themselves a thesaurus

(e.g., Roget’s Thesaurus, 1911). We further removed unknown thesaurus-like data in the

corpus with a classifier using a simple threshold based on thepercent of punctuation char-

acters. This simple approach is effective in identifying thesaurus-like data, which typically

consists of sequences of single words separated by commas orsemi-colons. Last, we per-

formed POS tagging and lemmatization on the entire corpus using the Stanford POS tagger

[98]. Our final corpus contains roughly two billion words, almost 20 times as large as the

BNC corpus.

7.3.2 Evaluation Methodology

Various methods for evaluating automatically generated thesauri have been used in

previous research. Some evaluate their results directly using subjective human judgments

[46, 92] and others indirectly by measuring the impact on task performance [23].

Some direct and objective evaluation methodologies have also been proposed. The
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simplest is to directly compare the automatically and manually generated thesauri [36].

However, a problem arises in that current methods do not directly supply synonyms but

rather lists of candidate words ranked by their similarity to the target. To enable automatic

comparison, Lin [62] proposed first defining word similaritymeasures for hand crafted

thesauri and then transforming them into the same format as the automatically generated

thesaurus – a vector of words weighted by their similaritiesto the target. Finally cosine

similarity is computed between the vectors from machine generated and hand crafted the-

sauri. However, it is unclear if such transformation is a good idea since it adds to the gold

standard a large number of words that are not synonyms but related words, a deviation from

the original goal of automatic thesaurus generation.

We chose a more intuitive and straightforward evaluation methodology. We use the

recall levels in six different topn lists to show how high the synonyms of the head word

in an entry in the “gold standard” occur in the automaticallygenerated candidate list. The

selected values forn are 10, 25, 50, 100, 200, and 500. A key application for automated

thesaurus induction is to assist lexicographers in identifying synonyms, and we feel that a

list of 500 candidates is the largest set that would be practical. We considered using Roget’s

Thesaurus or WordNet as the gold standard but elected not to use either. Roget’s categories

are organized by topic and include many related words that are not synonyms. Word-

Net, in contrast, has very fine-grained sense definitions forits synonyms, so relatively few

synonyms can be harvested without exploiting hypernyms, hyponyms and co-hyponyms.

Moreover, we wanted a gold standard thesaurus that is contemporaneous with our collec-

tion.

We chose Putnam’s Word Book [32] as our gold standard. It contains more than

10,000 entries, each consisting of a head word, its part of speech, all its synonyms, and

sometimes a few antonyms. The different senses (very coarsein general) of the head word

are separated by semi-colons, and within each sense the synonyms are separated by com-
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mas, as in the following example.

quicken, v. revive, resuscitate, animate; excite, stimulate, incite; accelerate, expedite,

hasten, advance, facilitate, further

While the coverage of Putnam’s Word Book synonyms is not complete, it is extensive,

so that our recall metric should be close to the true recall. On the other hand, measuring

true precision is difficult since the topn lists can contain proper synonyms which are not

included by Putnam. The different topn lists will give us a rough idea about how “pre-

cision” varies with the recall. In addition, we supply another measure – the average rank

over all the synonyms contained by a topn list. We give an example below to show how

to compute the recall measures and average ranks. The top50 candidates computed using

basic PMI for the verb “quicken” are:

exhilarate, invigorate, energize, regenerate, alert, pulse, slacken,accelerate, deaden,

begrudge, husk, recreate, cluck, constrict,stimulate, intensify, career, stagnate, lag,

throb, toughen, whinny, enliven,resuscitate, retard, broaden, rejuvenate, rebuff, lather,

sharpen, plummet, pulsate, nerve, dull, miscalculate, weld, sicken, infuse, shrill, blunt,

heighten, distance, deepen, neigh, near, kindle, rouge, freshen, amplify, hearten

Only three synonyms for the verb “quicken” in the gold standard appear among the top50

candidates: “accelerate”, “stimulate”, and “resuscitate” with ranks 8, 15, and 24. Thus, the

recall values for top 10, top 25 and top 50 lists are 1/12, 3/12and 3/12, respectively (12 is

the total number of synonyms for the verb “quicken” in our gold standard). The average

ranks for top 10, top 25 and top 50 lists are 8, 15.67 and 15.67,respectively.

We initially process Putnam’s Word Book to filter out entrieswhose head words have

a frequency less than10, 000 in the Gutenberg corpus and further eliminate words with fre-

quency less than700 in the synonym lists of the remaining head words. In our experiment,

we observed that many synonyms have PMI values slightly above 7.0 (see Table 7.10).
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All Unique Sense 1st Synonym
Entries Pairs Entries Pairs Entries Pairs

noun 2286 10994 1103 3762 886 886
verb 1187 6866 623 2515 559 559
adj. 1015 5944 579 2143 454 454
adv. 39 109 32 76 27 27

Table 7.1. The number of entries and synonym pairs for each POS category under our
three scenarios.

Using the thresholds10, 000 and700 enables them to co-occur at least four or five times,

which is typically required to ensure PMI, a statistical approach, works reasonably [17]. In

addition, multi-words terms and antonyms were removed.

Words can have multiple senses and many synonyms are not completely synonymous

but overlap in particular senses. We would like to evaluate PMI’s performance in finding

synonyms with different degrees of overlap. To enable this kind of evaluation, we tested

using three scenarios: (i) all entries; (ii) entries with a unique sense; and (iii) entries with

a unique sense and only using the first synonym6. Our rationale is that the single sense

words should have a greater semantic overlap with their synonyms and moreover the largest

semantic overlap with their first synonyms. Although we require the head words to have

a unique sense, their synonyms may still be polysemous. Table 7.1 shows the number of

entries and synonym pairs in three scenarios with differentpart of speech tags.

7.3.3 Performance of Basic PMI

In our basic PMI algorithm, word co-occurrences7 are counted in a moving window

of a fixed size that scans the entire corpus. To select the optimal window size for the basic

PMI metric, we experimented with 14 sizes, starting at±5 and ending at±70 with a step

6We exclude the entries whose first synonyms have a frequency less than 700
7Our word co-occurrence matrix is based on a predefined vocabulary of more than 22,000 common En-

glish words and its final dimensions are 26,000× 26,000 when words are POS tagged.
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T10 T25 T50 T100 T200 T500 Avg

all

noun 0.22 0.36 0.47 0.58 0.68 0.80 0.52

entries

verb 0.23 0.36 0.46 0.57 0.69 0.83 0.52
adj. 0.26 0.40 0.52 0.63 0.74 0.86 0.57
adv. 0.29 0.50 0.62 0.75 0.84 0.96 0.66

unique

noun 0.27 0.43 0.55 0.67 0.76 0.86 0.59

sense

verb 0.30 0.45 0.56 0.67 0.78 0.90 0.61
adj. 0.32 0.46 0.59 0.70 0.80 0.91 0.63
adv. 0.32 0.55 0.68 0.77 0.87 0.96 0.69

1st syn-

noun 0.32 0.50 0.63 0.75 0.83 0.91 0.66

onym

verb 0.38 0.55 0.66 0.76 0.85 0.93 0.69
adj. 0.36 0.55 0.68 0.78 0.86 0.95 0.70
adv. 0.44 0.59 0.78 0.85 0.93 0.96 0.76

Table 7.2. Recall for basic PMI using a±40 words window

of five words. Windows were not allowed to cross a paragraph boundary and we used a

stop-word list consisting of only the three articles “a”, “an” and “the”.

We found that performance initially improves as the window size increases. However,

the performance enters a plateau when the window size reaches±40, a window that corre-

sponds to about four lines of text in a typically formatted book. We note that our optimal

window size is slightly larger than the 16-32 size obtained by Terra and Clarke [96]. Data

sparseness may account for the difference because Terra andClarke used a much larger

corpus (53 billion words) and therefore data sparseness wasless severe in their case. The

six recall levels of basic PMI and their average for the context window of±40 words are

shown in Table 7.2. The average ranks are presented in Figure7.2 for the four POS cate-

gories. Six markers on each line correspond to six topn lists. The x and y coordinates of

a marker are the recall level and the average rank for the corresponding list. The average

ranks for unique sense scenario are omitted due to space limitations. Note that in populat-

ing the ranked candidate list, we rule out the words whose frequency is under 700. This is

consistent with the preprocessing we did for the gold standard.
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T10 T25 T50 T100 T200 T500 Avg

all

noun 0.29 0.44 0.56 0.66 0.75 0.85 0.59

entries

verb 0.33 0.47 0.58 0.68 0.77 0.88 0.62
adj. 0.38 0.53 0.64 0.73 0.82 0.90 0.67
adv. 0.49 0.67 0.77 0.84 0.89 0.98 0.77

unique

noun 0.36 0.53 0.64 0.74 0.82 0.90 0.67

sense

verb 0.43 0.57 0.69 0.77 0.85 0.93 0.71
adj. 0.45 0.61 0.71 0.80 0.88 0.94 0.73
adv. 0.53 0.73 0.83 0.87 0.92 0.98 0.81

1st syn-

noun 0.45 0.65 0.75 0.85 0.89 0.94 0.76

onym

verb 0.57 0.71 0.82 0.87 0.91 0.97 0.81
adj. 0.58 0.74 0.84 0.90 0.96 0.98 0.83
adv. 0.63 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.96 1.00 0.90

Table 7.3. Recall forPMImax using±40 words window

The table and figures show that the “first synonym” category has better performance

than the “unique sense” one, which is again better than the “all entries” category. We

conclude that the synonyms with more semantic overlap have stronger correlation as mea-

sured by basic PMI. Among all POS tags, adverbs have the best performance, followed by

adjectives and verbs, with nouns exhibiting the worst performance.

7.3.4 PMImax Coefficient Tuning and Performance

A number of coefficients must be determined forPMImax. We find their optimal

values by maximizing a utility function based on the performance of automatic thesaurus

generation. The utility function is defined as the average of the recall levels in the six

different topn lists. The intuitive basis behind this is to improve recall in the six lists

while giving emphasis to smaller lists since each list subsumes all its smaller-sized lists.

Increasing recall in a fixed topn list typically results in the improvement of precision in

the list. Therefore, this utility function measures precision as well. To see why, suppose

our gold standard supplies the complete set of synonyms for atarget word. Then the ratio
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T10 T25 T50 T100 T200 T500 Avg

all

noun 0.38 0.49 0.57 0.66 0.74 0.83 0.61

entries

verb 0.34 0.45 0.53 0.62 0.72 0.84 0.58
adj. 0.37 0.48 0.58 0.66 0.75 0.86 0.62
adv. 0.53 0.66 0.72 0.78 0.83 0.94 0.74

unique

noun 0.47 0.59 0.67 0.75 0.81 0.88 0.70

sense

verb 0.44 0.56 0.64 0.73 0.81 0.90 0.68
adj. 0.45 0.57 0.66 0.74 0.82 0.91 0.69
adv. 0.55 0.68 0.73 0.77 0.84 0.93 0.75

1st syn-

noun 0.62 0.74 0.80 0.84 0.88 0.91 0.80

onym

verb 0.58 0.70 0.77 0.83 0.90 0.95 0.79
adj. 0.62 0.72 0.81 0.86 0.91 0.96 0.81
adv. 0.67 0.78 0.81 0.89 0.93 0.96 0.84

Table 7.4. Recall for Distributional Similarity – PPMIC

between the recall and the precision in a fixed topn list is a constant. Though not complete,

our gold standard can be thought as supplying a random sampleof synonyms. Thus, the

recall in a topn list can be used to estimate the true recall and thereby the constant ratio

property should hold.

We use a constrained brute force search to maximize the utility function. ThePMImax

coefficients (a, p, q andk) form a four dimensional search space that is computationally

expensive to search. By averaging the number of senses extracted from WordNet over

nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs with frequency aroundthe minimum threshold (i.e.,

700) respectively, we found that their mean values all fall into the range between one and

two. So we make a simplifying assumption that words with frequency of700 in our corpus

have just one sense, reducing the search space to three dimensions. With this assumption,

we can solve the coefficientsa to be 1
(log(700)+q)p . Then Equation 7.2 can be updated to

(7.5) yw =
(log(fw) + q)p

(log(700) + q)p

In exploring the three dimensional space, we letp be in the range [0..10] stepped by 0.5,
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FIG. 7.2. Average ranks for nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs. The six marks on each
line correspond to six topn lists and their x and y coordinates give the recall and the average
rank.

which comprises 21 choices. To avoid searching in a continuous real range, we sample

evenly spaced points. We choose the range [0..10] because weexpectp to be positive and

not a very high power. Similarly, we letq be in the range [-6..10] stepped by 1, yielding

17 choices. We set the left boundary as -6 because it is the smallest number that keeps

(log(700) + q) positive and the right boundary to 10 because we don’t expectthe displace-

ment to be large due to the large corpus that we use. We letek be in the range [0..100]

stepped by 10, which has 11 values. This spans a range from a very weak correlation to

fairly strong correlation under our setting of context window of±40 words. A total of 3927
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p q ek k
noun (1,2) 1.5 -4 30 3.4
verb (1,2) 1.5 -5 40 3.7
adj. (1) 2 -4 70 4.2
adj. (2) 5 4 70 4.2
adv. 3 0 40 3.7

Table 7.5. Optimal coefficients on three partitioned datasets and one intact dataset

candidate solutions are included in our search space.

In order to avoid overfitting, we randomly partitioned the Putnam entries under each

POS, except adverbs8, into two equal size datasets, resulting in three pairs of datasets for

noun, verb and adjective and one single dataset for adverb. We then carried out 3927

experiments on each dataset separately, iterating and testing all the entries, and computing

recall values for the six topn lists averaging over all entries, and finally calculating the

utility function. All computations were based on the words co-occurrence matrix generated

using the moving window of±40 words. The optimal coefficients are shown in Table 7.5.

For nouns and verbs, the optimal coefficients on the two datasets are the same. In the

case of adjectives, although the optimal coefficients are different, their curves generated

by Equation 7.5 are close, which is illustrated in the adjective graph in Figure 7.4. The

strong agreement on the pairs of datasets is not accidental.By sorting the 3927 solutions

using their utility values, we find that the higher a solutionappears, the closer its curve is

to the optimal solution’s curve. In other words, the curves tend to converge to the optimal

one as their utilities increase. Note that two combinationsof p andq, though may vary

dramatically in individualp andq values, can yield close curves, as shown in the adjective

graph in Figure 7.4.

With our experimental settings, PMI values as theKs in Table 7.5 indicate a corre-

8We only had 39 adverbial entries and 109 synonym pairs in total, so we did not apply two-fold cross-
validation to it.
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lation which is close to “normal correlation” for their particular POS. If we compute PMI

values for all possible word pairs (within the same POS) satisfying our filtering criteria and

use them to draw a histogram, we observe a familiar bell distribution. “Normal correlation”

is the center of the distribution. Note that according to theEquation 7.4, theseKs impose

a lower bound on whatPMImax can compute. In many applications these lower bounds

would not cause a problem because people are typically interested in correlations which

are stronger than “normal correlation”. For example, as illustrated in Table 7.10 for human

similarity ratings, noun pairs holding PMI value around3.4 would be judged as having no

or very low similarity.

The performance of automatic thesaurus generation using two-fold cross-validation

is shown in Table 7.3 and Figure 7.2. Although the coefficients are learned from the “all

entries” scenario, the same coefficients are applied to generate the results for the “unique

sense” and “first synonym” scenarios. As Table 7.3 shows, therecall values enjoy signifi-

cant improvements over basic PMI for all of the scenarios, POS tags, and topn lists. Some

recall values, for example, verbs in top10 list as “first synonym”, received a 50% increase.

The improvements on all the recall values are statisticallysignificant (p < 0.001 two-tailed

paired t-test). Regarding average rank, the comparison should be based on the same recall

level instead of the same topn list. This is because a list with larger recall may contain

more synonyms with bigger ranks and therefore draw down the average rank. Figure 7.2

clearly shows that, at the same recall level, average ranks for PMImax get across-the-board

improvements upon basic PMI.

ComparePMImax’s top 50 candidates for the verb “quicken” to those shown forPMI

in Section 7.3.2.

slacken,stimulate, invigorate, regenerate, throb,accelerate, intensify, exhilarate, kin-

dle, deepen, deaden, sharpen, retard, enliven, near, awaken, revive, thrill, heighten,

overtake, pulse, broaden, stir, lag, sicken, infuse, expand, slow, brighten, dilate,
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strengthen, dull, purify, refresh,hasten, begrudge, spur, trot, career, nerve, freshen,

hurry, blunt, sanctify, warm, cluck, inspire, lengthen, speed, impart

For this example, four synonyms for the word “quicken” appear in the top 50 candidate list

and are marked as bold. Their ranks are 2, 6, 17 and 35, so the recall values for top 10, 25

and 50 lists are 2/12, 3/12 and 4/12 respectively. The average ranks for top 10, 25 and 50

lists are 4, 8.3 and 15. These numbers all improve upon the numbers using basic PMI. High

frequency verbs like “spur”, “hurry”, and “speed”, which are not shown by basic PMI, also

enter the ranking.

Figure 7.3 shows additional examples of synonym lists produced by PMI andPMImax,

displaying a word and its top 50 most similar words for each syntactic category. Words pre-

sented in both lists are marked as italic. The examples show that synonyms are generally

ranked at the top places by both methods. However, antonyms can have rankings as high as

synonyms because antonyms (e.g., “twist” and “straighten”) have many contexts in com-

mon and a single negation may reverse their meaning to one another. Among all POS

examples, the noun “car” exhibits the worse performance. Nevertheless, synonyms and

similar concepts for “car”, such as “automobile”, “limousine” and “truck” still show up in

the top 50 lists of both PMI andPMImax. The very top places of “chauffeur”, “garage”

and “headlight” suggests that both measures highly rank a special kind of relation: nouns

that are formed specifically for use in relation to the targetnoun. In the definitions of these

nouns, the target noun is typically used. For example, “chauffeur” is defined in WordNet

as “a man paid to drive a privately owned car”. The advantage of these nouns in computing

PMI similarity comes from the fact that they seldom have their own contexts which are not

subsumed by the contexts of the target noun. PMI similarity is context-based, which means

that the similarity is not solely relied on “IS-A” relation but an overall effect of all kinds of

relations embodied by the contexts in a corpus.

The examples show that PMI andPMImax capture almost the same kind of semantic
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(PMI) twist VB: contort, squirm, writhe, knot, twine, twirl , wriggle, warp, card,coil, wrench, loop, dislocate,
braid, interlock, untangle, snake,distort, dent, wiggle,grimace, unwind, mildew, slump,stem, flex, splinter,
crook, thud,stunt, groove,tangle, claw, mat, hunch, lunge,char, curl, unhook, joint, clamp, blotch, crochet,
constrict, rotate, sprain, lacquer, vein,fork, protrude

(PMImax) twist VB: writhe, knot, squirm, contort, twine, wriggle, twirl , warp, coil, wrench, distort, curl,
crook, stem, round, tangle, braid, grimace, wind, spin, fasten,loop, jerk, stunt, dislocate, weave, curve,
double, clutch,protrude, tie, screw, tear,splinter, bend,mat, hook, tug, crumple,claw, wrinkle, grip, roll,
tighten, dangle,char, straighten,fork, pull, strangle

(PMI) car NN: garage, trolley, headlight, chauffeur, limousine, motorist, motor, siding, locomotive, caboose,
subway, freight, automobile, conductor, motorcycle,driveway, axle, radiator, brake, throttle, speeding,up-
town, curb, auto, skid, balloon, truck, refrigerator,driver, downtown, parachute,gasoline, steering, spin,
mileage,passenger, racing, train, engine, purr, suitcase, chute, tractor,taxi, railroad, traction, goggles,ele-
vator, toot, standstill

(PMImax) car NN: chauffeur, garage, motor, trolley, locomotive, conductor, automobile, limousine, freight,
headlight, train, driver, brake, siding, passenger, engine, balloon, railroad, curb, axle, wheel,truck, motorist,
auto, driveway, subway, platform, track,caboose, speed, tire, compartment,radiator, baggage, depot, rail,
steering, elevator, seat, shaft, station,racing, vehicle,taxi, gasoline, throttle, occupant, ambulance,uptown,
road

(PMI) ridiculous JJ: nonsensical, laughable, puerile, absurd, preposterous, contemptible, sublime, ludi-
crous, grotesque, farcical, bizarre, melodramatic, insipid, snobbish,pedantic, comic, impertinent, incongru-
ous, indecent, comical, odious, panicky,wasteful, grandiose,idiotic, inane,conceited, disgusting, satirical,
sobering, outlandish, narrow-minded,despicable, unreliable, stilted, messy, good-humored,paltry, irreverent,
extravagant, regrettable,degrading, humiliating, humdrum,pompous, frivolous, exasperating, antiquated,
silly, dowdy

(PMImax) ridiculous JJ: absurd, sublime, contemptible, preposterous, grotesque, ludicrous, laughable,
puerile, comic, nonsensical, odious, impertinent, foolish,silly, extravagant, comical, bizarre, incongruous,
childish, insipid, disgusting, indecent, conceited, vulgar, monstrous, fantastic,idiotic, frivolous, pathetic,
pedantic, satirical, stupid,paltry, melodramatic, humorous, awkward, sentimental,humiliating, exaggerated,
trivial, farcical, pompous, amused,wasteful, despicable, serious,degrading, senseless, funny, tragic

(PMI) commonly RB: supposedly, incorrectly, customarily, erroneously, technically, conventionally, ordi-
narily, chemically, psychologically, traditionally,infrequently, credibly, sexually, predominantly,popularly,
improperly, currently, rarely, locally, seldom, usually, mistakenly,sparingly, generally, legitimately, fre-
quently, experimentally,universally, preferably, capriciously,relatively, hugely, rationally,variously, exclu-
sively, vertically, negligently,annually, habitually, philosophically, fourthly, correspondingly, extensively,
rigorously,sometimes, necessarily, chiefly, invariably, primarily, symmetrically

(PMImax) commonly RB: generally, usually, frequently, seldom, rarely, sometimes, ordinarily, often,er-
roneously, most,technically, supposedly, more,universally, chiefly, incorrectly, exclusively, especially, less,
necessarily, infrequently, namely,popularly, relatively, annually, occasionally, hence,invariably, therefore,
also,customarily, either, properly, likewise,habitually, widely, largely, formerly, very,improperly, compara-
tively, variously, conventionally, particularly,sparingly, however,locally, strictly, principally, equally

FIG. 7.3. Four pairs of examples, showing the top 50 most similarwords by PMI and
PMI max
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relations and many of the words in their top 50 lists are the same. Their key difference is

how they rank low frequency and high frequency words. PMI is predisposed towards low

frequency words andPMImax alleviates this bias. For example, the topmost candidates for

“twist”, “ridiculous” and “commonly” produced by PMI are “contort”, “nonsensical” and

“supposedly” respectively, which are less common than the corresponding words generated

by PMImax, “writhe”, “absurd” and “generally”, although they have close meanings. The

overall adjustment made byPMImax is that low frequency words move down the list and

high frequency words move up with the constraint that more similar words are still ranked

higher. Low frequency words at the top of the PMI list are often good synonyms. Though

moved down, they typically remain in thePMImax list. Low frequency words which are

more lowly ranked tend to be not very similar to the target; inthePMImax list, they are

replaced with higher frequency words.

In the example of “twist”, high frequency words (e.g., “round”, “wind”, “spin”, “fas-

ten”, “jerk”, “weave”, “curve”, “double” and “bend”) move in the list to replace low fre-

quency words including noisy words (e.g., “blotch” and “lacquer”), less similar words (e.g.,

“groove” and “lunge”), and less commonly used similar words(e.g., “flex” and “crochet”).

In the example of “car”, two important similar words “vehicle” and “wheel” appear in the

PMImax list after the adjustment.

BecausePMImax estimates semantic similarity between the closest senses of two

words, it has an advantage over PMI in discovering polysemous synonyms or similar words.

As examples, “double” has a sense ofbendandPMImax find it similar to “twist”; “plat-

form” can mean vehicle carrying weapons andPMImax find it similar to “car”; “pathetic”

has a sense ofinspiring scornful pityandPMImax find it similar to “ridiculous”.

The frequency counts of the verb “double”, noun “platform” and adjective “pathetic”

in our Gutenberg corpus are 32385, 60114 and 28202 and their assumed senses (accord-

ing to Equation 7.5 and Table 7.5) are 6.5, 4.5 and 6.0 respectively. They are ranked at
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106th , 64th and 108th places in their PMI lists. They are ableto move up in thePMImax

lists because they have more assumed senses than many words in the PMI lists. Here we

zoom in on a concrete example that compares a moving-out word“blotch” to a moving-in

word “double”. “Blotch” has a frequency count 1149 and co-occurs with “twist” 18 times,

producing a PMI value 6.35. “Double” has a lower PMI value, 5.98, and co-occurs with

“twist” 349 times. However, since “blotch” only has 1.5 assumed senses itsPMImax value

is 8.71, which is smaller than thePMImax value between “double” and “twist”, 9.75.

ThePMImax list for the adverb “commonly” has some words that are often seen in a

stop words list, such as “more”, “less”, “hence”, “also”, “either”, “very” and “however”.

These words have very high frequencies but few senses.PMImax erroneously judges them

similar to “commonly” because their high frequency mistakenly suggests many senses.

7.3.5 Comparison to Distributional Similarity

To demonstrate the efficacy ofPMImax in automatic thesaurus generation, we com-

pare it with a state-of-the-art distributional similaritymeasure proposed by Bullinaria and

Levy [12]. Their method achieved the best performance aftera series of work on dis-

tributional similarity from their group [79, 58, 57]. The method is named Positive PMI

components and Cosine distances (PPMIC) because it uses positive pointwise mutual in-

formation to weight the components in the context vectors and standard cosine to measure

similarity between vectors. Bullinaria and Levy demonstrated that PPMIC was remarkably

effective on a range of semantic and syntactic tasks, achieving, for example, an accuracy

of 85% on TOEFL synonym test using the BNC corpus. Using PMI asthe weighting func-

tion, and cosine as the similarity function is a popular choice for measuring distributional

similarity [78]. What makes PPMIC different is a minimal context window size (±1 word

window) and the use of a high dimension context vector that does not remove of low fre-

quency components. Bullinaria and Levy found that these uncommon settings are essential
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to make PPMIC work extremely well, though they are not generally good choices for other

similarity measures.

Our PPMIC implementation differs from Bullinaria and Levy’s in using lemmatized

and POS-tagged words (noun, verb, adjectives and adverbs) rather than unprocessed words

as vector dimension. This variation is simply due to convenience of reusing what we al-

ready have. We tested our implementation of PPMIC on TOEFL synonym test and obtained

a score of 80%. The slightly lower performance may result from the variation we made or

the use of the outdated Gutenberg corpus to answer questionsabout modern English. Nev-

ertheless, 80% is a very good score on TOEFL synonym test. As an example, Bullinaria

and Levy’s previous best result, before inventing PPMIC, was 75% [57].

The performance of PPMIC in the automatic thesaurus generation is shown in Ta-

ble 7.4 and Figure 7.2. As we did for PMI andPMImax, we exclude words with frequency

less than 700 or with different POS from the target word in thecandidate list. Unlike PMI

andPMImax, PPMIC has very good performance on nouns, which is even slightly better

than verbs and adjectives. Unsurprisingly, PPMIC outperforms PMI on almost all the recall

values and average ranks. The improvements on the recall values are statistically significant

(p < 0.001 two-tailed paired t-test). When comparing withPMImax, PPMIC has obvious

advantage on nouns but just competing performance on other POS categories. Although

PPMIC leadsPMImax on recall values for the small topn lists, such as top-10,PMImax can

generally catch up quickly and outrun PPMIC for the subsequent longer lists. The same

trend can also be observed on average ranks depicted in Figure 7.2. When considering all

the recall values in Table 7.3 and Table7.4,PMImax has a significantly better performance

than PPMIC (p < 0.01 two-tailed paired t-test). Compared withPMImax, PPMIC seems

to be able to rank a portion of synonyms very highly but it fails to give high scores to the

remaining synonyms.
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noun verb adj. adv.
PMI 0.133 0.148 0.161 0.155
PMImax 0.173 0.219 0.242 0.224
PPMIC 0.283 0.255 0.276 0.374

Table 7.6. MAP values of PMI,PMImax and PPMIC

7.3.6 Mean Average Precision Evaluation

Mean Average Precision (MAP) is a common measure used to evaluate systems in

information retrieval (IR) tasks. Automatic thesaurus generation can be evaluated as an IR

task if we make an analogy between an IR query and the need to identify synonyms for a

target word (in this analogy correct synonyms are the relevant documents). We compare

PMI, PMImax and PPMIC using MAP in Table 7.6.PMImax is significantly better than

PMI (p < 0.01 two-tailed paired t-test). PPMIC numerically outperformsPMImax but the

improvements are not statistically significant (p > 0.05 two-tailed paired t-test). A higher

average precision does not necessarily entail a lower average rank. For example, suppose

system A ranks three synonyms of a target word at 1st, 9th and 10th places and system B

ranks them at 3rd, 5th and 6th places. A’s average precision of 0.51 is higher than B’s 0.41,

but B’s average rank is 4.67, which is smaller than A’s, 6.67.

PPMIC’s higher MAP value results from its much better performance in placing syn-

onyms at the very top ranks. The top-1 precision of PMI,PMImax and PPMIC are supplied

in Table 7.7. PPMIC has excellent precision, considering our gold standard only provides

a subset of synonyms. However, Tables 7.6 and 7.7 again implythat PPMIC’s performance

degrades faster than that ofPMImax in finding more synonyms. Typically lexicographers

desire high recall, therefore, the higher MAP scores for PPMIC do not necessarily make it

a more compelling approach for lexicography thanPMImax.
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noun verb adj. adv.
PMI 0.120 0.160 0.163 0.103
PMImax 0.168 0.256 0.261 0.179
PPMIC 0.433 0.442 0.436 0.487

Table 7.7. Top-1 Precision of PMI,PMImax and PPMIC

7.3.7 Examining the Assumptions inPMImax

The key assumption made forPMImax is found in Equation 7.5. In Section 7.3.4

we determined coefficients by maximizing the performance ofPMImax for automatic the-

saurus generation. Note that the function is learned using an automated statistical approach.

We will examine this function by comparing it with knowledgefrom human judgments ex-

tracted from WordNet.

Since we learned a different combination of coefficients foreach POS category, we

examine them separately. For each POS-tagged word with frequency above700 in our

corpus, we get its number of senses within its POS from WordNet and group them into

noun, verb, adjective, and adverb categories, resulting in8467 nouns, 3705 verbs, 3763

adjectives and 1095 adverbs. We generated four scatter plots using the natural logarithm of

the frequency of a POS-tagged word as x-axis and its number ofsenses as y-axis. Matlab’s

non-linear least squares problem solver (LSQCURVEFIT) wasused to find coefficientsp, q

that best fit Equation 7.5 to the scatter plots, producing theresults in Figure 7.4. For nouns,

the automatically learned function is almost identical to the best-fit function and for verbs

they are quite close. For adjectives and adverbs, both the learned functions have steeper

slope than the corresponding best fit functions. The noun class probably enjoys the best

match because the assumptions used in derivingPMImax work best for nouns and worst

for adjectives and adverbs.

The closeness between the learned functions and the best-fitfunctions suggests that

fitting Equation 7.5 could be an alternative way to determinethe coefficients ofPMImax.
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FIG. 7.4. The frequency vs the number of senses for nouns, verbs,adjectives and adverbs.

To see how this approach performs, we also give its recall values in the six topn lists for

the “all entries” scenario in Table 7.8. Nouns and verbs havealmost the same performance

as in Table 7.3. Even adjectives and adverbs have close performance to their counterparts

in Table 7.3. It shows that for adjectives and adverbs, most of the performance gain is

achieved by changing the horizontal liney = 1 (i.e., the “single sense” assumption) to the

places of the best-fit functions.

In derivingPMImax in Section 7.2.2, we implicitly assumed that different senses of

a word are not similar. However, it has been argued that WordNet’s senses are too fine-

grained [76], that is, different WordNet senses of the same word can be similar or highly
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T10 T25 T50 T100 T200 T500 Avg

all

noun 0.29 0.44 0.56 0.66 0.75 0.85 0.59

entries

verb 0.33 0.46 0.57 0.67 0.77 0.88 0.61
adj. 0.37 0.52 0.63 0.73 0.81 0.89 0.66
adv. 0.43 0.64 0.71 0.83 0.86 0.96 0.74

Table 7.8. Recall forPMImax using coefficients in best-fit functions

correlated. According to this, the learned functions should have a lower slope than the

best-fit functions, which is inconsistent with our results.

This is probably because our frequency-sense model is too simple and something is

not very accurately modeled. Another possibility is that some other factors, which are

irrelevant to senses, also contribute to the frequency biasof PMI. To counteract that part

of bias,PMImax could yield a steeper slope than what word polysemy requires. Other

causes may possibly exist, such as different sets of words used in the automatic thesaurus

generation experiment and in creating the plots, or missingsenses in WordNet.

7.3.8 Low Frequency Words Evaluation

We learned coefficients forPMImax using the occurrence frequency thresholds10, 000

and700 for target words and their synonyms. Now we would like to check if PMImax

learned in this way could produce consistently better results than PMI for low frequency

target words. To this end, we extracted Putnam entries whosehead words have a frequency

between 700 and 2,000, obtaining 238, 103 and 155 entries and598, 282 and 449 synonym

pairs for nouns, verbs and adjectives, respectively. The recall values at six topn lists (“all

entries” scenario) for PMI,PMImax and PPMIC are shown in Table 7.9. Interestingly,

PPMIC’s performance for low frequency words is even better than its performance for high

frequency words, as compared to Table 7.4. More data typically leads to more accurate

results in statistical approaches. PPMIC’s unusual resultimplies that its performance is
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T10 T25 T50 T100 T200 T500 Avg

PMI
noun 0.26 0.36 0.45 0.58 0.66 0.78 0.52
verb 0.19 0.28 0.41 0.53 0.62 0.75 0.46
adj. 0.23 0.35 0.42 0.57 0.74 0.87 0.53

PMImax

noun 0.32 0.44 0.53 0.63 0.70 0.80 0.57
verb 0.30 0.40 0.46 0.55 0.64 0.75 0.52
adj. 0.31 0.42 0.54 0.65 0.74 0.87 0.59

PPMIC
noun 0.48 0.61 0.67 0.74 0.81 0.89 0.70
verb 0.42 0.53 0.62 0.66 0.72 0.84 0.63
adj. 0.43 0.56 0.66 0.74 0.81 0.88 0.68

Table 7.9. Recall for Low Frequency Words

also affected by the degree of word polysemy. The case of low frequency words is easier

for PPMIC because they only have a few senses.

On the contrary, PMI andPMImax have degraded performances compared to Ta-

bles 7.2 and 7.3 due to insufficient data for them to work reasonably. In our experiment,

the expected co-occurrence between two strong synonyms (PMI value 8.0) with the fre-

quencies 700 and 1,000 is onlyone. Thus, many low frequency synonyms lack even a

single co-occurrence with their targets while many noisy, low frequency words are ranked

at top places by chance.PMImax produces consistently better results than PMI (p < 0.001

two-tailed paired t-test) but the improvement rate is generally lowered, especially for large

top n lists. We see three reasons for this: some low frequency synonyms cannot be found

regardless of the length of the ranked list because they haveno co-occurrences with the

target,PMImax ranks noisy words downward but does not remove them in the relatively

long lists, and the coefficients are not optimized for low frequency target words.

7.4 Benchmark Evaluation

In the preceding section, we demonstrated the effectiveness ofPMImax for automatic

thesaurus generation. In this section, we will evaluatePMImax, tuned for the automatic
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Word Pair
Miller- Resnik J & C Lin Li et al CODC WebSVM

PMI PMImax PPMIC
Charles [85] [49] [64] [59] [16] [9]

car-automobile 3.92 8.0411 30 1 1 0.4229 0.98 7.570 10.498 0.392
gem-jewel 3.84 14.929 30 1 1 0.353 0.686 7.985 10.778 0.447
journey-voyage 3.84 6.7537 27.497 0.89 0.779 0.2666 0.996 5.336 8.567 0.477
boy-lad 3.76 8.424 25.839 0.85 0.778 0.2828 0.974 5.581 9.168 0.527
coast-shore 3.7 10.808 28.702 0.93 0.779 0.2923 0.945 6.606 10.039 0.511
asylum-madhouse 3.61 15.666 28.138 0.97 0.779 0.1845 0.773 8.016 9.614 0.102
magician-wizard 3.5 13.666 30 1 0.999 0.2076 1 8.008 10.242 0.295
midday-noon 3.42 12.393 30 1 1 0.2994 0.819 6.417 9.041 0.301
furnace-stove 3.11 1.7135 17.792 0.18 0.585 0.1982 0.889 6.935 9.585 0.310
food-fruit 3.08 5.0076 23.775 0.24 0.17 0.2355 0.998 5.970 9.388 0.337
bird-cock 3.05 9.3139 26.303 0.83 0.779 0.2295 0.593 6.567 9.607 0.287
bird-crane 2.97 9.3139 24.452 0.67 0.472 0 0.879 7.119 9.853 0.245
implement-tool 2.95 6.0787 29.311 0.8 0.778 0.2506 0.684 8.689 10.128 0.070
brother-monk 2.82 2.9683 19.969 0.16 0.779 0.1956 0.377 4.824 7.980 0.250
brother-lad 1.66 2.9355 20.326 0.2 0.355 0.1811 0.344 4.421 7.613 0.256
car-journey 1.16 0 17.649 0 0 0.2049 0.286 4.969 8.201 0.124
monk-oracle 1.1 2.9683 18.611 0.14 0.168 0 0.328 4.639 7.038 0.151
food-rooster 0.89 1.0105 17.657 0.04 0 0 0.06 4.721 7.019 0.064
coast-hill 0.87 6.2344 25.461 0.58 0.366 0 0.874 5.198 8.545 0.362
forest-graveyard 0.84 0 14.52 0 0.132 0 0.547 4.859 7.337 0.209
monk-slave 0.55 2.9683 20.887 0.18 0.35 0 0.375 3.798 6.026 0.238
coast-forest 0.42 0 15.538 0.16 0.17 0.1686 0.405 5.100 8.352 0.296
lad-wizard 0.42 2.9683 20.717 0.2 0.355 0 0.22 4.275 6.521 0.124
chord-smile 0.13 2.3544 17.535 0.2 0 0 0 4.436 7.012 0.178
glass-magician 0.11 1.0105 17.098 0.06 0 0 0.18 4.894 7.632 0.075
noon-string 0.08 0 12.987 0 0 0 0.018 3.757 5.742 0.081
rooster-voyage 0.08 0 12.506 0 0 0 0.017 3.679 4.919 0.044
Correlation Coef. 1 0.791 0.836 0.834 0.883 0.837 0.847 0.796 0.856 0.654

Table 7.10. Comparisons ofPMImax with PMI, PPMIC and previous measures on the MC
dataset

thesaurus generation task, on common benchmark datasets including the Miller-Charles

(MC) dataset [73] and the TOEFL synonym test [103], allowingus to compare our results

with previous systems. In these datasets, there are words which occur less often in the

Gutenberg corpus than our frequency cutoff of700. For these words, we assume a single

sense and apply Equation 7.4 to computePMImax.
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7.4.1 Human Similarity Ratings

The widely used MC dataset [85, 49, 64, 59, 108, 16, 9] consists of 30 pairs of nouns

rated by a group of 38 human subjects. Each subject rates “similarity of meaning” for each

pair on a scale from 0 (no similarity) to 4 (perfect synonymy). The mean of the individual

ratings for each pair is used as its semantic similarity. TheMC dataset was taken from

Rubenstein-Goodenough’s [88] original data for 65 word pairs by selecting ten pairs of

high, intermediate, and low levels of similarity respectively. Although the MC experiment

was performed 25 years after Rubenstein-Goodenough’s, thePearson correlation coeffi-

cient between the ratings is 0.97. Four years later, the sameexperiment was replicated

again by Resnik [85] with ten subjects. Their mean ratings also had a very high correlation

coefficient of 0.96. Resnik also showed that the individual ratings in his experiment have

an average correlation coefficient 0.8848 with the MC mean ratings.

Due to the absence of the word “woodland” in earlier versionsof WordNet, only 28

pairs are actually adopted by most researchers. Our PMI implementation has a similar

problem in that “implement” has very low frequency (117) in the Gutenberg corpus so that

there are no co-occurrences for “implement” and “crane”. Since their PMI value is unde-

fined, only 29 pairs can be used for our experiment. For these,the correlation coefficient

between the MC and PMI ratings is0.794, and for MC andPMImax is 0.852. However,

in order to compare with other people’s results, it is necessary to have an equal setting.

Fortunately, the published papers of most previous researchers included lists of ratings for

each pair, allowing the comparison of our work over 27 pairs as shown in Table 7.10.

The six previous measures in Table 7.10 give the best resultsthat we can find in the

literature on the MC dataset. Among them, Resnik [85], Jiangand Conrath [49], Lin [64],

and Li et al [59] are WordNet-based approaches while CODC [16] and WebSVM [9] are

Web-based, making use of page counts and snippets.PMImax is the first corpus-based ap-
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proach that enters the same performance level as other best approaches with a score 0.856,

a 7.5% improvement over basic PMI. Although even basic PMI has a decent performance

0.796, PPMIC only obtains a correlation 0.654 which does notmatch its performance in

automatic thesaurus generation or TOEFL synonym test. However this is not new. In an

intensive study of distributional similarity, Weeds [108]applied ten different distributional

measures, based on the BNC corpus, to the MC dataset with a topcorrelation coefficient

of 0.62. The value of distributional similarity appears to vary significantly with the target

words selected. Although it can generate a properly ranked candidate list, the absolute

similarity value is not consistent across different targetwords selected.

We comparePMImax with basic PMI on two other standard datasets: Rubenstein-

Goodenough (RG) [88] and WordSim353 [31]. Among 65 word pairs in the RG dataset we

removed five with undefined PMI andPMImax values, and performed the experiment on

the rest. WordSim353 contains 353 word pairs, each of which is scored by 13 to 16 human

subjects on a scale from 0 to 10. We removed proper nouns, suchas “FBI” and “Arafat”,

because they are not supported by our current implementation of PMI andPMImax. We

also imposed a minimum frequency threshold of200 to WordSim353 because it contains

many modern words such as “seafood” and “Internet” which occur infrequently in our

corpus. Choosing200 as the threshold is a compromise between keeping most of the word

pairs available and making PMI andPMImax perform reliably. After all the preprocessing,

289 word pairs remains. The comparison results of PMI,PMImax and PPMIC on the two

datasets along with the MC dataset are shown in Table 7.11. Both the Pearson correlation

and Spearman rank correlation coefficients are investigated.

While PMImax’s Pearson correlation on the RG dataset is lower than its on the MC

dataset, its Spearman rank correlation on the RG dataset is higher. WordSim353 is a more

challenging dataset than MC and RG. Our results, though lower than those on MC and RG,

are still very good [31]. The improvements ofPMImax over basic PMI using either Pearson
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MC(27) RG(60) WS353(289)
PMI (Pearson) 0.796 0.791 0.570
PMImax (Pearson) 0.856 0.818 0.625
PPMIC (Pearson) 0.654 0.707 0.381
PMI (Spearman) 0.784 0.790 0.635
PMImax (Spearman) 0.839 0.844 0.666
PPMIC (Spearman) 0.703 0.705 0.353

Table 7.11. ComparingPMImax with PMI on three datasets

correlation or Spearman rank correlation are all statistically significant (p < 0.05 with two-

tailed paired t-test). Both PMI andPMImax have a consistently higher performance than

PPMIC on the three datasets.

7.4.2 TOEFL Synonym Questions

Eighty synonym questions were taken from the Test of Englishas a Foreign Lan-

guage (TOEFL). Each is a multiple choice synonym judgment, where the task is to select

from four candidates the one having the closest meaning to the question word. Accuracy,

which is the percentage of correctly answered questions, isused to evaluate performance.

The average score of foreign students applying to US colleges from non-English speaking

countries was 64.5% [55].

This TOEFL synonym dataset is widely used as a benchmark for comparing the per-

formance of computational similarity measures [55, 103, 57, 96, 84, 77, 12]. Currently,

the best results from corpus-based approaches are achievedby LSA [84], PPMIC [12] and

PMI-IR [96], with scores of 92%, 85% and 81.25%, respectively.

Since the words used in our implementations of PMI,PMImax and PPMIC are POS

tagged, we first assign a POS tag to each TOEFL synonym question by choosing the com-

mon POS of the question and candidate words. The results on the TOEFL synonym test

for PMI, PMImax, and PPMIC are 72.5%, 76.25% and 80%, respectively. Although the
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Gutenberg corpus has two billion words, it is still small compared with Web collections

used by PMI-IR. Thus, unlike PMI-IR, data sparseness is still a problem limiting the per-

formance ofPMImax. For example, there are three “no answer” questions9 for which the

question word has no co-occurrence with any of four candidate words. It is known that

TOEFL synonym questions contain some infrequently used words [12]. In addition, some

TOEFL words common in modern English, such as “highlight” and “outstanding”, were

uncommon at the time of Gutenberg corpus. 76.25% is an encouraging result because it

demonstrates thatPMImax need not rely on search engines to be effective in a difficult

semantic task like the TOEFL synonym questions.

7.5 Discussion and Application

PMImax can be used in various applications that require word similarity measures.

However, we are more interested in combiningPMImax with distributional similarity in the

area of semantic acquisition from text because this direction is not yet explored. We start

our discussion by looking at an example, the top 50 most similar words for the noun “car”

generated by PPMIC.

train, automobile, boat, wagon, carriage, engine, vehicle, motor, truck, coach, cab,

wheel, ship, machine, cart, locomotive, chariot, canoe, vessel, craft, horse, bus, auto,

driver, sleigh, gun, launch, taxi, buggy, barge, yacht, ambulance, passenger, freight,

box, round, plane, trolley, station, team, street, track, window, rider, chair, mule, ele-

vator, bicycle, door, shaft

The example shows that, as a state-of-the-art distributional similarity, PPMIC has an amaz-

ing ability to find the concepts that are functionality or utility similar to “car”. These

concepts, such as “train”, “boat”, “carriage”, “vehicle”,are typically neighboring concepts

9They are treated as incorrectly answered questions.
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of “car” in a taxonomy structure such as WordNet. In contrast, PMImax, as illustrated in the

“car” example in Figure 7.3, can only find synonymous concepts and “siblings” concepts

(e.g. “train” and “truck”) but miss the “cousin” concepts (e.g. “boat” and “carriage”). This

is because PMI similarity measures the degree that two concepts tend to co-occur over the

exactly samecontexts. “boat” and “carriage” are missing because only a small proportion

of contexts of “car” relates it to watercraft or archaic vehicles. Seemingly not as powerful

as distributional similarity, PMI similarity provides a very useful complement to it.

There are many potential applications. Below we suggest twodirections related to au-

tomatic thesaurus or ontology generation. First, we could devise an improved approach for

high-precision automatic thesaurus generation by taking intersection of the candidate lists

generated byPMImax and a state-of-the-art distributional similarity, such asPPMIC. For

example, the intersection of two top-50 candidate lists generated byPMImax and PPMIC

for “car” includes:

train, automobile, engine, vehicle, motor, truck, wheel, locomotive, auto, driver, taxi,

ambulance, passenger, freight, trolley, station, track, elevator, shaft

Many inappropriate distributional similar terms like “boat” and correlational similar terms

like “chauffeur” are filtered out by the intersection. This makes synonyms, for example

“auto”, have higher ranks in the resulting candidate list than either of the parent lists.

The second application is more interesting and challenging. We know that distri-

butional similarity can find neighboring concepts of the target word in a taxonomy. A

subsequent question on the course is how we could classify these concepts into different

clusters corresponding to the “sibling”, “parent” and “cousin” sets in a taxonomy. This is an

largely unsolved problem in ontology learning from text that the combination ofPMImax

and distributional similarity can help address.
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For example, of the 50 most distributional similar words of “car”, which are most

likely to be classified together with “boat”? A simple approach is to take the intersec-

tion of two top-50 candidate lists generated by PPMIC andPMImax for “car” and “boat”

respectively10. The results for “boat” and several other examples obtainedthis way are

shown in Figure 7.5. The words that can be classified with “boat” include its “sibling”

concepts (conveyances on water) and “parent” concepts (vessel, craft) but no “cousin” con-

cepts (conveyances on land). Similarly, the intersection list for “carriage” includes archaic

vehicles and rejects modern ones. Although in the example of“chariot”, “car” appears in

the list, it is due to a different sense of “car”11. This shows that polysemy of words can add

even more complexity to this problem. Regarding to identifying the “parent” set, common

words can be good cues. For example, “boat” and “ship” have the common word “vessel”

whereas “carriage”, “chariot”, and “truck” share the words“vehicle” and “wheel”. This

suggests that “boat” and “ship” may have parent “vessel” while “carriage”, “chariot”, and

“truck” may have parent “vehicle” or “wheel”. This also implies that in the time of Guten-

berg corpus, about eighty years ago, “vehicle” cannot be used to describe “boat” or “ship”.

We confirm this hypothesis by checking our gold standard, Putnam’s Word Book, in which

“vehicle” is shown as a synonym for “car”, “cart”, “wagon” and other conveyances on land

but not for “boat” and “ship”, for which “vessel” is used instead. As another example, the

word “horse” is only associated with “carriage” and “chariot”, which implies that they are

historical vehicles powered by a “horse”.

10The target word is also included in its candidate list and thewords in the intersection are ranked by their
orders in the PPMIC list.

11The original meaning of car is similar to “chariot”, howeverthis sense is missing in WordNet.
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boat: ship, canoe, vessel, craft, launch, barge, passenger

ship: boat, vessel, passenger

carriage: train, vehicle, coach, cab, wheel, cart, horse, driver, passenger, station, street, window,
door

chariot: car, vehicle, coach, wheel, horse, driver, team

truck : car, train, automobile, wagon, engine, vehicle, motor, wheel, cart, locomotive, auto, driver,
ambulance, freight, trolley

FIG. 7.5. Examples for classifying distributional similar words for “car”

7.6 Simplification and Extension

As we discussed in Section 7.3.4, the parameterk in Table 7.5 imposes a lower

bound on whatPMImax can compute. In other words,PMImax cannot be used to mea-

sure association that is below normal association. The mathematical reason is that the term

fd(w1, w2) −
ek

N
· (fw1 · fw2 −

fw1

yw1
·

fw2

yw2
) in Equation 7.4 must be a positive number since

logarithm of a negative number is undefined. This causes a problem when we try to apply

PMImax to measure association between schema terms on the schema network.

To deal with this problem, we drop the terme
k

N
·(fw1 ·fw2−

fw1

yw1
·
fw2

yw2
) from Equation 7.4,

resulting in a simplified version ofPMImax as shown in Equation 7.6.

PMI∗(w1, w2) = log(
fd(w1, w2) ·N

fw1

yw1
·

fw2

yw2

)(7.6)

= log(
fd(w1, w2) ·N

fw1 · fw2

) + log(yw1) + log(yw2)

= PMI(w1, w2) + log(yw1) + log(yw2)

By applying Equation 7.5, it follows that
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PMI∗(w1, w2) = PMI(w1, w2) + p log (log(fw1) + q)(7.7)

+p log (log(fw2) + q)− 2p log (log(700) + q)

We comparePMI∗ with PMImax on the Miller-Charles dataset. The parametersp and

q in PMI∗ are set with the same values as those used inPMImax. The comparison result is

given in Table 7.12. Interestingly,PMI∗ achieves a very high correlation coefficient,0.865,

which even exceeds whatPMImax obtains,0.856. By examining Table 7.12, we can find

that the values produced byPMImax andPMI∗ are quite close, especially for those word

pairs that are semantically similar. Their difference gradually increases as the word pair

becomes less similar.

We also evaluatedPMI∗ on the TOEFL synonym test dataset.PMI∗ achieves an

accuracy of76.25%, the same performance asPMImax has. Again,PMI∗ uses the samep

andq parameters as those used byPMImax.

The experiments shows that the drop of the termek

N
· (fw1 · fw2 −

fw1

yw1
·

fw2

yw2
) has

little impact to the performance. More importantly, Equation 7.7 has a very simple inter-

pretation, which allows it to move to other domains. The terms p log (log(fw1) + q) and

p log (log(fw2) + q) simply compensate the bias that is caused by the termPMI(w1, w2)

since the largerfw1 or fw2 is, the biggerp log (log(fw1) + q) or p log (log(fw2) + q) will

become.

Although it might work better if we relearnp andq when applying Equation 7.7 to

the new domain, we chose to reusep and q that had been learned from the automatic

thesaurus generation. However, we need adjust the term occurrence and co-occurrence

frequency counts in order to reusep andq in a new domain that has a different universe

size. Let the universe size of the Gutenberg Corpus beN and the universe size of the
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Word Pair human rate PMImax PMI∗

car-automobile 3.92 10.498 10.513
gem-jewel 3.84 10.778 10.787
journey-voyage 3.84 8.567 8.717
boy-lad 3.76 9.168 9.285
coast-shore 3.7 10.039 10.079
asylum-madhouse 3.61 9.614 9.621
magician-wizard 3.5 10.242 10.251
midday-noon 3.42 9.041 9.087
furnace-stove 3.11 9.585 9.613
food-fruit 3.08 9.388 9.465
bird-cock 3.05 9.607 9.648
bird-crane 2.97 9.853 9.876
implement-tool 2.95 10.128 10.131
brother-monk 2.82 7.98 8.245
brother-lad 1.66 7.613 8.046
car-journey 1.16 8.201 8.426
monk-oracle 1.1 7.038 7.354
food-rooster 0.89 7.019 7.303
coast-hill 0.87 8.545 8.72
forest-graveyard 0.84 7.337 7.583
monk-slave 0.55 6.026 7.067
coast-forest 0.42 8.352 8.547
lad-wizard 0.42 6.521 7.015
chord-smile 0.13 7.012 7.423
glass-magician 0.11 7.632 7.872
noon-string 0.08 5.742 6.846
rooster-voyage 0.08 4.919 6.087
Correlation Coef. 1 0.856 0.865

Table 7.12. Comparisons ofPMI∗ with PMImax on the MC dataset
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schema network beN ′. The term frequenciesft1 , ft2 and term co-occurrence frequency

f(t1, t2) in the schema network are corresponding to the word frequencies N
N ′

ft1 ,
N
N ′

ft2 and

word co-occurrence frequencyN
N ′

f(t1, t2) in the Gutenberg Corpus. After converting term

occurrence and co-occurrence frequencies to word occurrence and co-occurrence frequen-

cies, we can use Equation 7.7, which is learned on the Gutenberg Corpus, to approximately

computePMI∗(t1, t2) in the schema network. More specifically,

PMI∗(t1, t2) = log(
N
N ′

f(t1, t2) ·N
N
N ′

ft1 ·
N
N ′

ft2

) + p log

(

log(
N

N ′
ft1) + q

)

+ p log

(

log(
N

N ′
ft2) + q

)

(7.8)

− 2p log (log(700) + q)

= log(
f(t1, t2) ·N

′

ft1 · ft2

) + p log

(

log(
N

N ′
ft1) + q

)

+ p log

(

log(
N

N ′
ft2) + q

)

− 2p log (log(700) + q)

As shown in Table 7.5, we learned different values ofp andq for nouns and verbs. By

comparing their performance on a small sample from the CAK ofthe DBLP+, we observed

thatp andq learned for verbs work better than those for nouns. Thus, we usep = 1.5 and

q = −5 for the experiments in all other chapters in this thesis.

7.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we described the characteristics of PMI as ameasure of semantic

similarity for words, and directly compared it with distributional similarity. We developed a

new metric,PMImax, by augmenting traditional PMI to take into account the number senses

that a word has. We experimentally showed thatPMImax outperforms PMI in automatic

thesaurus generation and on benchmark datasets for human similarity ratings and TOEFL
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synonym questions.PMImax also achieves a correlation coefficient of0.856 for the Miller-

Charles dataset, which outperforms all previous corpus-based approaches.

In order to extendPMImax to other domains, we created a simplified version, called

PMI∗. We experimentally showed thatPMI∗ performs well and even outrunsPMImax on

the Miller-Charles dataset with a correlation coefficient of 0.865.

Our experiments have demonstrated that PMI need not rely on Web search engine data

or an information retrieval index to be effective in a range of semantic tasks. Compared with

distributional similarity, PMI is a lightweight measure, though it requires a larger corpus

to be effective. With the vast amount of data available today, data sparseness, becomes a

much less severe issue than twenty years ago when Church and Hanks popularized the use

of PMI in computational linguistics. We anticipate that PMI, PMImax andPMI∗ will play

an important role in computing statistical association or semantic similarity in the future.



Chapter 8

SEMANTIC SIMILARITY MEASURES

We need to compute semantic similarity between concepts in the form of noun phrases

(e.g.,City andSoccer Club) and between relations in the form of short phrases (e.g.,crosses

andbirth date). One way is distributional similarity [42], a statisticalapproach using a

term’s collective context information drawn from a large text corpus to represent the mean-

ing of the term. Distributional similarity is usually applied to words but it can be gen-

eralized to phrases [65]. However, the large number of potential input phrases precludes

precomputing and storing distributional similarity data and computing it dynamically as

needed would take too long. Thus, we assume the semantics of aphrase is compositional

on its component words and apply an algorithm to compute similarity between two short

phrases using word similarity.

In this chapter, we first describe three word similarity measures that are used in this

thesis. They include two semantic measures, a LSA model and ahybrid model combining

LSA and WordNet, and a string similarity metric. Next, we describe the algorithm that

makes use of the word similarity measures to compute short phrase similarity. Finally, as

an evaluation of our text similarity measure, we describe our participation in *SEM 2013

STS (Semantic Textual Similarity) task [2]. Our system run,ParingWords, which was

produced by an algorithm that extends the short phrase similarity metric, achieved the top

117
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place among 89 submitted runs from 35 teams.

8.1 Measuring Word Similarity

We expect two properties of any word similarity measure thatcan be used by our query

system. First, it should produce similarity scores that fall in the range of[0, 1]. Second, it

should have a good capability to differentiate semantically similar words from non-similar

words. Ideally, it should give zero or near-zero scores to non-similar words and one or

substantial portion of one scores (e.g.0.5) to similar words. Accordingly, we define two

types of errors that a word similarity measure can make. If the word similarity measure

produces a low similarity score between two semantically similar words, we call it makes

a false negativeerror. On the other hand, if the word similarity measure produces a high

similarity score between two non-similar words, we call it makes afalse positiveerror.

In this section, we first describe the LSA semantic similarity model, which is purely

statistical. Next, we discuss the hybrid model that enhances the LSA similarity model with

knowledge in WordNet. Finally, we present a string metric that measures how two words

“look” like. This string similarity measure will be compared with the other two semantic

measures in Chapter 9.

8.1.1 LSA Word Similarity

LSA Word Similarity relies on the distributional hypothesis that words occurring in

the same contexts tend to have similar meanings [42]. LSA uses SVD transformation to

reduce the dimension of the word co-occurrence matrix, which has been shown to be very

effective to overcome the data sparseness problem of the word co-occurrence matrix [55].

Corpus Selection and Processing In order to produce a reliable word co-occurrence

statistics, a very large and balanced text corpus is required. After experimenting with
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several corpus choices including Wikipedia, Project Gutenberg e-Books [43], ukWaC [7],

Reuters News stories [87] and LDC gigawords, we selected theWeb corpus from the Stan-

ford WebBase project [94]. We used the February 2007 crawl, which is one of the largest

collections and contains 100 million web pages from more than 50,000 websites. The

WebBase project did an excellent job in extracting textual content from HTML tags but

still has abundant text duplications, truncated text, non-English text and strange characters.

We processed the collection to remove undesired sections and produce high quality English

paragraphs. We detected paragraphs using heuristic rules and only retrained those whose

length was at least two hundred characters. We eliminated non-English text by checking

the first twenty words of a paragraph to see if they were valid English words. We used

the percentage of punctuation characters in a paragraph as asimple check for typical text.

We removed duplicated paragraphs using a hash table. Finally, we obtained a three billion

words corpus of good quality English, which is available at [38].

Word Co-Occurrence Generation We performed POS tagging and lemmatization

on the WebBase corpus using the Stanford POS tagger [98]. Word/term co-occurrences are

counted in a moving window of a fixed size that scans the entirecorpus1. We generated

two co-occurrence models using window sizes±1 and±4 because we observed different

natures of the models.±1 window produces a context similar to the dependency context

used in [62]. It provides a more precise context but only works for comparing words within

the same POS. In contrast, a context window of±4 words allows us to compute semantic

similarity between words with different POS.

Our word co-occurrence models were based on a predefined vocabulary of more than

22,000 common English words and noun phrases. After words are POS tagged, the di-

mensions of our word co-occurrence matrices become 26,230× 26,230. Our vocabulary

1We used a stop-word list consisting of only the three articles “a”, “an” and “the”.
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Word Pair ±4 model ±1 model
1. doctorNN, physicianNN 0.775 0.726
2. carNN, vehicleNN 0.748 0.802
3. personNN, car NN 0.038 0.024
4. carNN, countryNN 0.000 0.016
5. personNN, countryNN 0.031 0.069
6. child NN, marry VB 0.098 0.000
7. wife NN, marry VB 0.548 0.274
8. authorNN, write VB 0.364 0.128
9. doctorNN, hospitalNN 0.473 0.347
10. carNN, driver NN 0.497 0.281

Table 8.1. Ten examples from the LSA similarity model

includes only open-class words (i.e. nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs). There are no

proper nouns in the vocabulary with the only exception of country names.

SVD Transformation Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) has been found to be

effective in improving word similarity measures [55]. SVD is typically applied to aword by

documentmatrix, yielding the familiar LSA technique. In our case we apply it to ourword

by wordmatrix. In literature, this variation of LSA is sometimes called HAL (Hyperspace

Analog to Language) [14].

Before performing SVD, we transform the raw word co-occurrence countfij to its log

frequencylog(fij + 1). We select the 300 largest singular values and reduce the26, 230

word vectors to 300 dimensions. The LSA similarity between two words is defined as the

cosine similarity of their corresponding word vectors after the SVD transformation. When

the cosine of the angle between two word vectors is negative,we change it to zero so that

all the similarity scores can fall in the range of[0, 1].

LSA Word Similarity Examples Ten examples obtained using LSA similarity are

given in Table 8.1. Examples 1 to 6 illustrate that the metrichas a good property of dif-
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ferentiating similar words from non-similar words. Non-similar words can hardly obtain

a score larger than0.1 while highly similar words can often have a score above0.5. Ex-

amples 7 and 8 show that the±4 model can detect semantically similar words even with

different POS while the±1 model yields much worse performance. Example 9 and 10

show that words that are semantically related but not substitutable as concepts can have a

high score by the±4 model but a significantly lowered score by the±1 model. We refer to

the±1 model and the±4 model as our implementation ofconcept similarityandrelation

similarity respectively since the±1 model has a good performance on nouns or concepts

and the±4 model is good at computing similarity between relations, such as “marry” and

“wife”.

TOEFL Synonym Evaluation We evaluated the±1 and±4 models on the 80

TOEFL synonym test questions. The±1 and±4 models correctly answered73 and76

questions, respectively. One question is not answerable because the question word “half-

heartedly” is not in our vocabulary. If we exclude this question,±1 achieves an accuracy of

92.4% and±4 achieves96.2%, which outperforms all previous corpus-based approaches.

It is worth mentioning that this outstanding performance isobtained even without tuning

the models on the TOEFL synonym questions.

It is interesting that our models can perform so well since wedo not introduce brand-

new techniques. However, there are several places that can distinguish our approach from

all others. First, we used a very large corpus with high quality. Second, we performed POS

tagging and lemmatization on the corpus. Third, our vocabulary includes only open-class

or content words. Which aspect contributes most to the boostof performance has not yet

been investigated and we plan to do it in our future work.
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8.1.2 Hybrid Word Similarity

Although our LSA word similarity model performs very well, it still has limitations.

Its capability to differentiate similar words from relatedwords is good but not perfect.

Some related words can have similarity scores almost as highas what similar words get.

Word similarity is typically low for synonyms having many word senses since informa-

tion about different senses are mashed together [40]. The similarity between words with

different POS can sometimes be lower than what is expected.

To lessen the above issues, we develop hybrid word similarity measures that use

a three-step procedure to combine the LSA word similarity models and human-crafted

knowledge in WordNet. Step 1 improves the capability of the models to differentiate sim-

ilar words from non-similar words. Step 2 reduces false negative errors brought by words

that have many senses. Step 3 reduces false negative errors occurring between words with

different POS. We apply Step 1 and 2 to both concept and relation similarity models and

Step 3 only to the relation similarity model.

Step 1. Boosting LSA similarity using WordNet We increase the similarity be-

tween two words if any relation in the following list holds.

• They are in the same WordNet synset.

• One word is the direct hypernym of the other.

• One word is the two-link indirect hypernym of the other.

• One adjective has a directsimilar to relation with the other.

• One adjective has a two-link indirectsimilar to relation with the other.

• One word is a derivationally related form of the other.

• One word is the head of the gloss of the other or its direct hypernym or one of its

direct hyponyms.
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• One word appears frequently in the glosses of the other and its direct hypernym and

its direct hyponyms.

We use the algorithm described in [21] to find a word gloss header. We require a min-

imum LSA similarity of 0.1 between the two words to filter out noisy data when extracting

WordNet relations.

We define a word’s “significant senses” to deal with the problem of WordNet trivial

senses. The word “year”, for example, has a sense “a body of students who graduate

together” which makes it a synonym of the word “class”. This causes problems because

“year” and “class” are not similar, in general. A sense is significant, if any of the following

conditions is met: (i) it is the first sense; (ii) its WordNet frequency count is not less than

five; or (iii) its word form appears first in its synset’s word form list and it has a WordNet

sense number less than eight.

We assign path distance of zero to the category 1, path distance of one to the category

2, 4 and 6, and path distance of two to the other categories. The new similarity between

word x and y by combining LSA similarity and WordNet relations is shown in the following

equation

(8.1) sim⊕(x, y) = simLSA(x, y) + 0.5e−αD(x,y)

whereD(x, y) is the minimal path distance between x and y. Using thee−αD(x,y) to trans-

form simple shortest path length has been demonstrated to bevery effective according to

[59]. The parameterα is set to be 0.25, following their experimental results. Thenew

similarity sim⊕(x, y) can be a value exceeding1.0. For concept similarity, we divide

sim⊕(x, y) by 1.5 to normalize it. Forrelation similarity, we simply cut the excess over

1.0.
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Step 2. Dealing with words of many sensesFor a wordw with many WordNet

senses (currently ten or more), we use its synonyms with fewer senses (at most one third

of that ofw) as its substitutions in computing similarity with anotherword. LetSx andSy

be the sets of all such substitutions of the words x and y respectively. The new similarity is

obtained using Equation 8.2.

sim(x, y) = max( max
sx∈Sx∪{x}

sim⊕(sx, y),(8.2)

max
sy∈Sy∪{y}

sim⊕(x, sy))

Step 3. Dealing with words of different POS sim(x, y) obtained in Step 2 can

sometimes make false negative errors for words with different POS, especially when one of

the words has many senses. For example,sim(x, y) produces a similarity score0.555 to the

word pair “managerNN” and “leaderNN” but only 0.003 to the word pair “managerNN”

and “leadVB”. The verb “lead” has many senses, which probably leads tothe very low

similarity with “managerNN”.

By using “leader”, a derivative of “lead”, as the bridge, we can actually find sim-

ilarity between “managerNN” and “leadVB”. A high similarity 0.608, produced by

sim(x, y), exists between “leaderNN” and “leadVB”. Because “managerNN” is simi-

lar to “leaderNN” and “leaderNN” is similar to “leadVB”, we can deduce that “man-

agerNN” is similar to “leadVB”.

Let Dx andDy be the sets of the derivatives of the words x and y respectively. Equa-

tion 8.3 shows how we find the indirect similarity between thewords x and y.
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sim′(x, y) = max( max
dx∈Dx

(sim(x, dx) · sim(dx, y) · r(dx)) ,(8.3)

max
dy∈Dy

(sim(x, dy) · sim(dy, y) · r(dy)))

wherer(z) is a ratio used to diminish false positive errors, whose value depends on the POS

of the derivativez. if z is a verb,r(z) = 1.0; if z is a noun,r(z) = 0.5. The noun derivative

has a lower ratio because similarity between nouns, in general, is significantly higher than

similarity between verbs. If the word x (y) has more than ten senses, we allow its derivative

dx (dy) can have a different stem from x (y). Ifsim′(x, y) is larger thansim(x, y), we

replacesim(x, y) with the value ofsim′(x, y).

8.1.3 String Word Similarity

String word similarity measures how two words “look” like, i.e. their surface like-

ness. There are many existing string similarity measures. We select a simple and common

measure that is based on character bigrams and Dice coefficient. Its implementation is as

follows. First, we computes character bigram sets for each of the two words without using

padding characters. Next, Dice coefficient is applied to getthe degree of overlap between

the two sets. LetX andY be the character bigram sets for the word x and y, respectively.

Equation 8.4 gives our string similarity metric.

(8.4) sim(x, y) =
2 |X ∩ Y |

|X|+ |Y |

where|A| gives the cardinality of the setA. This string similarity metric has been used in

the STS task to deal with words that are out of our vocabulary.
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8.2 Measuring Lexical Similarity

We use a phrase similarity algorithm to compute similarity between concepts (classes)

and relations (properties) in the form of noun phrases or verb phrases. For two given

phrasesP1 and P2, we pair the pos-tagged words inP1 to the pos-tagged words inP2

in a way that it maximizes the sum of word similarities of the resulting word-pairs. The

maximized sum of word similarities is further normalized bythe number of word-pairs. The

same process is repeated for the other direction, i.e., fromP2 to P1. The scores from both

directions are then combined using average. The specific metric is shown in Equation 8.5.

sim(P1, P2) =

∑

w1∈{P1}
max

w2∈{P2}
sim(w1, w2)

2 · |P1|

+

∑

w2∈{P2}
max

w1∈{P1}
sim(w2, w1)

2 · |P2|
(8.5)

wheresim(x, y) is the word similarity measure of choice. Our metric followsthe one

proposed by Mihalcea et al. [71]. However, our metric differs from theirs in that (1) we

rely only on word similarity and ignores other features liketf-idf and (2) we allow pairing

words with different parts-of-speech.

Computing semantic similarity between concepts requires additional work. Before

running algorithm on two noun phrases, we compute the semantic similarity of their head

nouns. If it exceeds an experimentally determined threshold, 0.075, we apply the above

metric but with their head nouns being prior-paired and if not, the phrases have similarity

of zero. Thus we know thatdog houseis not similar tohouse dog.

Since concepts (classes) and relations (properties) are still lexical items, what Equa-

tion 8.5 computes is still lexical similarity. Therefore, the type of the word similarity model

can also be used to refer to the resulting phrase similarity.For example, if LSA word simi-
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larity is used, the phrase similarity can be referred to as LSA lexical similarity. For another

instance, if the concept similarity model is used, the phrase similarity can also be called

concept similarity.

8.3 STS Evaluation

In this section, we describe a semantic text similarity system developed for the *SEM

2013 STS shared task [2]. The system is an extension of the phrase similarity in Section 8.2

and it achieved the top place among 89 submitted runs from 35 teams. The success of

this system further verifies the excellent performance of our word similarity and phrase

similarity measures.

8.3.1 Introduction

Measuring semantic text similarity has been a research subject in natural language

processing, information retrieval and artificial intelligence for many years. Previous efforts

have focused on comparing two long texts (e.g., for documentclassification) or a short

text with a long text (e.g., Web search), but there are a growing number of tasks requiring

computing the semantic similarity between two sentences orother short text sequences.

They include paraphrase recognition [27], Twitter tweets search [93], image retrieval by

captions [19], query reformulation [70], automatic machine translation evaluation [53] and

schema matching [39].

There are three predominant approaches to computing short text similarity. The first

uses information retrieval’s vector space model [69] in which each text is modeled as a

“bag of words” and represented using a vector. The similarity between two texts is then

computed as the cosine similarity of the vectors. A variation on this approach leverages web

search results (e.g., snippets) to provide context for the short texts and enrich their vectors
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using the words in the snippets [89]. The second approach is based on the assumption that if

two sentences or other short text sequences are semantically equivalent, we should be able

to align their words or expressions. The alignment quality can serve as a similarity measure.

This technique typically pairs words from the two texts by maximizing the summation

of the word similarity of the resulting pairs [71]. The thirdapproach combines different

measures and features using machine learning models. Lexical, semantic and syntactic

features are computed for the texts using a variety of resources and supplied to a classifier,

which then assigns weights to the features by fitting the model to training data [90].

For evaluating different approaches, the 2013 Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) task

asked automatic systems to compute sentence similarity according to a scale definition

ranging from 0 to 5, with 0 meaning unrelated and 5 semantically equivalent [3, 2]. The

example sentence pair “The woman is playing the violin” and “The young lady enjoys

listening to the guitar” is scored as only1 and the pair “The bird is bathing in the sink” and

“Birdie is washing itself in the water basin” is given a scoreof 5.

The vector-space approach tends to be too shallow for the task, since solving it well

requires discriminating word-level semantic differencesand goes beyond simply compar-

ing sentence topics or contexts. Our system uses analign-and-penalizealgorithm, which

extends the second approach by giving penalties to both the words that are poorly aligned

and the alignments causing semantic or syntactic contradictions.

8.3.2 Align-and-Penalize Approach

First we hypothesize that STS similarity between two sentences can be computed

using

(8.6) STS = T − P ′ − P ′′
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whereT is the term alignments score,P ′ is the penalty for bad term alignments andP ′′ is

the penalty for syntactic contradictions led by the alignments. HoweverP ′′ had not been

fully implemented and was not used in our STS submissions. Weshow it here just for

completeness.

Aligning terms in two sentences We start by applying the Stanford POS tagger

to tag and lemmatize the input sentences. We use our predefined vocabulary, POS tagging

data and simple regular expressions to recognize multi-word terms including noun and verb

phrases, proper nouns, numbers and time. We ignore adverbs with frequency count larger

than500, 000 in our corpus and stop words with general meaning.

Equation 8.7 shows our aligning functiong which finds the counterpart of termt ∈ S

in sentenceS ′.

(8.7) g(t) = argmax
t′∈S′

sim′(t, t′)

sim′(t, t′) is a wrapper function oversim(x, y) in Equation 8.2 that uses therelation sim-

ilarity model2. It compares numerical and time terms by their values. If they are equal,1

is returned; otherwise0. sim′(t, t′) provides limited comparison over pronouns. It returns

1 between subject pronounsI, we, they, he, sheand their corresponding object pronouns.

sim′(t, t′) also outputs1 if one term is the acronym of the other term, or if one term is

the head of the other term, or if two consecutive terms in a sentence match a single term

in the other sentence (e.g. “long term” and “long-term”).sim′(t, t′) further adds support

for matching words3 not presented in our vocabulary using the string similaritymetric in

Equation 8.4. If the string similarity is larger than two thirds,sim′(t, t′) returns a score of

2The model developed for the STS task is slightly different from the model described in Section 8.1.2.
Please refer to [41] for details.

3We use the regular expression “[A-Za-z][A-Za-z]*” to identify them.
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1; otherwise0.

g(t) is direction-dependent and does not achieve one-to-one mapping. This property

is useful in measuring STS similarity because two sentencesare often not exact paraphrase

of one another. Moreover, it is often necessary to align multiple terms in one sentence to

single term in the other sentence, such as when dealing with repetitions and anaphora or,

e.g., mapping “people writing books” to “writers”.

Let S1 andS2 be the sets of terms in two input sentences. We define term alignments

scoreT as the following equation shows.

(8.8)

∑

t∈S1
sim′(t, g(t))

2 · |S1|
+

∑

t∈S2
sim′(t, g(t))

2 · |S2|

Penalizing bad term alignments We currently treat two kinds of alignments as

“bad”, as described in Equation 8.9. For the setBi, we have an additional restriction that

neither of the sentences has the form of a negation. In defining Bi, we used a collection

of antonyms extracted from WordNet [74]. Antonym pairs are aspecial case of disjoint

sets. The terms “piano” and “violin” are also disjoint but they are not antonyms. In order

to broaden the setBi we will need to develop a model that can determine when two terms

belong to disjoint sets.

Ai = {〈t, g(t)〉 |t ∈ Si ∧ sim′(t, g(t)) < 0.05}

Bi = {〈t, g(t)〉 |t ∈ Si ∧ t is an antonym of g(t)}

i ∈ {1, 2}(8.9)

We show how we computeP ′ in Equation 8.10.
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P A
i =

∑

〈t,g(t)〉∈Ai
(sim′(t, g(t)) + wf(t) · wp(t))

2 · |Si|

P B
i =

∑

〈t,g(t)〉∈Bi
(sim′(t, g(t)) + 0.5)

2 · |Si|

P ′ = P A
1 + P B

1 + P A
2 + P B

2(8.10)

The wf(t) andwp(t) terms are two weighting functions on the termt. wf(t) inversely

weights the log frequency of termt andwp(t) weightst by its part of speech tag, assigning

1.0 to verbs, nouns, pronouns and numbers, and 0.5 to terms with other POS tags.

8.3.3 Results and discussion

Table 8.2 presents the official results of theParingWordsrun and the other two runs

submitted by our team in the 2013 STS task. Each entry gives a run’s Pearson correlation

on a dataset as well as the rank of the run among all 86 runs submitted by the 35 teams.

The last row shows the mean of the correlations and the overall ranks of our three runs.

Our other two runs use a support vector regression model to combine a large number

of general and domain specific features, including the output of theParingWordsrun. How-

ever, the machine learning models suffered the overfitting problem and did not perform as

well as the simple approach used by theParingWordsrun.

Dataset PairingWords Galactus Saiyan
Headlines (750 pairs) 0.7642 (3) 0.7428 (7) 0.7838 (1)
OnWN (561 pairs) 0.7529 (5) 0.7053 (12) 0.5593 (36)
FNWN (189 pairs) 0.5818 (1) 0.5444 (3) 0.5815 (2)
SMT (750 pairs) 0.3804 (8) 0.3705 (11) 0.3563 (16)
weighted mean 0.6181 (1) 0.5927 (2) 0.5683 (4)

Table 8.2. Performance of our three runs on test sets.
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EVALUATION

In this chapter, we evaluate our approach on two datasets, DBLP+ and DBpedia. Each

of them contains tens of millions of facts or triples. DBpedia has a broad and relatively

shallow domain whereas DBLP+ has a narrow but deeper domain.Besides showing how

well our schema-free querying approach run on the two datasets, we also present a variety

of experiments that analyze performance and examine the hypotheses and assertions we

made in the earlier chapters.

We evaluate and compare three different similarity metricsacross most of the exper-

iments. The first is the hybrid semantic similarity model combining LSA and WordNet.

The second is the LSA semantic similarity, a pure statistical measure. The third one is

string similarity. The comparison between them tells us howmuch better the system can

be by using semantic measures. If the LSA semantic similarity is used, our system is then

purely built on statistics learned from data in the knowledge base and a large text corpus.

Such a system requires no human-crafted knowledge including data schema, pre-collected

mappings and a thesaurus for synonym extension.

Our approach assumes that there is a big index mapping from all the names of an entity

to the id of the entity. However, in reality this index is often incomplete. On the DBpedia

dataset, we show a pragmatic approach to match entities whenformulating formal queries.

132
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In the followings, we will first describe our evaluation methodology and then present

evaluation results on DBLP+ and DBpedia.

9.1 Evaluation Methodology

In this section, we will describe our performance metrics, how to tune the parameters

and the methods we use to validate the evaluation.

9.1.1 Performance Metrics

Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) is the principal metric we use to evaluate our system.

MRR is a popular measure for evaluating information retrieval systems that produce a list

of possible responses to each queryqi in a given sampleQ. Equation 9.1 shows the formula

of MRR.

(9.1) MRR =
1

|Q|

|Q|
∑

i=1

1

ri

where|Q| denotes the cardinality of the setQ andri is the rank of the first correct response

in the list for the queryqi.

In our context, a response means an interpretation or mapping of the queryqi. Our

system only produce a list of top-10 interpretations. Hence, if the correct interpretation are

not in the top 10, its reciprocal rank1
ri

will simply have a value of zero. Essentially, MRR

measures how high the first correct interpretation are in theoutput list. That is, how fast

the user can reach a correct interpretation by looking through the list.

Alternatively, we can use precision and recall metrics to evaluate our system. In this

case, we take further steps by generating formal queries (e.g. SPARQL) for the best in-

terpretation of the queryqi and actually execute the formal queries to get answers. If the

formal queries return no result we accept for the next best interpretation. This continues un-
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til we get a non-empty result. Then the answer set is comparedwith gold standard answers

for computing precision and recall. In contrast to typical IR tasks that produce different

precisions at different recall levels for a given query, ourprecision and recall are two single

values. Equation 9.2 gives their definition for every queryqi.

Precisioni =
number of correct system answers

number of system answers
(9.2)

Recalli =
number of correct system answers

number of gold standard answers

The overall performance is measured by precision and recallaveraged over the query sam-

ple Q, which is shown in Equation 9.3. Since the term “average precision” has a special

meaning in IR research community, in order to avoid terminology confusion we use the

termsmean precisionandmean recall.

Mean Precision =
1

|Q|

|Q|
∑

i=1

Precisioni(9.3)

Mean Recall =
1

|Q|

|Q|
∑

i=1

Recalli

However, precision and recall metrics are not our preference because computing them

requires an additional step to run the query on a triplestoreor RDBMS. As shown in next

section, we use grid searching to find optimal parameters of our approach, which is very

computationally expensive. Therefore, MRR has clear advantage over precision and recall

metrics due to fast computation. In this chapter, precisionand recall metrics are only

employed when we compare the performance of our system with other systems on the

DBpedia dataset.
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9.1.2 Parameter Optimization

We need experimentally determine seven parameters for the approach. Three of them

come from the first phase of the approach, including the size of the class candidate listk1,

the size of the property candidate listk2 and the size of the top concept mapping hypothesis

list k3. Three are from the second phase, includingα that counteracts the bias of the

joint lexical semantic similarity in Equation 5.14,β that balances similarity and popularity

in Equation 5.8, andθ that weights subject and object similarity for default relations in

Equation 5.17. The last parameter isγ, which controls the transfer rate in Equation 4.4 for

building the schema path model.

Since exhaustively searching into seven-dimensional space is very computationally

expensive, we use a “step-by-step” method that divide the parameters and sets their values

in order by exploiting their different characters. A simpleway to select the values ofk1,

k2 andk3 is to use sufficiently large numbers. Although using largek numbers demands

time to carry out the experiments, it helps to find the optimalvalues for the other four

parameters. Onceα, β, θ andγ are resolved, we can in turn vary the values ofk numbers

to see their impact on the performance.

Grid searching in the parameter space composed byα, β, γ andθ is still too expensive

in our scenario so we further divide them. Among the four parameters,α andγ are probably

the most correlated because both of them adjust the relativeweight of long schema paths

against short schema paths. Moreover, bothα andγ have finite ranges whileβ andθ have

not. Thus, we first apply grid searching to determine the optimal values ofα andγ while

fixing β andθ with the prior values, 0 and 1, respectively. After the values of α andγ are

resolved, we experiment with different values ofβ to find its optimal whereasθ remains

as 1. Whenα, γ andβ are all known we finally vary the value ofθ to locate the one that

yields the best performance. By doing these steps, we actually imply assumptions that 1)
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selecting optimal values ofα andγ is independent of the values ofβ andθ and 2) selecting

optimal value ofβ is independent of the value ofθ. Obviously, the assumptions are not

strictly true and we make them simply for making the problem tractable. Although the

parameters solved in this way may not be the true global optimal, they often work as good

approximation.

9.1.3 Validation

To demonstrate the generalizability of our approach, we carry out two-fold cross-

validation and cross-domain validation. In two-fold cross-validation, we randomly partition

the query sampleQ into two equal halfQ1 andQ2. Then, we train onQ1 and test onQ2 and

vice versa. The validation result is the average performance of the two rounds. In cross-

domain validation, we train the system using the query sample Q on the DBLP+ dataset

and then test the system using the other query sampleQ′ on the DBpedia dataset. We

further compare the system’s performance with other existing systems which have already

reported results onQ′. The cross-domain validation verifies if the methods and parameters

in our approach are of general nature and can be applied to different domains.

9.2 Evaluation Environment

Unless specified otherwise, all the evaluations were done ona computer with 2.33GHz

Intel Core2 CPU and 8GB memory. We call it the testing machine.

9.3 Evaluation on DBLP+

In this section, we discuss our evaluation results on the DBLP+ dataset, which we

created by augmenting the DBLP dataset with data from CiteSeerX and ArnetMiner.
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9.3.1 Data

DBLP is a dataset about computer science publications. It records more two million

publications published in more than 1,000 journals and 5,000 conferences or workshops.

The DBLP dataset has high data quality and it even does a good job in disambiguating

author names and recognizing alias. However, it misses someimportant relations that

computer science researchers will be interested in querying against. For example, DBLP

has only a collection of 110,000 citations, almost all of which occur before early 90s. For

another instance, DBLP provides no information about either the subjects of publications

or author affiliations.

CiteSeerX is another well-known source in the computer science publication domain.

It automatically crawled and indexed a large collection of computer science publications

with a richer set of relations than what DBLP has. Its citation data is several orders of

magnitude larger than DBLP’s. It has much more information about authors such as the

emails, homepages and affiliations. It also includes abstract as one of the metadata of

papers. The problem with CiteSeerX is its data quality. For example, many paper titles

in CiteSeerX contains some extra prefix or suffix characters.Unlike DBLP whose data is

processed and compiled by humans, CiteSeerX is an automatedsystem that depends on

programs.

ArnetMiner is also a good work in developing academic searchtools. One remarkable

feature of ArnetMiner is its subject categories that are automatically mined from its col-

lection of publications using topic models. Moreover, it provides a high quality dataset of

about two million ACM citations.

The more relations are included in our dataset, the better our approach can be evalu-

ated. Besides, we also intend to develop an online demo of oursystem as a way to advance

research in this direction. It would be much more appealing to the community if the online
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Statistical property Value
Number of types 31
· classes 19
· attribute types 12

Number of properties 30
· object properties 17
· datatype properties 13

Number of relations (triples) 42,243,494
Number of type definitions 12,169,009
Number of instances 3,363,179

Table 9.1. DBLP+ dataset statistics

system can answer questions like “Give me papers most cited by the papers published in

VLDB conference 2012” or “ Show me how the subjects of papers published by Microsoft

changed over the years between 2000 to 2012”. This kind of queries would be useful to dis-

cover hidden knowledge or new trends and no other systems have ever supported answering

them. These are motivations by which we think it necessary tocreate a new dataset that

combines the strength of DBLP, CiteSeerX and ArnetMiner.

Our DBLP+ dataset is built on top of DBLP and consists of all publications in DBLP.

It does not include any other publications from CiteSeerX orArnetMiner. What we add

to DBLP is some new relations about the DBLP publications that are retrieved from other

sources. To enable this, we need integrate CiteSeerX and ArnetMiner data with DBLP

data. The key for the integration is linking identical publications. Most of publications have

unique title, making the linking task relatively easier. However, we pre-process the titles

of CiteSeerX publications to remove the extra prefix or suffixcharacters based on simple

patterns. Besides title, we also use other metadata to facilitate the mapping, which includes

authors, publication year and publication type (article, inProceedings, book and etc.). If

two publications with the same title are found, we require their aforementioned metadata,

if available, to be the same before we link them. If not all themetadata is available for the
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class number of instances
Article 888,583
Author 1,192,562
Book 9,597
Conference 5,523
Proceedings 19,302
Country 182
Editor 20,269
InBook 22,717
InProceedings 1,193,702
Institution 20,441
Journal 1,283
Paper 2,082,285
Person 1,192,562
Publication 2,141,550
Publisher 1,003
Series 682
Thesis 6,922
Thing 3,363,179
Venue 6,806

Table 9.2. DBLP+ classes with their number of instances

two publications, we employ a set of rules to decide whether we link them based on their

existing metadata. Once the two publications are linked as identical, we can further link

the publication authors in different sources and so on. The whole process is tedious and

involves many details. It took us three months to complete the integration.

The statistical properties of the DBLP+ dataset are shown inTable 9.11. There are

31 types in the DBLP+ ontology, including 19 classes and 12 attribute types. There are

much more type definitions than instances because one instance can have multiple types.

Table 9.2 shows how many instances the 19 classes are populated by2. Five of 12 attribute

types are predefined data types, includingN̂umber, D̂ate, Ŷear, T̂extandL̂iteral, of which

1The count of type definitions does not include attribute types.
2The count ofThingdoes not include the instances of attribute types.
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FIG. 9.1. DBLP+ class hierarchy

L̂iteral is the super type of the other four. The remaining seven attribute types are auto-

matically inferred from the labels of data type properties,includingÂbstract, D̂OI, Ê-mail,

Ĥomepage, ÎSBN, ŜubjectandN̂ame.

The 19 classes of DBLP+ are organized into a hierarchy tree asin Figure 9.1. A well-

defined ontology helps improving performance of our system.For example, we introduce

thePaperclass, which is not in DBLP , and make it the super class ofInProceedingsand

Article. If the Paperclass did not exist in our ontology, our system would have difficulty in

answering queries involving “paper” because mapping “paper” to either InProceedingsor

Article is not fully correct. The taxonomy structure can also be beneficial for a better recall.
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Our semantic similarity measure is not perfect and sometimes our model may mistakenly

produce a low similarity score between an input concept and its target class. However, it is

likely that our model can find similarity between the input concept and the superclass of its

target class. Although the resulting mapping is a “into” not“onto”, it still helps improving

recall.

Table 9.3 shows the distribution of the relations over the 30properties in DBLP+.

Datatype properties are distinguished from object properties by an initial “@” character.

Our DBLP+ dataset has about 4,400,000 citations, 40 times more than the citations in

DBLP. It contains subjects for more than two million publications, authors and venues. It

also offers relations about e-mail of author, institution of author, abstract of publication,

institution of publication and country of institution, allof which are not in DBLP.

Unlike a typical ontology, there are no domain and range definitions for the DBLP+

properties. For natural language interface systems, the domain and range information has

been mainly used for suggesting whether a class and a property is connectible. However, in

many cases, domain and range definitions have difficulties inserving this purpose. For ex-

ample, the propertyinstitutionin DBLP+ is used to describe bothPublicationandAuthor.

Therefore, there is no a single domain forinstitution. For another example, in DBLP+ only

BookandProceedingshave the attribute@ISBN. If we define the domain of@ISBNas the

union set ofBookandProceedings, a question arises that whether@ISBNis connectible to

Publication. Only a small portion of the classPublicationowns the property@ISBNbut it

still makes sense when people ask “give me ISBN of Lushan Han’s publications”.

Instead, we take a much more flexible and labor-saving approach – compute associa-

tion degree between properties and classes directly from data as discussed in Section 4.4.

Figure 9.2 gives threedirectedclasses and their associated properties along with association
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property number of relations (triples)
@DOI 1,661,415
@ISBN 25,067
@abstract 739,209
@e-mail 130,283
@homepage 29,227
@issueNumber 794,558
@name 3,363,219
@numberOfCitations 3,360,814
@numberOfPublications 1,239,293
@pageNumbers 1,973,524
@publicationYear 2,140,823
@subject 2,104,388
@volumeNumber 899,169
author 5,772,593
book 21,556
cites 4,483,687
conference 1,212,985
country 14,410
editor 45,778
firstAuthor 2,109,302
firstEditor 16,219
institution 495,908
journal 888,583
primaryAuthor 3,796,811
proceedings 1,099,788
publisher 28,318
secondAuthor 1,687,509
secondEditor 13,567
series 13,206
venue 2,082,285
total 42,243,494

Table 9.3. DBLP+ properties with their number of relations
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←Book: @ISBN 8.4, publisher 8.4, series 7.9, editor 6.0, firstEditor 5.9, secondEditor 5.8, @publicationYear
4.8, firstAuthor 4.7, @pageNumbers 4.6, primaryAuthor 4.5,@numberOfCitations 4.4, @name 4.4, author
4.3, secondAuthor 4.0, cites 3.9, @volumeNumber 3.7, institution 0.1

←Proceedings: editor 8.9, firstEditor 8.7, secondEditor 8.7, publisher 8.5, series 8.4, @ISBN 8.4, conference
5.4, @numberOfPublications 5.3, @volumeNumber 4.9, @publicationYear 4.9, @numberOfCitations 4.5,
@name 4.5, cites 0.0

←Publication: author 5.2, cites 5.2, primaryAuthor 5.2, @publicationYear 5.1, firstAuthor 5.1, venue 5.1,
@pageNumbers 5.1, secondAuthor 5.1, @DOI 5.1, conference 5.0, proceedings 5.0, @volumeNumber 5.0,
journal 5.0, @issueNumber 5.0, @abstract 5.0, @subject 4.9, @numberOfCitations 4.7, @name 4.7, in-
stitution 4.6, editor 4.5, publisher 4.4, @ISBN 4.4, book 4.3, firstEditor 4.3, secondEditor 4.2, series 4.2,
@numberOfPublications 0.9

FIG. 9.2. Three classes with their associated properties from the CAK of DBLP+

degree measured by PMI3. SinceBook, ProceedingsandPublicationare similar concepts,

their associated properties are largely overlapped. However, not all the properties of them

are the same. For example,Proceedingsbut notBookhas theconferenceproperty. More-

over, the same property can have different association degree with the three classes. For

example, the property@ISBNhas a high PMI8.4 with bothBookandProceedingsand a

much lower one4.4 with Publication. These information is used to disambiguate competi-

tive concept candidates in our phase 1 algorithm.

If we only consider direct relations, the degree of connectivity between the 18 classes4

is low. The histogram in Figure 9.3 shows the distribution ofconnectivity degree of 324

class pairs resulted from pairing every←Ci with every→Cj where i∈ 1..18 and j∈ 1..18.

The degree of connectivity between twodirected classes←C1 and→C2 is defined as the

number of distinct schema paths that connect←C1 and→C2. When it comes to direct

relations, it is equivalent to the number of distinct properties that can go fromC1 to C2 but

not including the other way around. Figure 9.3 indicates that the 324directed classpairs

are either not connected or very loosely connected.

However, the degree of connectivity increases drasticallyas we include indirect rela-

3The complete view of association knowledge between classesand properties is supplied in Appendix A.1
4These do not include the most general classThing.
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FIG. 9.3. distribution of connectivity degree among 18 classes(distance = 1)

tions even with short paths. Figure 9.4 shows distribution of connectivity degree among

the same 324directed classpairs with path length no larger than three. The transfer rateγ

of the schema path model used to produce the histogram is0.4. Two schema paths are the

same only when all the following conditions are met: (1) the two paths have the same length

(2) the class labels in the two paths exactly match (3) the property labels in the two paths

exactly match (4) the directions of the properties in the twopaths are the same. That is the

reason why the degree of connectivity between some classes can be as large as thousands.

The high degree of connectivity means a large number of mapping candidates, which is a

challenge to both accuracy and efficiency of our approach. The schema path model with a
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FIG. 9.4. distribution of connectivity degree among 18 classes(distance≤ 3)

maximum path length ofthreeis the one we used in the following experiments.

9.3.2 Query Set

We created64 test questions on the DBLP+ dataset. In all these questions,we substi-

tute variables for instance names. Here is one example: “Give me author x of the paper y”.

Since the mapping algorithms run at schema level and the instance names are not used, it

is not necessary to include instance names for the purpose ofresolving the parameters and

evaluating the mapping algorithms.

The 64 test questions are shown in Table 9.4. The questions are classified into four
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categories: Direct Single (DS), Indirect Single (IS), Direct Multiple (DM) and Indirect

Multiple (IM). DS means the question has a single relation which is a direct relation; IS

means the question has a single relation which is an indirectrelation;DM means the ques-

tion contains multiple relations, all of which are direct relations; IM means the question

contains multiple relations, at least one of which is an indirect relation. There are totally

31 DS, 15 IS, 8 DM, 10 IM questions in the collection. Of25 IS and IM questions, four

questions IS 5, IS 8, IS 9 and IS 14 have a relation with a path length of three. Of18 DM

and IM questions, five questions DM 8, IM 6, IM 7, IM 9 and IM 10 have three relations

with four variables and all others have two relations with three variables.

We created220 SFQs (schema-free structured queries) for the64 test questions. We

also call each SFQ a testcase. We get much more testcases thantest questions because we

tried many ways to rephrase the questions by substituting other terms. For example, seven

SFQs are created for DS 1 “give me author x of the paper y.” as shown in the following list.

The entire collection of220 testcase is referenced in Appendix B. Most of the rephrasing

is done for the DS and IS questions because many DM and IM questions consist of the

relations of the DS and IS questions.

1. ?x/Author, has, ?y/Paper

2. ?x/Scholar, published ,?y/Paper

3. ?x/Person, author of, ?y/Paper

4. ?x/Person, wrote, ?y/Paper

5. ?x/Person, published, ?y/Paper

6. ?x/Person, has, ?y/Paper

7. ?x/Person, has, ?y/Publication

Our gold standard for the testcases are the correct interpretations of the SFQs. An

interpretations is serialized into a string, following a specific syntax. For example, a cor-
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Category & ID Question
DS 1 give me author x of the paper y
DS 2 list paper x in the book y
DS 3 list paper y published in the conference x
DS 4 list paper y published in the journal x
DS 5 list InProceedings x in the proceedings y
DS 6 list subject y of paper x
DS 7 list subject y of conference x
DS 8 list subject y of venue x
DS 9 list subject y of journal x
DS 10 list subject y of author x
DS 11 list person x who published the book y
DS 12 give me publisher y of book x
DS 13 give me person x who is the second author of the article y
DS 14 give me person y who is the first editor of the proceedings x
DS 15 show me the email y of person x
DS 16 show me the homepage y of person x
DS 17 show me the abstract y of paper x
DS 18 show me in what series y the book x is
DS 19 list paper x that cites paper y
DS 20 show the number of citations y of author x
DS 21 show the number of publications y of author x
DS 22 list author x in the institution y
DS 23 list the proceeding y of the conference x
DS 24 give ISBN y of book x
DS 25 give volume number of a article
DS 26 give issue number of a article
DS 27 show page numbers y of a article x
DS 28 show institution y that published the paper x
DS 29 show the year y when a paper x is published
DS 30 show book x that is edited by person y
DS 31 give me publisher x of the proceedings y
IS 1 give conference x held in the year y
IS 2 show me in what series y the paper x is
IS 3 list person x who cites the paper y?
IS 4 list person x who is cited by the paper y?
IS 5 show person x who cites the person y
IS 6 give ISBN y of paper x
IS 7 list authors x and y who co-authored
IS 8 give country x that has paper in the journal y
IS 9 give country x that published paper in the conference y
IS 10 list author x from country y
IS 11 list the publisher y of the inProceedings x
IS 12 show me book x that is cited by person y
IS 13 show the author y of the conference proceedings x
IS 14 show person x who cites the proceedings y
IS 15 show author x who contributed to the conference y
DM 1 list the institution z of the author x who wrote the book y
DM 2 list paper x in the book y of ISBN z
DM 3 list person x who published the book y with ISBN z
DM 4 list paper x in the book y from publisher z
DM 5 list person x who published the book y of publisher z
DM 6 give me research area z of the authors x from the institution y
DM 7 list the number of citation z received by publication y in theconference x
DM 8 list paper x published in the issue z and volume u of journal y
IM 1 list the editor x of the conference y in the year z
IM 2 list all the papers x of the conference y in the year z
IM 3 give me papers x that are cited by venue y in the year z
IM 4 list the author x of the conference y in the year z
IM 5 Who are the authors z in the journal x with volume no. ?
IM 6 list paper z published by editor x of the conference y of the year u
IM 7 list the institutions u of the author y with whom the person x from the organization z has co-authored
IM 8 give me authors y and editors z of proceedings x
IM 9 give me research areas x of the papers y published by a companyz in the year u
IM 10 give me the venues x of the papers y published by an organization z in the year u

Table 9.4. 64 test questions on DBLP+
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rect interpretation of the query [?x/Researcher, contributed to, ?y/Conference] is shown as

follows.

[Author < InProceedings> Conference]; [author, conference]

The single relation in the query is mapped to a schema path. Inside the first brackets are

the classes on the schema path and the “<” or “ >” between two classes shows the direction

of the property connecting the classes. Inside the second brackets are the properties on

the schema path, which are in order with “<” or “ >” in the first brackets. If the SFQ

contains multiple relations, the corresponding schema paths are separated by “||”. The

correct interpretation of the SFQ may not be unique. For example, the following three

interpretations are also correct because they all lead to the same results.

1. [Person< InProceedings> Conference]; [author, conference]

2. [Author< Paper> Conference]; [author, conference]

3. [Author< Publication> Conference]; [author, conference]

9.3.3 Resolving parametersα and γ

As we discussed in Section 9.1.2, we can use sufficiently large numbers to setk1,

k2 andk3, which are the size of the class candidate list , the propertycandidate list and

the concept mapping hypothesis list, respectively. For theDBLP+ dataset, we use10 for

k1, 20 for k2 and40 for k3. The DBLP+ dataset only have31 classes and attribute types

and30 properties. On the other hand, our semantic similarity measures perform very well.

Therefore,10 and20 are large enough numbers fork1 andk2. We makek2 double size of

k1 because relation similarity is more difficult to measure than concept similarity. We ex-

perimentally found that our phase 1 algorithm is effective to rank correct concept mapping

hypotheses to top places. Thus,40 is quite a large number fork3 on the DBLP+ dataset

which only has dozens of classes and types.
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We first apply grid searching to resolve the optimal values ofα andγ while β is fixed

with 0 andθ with 15. Both α andγ have a range between0.0 and1.0 according to their

definitions. We discretize the ranges ofα andγ using steps of0.05 and0.10, yielding

21 and 11 choices respectively. Thus, totally 231 parametercandidates are included in

our search space. The objective function we used is the MRR measure over the entire

220 test cases. Figure 9.5 shows the searching result using the hybrid semantic similarity

model. The entire surface has high MRR scores falling between 0.879 and0.945 except

on the line whereγ is 0, which produces a constant MRR score0.706. If γ is 0, schema

path probability will be0.0 for all the paths having length larger than 1 and therefore all

the testcases whose interpretation involves indirect relations will fail. The steep fall of

MRR score atγ = 0 implies that significant portion of the 220 testcases involves indirect

relations. The MRR function reaches its peak,0.945, whenα is 0.25 andγ is 0.4. The

surface exhibits an overall tendency of going up towards this global maximum point.

To further analyze howα andγ affect performance individually, we show mean MRR

along one dimension in Figure 9.8 and Figure 9.11. The heightof a bar at a particularα

or γ level represents the mean MRR averaged over all the candidates at thatα or γ level.

Figure 9.8 shows a smooth curve going up asα increases from0 to 0.25 and go down

thereafter. Figure 9.11 depicts a similar pattern where thehighest mean MRR score is

obtained atγ = 0.4 but the bars decline to a lesser extent after reaching the peak. Theα

andγ levels that maximize the performance of mean MRR in Figure 9.8 and Figure 9.11

are consistent with the optimizedα andγ in Figure 9.5.

In order to compare our semantic similarity measures, we carry out the same grid

searching experiment using the LSA semantic similarity model. Figure 9.6 presents the

result of grid searching. Figure 9.9 and Figure 9.12 show themean MRR alongα andγ

5See Section 9.1.2 for the independence assumption we make tojustify this optimization method
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FIG. 9.5. Grid searching result using the hybrid semantic similarity model

dimensions respectively. In general, the LSA model performs slightly worse than the hybrid

model. The surface in Figure 9.6 has MRR scores in the range[0.839 .. 0.914] whenγ 6= 0

and a constant MRR score0.679 whenγ = 0. The two highest MRR scores, both being

0.914, are reached at(α = 0.75, γ = 0.6) and at(α = 0.25, γ = 0.6). We can see that the

surface at(α = 0.75, γ = 0.6) has a protrusion while the area around(α = 0.25, γ = 0.6)

is flat. Thus,(α = 0.25, γ = 0.6) makes a better choice than(α = 0.75, γ = 0.6) because

a protrusion could be caused by chance. This view is also supported by Figure 9.9 in which

α = 0.25 produces a better mean MRR score thanα = 0.75 does. The optimalα and

γ levels for the mean MRR measure are0.3 and0.6, respectively, as shown in Figure 9.9

and Figure 9.12. Although these numbers are not the same as the ones produced by the
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FIG. 9.6. Grid searching result using the LSA semantic similarity model

hybrid semantic similarity model, they are fairly close. Moreover, the patterns exhibited

by the bars in Figure 9.9 and Figure 9.12 basically resemblesthe ones in Figure 9.8 and

Figure 9.11.

We repeat the experiment again, replacing the semantic similarity model with the

string similarity measure described in Section 8.1.3. Thishelps us to know how much

we can gain by using semantic measures. The result of grid searching is shown in Fig-

ure 9.7. The MRR scores of the surface are in the range[0.517 .. 0.533] whenγ 6= 0 and

are constantly0.402 whenγ = 0. The maximum MRR performance0.533 is obtained at

(α = 1, γ = 1). Figure 9.10 and Figure 9.13 show the mean MRR performance along

single dimensionα andγ, where the best mean MRR is achieved atα = 0.55 andγ = 1.0,
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FIG. 9.7. Grid searching result using string similarity

respectively. The string similarity measure yields a much worse performance than the two

semantic similarity measures. If we compare the best MRR performance of each measure,

the hybrid and LSA semantic similarity measures improve upon the string similarity mea-

sure by 77% and 71%. It is worth mentioning that LSA, like string similarity, is a purely

computational method that does not rely on any human-crafted knowledge.

The surface in Figure 9.7 is flat, which differs from the surfaces in Figure 9.5 and Fig-

ure 9.6. The bars in Figure 9.10 and Figure 9.13 also appear tobe level with the exception

at γ = 0. This indicates that the MRR performance tends to be independent of eitherα

or γ if the string similarity is used. String similarity has roughly binary semantics, either
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FIG. 9.8. Mean MRR along theα dimension using the hybrid semantic similarity model

FIG. 9.9. Mean MRR along theα dimension using the LSA semantic similarity model

FIG. 9.10. Mean MRR along theα dimension using the string similarity measure
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FIG. 9.11. Mean MRR along theγ dimension using the hybrid semantic similarity model

FIG. 9.12. Mean MRR along theγ dimension using the LSA semantic similarity model

FIG. 9.13. Mean MRR along theγ dimension using the string similarity measure
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true when two strings largely match or otherwise false. It lacks the ability to carry the

degree of semantic similarity thatα operates on. The binary nature of string similarity also

makes similarity dominate over popularity in computing theoverall ranking metric. On the

other hand,γ only affects the computation of popularity so it has little effect on the overall

performance.

9.3.4 Resolving parameterβ

With the optimal values of parametersα andγ being resolved, we start tuning the

parameterβ. An assumption is made that selecting optimal value ofβ is independent of

the value ofθ, which allows us to still fixθ with 1.0. The parameterβ is used to weigh

popularity againstsimilarity in the scoring metric in Equation 5.8. The largerβ is, the

less importancepopularityplays. Figure 9.14, Figure 9.15 and Figure 9.16 give the plots

showing how the MRR performance changes over different values ofβ, using hybrid, LSA

and string similarity measures respectively. The range we select forβ is [−5 .. 8], with a

step of0.25. The left boundary is−5 because we want the termlog(Popularity) + β to

be positive generally. The right boundary of8 is large enough to show the tendency of the

plots.

Figure 9.14, Figure 9.15 and Figure 9.16 see their highest MRR score0.946, 0.914 and

0.539 at β level 2.25, 2.0 and2.0, respectively. The plots in Figure 9.14 and Figure 9.15

share the MRR pattern of first climbing up and then tend to decline asβ increases. The

plot in Figure 9.16, however, does not show a tendency of decline. We also experimented

with very largeβ levels. We found that MRR performance of the hybrid and LSA semantic

similarity models drop to0.831 and0.866 respectively whenβ reaches1, 000 and maintain

these scores unchanged even asβ go up to1, 000, 000. The string similarity also shows

decline but very small, still having a MRR score0.533 atβ = 1, 000, 000.

Whenβ becomes as large as1000, 000, semanticsdominates the relation ranking met-
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FIG. 9.14. MRR performance versusβ, using the hybrid semantic similarity model

FIG. 9.15. MRR performance versusβ, using the LSA semantic similarity model

FIG. 9.16. MRR performance versusβ, using the string similarity measure
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ric in Equation 5.8 andpopularity matters only ifsemanticsscores from two candidates

are tied. The fairly good performance of our semantic similarity models at very largeβ

levels implies thatpopularityplays a less important role thansemanticsin Equation 5.8.

Meanwhile, it also demonstrates thatpopularity is necessary for achieving better MRR

performance.

9.3.5 Resolving parameterθ

The parameterθ addresses the problem ofdefault relationsthat the mappings of the

subject and object concept can be semantically uneven, resulting in unequal amount of

information loss (See Section 5.3.3 for details). For adefault relation, the empty predicate

need to be filled in by either the subject or object concept. Due to the principle that the less

information is lost the better the mapping is, the concept losing more information in the

concept mapping is more preferred to substitute for the empty predicate. The two possible

substitutions lead to two different similarity scores for acandidate path. The parameterθ

controls how the two similarity scores are combined by considering different amount of

information loss in mapping the subject and object concepts.

θ is the last parameter to tune because we believe it has the lest dependency to the other

parameters. The range we set to tuneθ is [0 .. 4]. Whenθ is 0, the combined similarity

is whatever the larger one of the two similarity scores; whenθ is positive infinite, the

combined similarity is the one resulted by the substitutionhaving more information loss

in the concept mapping. Figure 9.17, Figure 9.18 and Figure 9.19 show that the hybrid

semantic similarity, the LSA semantic similarity and the string similarity achieve their

highest MRR scores0.946, 0.925 and0.539 at θ levels1.0, 1.5 and1.0, respectively. Our

experiments with largeθ levels (up to10, 000) demonstrates that for all the three measures,

the MRR performance keeps constant asθ goes beyond4.0.

If the parameterθ were not introduced, a typical way to combine the two similarity
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FIG. 9.17. MRR performance versusθ, using the hybrid semantic similarity model

FIG. 9.18. MRR performance versusθ, using the LSA semantic similarity model

FIG. 9.19. MRR performance versusθ, using the string similarity measure
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α γ β θ MRR
hybrid semantic similarity 0.25 0.4 2.25 1.0 0.946
LSA semantic similarity 0.25 0.6 2.0 1.5 0.925
string similarity 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 0.539

Table 9.5. Optimal parameters and MRR performance for threesimilarity measures

scores from two substitutions would be to use whatever the larger one. It is exactly what

our algorithm does whenθ = 0. Therefore, the plots also reveal how much performance we

can improve by introducingθ. Among the three measures, the LSA semantic similarity has

the largest improvement. The string similarity has almost no improvement, which could

again be ascribed to its binary semantics.

9.3.6 Results using optimal parameters

The resolved optimal parameters as well as their corresponding MRR performance are

summed up in Table 9.5. The parametersk1, k2 andk3 are manually set to be 10, 20 and

40, respectively. The hybrid semantic similarity has the highest MRR performance0.946,

a2.3% improvement over the LSA semantic similarity and a75.5% improvement over the

string similarity. The optimal MRR score of the LSA semanticsimilarity is 0.925, which

improves upon that of the string similarity by71.6%.

We can have more insight into the performance by examining the distribution of the

ranks over the 220 testcases that the MRR score combines. Thedistribution is provided in

Table 9.6 for each of the three semantic measures. For the hybrid semantic similarity, the

correct interpretations of 202 testcases are ranked at 1st place and only one falls out of top

10, making a top-10 coverage of99.5%. This means the user would always find answers to

her questions if she could look through all the top 10 interpretations. Moreover, she can still

have a95.5% chance to find correct answers if she only check the top 2 interpretations. The

LSA semantic similarity works slightly worse, with a98.2% top-10 coverage and93.6%
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Rank hybrid LSA string
1 202 196 115
2 8 10 5
3 3 3 2
4 1 1 1
5 4 5 0
6 1 0 1
7 0 1 0
8 0 0 0
9 0 0 0

10 0 0 0
> 10 1 4 96

Table 9.6. Distribution of ranks produced by the best runs ofthree similarity measures

top-2 coverage. The string similarity has the worst performance, with a56.4% top-10

coverage and54.5% top-2 coverage.

The individual reciprocal ranks of the entire 220 testcasesare provided as bars in Fig-

ure 9.20, Figure 9.21 and Figure 9.22 for the hybrid, LSA and string similarity measures

respectively. The bars of the testcases in four categories (DS, IS, DM and IM) are marked

with four different colors. Since most of testcases for the hybrid and LSA semantic similar-

ity measures have perfect reciprocal ranks, white slots in the figures indicates the testcases

whose correct interpretations failed to be ranked at 1st place. Many of white slots in Fig-

ure 9.20 and Figure 9.21 are overlapped, a reflection of the fact that the hybrid similarity is

built upon the LSA semantic similarity.

However, there are also some testcases for which the LSA similarity performs better

than the hybrid similarity. This manifests that knowledge in WordNet can sometimes cause

errors to a particular domain. For example, the verb “publish” has a LSA similarity score

0.32 with “editor” and a score0.41 with “author”. However, because in WordNet the verb

“publish” is a direct hypernym of the second sense of the verb“edit”, the hybrid similarity

between “publish” and “editor” increases to0.56, becoming larger than the one between
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“publish” and “author”. Due to this change the hybrid similarity mapspublishedto editor,

instead ofauthor, in its first interpretation and receives a lowered reciprocal rank on the

testcase [?x/Person, published, ?y/Book].

The white slot occurring rates in DS, IS, DM and IM categoriesfor the hybrid simi-

larity are0.07, 0.14, 0.1 and0.0, respectively. As expected, testcases in DS performs better

than those in IS because testcases for direct relations are easier to deal with than those for

indirect relations. However, it may be counterintuitive that DM and IM perform so good

compared with DS and IS categories since multiple-relationquestions are more compli-

cated than single-relation questions. There are two reasons accountable for this. First, we

include many different ways to rephrase questions for DS andIS but much less for DM and

IM. Second, multiple-relation questions benefit from jointdisambiguation and therefore

enjoy better performance in disambiguating each single relation. For example, a relation

[?x/Paper, in, ?y/Book] by itself is ambiguous to machines and the correct interpretation is

ranked at the 3rd place using the hybrid similarity as shown in the following list.

1. [Paper> Journal]; [journal]

2. [Paper> Journal< Publication]; [journal, journal]

3. [Publication> Book]; [book]

Paper in our ontology is defined as refereed papers, including journal articles and confer-

ence inProceedings but not book chapters. Thus, the concept“Paper” in the query should

not be mapped to thePaperin the ontology. However, because “book” is semantically sim-

ilar to “journal”6 andPaper
journal
→ Journal makes a reasonable schema path, the query

is mistakenly interpreted as “give paper x in journal y”. This disambiguation error can be

avoided when the relation appears with another relation in the multiple-relation testcase

[?x/Paper, in, ?y/Book; ?y/Book, has, ?z/ISBN]. Since in our DBLP+ datasetBookhas the

6The hybrid similarity model tells a similarity score0.53 between book and journal
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average testcase runtime
hybrid semantic similarity 0.259 seconds
LSA semantic similarity 0.349 seconds
string similarity 0.203 seconds

Table 9.7. Average testcase runtime for three similarity measures

ISBN property andJournal has not, the concept “Book” is then correctly mapped to the

classBook, thus makingPublicationa better choice to be mapped to thanPaper.

Figure 9.23, Figure 9.24 and Figure 9.25 show runtime of eachof the 220 testcases for

the hybrid, LSA and string similarity. The runtime of the DS testcases keeps at the same

level as the IS testcases because our system does not have prior knowledge about whether

the relation in question is direct or indirect and it runs theexactly same algorithm to map the

relation. In general, the testcases in DM and IM requires more execution time than those in

DS and IS because there are more than one relation to deal within each query in the DM

and IM categories. However, there are many DS and IS testcases that took more time to

run than many of DM and IM testcases. We can also observe high variance of the runtime

within each category. These phenomena demonstrate anotherimportant factor influencing

the runtime – the connectivity degree among the classes. As shown in Figure 9.4, the con-

nectivity degree exhibits a high variance, varying from a few connectivities to thousands.

If a query interpretation requires checking paths between two heavily connected classes, it

will take much more time than those who do not.

The average time to run a testcase for three similarity measures is shown in Table 9.7.

The string similarity runs faster than the other two becauseit produces significantly smaller

class and property candidate lists. The reason why the hybrid similarity took less time than

the LSA similarity is not very clear. It might have somethingto do with the normalization

of the hybrid similarity which makes the hybrid similarity model produces generally lower

similarity score than the LSA similarity model. It is also observed that in some testcases
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FIG. 9.20. Reciprocal ranks of 220 testcases in four categoriesusing the hybrid similarity

FIG. 9.21. Reciprocal ranks of 220 testcases in four categoriesusing the LSA similarity

FIG. 9.22. Reciprocal ranks of 220 testcases in four categoriesusing the string similarity
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FIG. 9.23. Runtime of 220 testcases in four categories using thehybrid similarity

FIG. 9.24. Runtime of 220 testcases in four categories using theLSA similarity

FIG. 9.25. Runtime of 220 testcases in four categories using thestring similarity
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the classThing was included in the candidate list of the LSA similarity witha score just

above threshold and did not appear in the corresponding listof the hybrid similarity.

For those who want to have more complete view on the performance, we provide the

top 10 interpretations of all 200 testcases using the hybridsimilarity in Appendix B. It

is very informative to see what else interpretations are ranked at top places besides the

correct one. It helps understand what ambiguity confuses our system and what problems

our approach is challenged by.

9.3.7 Performance analysis onk3

To make the experiments feasible, we manually chose the values for the parameters

k1, k2 andk3, which stand for the size of the class candidate list, the property candidate

list and the concept mapping hypothesis list, respectively. Now the values of parametersα,

γ, β, θ are resolved and it is time to see how performance is impactedby using different

k values. However, since the DBLP+ dataset only has a few dozens of classes/types and

properties, we skip the performance analysis onk1 andk2 because it would not produce an

accurate picture if the lists are often not fully occupied.

Figure 9.26, Figure 9.27 and Figure 9.28 show how the MRR performance varies

againstk3 using the hybrid, LSA and string similarity, respectively.The range ofk3 is

from 1 to 40. All figures exhibit the same pattern that the MRR performance keep climbing

rapidly at the very beginning, then slow down and finally maintain the top level ask3

becomes increasingly large. The figures demonstrate that40 is indeed a sufficiently large

number for settingk3 in the experiments of resolvingα, γ, β, θ.

We can also see the efficacy of the phase 1 algorithm in the figures. The more effective

the phase 1 algorithm is, the smallerk3 is required to reach the full potential of MRR per-

formance. Whenk3 is 5, the MRR score of the hybrid, LSA and string similarity is0.936,

0.911 and0.534, achieving98.9%, 98.5% and99.1% of their full potential respectively.
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FIG. 9.26. MRR performance versusk3, using the hybrid similarity

FIG. 9.27. MRR performance versusk3, using the LSA similarity

FIG. 9.28. MRR performance versusk3, using the string similarity
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FIG. 9.29. Average testcase runtime versusk3, using the hybrid similarity

FIG. 9.30. Average testcase runtime versusk3, using the LSA similarity

FIG. 9.31. Average testcase runtime versusk3, using the string similarity
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These numbers tell that our phase 1 algorithm is so effectivethat we may use5 for k3 and

own a much faster system with almost no loss of performance.

The relationship betweenk3 and average testcase runtime is pictured in Figure 9.29,

Figure 9.30 and Figure 9.31. All the figures exhibit a relationship close to linear. The

intercept atk3 = 0 represents the time that the phase 1 algorithm takes. Thus, majority

of time is consumed by the phase 2 algorithm unlessk3 is a very small number. This

shows that having an effective phase 1 algorithm is crucial to make the system run faster.

The intercept or the time spent by the hybrid, LSA and string similarity on the phase 1

algorithm is0.031, 0.042 and0.018 seconds, respectively. The string similarity took the

least time because their class and property candidate listsare the most under-occupied.

9.3.8 Compare improved PMI with standard PMI

In the phase 1 algorithm, we use the improved PMI to measure association degree

between schema terms. In order to demonstrate that the improved PMI produces a more

effective phase 1 algorithm than the standard one, we carry out the same experiment as that

in Figure 9.26 using the hybrid similarity but substitute the standard PMI for the improved

PMI. The comparison result is shown in Figure 9.32. The improved PMI has a consistently

better MRR performance than the standard PMI on allk3 levels from1 to 30. Their MRR

difference finds its largest,0.122, whenk3 = 2 and gradually decreases ask3 becomes

increasingly larger. However, there is still a considerable gap,0.057, even whenk3 =

30. This comparison supports that the improved PMI is a better measure for computing

association degree than the standard PMI.

9.3.9 Cross-validation

In order to avoid potential overfitting, we perform two-foldcross-validation on the220

testcases. We randomly split the64 test questions in half, resulting in117 testcases in one
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FIG. 9.32. Comparing improved PMI with standard PMI on the DBLP+dataset

test setA and103 testcases in the other test setB, as shown in Table 9.8. Our choosing of

randomly splitting the test questions rather than the testcases is after careful consideration.

Many testcases are rephrasing of the same question. If we randomly break the 220 testcases

in half, the resulting datasets will be too similar in terms of the questions they contain and

will not well serve the validation purpose that a system trained by a set of questions can

successfully answer questions it has not seen.

number of test questionsnumber of testcases
test setA 32 117
test setB 32 103

Table 9.8. The split datasets for two-fold cross-validation

The result of two-fold cross-validation using the hybrid similarity is shown in Ta-

ble 9.9. System A is trained on the testcase collectionA and is tested on the other collection

B. System B is trained onB and tested onA. Training here means using the same method

described earlier to optimizeα, γ, β andθ. The MRR test results averaged over the two

folds is0.933, which degrades only1.37% from 0.946, the optimal MRR score obtained

without partitioning the 220 testcases.
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α γ β θ MRR on test setA MRR on test setB
System A 0.25 0.4 -1.0 1.5 0.951 0.931
System B 0.25 0.6 0 1.0 0.935 0.955

Table 9.9. The result of two-fold cross-validation

The sets of parameters learned by System A and B are not completely the same, and

they also differ from the parameters learned by the optimal system using the entire 220

testcases shown in Table 9.5. The parameterα of 0.25 is agreed by all the three systems.

The parameterγ has two close values0.4 and0.6, both of which produce highest mean

MRR scores in Figure 9.11. The parameterβ has three values−1, 0, 2.25, which, though

showing considerable variation, still fall in the range that yields top MRR scores in Fig-

ure 9.14. The parameterθ has two values1.0 and1.5, both of which produce top MRR

scores in Figure 9.17.

9.4 Evaluation on DBpedia

In the previous section, we trained our system using 220 testcases on the DBLP+

dataset. In this section, we first test the trained system on the DBpedia dataset, which

we call cross-domain validation. We then carry out performance analysis on some of the

parameters. Finally we compare our system with other systems using precision and recall

measures and discuss the results.

9.4.1 Data

DBpedia, representing data from Wikipedia, is the key component of the Linked Open

Data (LOD) and serves as a microcosm for larger, evolving LODcollections. DBpedia has

been regularly updated every several months and the versionwe use to evaluate our system

is DBpedia3.6. DBpedia provides a broad-based, open domain but shallow ontology. Our
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evaluation dataset only includes data represented under the DBpedia ontology and excludes

data from other ontologies and raw infobox data. More specifically, our dataset consists of

two datasets downloaded from the DBpedia website [25],Ontology Infobox Propertiesand

Ontology Infobox Types. The first dataset contains RDF triples (i.e. relations between

the instances) and the second provides all type definitions for the instances. It is worth

noting that we did not use the datasetDBpedia Ontologyfrom the website that specifies the

class hierarchy and human-crafted domain and range definitions for properties. Instead, we

obtain such kind of knowledge from our CAK model that is automatically built from data.

Heterogeneity is a problem of the DBpedia ontology because it supplants the cate-

gories and attribute names of Wikipedia infoboxes, which were independently designed by

different communities. First, Terms having similar linguistic meanings are used for differ-

ent contexts. For example, the propertylocatedInAreais for mountains and the property

locationis for companies. Second, the same term is loaded with multiple senses. For exam-

ple, theauthorcan mean book author or website creator. Third, there are also synonymous

or nearly synonymous properties with the same domain, such as citizenshipandnational-

ity. Last, properties that are not linguistically synonymous can mean the same relation in

some contexts. Ina company producing software, for example, several properties are used:

publisher, developer, designer, productandauthor. While DBpedia is a single ontology,

it is somewhat similar to the situation where independentlydeveloped domain-specific on-

tologies are combined.

Table 9.10 shows the statistical properties of our dataset.250 classes and 1,099 prop-

erties from the DBpedia ontology are actually used in this dataset. Besides, we create 133

attribute types and 140 inferred classes. Five of the attribute typesN̂umber, D̂ate, Ŷear,

T̂extandL̂iteral are predefined and the other 128 attribute types are automatically learned

from the515 datatype properties. This is in line with what we do on the DBLP+ dataset.

On the other hand, the 140 inferred classes are automatically derived from the584 object
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Statistical property Value
Number of types 523
· ontology classes 250
· inferred classes 140
· attribute types 133

Number of properties 1,099
· object properties 584
· datatype properties 515

Number of relations (triples) 13,465,950
Number of type definitions using ontology classes 6,173,940
· Number of instances defined 1,668,215

Number of type definitions using ontology classes and inferred classes 7,510,729
· Number of instances defined 2,165,296

Table 9.10. DBpedia dataset statistics

properties. We do so for addressing the problem that the DBpedia ontology classes are

incomplete for describing the DBpedia data. For example, many instances do not have any

type definition because the appropriate classes do not existin the ontology. Many prop-

erty names are nouns or noun phrases, which can be used to infer the type of the object

instance. For an instance, the object of thereligion property should be a religion. A few

other examples of the inferred classes includeProducer, Director, BattleandCapital. We

derived attribute types and inferred classes only from the properties used in at least 1,000

relations (triples) in order to filter out insignificant and noisy types. For the comparison’s

purpose, we will show experiment results with and without inferred classes in the following

sections.

If we only consider direct relations, the degree of connectivity between the 249 DB-

pedia ontology classes7 is low. Figure 9.33 shows the connectivity degrees of 62,001class

pairs resulted from pairing every←Ci with every→Cj where i∈ 1..249 and j∈ 1..249.

The degree of connectivity between twodirected classes←C1 and→C2 is defined as the

7The most general classThing is excluded.
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FIG. 9.33. connectivity degree among 249 ontology classes (path distance = 1)

number of distinct schema paths that connect←C1 and→C2. When it comes to direct

relations, it is equivalent to the number of distinct properties that can go fromC1 to C2

but not including the other way around. Figure 9.33 indicates that the 62,001directed class

pairs are either not connected or loosely connected. The highest connectivity degree is131,

found between←P lace and→P lace.

However, the degree of connectivity increases drasticallyas we include indirect rela-

tions even with very short paths. Figure 9.34 shows the connectivity degrees among the

same 62,001directed classpairs with path length no larger thantwo. Inferred classes are

not included in the schema path model used to produce the plot. The transfer rateγ of

the model is0.4, which is the optimal parameter we learned on the DBLP+ dataset using

hybrid similarity. The highest connectivity degree, foundbetween←Person and→P lace,

is 59, 737, which is hundreds of time larger than the one produced for direct relations. The

size of the statistical model file also increases from1.7 MB to 39 MB.

If we allow inferred classes, the connectivity degree becomes even much larger gen-
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FIG. 9.34. connectivity degree among 249 ontology classes (path distance≤ 2 and
inferred classes arenot allowedin the path)

erally. Figure 9.35 shows the connectivity degrees among the same 62,001directed class

pairs. The maximum path length and the transfer rateγ are stilltwoand0.4 but this time the

inferred classes are allowed to occur in the path. The highest connectivity degree increases

to 274, 853, which is found between←Person and→P lace. The size of the statistical

model file increases to220 MB.

The connectivity degree is so high that it demands a lot of computation and could re-

sult in slow system response time. We can address this problem by pruning schema paths

using a minimum path frequency threshold. Figure 9.36 showsthe connectivity degrees

among the 62,001directed classpairs when we set the threshold to20. The connectivity

degrees reduce dramatically. The highest connectivity degree decreases to45, 632, a reduc-

tion of 83%. However, we did not apply this pruning in the following experiments in order

to show worst case running time.
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FIG. 9.35. connectivity degree among 249 ontology classes (path distance≤ 2 and
inferred classes areallowedin the path)

FIG. 9.36. pruned connectivity degree among 249 ontology classes (path distance≤ 2 and
inferred classes areallowedin the path)
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9.4.2 Query Set

We evaluated our system using a dataset developed for the 2011 Workshop on Ques-

tion Answering over Linked Data (QALD) [83]. This dataset was designed to evaluate

ontology-based question answering (QA) systems and includes 100 natural language (NL)

questions (50 training and 50 test) over DBpedia 3.6 along with the corresponding SPARQL

queries and ground truth answers produced by running the queries. We only use the 50 test

questions to evaluate our system since we have already trained our system using the 64

questions on the DBLP+ dataset.

We selected 33 of the 50 test questions (see Table 9.11)8 that could be answered using

only the DBpedia ontology, i.e., not requiring the YAGO ontology types or raw infobox

properties whose corresponding DBpedia ontology properties do not exist. Eight of these

were slightly modified and their QALD IDs are tagged with a *. DS 3, DS 5, DS 6, DS 11,

DS 12, DS 19, DM 2 and DM 3 required modification because they needed operations cur-

rently unsupported by our prototype system: aggregation functions (Which locations have

more than two caves?) and Boolean answers (Was U.S. President Jackson involved in a

war?). Our changes included removing the unsupported operations or changing the answer

type but preserving the relations. For example, the above two questions were changed to

Give me the location of Ape CaveandWhat wars were U.S. President Jackson involved

in?. Although we introduce an auxiliary entityApe Cavefor the first question, the entity

name does not affect the mapping process since it runs at the schema level and the entity

names are not used. In DM 2, we substituted “Richard Nixon” for “Bill Clinton” because

the original question cannot be answered using the DBpedia ontology only but an entity

name change makes it answerable.

Among the 33 questions, six are DM questions and the rest are DS questions. There

8The questions are numbered by the order they appear in the QALD test file, except that we place all DM
questions after DS questions
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Category & ID QALD ID Question
DS 1 43 Which river does the Brooklyn Bridge cross?
DS 2 7 Where did Abraham Lincoln die?
DS 3 10* What is the wife of President Obama called?
DS 4 50 In which country does the Nile start?
DS 5 44* Give me the location of Ape Cave.
DS 6 30* Give me all proteins.
DS 7 49 How tall is Claudia Schiffer?
DS 8 27 What is the revenue of IBM?
DS 9 13 In which country is the Limerick Lake?
DS 10 32 Which television shows were created by Walt Disney?
DS 11 45* What is the height of the mountain Annapurna?
DS 12 14* What wars was U.S. President Jackson involved in?
DS 13 40 Who is the author of WikiLeaks?
DS 14 19 What is the currency of the Czech Republic?
DS 15 11 What is the area code of Berlin?
DS 16 16 Who is the owner of Universal Studios?
DS 17 34 Through which countries does the Yenisei river flow?
DS 18 8 When was the Battle of Gettysburg?
DS 19 24* What mountains are in Germany?
DS 20 26 Give me all soccer clubs in Spain.
DS 21 5 What are the official languages of the Philippines?
DS 22 6 Who is the mayor of New York City?
DS 23 41 Who designed the Brooklyn Bridge?
DS 24 46 What is the highest place of Karakoram?
DS 25 25 Give me the homepage of Forbes.
DS 26 1 Which companies are in the computer software industry?
DS 27 47 What did Bruce Carver die from?
DM 1 3 Give me the official websites of actors of the television showCharmed.
DM 2 37* Who is the daughter of Richard Nixon married to?
DM 3 35* What city is Egypt’s largest city and also its capital?
DM 4 29 In which films directed by Garry Marshall was Julia Roberts starring?
DM 5 42 Which bridges are of the same type as the Manhattan Bridge?
DM 6 2 Which telecommunications organizations are located in Belgium?

Table 9.11. 33 test questions on DBpedia
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are no IS or IM questions because dealing with indirect relations goes out of the scope of

the QALD 2011 workshop9. In fact, all of the QALD questions have the following patterns

that are customized for ontology-based NLI systems: (i) most contain one relation and no

more than two; (ii) single answer type or variable; and (iii)no anaphora used. They pose

less challenge to NLP parsers but do not fully explore the advantages of graph query. Since

the QALD query set contains no indirect relations, it cannotwork as a training dataset for

our approach.

Three computer science graduate students who were unfamiliar with DBpedia and its

ontology independently translated the 33 test questions into SFQs. We first familiarized

the subjects with the SFQ concept and its rules as specified inSection 3 and then trained

them with ten questions from the QALD training dataset. We asked them to first identify

the entities in a natural language query and their types and then link the entities with the

relations given by the query. We also gave them a few simple constraints, e.g., if the

entity value is a number, use “Number” as the type of the entity. However, the major force

of learning to create the structural queries is by examples.The subjects quickly learned

from the ten examples and found the concepts intuitive and easy to understand. The entire

learning process took less than half an hour. Finally, we asked each subject to create SFQs

for the 33 test questions in which the DM questions are mixed with the DS questions.

Because our graphical web interface was under development,the users drew the queries on

paper. None of the subjects had difficulty in constructing the SFQs. We then serialized the

three versions of the 33 graphical SFQs into text format and formed a test dataset of 99

testcases, which can be referenced in Appendix C.

9DM 5 could be thought as a IS question. However, when it was translated into SFQ by three human
subjects in our experiment all of them decomposed the relation “the same type as” to two relations linking to
the same “Type” entity. Therefore, at least in the SFQ form itis a DM question.
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α γ β θ MRR
hybrid semantic similarity 0.25 0.4 2.25 1.0 0.813
LSA semantic similarity 0.25 0.6 2.0 1.5 0.720
string similarity 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 0.464

Table 9.12. MRR performance on DBpedia for three similaritymeasures when inferred
classes are used

α γ β θ MRR
hybrid semantic similarity 0.25 0.4 2.25 1.0 0.782

Table 9.13. MRR performance on DBpedia for hybrid semantic similarity when inferred
classes arenot used

9.4.3 Results using the learned parameters

We learned the optimal parameters of our system using 220 testcases on the DBLP+

dataset and the same parameters, as shown in Table 9.5, are used in testing our system on the

99 DBpedia testcases. The parametersk1 andk2 are still set to be 10 and 20, respectively.

However the parameterk3 is changed from 40 to 10 because it allows our system to run

faster and response in real time. The value ofk3 realizes the tradeoff between efficiency

and effectiveness. According to our DBLP+ experiment of analyzing the impact ofk3 in

Section 9.3.7, we find that40 is a quite large number fork3 and even5 can work well.

Table 9.12 shows the MRR performance of the trained system onthe 99 DBpedia test-

cases for three different similarity measures. Inferred classes are enabled in the statistical

model used by the system. The hybrid semantic similarity andLSA semantic similarity

achieve MRR performance0.813 and0.720, which improves upon the string similarity by

75.2% and55.2% respectively. All the three measures have lowered MRR scores compared

with their performance on the DBLP+ dataset.

For the hybrid semantic similarity measure, we carried out an additional experiment

– test the trained system in which inferred classes are not used. We employ a different ap-

proach to address the problem of the incomplete DBpedia typesystem. We simply add the
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Rank hybrid LSA string hybrid w/o inferred classes
1 75 64 43 72
2 8 10 3 5
3 3 3 2 8
4 2 5 3 0
5 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 2
8 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0

10 0 0 0 0
> 10 11 17 48 12

Table 9.14. Distribution of ranks for four system scenarios

most general type,Thing, with a designated similarity score0.15 to every class candidate

list. The result of this approach is shown in Table 9.13. Thissimple approach yielded a

worse but still good MRR score0.782.

We can have more insight into the performance by examining the distribution of the

ranks over the 99 testcases that the MRR score combines. The distribution is provided in

Table 9.14 for four system scenarios – the three similarity measures using inferred classes

and the hybrid semantic similarity measure without using inferred classes. The top-10

coverage of hybrid semantic similarity w/ and w/o using inferred classes are88.9% and

87.9%. The LSA semantic similarity works worse, with a82.8% top-10 coverage, and the

string similarity exhibits the worst performance, with a51.5% top-10 coverage.

However, both the top-10 coverage and the MRR score have a upper limit 91.9% be-

cause there are eight testcases that are not possible to be correctly answered. Five of them

are because the human subjects understand two questions differently from our gold stan-

dard due to ambiguity in the questions. In DS 16, all of three subjects interpret “Who” as

a Persontype. However, the type that leads to the gold standard answer is Organization.

In DS 25, two of three subjects interpret the type of “Forbes”to beCompanybut the one
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leads to the gold standard answer isMagazine. The other three testcases are due to an inap-

propriate property name involved in answering DM 5. In orderto answer this question, we

need map “type” toarchitecturalBureau, which is not an appropriate name for describing

the relation “type of bridge”10.

The individual reciprocal ranks of the 99 testcases are pictured as bars in Figure 9.37,

Figure 9.38, Figure 9.39 and Figure 9.40 for the four system scenarios. The testcases are

numbered in the same order as they appear in Appendix C. The bars of the testcases in two

categories (DS and DM) are marked with two different colors.Since most of testcases for

the hybrid and LSA semantic similarity measures have perfect reciprocal ranks, white slots

in the figures indicates the testcases whose correct interpretations failed to be ranked at 1st

place. Many of white slots in Figure 9.37 and Figure 9.38 are overlapped, a reflection of

the fact that the hybrid similarity is built upon the LSA semantic similarity.

Figure 9.41, Figure 9.42, Figure 9.43 and Figure 9.44 show runtime of each of the

99 testcases for the four system scenarios. In general, the testcases in DM requires more

execution time than those in DS because there are more than one relation to deal with in

each query in the DM categories. However, there are many DS testcases that took more

time to run than many of DM testcases. We can also observe highvariance of the runtime

within every category. These phenomena demonstrate another important factor influencing

the runtime – the connectivity degree among the classes. If aquery interpretation requires

checking paths between two heavily connected classes, it will take much more time than

those who do not.

Table 9.15 shows the average time to run a testcase for the hybrid, LSA and string

similarity with inferred classes and the hybrid similaritywithout inferred classes. The

one not using inferred classes takes generally more execution time than the others using

10In DBpedia 3.7, the propertyarchitecturalBureauis renamed totype
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average testcase runtime
hybrid semantic similarity and inferred classes 0.648 seconds
LSA semantic similarity and inferred classes 0.660 seconds
string similarity and inferred classes 0.478 seconds
hybrid semantic similarity andno inferred classes 1.073 seconds

Table 9.15. Average testcase runtime for four system scenarios

inferred classes. This is because when inferred classes arenot used the most general type

Thing is added to every class candidate list. Consequently,Thing is more likely to appear

in the concept mapping hypothesis list. SinceThing is very intensively connected to some

other common classes, it takes much time to check all the schema paths between them.

However, we also observe that several testcases in the scenario using inferred classes take

longer time to run than the corresponding testcases in the scenarios not using inferred

classes. That is because some inferred classes are common classes and heavily connected

to other common classes, for example,L̃ocation. More than one such inferred classes may

appear, possibly along withThing11, in the concept mapping hypothesis list, resulting in a

prolonged processing time.

For those who want to have more complete view on the performance, we provide the

top 10 interpretations of all 99 testcases using the hybrid similarity in Appendix C. It is very

informative to see what else interpretations are ranked at top places besides the correct one.

It helps understand what ambiguity confuses our system and what problems our approach

is challenged by.

Discussion

Mapping relation is much more difficult than mapping concepts. Equivalent relations

can go beyond synonyms, they can be context-dependent and many of them involvedefault

11Thing itself can be semantically similar to some classes in the DBpedia ontology. For example, our LSA
model tells a similarity score0.30 betweenThingandPlace.
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FIG. 9.37. Reciprocal ranks of 99 testcases using the hybrid similarity and inferred classes

FIG. 9.38. Reciprocal ranks of 99 testcases using the LSA similarity and inferred classes

FIG. 9.39. Reciprocal ranks of 99 testcases using the string similarity and inferred classes

FIG. 9.40. Reciprocal ranks of 99 testcases using the hybrid similarity andno inferred
classes
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FIG. 9.41. Runtime of 99 testcases using the hybrid similarity and inferred classes

FIG. 9.42. Runtime of 99 testcases using the LSA similarity and inferred classes

FIG. 9.43. Runtime of 99 testcases using the string similarity and inferred classes

FIG. 9.44. Runtime of 99 testcases using the hybrid similarity and no inferred classes
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relations. Examples include mapping “actor” tostarring, “marry” to spouse, “died” to

deathPlace, “mayor” to leaderName, “tall” to height, “start” to sourceCountryand “flows

through” tocountry. Thanks to our semantic similarity measure and the context-dependent

relation mapping algorithm, we are still able to recognize and map them.

The QALD workshop only provides a single SPARQL query or mapping as the trans-

lation for a natural language question. However, our systemfound some other mappings or

interpretations, which also leads to correct answers. One category of these alternative map-

pings is because of the inverse relation. Consider two examples. When querying about the

daughter relation in DM 2, our system is able to map it to not only thechildproperty but also

theparentproperty in its different interpretations. When querying about the languages of a

country in DS 21, our system finds not only theofficialLanguageproperty but also thespo-

kenInproperty. Another category is about the indirect relation.Although the QALD work-

shop treats all relations in the questions asdirect relation, it does not prevent our system to

interpret them asindirect relation. For example, DS 4 asks about the relation which country

a river starts in. The QALD interpretation isRiver
sourceCountry
→ Country but besides this

one our system finds an indirect oneRiver
sourceP lace
→ P lace

country
→ Country, which also

answers the query successfully. For another instance, DS 20asks about the soccer clubs in

a country. The QALD interpretation isSoccerClub
ground
→ Country while our system finds

an indirect but also correct oneSoccerClub
league
→ SoccerLeague

country
→ Country. These

additional correct interpretations are added to our gold standard.

We observed that our users differed in whether a nominal compound [30] should be

entered as a phase or decomposed, leading to another category of structure mismatch other

thanindirect relation. For example, two subjects kept the noun phrase “U.S. President” as

a single unit while the other decomposed it into two unitsPresidentandCountrywhich are

linked by the relationin. In the DBpedia ontology, however, there are no links between
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U.S. Presidents and the country United States12. Therefore, our gold standard judges all

the interpretations produced for the decomposed noun phrase version are wrong. DM 6

and DS 12 fall in this category. We will present future work dealing with this kind of

structure mismatch in the last chapter.

Our semantic similarity measures sometimes failed due to the flexibility of human

expressions. For example, one subject translated DS 18 intoa “Battle” entity and a “Year”

entity which are connected by the relation “took place”. Oursystem was misled by “took

place” because it is much more similar to the propertyplacethan todate13.

In the coming sections, we will conduct a series of experiments to analyze how per-

formance is impacted by each individual parameter. Unless specified otherwise, all param-

eters, except the one being analyzed, have the same values asthe ones used in this section.

9.4.4 Performance analysis onβ and θ

The values of the parametersα, γ, β andθ are learned from the experiments on the

DBLP+ dataset and we directly apply them to the DBpedia dataset. It is of interest to know

how good these parameters are for the DBpedia dataset and if any better choices exist.

However, the DBpedia query set is not appropriate for tuningα andγ because the queries

do not contain indirect relations. Therefore, we only carried out experiments on adjusting

β andθ.

We limited our experiments to only two scenarios: hybrid andLSA semantic similarity

models with inferred classes enabled. The results ofβ tuning are shown in Figure 9.45 and

Figure 9.46. The range we select forβ is [−5 .. 8], with a step of0.25. The hybrid similarity

model finds its highest MRR score0.826 atβ level1.5 and the LSA similarity model finds

12The term “President of United States” appears as the value ofa string property of U.S. Presidents, how-
ever DBpedia currently does not extract relations from strings

13This particular problem can be easily solved by adding the phrase “take place” to our vocabulary list
used by the semantic models.
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FIG. 9.45. MRR performance versusβ, using the hybrid semantic similarity model and
inferred classes

FIG. 9.46. MRR performance versusβ, using the LSA semantic similarity model and
inferred classes

FIG. 9.47. MRR performance versusθ, using the semantic similarity models and inferred
classes
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its highest MRR score0.752 atβ level−0.25. On the other hand, theβ levels we learned on

the DBLP+ dataset for the hybrid and LSA similarity models are2.25 and2.0, respectively.

These levels produce good results on the DBpedia dataset, though not the best.

As we did on the DBLP+ dataset, we also tried some very largeβ levels but only for

the hybrid similarity model. We find that MRR performance goes down to0.631 whenβ

reaches1, 000 and keeps that score unchanged asβ goes up to1, 000, 000. Compared with

the same experiment we did on the DBLP+, we see a greater performance decline on the

DBpedia. This shows thatpopularity plays a more important role on the DBpedia than

on the DBLP+. This also implies that there are many incorrectschema paths which are

“semantically”14 very competitive to the gold standard paths but can be easilyruled out by

their very low popularity.

We further tuneθ on the top of the adjustedβ levels. The tuning range is[0 .. 4], which

is the same as we chose for the DBLP+ experiment. The result isshown in Figure 9.47.

The hybrid and LSA similarity models achieve their highest MRR scores0.831 and0.754

at θ levels1.5 and3.75, respectively.

In sum, after tuningβ and θ using the DBpedia’s own query set, we boost MRR

performance to0.831 and0.754 for the hybrid and LSA semantic similarity models, which

are2.2% and4.7% improvements over the old scores.

9.4.5 Performance analysis onk3

We manually set10 as the value ofk3 in our previous experiments and now we present

the results of experimenting with differentk3 values, using our best performing scenario

as an example. Figure 9.48 shows the MRR performance is impacted by k3 using the

hybrid similarity model and inferred classes. The range ofk3 is from 1 to 30. The MRR

14This is measured by our semantic similarity computation.
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FIG. 9.48. MRR performance versusk3, using the hybrid similarity and inferred classes

FIG. 9.49. Average testcase runtime versusk3, using the hybrid similarity and inferred
classes

performance quickly reaches its peak,0.815, whenk3 is only 2 and slightly decreases to

0.813 afterwards. This shows our phase 1 algorithm is very effective to our collection of

99 testcases. The system can run much faster without losing any performance by simply

using2 for the value ofk3.

The average testcase runtime for differentk3 values is presented in Figure 9.49. We

can see a close linear relationship is held between the average testcase runtime andk3 val-

ues. The intercept atk3 = 0 represents the time,0.132 seconds, that the phase 1 algorithm

takes. Majority of time is consumed by the phase 2 algorithm unlessk3 is a very small
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FIG. 9.50. Comparing improved PMI with standard PMI on the DBpedia dataset

number. The figure illustrates that an effective phase 1 algorithm is crucial to make the

system efficient.

9.4.6 Compare improved PMI with standard PMI

In the phase 1 algorithm, we use the improved PMI to measure association degree

between schema terms. In order to demonstrate that the improved PMI produces a more

effective phase 1 algorithm than the standard one, we carry out the same experiment as that

in Figure 9.48 but substitute the standard PMI for the improved PMI. The comparison result

is shown in Figure 9.50. The improved PMI has a better performance than the standard

PMI until k3 = 8 and their performance is tied thereafter. The improved PMI climbs much

faster to its ceiling than the standard PMI. This shows that improved PMI produces a more

effective phase 1 algorithm than the standard one. This alsoprovides an evidence that the

improved PMI is a better measure for computing association degree than the standard PMI.
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FIG. 9.51. MRR performance versusk1, using the hybrid similarity and inferred classes

9.4.7 Performance analysis onk1

The parameterk1 has a fixed value10 in all the previous experiments. In this section,

we experiment on varyingk1 and see the impact on both efficacy and efficiency. These

experiments use the hybrid similarity model and inferred classes. Figure 9.51 shows how

the MRR performance changes over a number ofk1 values from1 to 32. We do not use a

larger right boundary, such as64, because that would make the class candidate lists mostly

under-occupied. The MRR performance already reaches its highest whenk1 is only4. This

demonstrates our hybrid semantic similarity measure is effective in finding appropriate

class candidates for the concepts in our collection of99 SFQ testcases.

The average testcase runtime against a number of differentk1 values is presented in

Figure 9.52. Whenk1 is between1 to 4, the number of the concept mapping candidates

actually produced, represented byk′3, is rather determined byk1 thank3. k′3 is positively

correlated withk1 and is often less than10, the value we set fork3. In this period ofk1, both

the time used by the phase 1 and phase 2 algorithms grows withk1. Whenk1 is between

4 to 16, k′3 is constantly10. In this period ofk1, the phase 2 algorithm takes almost the

same amount of time to run and the growth in runtime can be mostly ascribed to the phase
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FIG. 9.52. Average testcase runtime versusk1, using the hybrid similarity and inferred
classes

1 algorithm. The growth tends to be slow because majority of time is still consumed by the

phase 2 algorithm. Whenk1 is between16 to 32, the time used by the phase 2 algorithm

remains the same but the time used by the phase 1 algorithm increases rapidly and takes

the lead.

In Section 5.2.2, we theoretically show that the concept mapping optimization algo-

rithm has a computation complexity ofkn
1

[

O(2m
n

k2) + O(log k3)
]

. Here, we will experi-

mentally examine it. For doing this, we first definet(k1), a function ofk1, be the time used

by the optimization algorithm. Then, we can deducelog(t) is a linear function oflog(k1)

from the Equation 9.4 wheren, the number of nodes in the query, can be solved as the slope

of the linear function.

log(t(k1)) = log

(

kn
1

[

O(
2m

n
k2) + O(log k3)

])

= n · log(k1) + log

(

O(
2m

n
k2) + O(log k3)

)

= n · log(k1) + C(9.4)
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FIG. 9.53. Average concept mapping optimization time versusk1, using the hybrid
similarity and inferred classes

The actual relationship between average concept mapping optimization time andk1,

both in logarithmic scale, is shown in Figure 9.53. We exclude the case whenk1 is 1

because the optimization took less than 1 milliseconds, which cannot be measured. The

relationship in the figure is very close to a straight line. The slope of the line,2.5, fits fairly

well with our collection of 99 testcases, which contains mostly 2-node queries and some

3-node queries.

9.4.8 Performance analysis onk2

The parameterk2 has a pre-selected value20 in all the previous experiments. In this

section, we experiment on varyingk2 and see the impact on both efficacy and efficiency.

These experiments use the hybrid similarity model and inferred classes. Figure 9.54 shows

the MRR performance for a number ofk2 values from2 to 32. We make test value ofk2

start from2 but not1 becausedefault relationsneed at least two candidates. The MRR

performance always stays at the top level regardless of the selecting ofk2. This shows we
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can use a small number fork2 on this DBpedia experiment wherek1 is set to 10 andk3 is set

to 10. However, if we makek3 very small, the value ofk2 will impact on the performance.

Figure 9.55 shows how the value ofk2 affects the average concept mapping optimiza-

tion time. A clear linear relationship exists between the mapping optimization time and

k2, which is in accordance with the time complexitykn
1

[

O(2m
n

k2) + O(log k3)
]

that we

theoretically calculate in Section 5.2.2.

Figure 9.56 shows the average testcase runtime versus a number of differentk2 values.

By comparing Figure 9.56 with Figure 9.55, we can find that thetestcase runtime and the

mapping optimization time share a very similar way to grow with k2. This implies thatk2

has little effect on the runtime of the phase 2 algorithm under the current settings and the

increase of the average testcase runtime is mainly caused bythe mapping optimization step

in the phase 1 algorithm.

9.4.9 Formal query generating and entity matching

In this section, we will show how to generate formal queries,namely SPARQL, from

the top interpretations of a SFQ query and run the SPARQL queries to get answers. We

also present results of evaluating the answers produced forthe 99 testcases, in terms of

precision and recall, against our gold standard.

Translating a SFQ interpretation to a SPARQL query is largely straightforward be-

cause they have exactly the same structure and use exactly the same ontology terms. How-

ever, we still need to deal with several issues before we can carry out the translation, which

are listed as below.

1. Matching entity name. Ideally, we assume that a big index exists that maps all the

names of an entity to the id or URI of the entity. In DBpedia, since every entity has

the label property that refers to its name, we can build such an index onthe label
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FIG. 9.54. MRR performance versusk2, using the hybrid similarity and inferred classes

FIG. 9.55. Average concept mapping optimization time versusk2, using the hybrid
similarity and inferred classes

FIG. 9.56. Average testcase runtime versusk2, using the hybrid similarity and inferred
classes
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property. However, this index is incomplete because not allthe name variations are

included. Although names work as identifiers for entities, certain variations do exist.

For example, both “Barack Obama” and “Obama” are the common ways to refer to

the same person. We use a three-step pragmatic approach to handle this problem,

which is described as follows.

At the first step, we produce a SPARQL query by doing an exact match on the entity

name and run the query. If the query returns a non-empty result, we present the result

as the answer and halt the program. By doing this, we assume that the exact match

on an ambiguous name will return the most popular entity under that name. The

assumption is well satisfied on the DBpedia dataset. For example, if we ask “Who is

the wife of Michael Jordan?”, the exact match on “Michael Jordan” will lead to the

American basketball player, which is often the expected answer under this general

context. If the query returns an empty result, this entails either the exact match failed

to match any entity or the most popular entity does not meet the conditions in the

query. In both cases, we proceed to the next step. For example, consider the query

“Who is the thesis advisor of Michael Jordan?”. The SPARQL query using the exact

name match will return an empty result because the basketball player does not have

a thesis advisor.

At the second step, we deal with a very common category of namevariation. That is,

whether appending the type of the entity in its name. Consider examples like “New

York City” and “Nile River”. “New York” is also a common way torefer to the city

and so is “Nile” to the river. This problem is especially prevalent in our circumstance

because our SFQ interface asks the user to input both name andtype of an entity.

We address this name variation by first comparing the entity name to the type of the

entity, which is known to us in our circumstance. If the entity name ends with the
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type, we remove the type to create a variation of the name; otherwise we append the

type. Then, we produce a SPARQL query using an exact match on this new entity

name. If a non-empty result is returned, we output it as answers and halt the program;

otherwise we proceed to the third step.

At the third step, we no longer do exact match on the entity name. Instead, we ap-

ply full-text search or keyword search to matching entity name. Virtuoso [29], the

SPARQL query engine we used, supports a built-in text searchfunctionbif:contains

that finds literals containing specified text. Full-text search greatly improves the re-

call of locating the target entity but lowers the precision.For example, both “Barack

Obama” and “Michelle Obama” are the results for matching “Obama”.

2. Missing types. We need to address a deficiency in DBpedia: many instances do not

have all of the appropriate type assertions.Bill Clinton is not asserted to be of type

President, Beijing is not of typeCity and many person instances even lack thePerson

type. The way we deal with this problem is that, each time we remove the most

general type15 constraint from the SPARQL query and run the modified query again.

This continues until an non-empty result is returned or there is no type constraint left

in the query. The more general a type is, the less informationit contains. Dropping

the most general type maximizes the information remaining in the query in each

iteration.

3. Missing relations. Many common relations are missing in the DBpedia dataset. For

example, there is no any relation linking the President Obama and the United States.

For a multiple-relation query which returns an empty result, we can remove the rela-

tions that are not critical to the query in order to improve recall. Consider the SFQ

example ?
P lace

born in
← Obama

President

of
→ United States

Country
. The relation Obama

President

of
→ United States

Country

15How general a type is is measured by the number of instances ithas.
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can be dropped without affecting the meaning of the query very much. This relation

exemplifies the pattern we use to identify non-critical relations – none of the nodes

in the relation are variables and one of the nodes is a leaf node.

We use a non-empty strategy to automatically generate answers for a SFQ query. We

start from the best interpretation of a SFQ query. We issue a sequence of SPARQL queries,

which are resulted by the modules that deal with three-step entity matching, missing rela-

tions and missing types in order. If any of the SPARQL queriesin the sequence produces a

non-empty result, we present it as answers and quit the program. If still no result is found,

we accept for the second best interpretation and so on.

We installed a SPARQL endpoint, which uses Virtuoso Opensource 6.1 query engine,

in one of our lab servers. The machine is equipped with Intel Xeon 1.80GHz CPU and

64 GB memory. However, multiple tasks from different users were sharing the computing

resource when we ran our experiments on it. We loaded the Virtuoso engine with not only

the DBpedia ontology but also the YAGO ontology and raw infobox data to reproduce the

QALD SPARQL endpoint. The SPARQL queries are generated in our testing machine,

then sent to the remote Virtuoso server via HTTP calls for execution and get answers back.

Table 9.16 shows the evaluation results on the 99 testcases for four system scenarios.

The parameters of the four scenarios are the same as in Table 9.12 and Table 9.13, which are

learned from the experiments on the DBLP+ dataset. Both the hybrid and LSA semantic

similarity measures achieve good precision and recall, which are much better than what

the string similarity obtains. Using inferred classes helps improve the performance for

the hybrid semantic similarity measure, but not very much. The average testcase runtime

for the semantic similarity measures, including both queryinterpretation and execution

time, was all around one second, which shows our system can response in real time. The

string similarity measure took much longer response time because it issued more SPARQL
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mean mean average average issued
system scenario precision recall runtime SPARQL queries
hybrid sim. and inferred classes 0.909 0.889 0.721 sec. 2.8
LSA sim. and inferred classes 0.814 0.801 0.766 sec. 3.6
string sim. and inferred classes 0.549 0.545 16.866 sec. 13.5
hybrid sim. andno inferred classes 0.889 0.869 1.138 sec. 3.9

Table 9.16. SPARQL evaluation results on 99 testcases for four system scenarios

queries per testcase. By comparing runtime in Table 9.16 with that in Table 9.15 which only

includes query interpretation time, we can find it took trivial time to execute the SPARQL

queries on the Virtuoso server, except for the case of stringsimilarity.

Discussion

The problems arising in query interpretation have been discussed in Section 9.4.3.

Here we will discuss the problems occurring in SPARQL generating and query execution

through one example. Consider the SFQObama
President

wife
→ ?

Person
. Because the entity Barack

Obama lacks the typePresidentin DBpedia, the produced SPARQL queries return empty

results until the typePresidentis dropped. Since “wife” is mapped tospousein the top

interpretation of the SFQ, the query is reduced to “Who is thespouse of Obama?”. When

the keyword search is used to match “Obama”, several instances are matched, of which

only “Barack Obama” and “Michelle Obama” have thespouseproperty. Therefore, our

program returns both “Michelle Obama” and “Barack Obama” asanswers, which have

a precision0.5. An interesting question is, whether we could make an assumption that

an entity name in a SFQ query always refers to a single entity.If yes, we can further

choose from the answers the ones that correspond to the most popular entity16 matched

by the name. In this way, our system can precisely answer the above question. However,

this assumption may hold most of times but not always. For example, in the SFQ query

16The popularity of an entity can be measured by its incoming links in DBpedia.
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FIG. 9.57. Comparing with two QALD systems on 30 test questions

Harry Potter
Book

published in
→ ?

Y ear
, the name “Harry Potter” is probably used to match a series of

books by the user.

9.4.10 Comparison with existing systems

The QALD 2011 report [82] showed results of two systems, FREyA and PowerAqua,

on the 50 test questions. Both systems modified or reformulated some of the questions that

their NLP parsers have difficulties in understanding. We compared our system with them

using 30 questions (90 testcases) in Table 9.11. Three questions, DS 5, DS 11 and DS

19, were excluded because we had simplified them by removing aggregation operations.

Among the 30 questions, FREyA modified four question (DS 4, DS26, DM 2 and DM 6)

and PowerAqua eight (DS 3, DS 4, DS 12, DS 17, DS 18, DS 23, DS 24 and DS 26).

Figure 9.57 shows mean precision and recall of FREyA, PowerAqua and our sys-

tem in two settings over the 30 questions. The two settings are the first two scenarios in

Table 9.16, one using the hybrid semantic similarity and theother the LSA semantic simi-

larity. The best performing system is our system using the hybrid semantic similarity. Our
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FIG. 9.58. Comparing with two QALD systems on 6 two-relation questions

LSA system performs a little bit worse than FREyA but significantly better than Power-

Aqua. We also present their performance on the six questionsconsisting of two relations in

Figure 9.58 where FREyA shows the best performance. Our systems yield a performance

close to FREyA but PowerAqua exhibits a much worse performance. FREyA has an over-

all performance close to our systems but it is an interactivesystem incorporating dialogs

to disambiguate questions [24]. FREyA needs the user to manually specify the mapping

between a user term and its corresponding ontology term by searching into the ontology

when the user term is outside the system’s linguistic coverage. Both FREyA and Power-

Aqua used the 50 DBpedia training questions to tune their systems. In contrast, we do not

use the training questions at all and our systems are learnedfrom the DBLP+ data, which

is in a totally different domain from DBpedia. It is also worth mentioning that our LSA

system is built on a purely computational and statistical approach. It does not use WordNet

or any other human-crafted knowledge and works almost as well as the other systems.

PowerAqua’s performance dropped dramatically on the six two-relation questions

while FREyA and our system remained the same. There are two reasons why our system
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FIG. 9.59. Comparing with two online systems on 33 test questions

yields almost he same performance on six two-relation queries as on other single-relation

queries. First, we relied on humans to create the relationalstructure of the queries but

PowerAqua uses NLP techniques. Second, two-relation queries give more information and

therefore have less ambiguity than single relation queries.

We also evaluated all 33 test questions on two online systems, PowerAqua [81] and

True Knowledge [101] in August 2011. Both include DBpedia aspart of their knowledge

bases. The true answers of most of the test questions are complete but some are not, which

means that PowerAqua and True Knowledge can return correct answers that are not in

the true answers of some questions. For these cases, we manually checked the results to

identify all correct answers in computing precision. PowerAqua shows the dataset used to

derive answers, allowing us to use answers only from DBpediaand ignored others. The

results are presented in Figure 9.59 and Figure 9.60.

Ontology-based open domain QA is a new research area and the QALD workshop is

the first known to us to provide an evaluation dataset. A direct comparison of our system

against others is difficult due to different settings. Systems in the comparisons used slightly
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FIG. 9.60. Comparing with two online systems on 6 two-relation questions

different query sets and ran on datasets not completely the same. The two online systems

have not been tuned using QALD training questions. Moreover, our user interface differs

from others. Some people may think either NLI or SFQ interface is just a means to allowing

users to describe their information needs and we can directly compare their results. Others

may believe the comparison is biased because our system benefits from user interpretation

of NL questions.

Nevertheless, the comparisons with top systems show our approach works well. Our

system also has three desirable features that others lack. First, our approach saves expen-

sive human effort in crafting schema of data and the mapping lexicon. True Knowledge,

FREyA and PowerAqua all depend on such knowledge in performing disambiguation and

addressing vocabulary mismatch problem that cannot be solved by synonym expansion

[102, 24, 67]. In contrast, our systems learned such kind of knowledge statistically and

automatically from data itself. Second, our system has the advantage over automatic NLI

systems in answering questions containing two or more relations. It can even handle more

complicated queries, such as the one in Figures 5.1, while the corresponding NL question
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would involve multiple answer types and anaphora. Third, our system is fast. Both of our

two systems have an average response time less than one second. FREyA reported 36 sec-

onds on average in answering a question [24]. PowerAqua did not report execution time

on QALD questions but our experiment of testing 33 questionson its website showed an

average of 143.7 seconds.



Chapter 10

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Large collections of structured semantic data like DBpediaprovide essential knowl-

edge for many applications and potentially for end users, but are difficult for non-experts

to query and explore. The schema-free structured query approach allows people to query

semantic data without mastering formal query languages or acquiring detailed knowledge

of the classes, properties and individuals in the underlying ontologies and the URIs/IDs that

denote them. Our system uses statistical data about lexicalsemantics and the target RDF

datasets to generate plausible SPARQL queries from a user’sintuitive query. We obtained

promising results, precision of0.909 and recall of0.889, in an evaluation on DBpedia with

users who sought answers for 33 QALD test questions.

The core contribution of this thesis is to provide a fully-automatic approach to interpret

and disambiguate user queries, which means mapping the concepts, relations and entities

in a user query to the concepts, paths and entities in a given knowledge base. Our approach

does not require any human-crafted knowledge, such as thesauri, lexicons and mapping

rules. This distinguishes it from all existing approaches.Our system that was purely built

on data statistics obtained precision0.814 and recall0.801 on the 33 QALD test ques-

tions. The performance is worse than our best system that exploits WordNet knowledge

but not much and it is still comparable to other existing systems. Our approach is also

205
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very efficient. It took less than one second for answering questions on the DBpedia dataset

by average. Our experiments also show that it can be even faster while maintaining the

same accuracy if other parameters are used. These nice properties make us believe that our

approach can be scaled to even larger and more diverse datasets such as Freebase.

Although we have already seen many applications of lexical semantic similarity in

NLP, AI and information retrieval, it is almost always incorporated and stay as a shallow

feature. In this thesis, we use lexical semantic similarityas units for building more compli-

cated structural semantic similarity. We show the disambiguation problems that arise in this

process as well as algorithms that we use to deal with the problems. The good performance

of our system implies that it is possible to have compositional semantic similarity built on

the top of lexical semantic similarity that takes into account the structural features of two

graphs.

In this thesis we propose some new and useful concepts, including schema network,

schema path, schema path probability and semantic stretch.We also develop novel metrics

and algorithms to work with these concepts. We believe theseconcepts have general natures

and can be applied to other problems different than buildingschema-free query interfaces.

Our current query interpretation mechanism has difficulties in understanding mathe-

matical operations, such aslarger thanandnot equal. However, since the number of these

operations is finite and small, we can implement them as a toolbar in the graphical inter-

face for drawing SFQs. Users can select an operation by clicking an icon in the toolbar and

apply it to the nodes in the SFQ query.

A key challenge in our ongoing and future work is to move beyond DBpedia and make

it easier to apply our SFQ approach to new RDF data collectionand to a large LOD cloud.

In addition, we are currently working on a few more modest extensions. The first extension

makes entering terms for concepts optional. Consider the SFQ in Figure 5.1, where the

user might omit the concept name for the named entity “Woody Allen”. Our solution is to
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find all possible types of entities lexically matching “Woody Allen”, put the classes into the

candidate list ofWoody Allenand run the same algorithm to identify the right class. The

second incorporates user interaction to create SFQs. Information in our CAK models can

help users explore the application domain and pick appropriate concepts and relations from

dynamically pop-up windows. The third extension is to further improve the accuracy of

our lexical semantic similarity model, particularly in dealing with words of many senses.





Appendix A

CAK OF DBLP+

This appendix supplies the Concept Association Knowledge (CAK) of the DBLP+

dataset that is automatically computed from data, using theapproach discussed in Sec-

tion 4.4.

A.1 Association knowledge between classes and properties

Below is a list of classes with their associated properties.The association degree,

computed using PMI, is also presented.

• ←Article : journal 5.8, @volumeNumber 5.8, @issueNumber 5.8, author5.1, primaryAuthor 5.1,

@DOI 5.1, venue 5.0, firstAuthor 5.0, @publicationYear 5.0,cites 5.0, @pageNumbers 5.0, sec-

ondAuthor 4.9, @subject 4.8, @abstract 4.7, @numberOfCitations 4.6, @name 4.6, institution 3.9,

editor -3.1, secondEditor -3.1, firstEditor -3.3

• →Article : cites 7.0

• ←Author : @numberOfPublications 7.0, @e-mail 6.6, @homepage 6.4, @numberOfCitations 6.1,

@name 6.1, institution 5.5, @subject 5.2

• →Author : author 6.2, primaryAuthor 6.1, firstAuthor 6.0, secondAuthor 6.0, editor 5.4, firstEditor

5.2, secondEditor 5.2

• ←Book: @ISBN 8.4, publisher 8.4, series 7.9, editor 6.0, firstEditor 5.9, secondEditor 5.8, @pub-

licationYear 4.8, firstAuthor 4.7, @pageNumbers 4.6, primaryAuthor 4.5, @numberOfCitations 4.4,

209
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@name 4.4, author 4.3, secondAuthor 4.0, cites 3.9, @volumeNumber 3.7, institution 0.1

• →Book: book 9.3, cites 6.4, proceedings 0.2

• ←Conference: @numberOfPublications 6.0, @subject 5.3, @numberOfCitations 5.2, @name 5.2

• →Conference: conference 7.5, venue 7.0

• ←Country : @numberOfPublications 5.1, @numberOfCitations 4.2, @name 4.2

• →Country : country 10.9

• ←Editor : @homepage 8.1, @e-mail 7.4, institution 6.4, @numberOfPublications 6.0, @subject 5.4,

@numberOfCitations 5.1, @name 5.1

• →Editor : editor 6.9, firstEditor 6.7, secondEditor 6.6, author 6.0,secondAuthor 5.9, primaryAuthor

5.9, firstAuthor 5.6

• ←InBook: book 8.7, @DOI 4.9, @publicationYear 4.9, @pageNumbers 4.9, cites 4.6, firstAuthor

4.6, primaryAuthor 4.5, @subject 4.5, @numberOfCitations4.5, @name 4.5, author 4.4, secondAu-

thor 4.2, @abstract 3.1, institution 2.7

• →InBook: cites 6.3

• ←InProceedings: proceedings 5.5, conference 5.5, cites 5.2, author 5.2, primaryAuthor 5.1, secon-

dAuthor 5.1, venue 5.1, @pageNumbers 5.1, firstAuthor 5.0, @abstract 5.0, @publicationYear 5.0,

@DOI 5.0, @subject 4.9, institution 4.8, @numberOfCitations 4.6, @name 4.6, secondEditor -3.4,

editor -3.4, firstEditor -3.5

• →InProceedings: cites 7.0, proceedings -1.1

• ←Institution : country 9.6, @numberOfPublications 6.3, @numberOfCitations 5.4, @name 5.4

• →Institution : institution 8.7

• ←Journal: @numberOfPublications 5.6, @subject 5.1, @numberOfCitations 4.8, @name 4.8

• →Journal: journal 7.7, venue 7.0

• ←Paper: author 5.2, cites 5.2, primaryAuthor 5.2, venue 5.1, firstAuthor 5.1, @publicationYear

5.1, @pageNumbers 5.1, secondAuthor 5.1, @DOI 5.1, proceedings 5.0, conference 5.0, journal 5.0,

@volumeNumber 5.0, @issueNumber 5.0, @abstract 5.0, @subject 5.0, @numberOfCitations 4.7,

@name 4.7, institution 4.6, editor -3.2, secondEditor -3.2, firstEditor -3.3
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• →Paper: cites 7.1, proceedings -1.6

• ←Person: @numberOfPublications 7.0, @e-mail 6.6, @homepage 6.4, @numberOfCitations 6.1,

@name 6.1, institution 5.5, @subject 5.2

• →Person: author 6.2, primaryAuthor 6.1, firstAuthor 6.0, secondAuthor 6.0, editor 5.4, firstEditor

5.2, secondEditor 5.2

• ←Proceedings: editor 8.9, firstEditor 8.7, secondEditor 8.7, publisher 8.5, series 8.4, @ISBN 8.4,

conference 5.4, @numberOfPublications 5.3, @volumeNumber 4.9, @publicationYear 4.9, @num-

berOfCitations 4.5, @name 4.5, cites 0.0

• →Proceedings: proceedings 8.1, cites 0.4

• ←Publication: author 5.2, cites 5.2, primaryAuthor 5.2, @publicationYear 5.1, firstAuthor 5.1, venue

5.1, @pageNumbers 5.1, secondAuthor 5.1, @DOI 5.1, conference 5.0, proceedings 5.0, @volu-

meNumber 5.0, journal 5.0, @issueNumber 5.0, @abstract 5.0, @subject 4.9, @numberOfCitations

4.7, @name 4.7, institution 4.6, editor 4.5, publisher 4.4,@ISBN 4.4, book 4.3, firstEditor 4.3, sec-

ondEditor 4.2, series 4.2, @numberOfPublications 0.9

• →Publication: cites 6.9, proceedings 6.7, book 6.0

• ←Publisher: @name 5.6

• →Publisher: publisher 10.5

• ←Series: @name 5.4

• →Series: series 11.0

• ←Thesis: institution 6.2, firstAuthor 4.9, @publicationYear 4.9, @pageNumbers 4.7, @numberOfC-

itations 4.5, @name 4.5, @subject 4.4, primaryAuthor 4.4, author 4.0, cites 3.4, @abstract 2.5, sec-

ondAuthor -3.0

• →Thesis: cites 5.7

• ←Thing: author 5.1, cites 5.1, primaryAuthor 5.1, @name 5.1, @numberOfCitations 5.1, @publica-

tionYear 5.0, firstAuthor 5.0, @subject 5.0, venue 5.0, @pageNumbers 5.0, secondAuthor 5.0, @DOI

5.0, @numberOfPublications 4.9, conference 4.9, proceedings 4.9, @volumeNumber 4.9, journal 4.9,

@issueNumber 4.9, @abstract 4.9, institution 4.8, @e-mail4.6, editor 4.4, @homepage 4.3, publisher

4.3, @ISBN 4.3, book 4.2, firstEditor 4.2, country 4.2, secondEditor 4.1, series 4.1
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• →Thing: author 5.1, cites 5.1, primaryAuthor 5.1, @name 5.1, @numberOfCitations 5.1, @publica-

tionYear 5.0, firstAuthor 5.0, @subject 5.0, venue 5.0, @pageNumbers 5.0, secondAuthor 5.0, @DOI

5.0, @numberOfPublications 4.9, conference 4.9, proceedings 4.9, @volumeNumber 4.9, journal 4.9,

@issueNumber 4.9, @abstract 4.9, institution 4.8, @e-mail4.6, editor 4.4, @homepage 4.3, publisher

4.3, @ISBN 4.3, book 4.2, firstEditor 4.2, country 4.2, secondEditor 4.1, series 4.1

• ←Venue: @numberOfPublications 6.1, @subject 5.4, @numberOfCitations 5.2, @name 5.2

• →Venue: venue 7.1, conference 7.0, journal 6.9

A.2 Association knowledge between classes themselves withdistance = 1

Below is a list of classes with their associated classes by a path length of one. The

association degree, computed using PMI, is also presented.

• ←Article : →Journal 5.9,→Thing 5.3,→N̂umber 5.2,→Author 5.2,→Person 5.2,→L̂iteral 5.2,

→Venue 5.1,→Ŷear 5.1,→Article 5.1,→D̂OI 5.1,→D̂ate 5.0,→Paper 5.0,→T̂ext 4.9,→Ŝubject

4.8,→Editor 4.8,→Publication 4.8,→InProceedings 4.8,→Âbstract 4.7,→N̂ame 4.6,→Book 4.3,

→InBook 4.2,→Institution 3.9,→Thesis 3.4,→Proceedings -2.0

• →Article : ←Paper 5.1,←Publication 5.1,←Article 5.1, ←Thing 5.0, ←InProceedings 5.0,

←InBook 4.6,←Book 3.8,←Thesis 3.3,←Proceedings 0.1

• ←Author : →Ê-mail 6.6,→Ĥomepage 6.4,→N̂ame 6.1,→N̂umber 6.1,→L̂iteral 5.8,→T̂ext 5.7,

→Institution 5.5,→Ŝubject 5.2,→Thing 5.1

• →Author :←Publication 5.3,←Paper 5.3,←InProceedings 5.3,←Thing 5.2,←Article 5.2,←Book

4.6,←InBook 4.6,←Proceedings 4.6,←Thesis 4.4

• ←Book: →ÎSBN 8.4,→Publisher 8.4,→Series 7.9,→Editor 4.9,→Ŷear 4.9,→D̂ate 4.8,→Author

4.6,→Person 4.6,→Thing 4.6,→L̂iteral 4.5,→N̂umber 4.4,→N̂ame 4.4,→T̂ext 4.2,→Book 4.0,

→InBook 4.0,→Paper 3.8,→Article 3.8,→InProceedings 3.7,→Publication 3.7,→Thesis 2.6,

→Institution 0.1,→Proceedings -0.2

• →Book: ←InBook 7.3,←Publication 4.7,←Thing 4.6,←Paper 4.5,←InProceedings 4.5,←Article

4.3,←Book 4.0,←Thesis 3.1,←Proceedings -0.1
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• ←Conference:→Ŝubject 5.3,→N̂ame 5.2,→N̂umber 5.1,→T̂ext 5.0,→L̂iteral 5.0,→Thing 4.2

• →Conference:←InProceedings 5.6,←Paper 5.1,←Publication 5.1,←Thing 5.0,←Proceedings 4.8

• ←Country : →N̂ame 4.2,→N̂umber 4.2,→L̂iteral 3.8,→T̂ext 3.5,→Thing 3.1

• →Country : ←Institution 9.6,←Thing 4.2

• ←Editor :→Ĥomepage 8.1,→Ê-mail 7.4,→Institution 6.4,→T̂ext 5.4,→Ŝubject 5.4,→L̂iteral 5.2,

→N̂ame 5.1,→N̂umber 5.1,→Thing 4.6

• →Editor : ←Proceedings 6.1,←InProceedings 5.2,←Publication 5.1,←Paper 5.1,←Thing 5.0,

←InBook 5.0,←Book 4.9,←Article 4.8,←Thesis 3.4

• ←InBook: →Book 7.3,→InBook 5.1,→Editor 5.0,→Ŷear 5.0,→Publication 4.9,→D̂OI 4.9,

→D̂ate 4.9,→Thing 4.7,→T̂ext 4.7,→L̂iteral 4.7,→Author 4.6,→Person 4.6,→Paper 4.6,

→Article 4.6, →Ŝubject 4.5,→N̂ame 4.5,→InProceedings 4.5,→N̂umber 4.4,→Thesis 3.7,

→Âbstract 3.1,→Institution 2.7,→Proceedings -2.4

• →InBook: ←InBook 5.1,←Publication 4.4,←Paper 4.4,←InProceedings 4.4,←Thing 4.3,

←Article 4.2,←Book 4.0,←Thesis 3.2,←Proceedings -0.3

• ←InProceedings: →Conference 5.6,→Proceedings 5.5,→Publication 5.4,→Author 5.3,→Person

5.3, →Thing 5.3,→InProceedings 5.3,→Paper 5.2,→Editor 5.2,→Venue 5.1,→Ŷear 5.1,

→Âbstract 5.0,→D̂ate 5.0,→Article 5.0,→T̂ext 5.0,→D̂OI 5.0,→L̂iteral 4.9,→Ŝubject 4.9,

→Institution 4.8,→N̂ame 4.6,→N̂umber 4.6,→Book 4.5,→InBook 4.4,→Thesis 3.9

• →InProceedings: ←InProceedings 5.3,←Paper 5.1,←Publication 5.1,←Thing 5.0,←Article 4.8,

←InBook 4.5,←Book 3.7,←Thesis 3.3,←Proceedings -0.3

• ←Institution : →Country 9.6,→N̂ame 5.4,→N̂umber 5.4,→L̂iteral 5.0,→T̂ext 4.7,→Thing 4.5

• →Institution :←Editor 6.4,←Thesis 6.1,←Author 5.5,←Person 5.5,←InProceedings 4.8,←Thing

4.8,←Publication 4.6,←Paper 4.6,←Article 3.9,←InBook 2.7,←Book 0.1

• ←Journal:→Ŝubject 5.1,→N̂ame 4.8,→N̂umber 4.7,→T̂ext 4.7,→L̂iteral 4.6,→Thing 3.9

• →Journal:←Article 5.9,←Paper 5.1,←Publication 5.1,←Thing 5.0

• ←Paper: →Thing 5.4,→Author 5.3,→Person 5.3,→Publication 5.2,→Venue 5.2,→Paper

5.2,→Ŷear 5.2,→InProceedings 5.1,→Conference 5.1,→L̂iteral 5.1,→Journal 5.1,→D̂ate 5.1,
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→Editor 5.1,→Article 5.1,→D̂OI 5.1,→Proceedings 5.0,→T̂ext 5.0,→N̂umber 5.0,→Âbstract

5.0,→Ŝubject 5.0,→N̂ame 4.7,→Institution 4.6,→Book 4.5,→InBook 4.4,→Thesis 3.8

• →Paper:←InProceedings 5.2,←Paper 5.2,←Publication 5.2,←Thing 5.1,←Article 5.0,←InBook

4.6,←Book 3.8,←Thesis 3.4,←Proceedings -0.0

• ←Person: →Ê-mail 6.6,→Ĥomepage 6.4,→N̂ame 6.1,→N̂umber 6.1,→L̂iteral 5.8,→T̂ext 5.7,

→Institution 5.5,→Ŝubject 5.2,→Thing 5.1

• →Person: ←Publication 5.3,←Paper 5.3,←InProceedings 5.3,←Thing 5.2,←Article 5.2,←Book

4.6,←InBook 4.6,←Proceedings 4.6,←Thesis 4.4

• ←Proceedings: →Publisher 8.5,→Series 8.4,→ÎSBN 8.4,→Editor 6.1,→Ŷear 5.0,→D̂ate

4.9,→N̂umber 4.8,→Conference 4.8,→Thing 4.7,→L̂iteral 4.7,→Author 4.6,→Person 4.6,

→N̂ame 4.5,→Venue 4.3,→T̂ext 3.8,→Article 0.1,→Paper -0.0,→Book -0.1,→Publication -0.2,

→InProceedings -0.3,→InBook -0.3,→Proceedings -3.7

• →Proceedings: ←InProceedings 5.5,←Paper 5.0,←Publication 5.0,←Thing 4.9,←Book -0.2,

←Article -2.0,←InBook -2.4,←Proceedings -3.7

• ←Publication: →Thing 5.4,→Author 5.3,→Person 5.3,→Publication 5.2,→Paper 5.2,→Ŷear

5.2,→Venue 5.2,→InProceedings 5.1,→Editor 5.1,→Conference 5.1,→L̂iteral 5.1,→D̂ate 5.1,

→Article 5.1,→Journal 5.1,→D̂OI 5.1,→T̂ext 5.0,→Proceedings 5.0,→N̂umber 5.0,→Âbstract

5.0,→Ŝubject 4.9,→N̂ame 4.7,→Book 4.7,→Institution 4.6,→Publisher 4.4,→InBook 4.4,

→ÎSBN 4.4,→Series 4.2,→Thesis 3.8

• ←Publication: →Thing 5.4,→Author 5.3,→Person 5.3,→Publication 5.2,→Paper 5.2,→Ŷear

5.2,→Venue 5.2,→InProceedings 5.1,→Editor 5.1,→Conference 5.1,→L̂iteral 5.1,→D̂ate 5.1,

→Article 5.1,→Journal 5.1,→D̂OI 5.1,→T̂ext 5.0,→Proceedings 5.0,→N̂umber 5.0,→Âbstract

5.0,→Ŝubject 4.9,→N̂ame 4.7,→Book 4.7,→Institution 4.6,→Publisher 4.4,→InBook 4.4,

→ÎSBN 4.4,→Series 4.2,→Thesis 3.8

• →Publication: ←InProceedings 5.4,←Paper 5.2,←Publication 5.2,←Thing 5.1,←InBook 4.9,

←Article 4.8,←Book 3.7,←Thesis 3.3,←Proceedings -0.2

• ←Publisher: →N̂ame 5.6,→T̂ext 4.9,→L̂iteral 4.1,→Thing 3.3

• →Publisher: ←Proceedings 8.5,←Book 8.4,←Publication 4.4,←Thing 4.3
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• ←Series: →N̂ame 5.4,→T̂ext 4.7,→L̂iteral 3.9,→Thing 3.2

• →Series: ←Proceedings 8.4,←Book 7.9,←Publication 4.2,←Thing 4.1

• ←Thesis: →Institution 6.1,→Ŷear 5.0,→D̂ate 4.9,→Thesis 4.6,→N̂ame 4.5,→L̂iteral 4.5,

→Thing 4.5,→Ŝubject 4.4,→Author 4.4,→Person 4.4,→N̂umber 4.3,→T̂ext 4.3,→Editor 3.4,

→Paper 3.4,→InProceedings 3.3,→Article 3.3,→Publication 3.3,→InBook 3.2,→Book 3.1,

→Âbstract 2.5

• →Thesis: ←Thesis 4.6,←InProceedings 3.9,←Publication 3.8,←Paper 3.8,←InBook 3.7,←Thing

3.7,←Article 3.4,←Book 2.6

• ←Thing: →Thing 5.4,→L̂iteral 5.3,→N̂umber 5.3,→Author 5.2,→Person 5.2,→T̂ext 5.2,

→Publication 5.1,→Paper 5.1,→Ŷear 5.1,→Venue 5.1,→N̂ame 5.1,→InProceedings 5.0,

→Editor 5.0,→Conference 5.0,→D̂ate 5.0,→Ŝubject 5.0,→Article 5.0,→Journal 5.0,→D̂OI

5.0,→Proceedings 4.9,→Âbstract 4.9,→Institution 4.8,→Ê-mail 4.6,→Book 4.6,→Ĥomepage

4.3,→Publisher 4.3,→InBook 4.3,→ÎSBN 4.3,→Country 4.2,→Series 4.1,→Thesis 3.7

• →Thing: ←Thing 5.4,←Publication 5.4,←Paper 5.4,←InProceedings 5.3,←Article 5.3,←Author

5.1, ←Person 5.1,←InBook 4.7,←Proceedings 4.7,←Editor 4.6,←Book 4.6,←Institution

4.5,←Thesis 4.5,←Venue 4.3,←Conference 4.2,←Journal 3.9,←Publisher 3.3,←Series 3.2,

←Country 3.1

• ←Venue: →Ŝubject 5.4,→N̂ame 5.2,→N̂umber 5.2,→T̂ext 5.0,→L̂iteral 5.0,→Thing 4.3

• →Venue: ←Paper 5.2,←Publication 5.2,←InProceedings 5.1,←Article 5.1, ←Thing 5.1,

←Proceedings 4.3

A.3 Association knowledge between classes themselves withdistance≤ 3

Below is a list of classes with their associated classes by a maximum path length of

three. The association degree, computed using PMI, is also presented.

• ←Article : →Journal 5.9,→Thing 5.3,→N̂umber 5.2,→Author 5.2,→Person 5.2,→L̂iteral 5.2,

→Venue 5.1,→Ŷear 5.1,→Article 5.1,→D̂OI 5.1,→D̂ate 5.0,→Paper 5.0,→T̂ext 4.9,→Ŝubject

4.8,→Editor 4.8,→Publication 4.8,→InProceedings 4.8,→Âbstract 4.7,→N̂ame 4.6,→Book
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4.3,→InBook 4.2,→Institution 3.9,→Thesis 3.4,→Ê-mail 3.4,←Publication 3.1,←Paper 3.1,

→Ĥomepage 3.1,←InProceedings 3.1,←Article 3.0,←Thing 3.0,←Book 2.4,←Proceedings 2.4,

←InBook 2.4,←Thesis 2.2,→Country 2.1,→Conference 1.8,→Proceedings 1.7,→ÎSBN 1.4,

→Publisher 1.4,→Series 0.9,←Editor 0.5,←Institution -0.1,←Author -0.4,←Person -0.4

• →Article : ←Paper 5.1,←Publication 5.1,←Article 5.1, ←Thing 5.0, ←InProceedings 5.0,

←InBook 4.6,→Thing 4.0,→Author 3.9,→Person 3.9,→Publication 3.8,→Venue 3.8,→Paper

3.8,←Book 3.8,→Ŷear 3.8,→Journal 3.8,→InProceedings 3.7,→Conference 3.7,→Editor 3.7,

→L̂iteral 3.7,→D̂ate 3.7,→Article 3.7,→D̂OI 3.7,→Proceedings 3.6,→T̂ext 3.6,→N̂umber

3.6, →Âbstract 3.6,→Ŝubject 3.6,→N̂ame 3.3,←Thesis 3.3,→Book 3.3,→Institution 3.2,

→Publisher 3.0,→InBook 3.0,→ÎSBN 3.0,→Series 2.8,→Thesis 2.4,→Ê-mail 2.1,→Ĥomepage

1.8,→Country 1.5,←Proceedings 1.3,←Editor -0.2,←Author -1.1,←Person -1.1

• ←Author : →Ê-mail 6.6,→Ĥomepage 6.4,→N̂ame 6.1,→N̂umber 6.1,→L̂iteral 5.8,→T̂ext 5.7,

→Institution 5.5,→Ŝubject 5.2,→Thing 5.1,→Country 3.8,←Editor 2.1,←Thesis 1.9,←Institution

1.5,←Author 1.2,←Person 1.2,←InProceedings 0.6,←Thing 0.5,←Publication 0.3,←Paper 0.3,

←Article -0.4,→Conference -0.7,→Proceedings -0.8,→Author -0.8,→Person -0.8,→Publication

-0.9,→Venue -0.9,→Paper -0.9,→Ŷear -1.0,→InProceedings -1.0,→Editor -1.0,→D̂ate -1.0,

→Journal -1.0,→Article -1.1,→D̂OI -1.1,→Âbstract -1.2,→Book -1.5,←InBook -1.6,→Publisher

-1.8,→InBook -1.8,→ÎSBN -1.8,→Series -1.9,→Thesis -2.4,←Book -2.6,←Proceedings -2.7

• →Author :←Publication 5.3,←Paper 5.3,←InProceedings 5.3,←Thing 5.2,←Article 5.2,←Book

4.6,←InBook 4.6,←Proceedings 4.6,←Thesis 4.4,→Thing 4.2,→Author 4.2,→Person 4.2,

→Publication 4.1,→Venue 4.1,→Paper 4.1,→Ŷear 4.0,→Conference 4.0,→InProceedings 4.0,

→Editor 4.0,→L̂iteral 4.0,→Journal 3.9,→D̂ate 3.9,→Article 3.9,→D̂OI 3.9,→Proceedings 3.9,

→T̂ext 3.9,→N̂umber 3.9,→Âbstract 3.8,→Ŝubject 3.8,→N̂ame 3.6,→Book 3.5,→Institution 3.5,

→Publisher 3.2,→InBook 3.2,→ÎSBN 3.2,→Series 3.1,→Thesis 2.6,→Ê-mail 2.3,→Ĥomepage

2.1,→Country 1.7,←Editor 0.0,←Author -0.8,←Person -0.8

• ←Book: →ÎSBN 8.4,→Publisher 8.4,→Series 7.9,←Proceedings 5.3,←Book 5.3,→Editor 4.9,

→Ŷear 4.9,→D̂ate 4.8,→Author 4.6,→Person 4.6,→Thing 4.6,→L̂iteral 4.5,→N̂umber 4.4,

→N̂ame 4.4,→T̂ext 4.2,→Book 4.0,→InBook 4.0,→Paper 3.8,→Article 3.8,→InProceedings

3.7,→Publication 3.7,→Ê-mail 2.8,→Thesis 2.6,←Publication 2.5,←Paper 2.5,→Ĥomepage

2.5,←InProceedings 2.5,←Thing 2.4,←Article 2.4,←InBook 1.8,→Institution 1.6,←Thesis
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1.6,→Ŝubject 1.3,→Venue 1.2,→Conference 1.2,→Journal 1.1,→D̂OI 1.1,→Proceedings 1.1,

→Âbstract 1.0,→Country -0.1,←Editor -1.8,←Author -2.6,←Person -2.6,←Institution -3.9

• →Book: ←InBook 7.3,←Publication 4.7,←Thing 4.6,←Paper 4.5,←InProceedings 4.5,→Book

4.4,←Article 4.3,←Book 4.0,→Thing 3.5,→Author 3.5,→Person 3.5,→Publication 3.4,→Paper

3.4,→Ŷear 3.4,→Venue 3.4,→InProceedings 3.3,→Editor 3.3,→Conference 3.3,→L̂iteral 3.3,

→D̂ate 3.3,→Article 3.3,→Journal 3.3,→D̂OI 3.3,→T̂ext 3.2,→Proceedings 3.2,→N̂umber

3.2,←Thesis 3.1,→Âbstract 3.1,→Ŝubject 3.1,→N̂ame 2.9,→Institution 2.8,→Publisher 2.6,

→InBook 2.6,→ÎSBN 2.5,→Series 2.4,→Thesis 2.0,→Ê-mail 1.7,→Ĥomepage 1.4,→Country

1.1,←Proceedings 0.9,←Editor -0.6,←Author -1.5,←Person -1.5

• ←Conference:→Ŝubject 5.3,→N̂ame 5.2,→N̂umber 5.1,→T̂ext 5.0,→L̂iteral 5.0,→Thing 4.2

• →Conference: ←InProceedings 5.6,←Paper 5.1,←Publication 5.1,←Thing 5.0,←Proceedings

4.8,→Conference 4.3,→Proceedings 4.2,→Publication 4.1,→Author 4.0,→Person 4.0,→Thing

4.0, →InProceedings 4.0,→Paper 3.9,→Editor 3.9,→Venue 3.9,→Ŷear 3.8,→L̂iteral 3.8,

→Âbstract 3.8,→Journal 3.8,→D̂ate 3.7,→Article 3.7,→D̂OI 3.7,→T̂ext 3.7,→N̂umber 3.7,

→Ŝubject 3.6,→Institution 3.6,→N̂ame 3.4,→Book 3.3,→InBook 3.1,→Publisher 3.0,→ÎSBN

3.0, →Series 2.9,→Thesis 2.6,→Ê-mail 2.2,→Ĥomepage 1.9,←InBook 1.9,→Country 1.8,

←Article 1.8,←Book 1.2,←Thesis 1.0,←Editor 0.1,←Author -0.7,←Person -0.7

• ←Country : →N̂ame 4.2,→N̂umber 4.2,→L̂iteral 3.8,→T̂ext 3.5,→Thing 3.1

• →Country : ←Institution 9.6,→Country 6.3,←Editor 4.6,←Thesis 4.4,←Thing 4.2,←Author

3.8,←Person 3.8,←InProceedings 3.1,←Publication 2.9,←Paper 2.9,→N̂ame 2.2,←Article

2.1,→N̂umber 2.1,→Conference 1.8,→Thing 1.8,→L̂iteral 1.7,→Proceedings 1.7,→Author

1.7,→Person 1.7,→Publication 1.6,→Venue 1.6,→Paper 1.6,→Ŷear 1.6,→InProceedings 1.5,

→Editor 1.5,→D̂ate 1.5,→Journal 1.5,→Article 1.5,→D̂OI 1.5,→T̂ext 1.4,→Âbstract 1.4,

→Ŝubject 1.3,→Book 1.1,→Institution 1.1,←InBook 1.0,→Ê-mail 0.9,→Publisher 0.8,→InBook

0.8,→ÎSBN 0.8,→Ĥomepage 0.6,→Series 0.6,→Thesis 0.2,←Book -0.1,←Proceedings -0.1

• ←Editor :→Ĥomepage 8.1,→Ê-mail 7.4,→Institution 6.4,→T̂ext 5.4,→Ŝubject 5.4,→L̂iteral 5.2,

→N̂ame 5.1,→N̂umber 5.1,→Country 4.6,→Thing 4.6,←Editor 2.9,←Thesis 2.7,←Institution

2.4,←Author 2.1,←Person 2.1,←InProceedings 1.4,←Thing 1.4,←Publication 1.2,←Paper 1.2,

←Article 0.5,→Conference 0.1,→Proceedings 0.0,→Author 0.0,→Person 0.0,→Publication -0.1,
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→Venue -0.1,→Paper -0.1,→Ŷear -0.1,→InProceedings -0.2,→Editor -0.2,→D̂ate -0.2,→Journal

-0.2,→Article -0.2,→D̂OI -0.2,→Âbstract -0.3,→Book -0.6,←InBook -0.7,→Publisher -0.9,

→InBook -0.9,→ÎSBN -0.9,→Series -1.1,→Thesis -1.5,←Book -1.8,←Proceedings -1.8

• →Editor : ←Proceedings 6.1,←InProceedings 5.2,←Publication 5.1,←Paper 5.1,←Thing 5.0,

←InBook 5.0,←Book 4.9,←Article 4.8,→Thing 4.0,→Author 4.0,→Person 4.0,→Conference

3.9,→Publication 3.9,→Paper 3.8,→Ŷear 3.8,→Venue 3.8,→Proceedings 3.8,→InProceedings

3.8,→Editor 3.8,→L̂iteral 3.7,→D̂ate 3.7,→Article 3.7,→Journal 3.7,→D̂OI 3.7,→T̂ext 3.7,

→N̂umber 3.6,→Âbstract 3.6,→Ŝubject 3.6,←Thesis 3.4,→N̂ame 3.3,→Book 3.3,→Institution

3.2, →Publisher 3.0,→InBook 3.0, →ÎSBN 3.0, →Series 2.9,→Thesis 2.4,→Ê-mail 2.1,

→Ĥomepage 1.8,→Country 1.5,←Editor -0.2,←Author -1.0,←Person -1.0

• ←InBook: →Book 7.3,→InBook 5.1,→Editor 5.0,→Ŷear 5.0,→Publication 4.9,→D̂OI 4.9,

→D̂ate 4.9,→Thing 4.7,→T̂ext 4.7,→L̂iteral 4.7,→Author 4.6,→Person 4.6,→Paper 4.6,

→Article 4.6, →Ŝubject 4.5,→N̂ame 4.5,→InProceedings 4.5,→N̂umber 4.4,→ÎSBN 4.4,

→Publisher 4.4,→Series 3.9,→Thesis 3.7,←InBook 3.4,→Âbstract 3.1,→Ê-mail 2.8,→Institution

2.7, ←Proceedings 2.6,←Publication 2.5,←Paper 2.5,→Ĥomepage 2.5,←InProceedings 2.5,

←Thing 2.4,←Article 2.4,→Venue 1.9,→Conference 1.9,→Journal 1.8,←Book 1.8,→Proceedings

1.8,←Thesis 1.6,→Country 1.0,←Editor -0.7,←Institution -1.3,←Author -1.6,←Person -1.6

• →InBook: ←InBook 5.1,←Publication 4.4,←Paper 4.4,←InProceedings 4.4,←Thing 4.3,

←Article 4.2,←Book 4.0,→Thing 3.2,→Author 3.2,→Person 3.2,←Thesis 3.2,→Publication

3.1,→Venue 3.1,→Paper 3.1,→Ŷear 3.1,→Conference 3.1,→InProceedings 3.0,→Editor 3.0,

→L̂iteral 3.0,→D̂ate 3.0,→Journal 3.0,→Article 3.0, →D̂OI 3.0, →Proceedings 3.0,→T̂ext

2.9, →N̂umber 2.9,→Âbstract 2.9,→Ŝubject 2.8,→N̂ame 2.6,→Book 2.6,→Institution 2.5,

→Publisher 2.3,→InBook 2.3,→ÎSBN 2.3,→Series 2.1,→Thesis 1.7,→Ê-mail 1.4,→Ĥomepage

1.1,→Country 0.8,←Proceedings 0.6,←Editor -0.9,←Author -1.8,←Person -1.8

• ←InProceedings: →Conference 5.6,→Proceedings 5.5,→Publication 5.4,→Author 5.3,→Person

5.3, →Thing 5.3,→InProceedings 5.3,→Paper 5.2,→Editor 5.2,→Venue 5.1,→Ŷear 5.1,

→Âbstract 5.0,→D̂ate 5.0,→Article 5.0,→T̂ext 5.0,→D̂OI 5.0,→L̂iteral 4.9,→Ŝubject 4.9,

→Institution 4.8,→N̂ame 4.6,→N̂umber 4.6,→Book 4.5,→InBook 4.4,→Thesis 3.9,→Ê-mail

3.5,→Publisher 3.4,→Series 3.4,→ÎSBN 3.3,←Publication 3.2,←Paper 3.2,→Ĥomepage 3.2,

←InProceedings 3.2,→Country 3.1,←Thing 3.1,←Article 3.1,←Proceedings 2.7,←Book 2.5,
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←InBook 2.5,→Journal 2.3,←Thesis 2.3,←Editor 1.4,←Institution 0.9,←Author 0.6,←Person

0.6

• →InProceedings: ←InProceedings 5.3,←Paper 5.1,←Publication 5.1,←Thing 5.0,←Article

4.8, ←InBook 4.5,→Thing 4.0,→Author 4.0,→Person 4.0,→Conference 4.0,→Publication

3.9,→Venue 3.9,→Paper 3.9,→Proceedings 3.9,→Ŷear 3.8,→InProceedings 3.8,→L̂iteral 3.8,

→Editor 3.8,→Journal 3.8,→D̂ate 3.8,→Article 3.7,→D̂OI 3.7,←Book 3.7,→T̂ext 3.7,→N̂umber

3.7, →Âbstract 3.6,→Ŝubject 3.6,→N̂ame 3.4,←Thesis 3.3,→Book 3.3,→Institution 3.3,

→Publisher 3.0,→InBook 3.0,→ÎSBN 3.0,→Series 2.9,→Thesis 2.4,→Ê-mail 2.2,→Ĥomepage

1.9,→Country 1.5,←Proceedings 1.3,←Editor -0.2,←Author -1.0,←Person -1.0

• ←Institution : →Country 9.6,←Institution 7.3, →N̂ame 5.4,→N̂umber 5.4,→L̂iteral 5.0,

→T̂ext 4.7,→Thing 4.5,←Editor 2.4,←Thesis 2.1,←Thing 1.9,←Author 1.5,←Person 1.5,

←InProceedings 0.9,←Publication 0.6,←Paper 0.6,←Article -0.1,←InBook -1.3,←Book -3.9

• →Institution :←Editor 6.4,←Thesis 6.1,←Author 5.5,←Person 5.5,←InProceedings 4.8,←Thing

4.8,←Publication 4.6,←Paper 4.6,←Article 3.9,→Conference 3.6,→Thing 3.5,→Proceedings

3.5, →Author 3.5, →Person 3.5,→Publication 3.4,→Venue 3.3,→Paper 3.3,→Ŷear 3.3,

→InProceedings 3.3,→Editor 3.2,→L̂iteral 3.2,→D̂ate 3.2,→Journal 3.2,→Article 3.2,→D̂OI 3.2,

→T̂ext 3.1,→N̂umber 3.1,→Âbstract 3.1,→Ŝubject 3.1,→N̂ame 2.8,→Book 2.8,→Institution 2.8,

←InBook 2.7,→Ê-mail 2.6,→Publisher 2.5,→InBook 2.5,→ÎSBN 2.5,→Ĥomepage 2.4,→Series

2.3,→Thesis 1.9,←Book 1.6,←Proceedings 1.6,→Country 1.1

• ←Journal:→Ŝubject 5.1,→N̂ame 4.8,→N̂umber 4.7,→T̂ext 4.7,→L̂iteral 4.6,→Thing 3.9

• →Journal: ←Article 5.9,←Paper 5.1,←Publication 5.1,←Thing 5.0,→Journal 4.6,→Thing 4.0,

→N̂umber 4.0,→Author 3.9,→Person 3.9,→L̂iteral 3.9,→Publication 3.9,→Venue 3.8,→Paper

3.8,→Ŷear 3.8,→Article 3.8,→D̂OI 3.8,→InProceedings 3.8,→Conference 3.8,→D̂ate 3.7,

→Editor 3.7,→Proceedings 3.7,→T̂ext 3.6,→Âbstract 3.6,→Ŝubject 3.6,→N̂ame 3.3,→Book

3.3, →Institution 3.2,→InBook 3.0,→Publisher 3.0,→ÎSBN 3.0,→Series 2.8,→Thesis 2.4,

←InProceedings 2.3,→Ê-mail 2.1,→Ĥomepage 1.8,←InBook 1.8,→Country 1.5,←Proceedings

1.3,←Book 1.1,←Thesis 0.9,←Editor -0.2,←Author -1.0,←Person -1.0

• ←Paper: →Thing 5.4,→Author 5.3,→Person 5.3,→Publication 5.2,→Venue 5.2,→Paper

5.2,→Ŷear 5.2,→InProceedings 5.1,→Conference 5.1,→L̂iteral 5.1,→Journal 5.1,→D̂ate 5.1,
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→Editor 5.1,→Article 5.1,→D̂OI 5.1,→Proceedings 5.0,→T̂ext 5.0,→N̂umber 5.0,→Âbstract

5.0,→Ŝubject 5.0,→N̂ame 4.7,→Institution 4.6,→Book 4.5,→InBook 4.4,→Thesis 3.8,→Ê-mail

3.5,←Publication 3.2,←Paper 3.2,→Ĥomepage 3.2,←InProceedings 3.2,←Thing 3.1,←Article

3.1,→Publisher 2.9,→Country 2.9,→Series 2.9,→ÎSBN 2.8,←Proceedings 2.7,←Book 2.5,

←InBook 2.5,←Thesis 2.3,←Editor 1.2,←Institution 0.6,←Author 0.3,←Person 0.3

• →Paper:←InProceedings 5.2,←Paper 5.2,←Publication 5.2,←Thing 5.1,←Article 5.0,←InBook

4.6,→Thing 4.1,→Author 4.1,→Person 4.1,→Publication 4.0,→Conference 3.9,→Venue 3.9,

→Paper 3.9,→Ŷear 3.9,→InProceedings 3.9,→Proceedings 3.8,→Editor 3.8,→L̂iteral 3.8,

←Book 3.8,→Journal 3.8,→D̂ate 3.8,→Article 3.8, →D̂OI 3.8, →T̂ext 3.7,→N̂umber 3.7,

→Âbstract 3.7,→Ŝubject 3.7,→N̂ame 3.4,←Thesis 3.4,→Book 3.4,→Institution 3.3,→Publisher

3.1, →InBook 3.1,→ÎSBN 3.1, →Series 2.9,→Thesis 2.5,→Ê-mail 2.2,→Ĥomepage 1.9,

→Country 1.6,←Proceedings 1.4,←Editor -0.1,←Author -0.9,←Person -0.9

• ←Person: →Ê-mail 6.6,→Ĥomepage 6.4,→N̂ame 6.1,→N̂umber 6.1,→L̂iteral 5.8,→T̂ext 5.7,

→Institution 5.5,→Ŝubject 5.2,→Thing 5.1,→Country 3.8,←Editor 2.1,←Thesis 1.9,←Institution

1.5,←Author 1.2,←Person 1.2,←InProceedings 0.6,←Thing 0.5,←Publication 0.3,←Paper 0.3,

←Article -0.4,→Conference -0.7,→Proceedings -0.8,→Author -0.8,→Person -0.8,→Publication

-0.9,→Venue -0.9,→Paper -0.9,→Ŷear -1.0,→InProceedings -1.0,→Editor -1.0,→D̂ate -1.0,

→Journal -1.0,→Article -1.1,→D̂OI -1.1,→Âbstract -1.2,→Book -1.5,←InBook -1.6,→Publisher

-1.8,→InBook -1.8,→ÎSBN -1.8,→Series -1.9,→Thesis -2.4,←Book -2.6,←Proceedings -2.7

• →Person: ←Publication 5.3,←Paper 5.3,←InProceedings 5.3,←Thing 5.2,←Article 5.2,←Book

4.6,←InBook 4.6,←Proceedings 4.6,←Thesis 4.4,→Thing 4.2,→Author 4.2,→Person 4.2,

→Publication 4.1,→Venue 4.1,→Paper 4.1,→Ŷear 4.0,→Conference 4.0,→InProceedings 4.0,

→Editor 4.0,→L̂iteral 4.0,→Journal 3.9,→D̂ate 3.9,→Article 3.9,→D̂OI 3.9,→Proceedings 3.9,

→T̂ext 3.9,→N̂umber 3.9,→Âbstract 3.8,→Ŝubject 3.8,→N̂ame 3.6,→Book 3.5,→Institution 3.5,

→Publisher 3.2,→InBook 3.2,→ÎSBN 3.2,→Series 3.1,→Thesis 2.6,→Ê-mail 2.3,→Ĥomepage

2.1,→Country 1.7,←Editor 0.0,←Author -0.8,←Person -0.8

• ←Proceedings: →Publisher 8.5,→Series 8.4,→ÎSBN 8.4, →Editor 6.1,←Proceedings 5.4,

←Book 5.3,→Ŷear 5.0,→D̂ate 4.9,→N̂umber 4.8,→Conference 4.8,→Thing 4.7,→L̂iteral 4.7,

→Author 4.6,→Person 4.6,→N̂ame 4.5,→Venue 4.3,→T̂ext 3.8,→Ĥomepage 3.0,→Ê-mail

2.7,←InProceedings 2.7,←Publication 2.7,←Paper 2.7,←Thing 2.6,←InBook 2.6,←Article 2.4,
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→Institution 1.6,←Thesis 1.5,→Publication 1.4,→Paper 1.4,→Proceedings 1.3,→InProceedings

1.3,→Article 1.3,→Journal 1.3,→D̂OI 1.3,→Ŝubject 1.3,→Âbstract 1.2,→Book 0.9,→InBook

0.6,→Thesis -0.0,→Country -0.1,←Editor -1.8,←Author -2.7,←Person -2.7

• →Proceedings: ←InProceedings 5.5,←Paper 5.0,←Publication 5.0,←Thing 4.9,→Conference

4.2,→Proceedings 4.1,→Publication 4.0,→Author 3.9,→Person 3.9,→Thing 3.9,→InProceedings

3.9,→Paper 3.8,→Editor 3.8,→Venue 3.8,→Ŷear 3.7,→L̂iteral 3.7,→Âbstract 3.7,→Journal 3.7,

→D̂ate 3.6,→Article 3.6,→D̂OI 3.6,→T̂ext 3.6,→N̂umber 3.6,→Ŝubject 3.5,→Institution 3.5,

→N̂ame 3.3,→Book 3.2,→InBook 3.0,→Publisher 2.9,→ÎSBN 2.9,→Series 2.7,→Thesis 2.5,

→Ê-mail 2.1,→Ĥomepage 1.8,←InBook 1.8,→Country 1.7,←Article 1.7,←Proceedings 1.3,

←Book 1.1,←Thesis 0.9,←Editor 0.0,←Author -0.8,←Person -0.8

• ←Publication: →Thing 5.4,→Author 5.3,→Person 5.3,→Publication 5.2,→Paper 5.2,→Ŷear

5.2,→Venue 5.2,→InProceedings 5.1,→Editor 5.1,→Conference 5.1,→L̂iteral 5.1,→D̂ate 5.1,

→Article 5.1,→Journal 5.1,→D̂OI 5.1,→T̂ext 5.0,→Proceedings 5.0,→N̂umber 5.0,→Âbstract

5.0,→Ŝubject 4.9,→N̂ame 4.7,→Book 4.7,→Institution 4.6,→Publisher 4.4,→InBook 4.4,

→ÎSBN 4.4,→Series 4.2,→Thesis 3.8,→Ê-mail 3.5,←Publication 3.2,←Paper 3.2,→Ĥomepage

3.2,←InProceedings 3.2,←Thing 3.1,←Article 3.1,→Country 2.9,←Proceedings 2.7,←Book 2.5,

←InBook 2.5,←Thesis 2.3,←Editor 1.2,←Institution 0.6,←Author 0.3,←Person 0.3

• →Publication: ←InProceedings 5.4,←Paper 5.2,←Publication 5.2,←Thing 5.1,←InBook 4.9,

←Article 4.8, →Thing 4.1,→Author 4.1,→Person 4.1,→Conference 4.1,→Publication 4.0,

→Proceedings 4.0,→Venue 4.0,→Paper 4.0,→Ŷear 3.9,→InProceedings 3.9,→Editor 3.9,

→L̂iteral 3.9,→Journal 3.9,→D̂ate 3.8,→Article 3.8,→D̂OI 3.8,→T̂ext 3.8,→N̂umber 3.8,

→Âbstract 3.7,→Ŝubject 3.7,←Book 3.7,→N̂ame 3.5,→Book 3.4,→Institution 3.4,←Thesis 3.3,

→Publisher 3.1,→InBook 3.1,→ÎSBN 3.1,→Series 3.0,→Thesis 2.5,→Ê-mail 2.3,→Ĥomepage

2.0,→Country 1.6,←Proceedings 1.4,←Editor -0.1,←Author -0.9,←Person -0.9

• ←Publisher: →N̂ame 5.6,→T̂ext 4.9,→L̂iteral 4.1,→Thing 3.3

• →Publisher:←Proceedings 8.5,←Book 8.4,→ÎSBN 5.4,→Publisher 5.4,→Series 4.9,←Publication

4.4,←InBook 4.4,←Thing 4.3,←InProceedings 3.4,→Thing 3.2,→Author 3.2,→Person 3.2,

→Publication 3.1,→Paper 3.1,→Ŷear 3.1,→Venue 3.1,→InProceedings 3.0,→Editor 3.0,

→Conference 3.0,→L̂iteral 3.0,→D̂ate 3.0,→Article 3.0,→Journal 3.0,→D̂OI 3.0,→T̂ext 2.9,

→Proceedings 2.9,→N̂umber 2.9,←Paper 2.9,→Âbstract 2.9,→Ŝubject 2.8,→N̂ame 2.6,→Book
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2.6,→Institution 2.5,→InBook 2.3,→Thesis 1.7,←Article 1.4,→Ê-mail 1.4,→Ĥomepage 1.1,

→Country 0.8,←Thesis 0.2,←Editor -0.9,←Author -1.8,←Person -1.8

• →Publisher:←Proceedings 8.5,←Book 8.4,→ÎSBN 5.4,→Publisher 5.4,→Series 4.9,←Publication

4.4,←InBook 4.4,←Thing 4.3,←InProceedings 3.4,→Thing 3.2,→Author 3.2,→Person 3.2,

→Publication 3.1,→Paper 3.1,→Ŷear 3.1,→Venue 3.1,→InProceedings 3.0,→Editor 3.0,

→Conference 3.0,→L̂iteral 3.0,→D̂ate 3.0,→Article 3.0,→Journal 3.0,→D̂OI 3.0,→T̂ext 2.9,

→Proceedings 2.9,→N̂umber 2.9,←Paper 2.9,→Âbstract 2.9,→Ŝubject 2.8,→N̂ame 2.6,→Book

2.6,→Institution 2.5,→InBook 2.3,→Thesis 1.7,←Article 1.4,→Ê-mail 1.4,→Ĥomepage 1.1,

→Country 0.8,←Thesis 0.2,←Editor -0.9,←Author -1.8,←Person -1.8

• ←Series: →N̂ame 5.4,→T̂ext 4.7,→L̂iteral 3.9,→Thing 3.2

• →Series: ←Proceedings 8.4,←Book 7.9,→Publisher 4.9,→ÎSBN 4.9,→Series 4.9,←Publication

4.2,←Thing 4.1,←InBook 3.9,←InProceedings 3.4,→Thing 3.1,→Author 3.1,→Person 3.1,

→Publication 3.0,→Paper 2.9,→Ŷear 2.9,→Venue 2.9,←Paper 2.9,→InProceedings 2.9,→Editor

2.9,→Conference 2.9,→L̂iteral 2.8,→D̂ate 2.8,→Article 2.8,→Journal 2.8,→D̂OI 2.8,→T̂ext

2.7,→Proceedings 2.7,→N̂umber 2.7,→Âbstract 2.7,→Ŝubject 2.7,→N̂ame 2.4,→Book 2.4,

→Institution 2.3,→InBook 2.1,→Thesis 1.5,→Ê-mail 1.2,→Ĥomepage 0.9,←Article 0.9,

→Country 0.6,←Thesis 0.0,←Editor -1.1,←Author -1.9,←Person -1.9

• ←Thesis: →Institution 6.1,→Ŷear 5.0,→D̂ate 4.9,→Thesis 4.6,→N̂ame 4.5,→L̂iteral 4.5,

→Thing 4.5,→Ŝubject 4.4,→Country 4.4,→Author 4.4,→Person 4.4,→N̂umber 4.3,→T̂ext

4.3,→Editor 3.4,→Paper 3.4,→InProceedings 3.3,→Article 3.3,→Publication 3.3,→InBook 3.2,

→Book 3.1,←Editor 2.7,→Ê-mail 2.6,→Âbstract 2.5,←Thesis 2.5,←Publication 2.3,←Paper

2.3,→Ĥomepage 2.3,←InProceedings 2.3,←Thing 2.2,←Article 2.2,←Institution 2.1,←Author

1.9,←Person 1.9,←Book 1.6,←InBook 1.6,←Proceedings 1.5,→Venue 1.0,→Conference 1.0,

→Journal 0.9,→D̂OI 0.9,→Proceedings 0.9,→ÎSBN 0.3,→Publisher 0.2,→Series 0.0

• →Thesis: ←Thesis 4.6,←InProceedings 3.9,←Publication 3.8,←Paper 3.8,←InBook 3.7,

←Thing 3.7,←Article 3.4,→Thing 2.6,→Author 2.6,→Person 2.6,→Conference 2.6,←Book

2.6,→Publication 2.5,→Venue 2.5,→Paper 2.5,→Ŷear 2.5,→Proceedings 2.5,→InProceedings

2.4, →Editor 2.4,→L̂iteral 2.4,→D̂ate 2.4,→Journal 2.4,→Article 2.4, →D̂OI 2.4, →T̂ext

2.3, →N̂umber 2.3,→Âbstract 2.3,→Ŝubject 2.2,→N̂ame 2.0,→Book 2.0,→Institution 1.9,
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→Publisher 1.7,→InBook 1.7,→ÎSBN 1.7,→Series 1.5,→Thesis 1.1,→Ê-mail 0.8,→Ĥomepage

0.5,→Country 0.2,←Proceedings -0.0,←Editor -1.5,←Author -2.4,←Person -2.4

• ←Thing: →L̂iteral 5.3,→N̂umber 5.3,→Author 5.2,→Person 5.2,→T̂ext 5.2,→Publication

5.1, →Paper 5.1,→Ŷear 5.1,→Venue 5.1,→N̂ame 5.1,→InProceedings 5.0,→Editor 5.0,

→Conference 5.0,→D̂ate 5.0,→Ŝubject 5.0,→Article 5.0,→Journal 5.0,→D̂OI 5.0,→Proceedings

4.9,→Âbstract 4.9,→Institution 4.8,→Ê-mail 4.6,→Book 4.6,→Ĥomepage 4.3,→Publisher 4.3,

→InBook 4.3,→ÎSBN 4.3,→Country 4.2,→Series 4.1,→Thesis 3.7,←Publication 3.1,←Paper

3.1,←InProceedings 3.1,←Article 3.0,←Proceedings 2.6,←Book 2.4,←InBook 2.4,←Thesis 2.2,

←Institution 1.9,←Editor 1.4,←Author 0.5,←Person 0.5

• →Thing: ←Publication 5.4,←Paper 5.4,←InProceedings 5.3,←Article 5.3, ←Author 5.1,

←Person 5.1,←InBook 4.7,←Proceedings 4.7,←Editor 4.6,←Book 4.6,←Institution 4.5,←Thesis

4.5, ←Venue 4.3,←Conference 4.2,→Author 4.2,→Person 4.2,→Publication 4.1,→Venue

4.1,→Paper 4.1,→Ŷear 4.1,→InProceedings 4.0,→Conference 4.0,→Editor 4.0,→L̂iteral 4.0,

→Journal 4.0,→D̂ate 4.0,→Article 4.0,→D̂OI 3.9,→Proceedings 3.9,→T̂ext 3.9,←Journal

3.9, →N̂umber 3.9,→Âbstract 3.8,→Ŝubject 3.8,→N̂ame 3.6,→Book 3.5,→Institution 3.5,

←Publisher 3.3,→Publisher 3.2,→InBook 3.2,→ÎSBN 3.2,←Series 3.2,←Country 3.1,→Series

3.1,→Thesis 2.6,→Ê-mail 2.4,→Ĥomepage 2.1,→Country 1.8

• ←Venue: →Ŝubject 5.4,→N̂ame 5.2,→N̂umber 5.2,→T̂ext 5.0,→L̂iteral 5.0,→Thing 4.3

• →Venue: ←Paper 5.2,←Publication 5.2,←InProceedings 5.1,←Article 5.1, ←Thing 5.1,

←Proceedings 4.3,→Thing 4.1,→Author 4.1,→Person 4.1,→Publication 4.0,→Venue 3.9,

→Paper 3.9,→Ŷear 3.9,→InProceedings 3.9,→Conference 3.9,→L̂iteral 3.8,→Journal 3.8,

→Editor 3.8,→D̂ate 3.8,→Article 3.8, →D̂OI 3.8, →Proceedings 3.8,→T̂ext 3.7,→N̂umber

3.7, →Âbstract 3.7,→Ŝubject 3.7,→N̂ame 3.4,→Book 3.4,→Institution 3.3,→InBook 3.1,

→Publisher 3.1,→ÎSBN 3.1,→Series 2.9,→Thesis 2.5,→Ê-mail 2.2,→Ĥomepage 1.9,←InBook

1.9,→Country 1.6,←Book 1.2,←Thesis 1.0,←Editor -0.1,←Author -0.9,←Person -0.9



Appendix B

TOP-10 INTERPRETATIONS OF 220 DBLP+

TESTCASES

This appendix details top-10 interpretations of the 220 DBLP+ testcases, which are

produced using the hybrid similarity and the optimal parameters as discussed in Sec-

tion 9.3.6. The 64 natural language questions corresponding to the 220 testcases can be

referenced in the Table 9.4.

Each query may contain one or more relations, which are separated by “||”. Each rela-

tion in the query is mapped to a schema path. The top-10 interpretations are numbered from

0 to 9. An interpretations is serialized into a string, following a specific syntax. Inside the

first brackets are the classes on the schema path and the “<” or “ >” between two classes

shows the direction of the property connecting the classes.Inside the second brackets are

the properties on the schema path, which are in order with “<” or “ >” in the first brackets.

Sometimes you can find a “%” character appending to a class, which means this class is

merged to another class with the same same in a different schema path. The ending number

at each interpretation line is the fitness score of the interpretation.

(DS 1) ?x/Author, has, ?y/Paper

0. [Author< Paper]; [author] 17.80864

1. [Author< Article]; [author] 7.97759

224
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2. [Author< Publication]; [author] 5.09145

3. [Person< Paper]; [author] 4.72045

4. [Editor< Paper]; [author] 4.17545

5. [Author< Paper< Paper]; [author, cites] 3.64557

6. [Author< Paper> Paper]; [author, cites] 3.64557

7. [Article > Person< Paper]; [author, author] 3.17234

8. [Person< Article]; [author] 2.33922

9. [Author< Book]; [author] 2.31013

(DS 1) ?x/Scholar, published ,?y/Paper

0. [Author< Paper]; [author] 2.19181

1. [Journal< Paper]; [journal] 1.40111

2. [Author< Article]; [author] 1.08612

3. [Editor< Paper]; [author] 1.08346

4. [Author< Paper]; [editor] 0.88985

5. [Author< Publication]; [author] 0.82260

6. [Author< Publication]; [editor] 0.81844

7. [Journal< Article]; [journal] 0.73178

8. [Author< Paper< Paper]; [author, cites] 0.56163

9. [Author< Paper> Paper]; [author, cites] 0.56163

(DS 1) ?x/Person, author of, ?y/Paper

0. [Person< Paper]; [author] 17.80864

1. [Person< Article]; [author] 8.82522

2. [Person< Publication]; [author] 6.68412

3. [Author< Paper]; [author] 4.72045

4. [Person< Paper< Paper]; [author, cites] 3.64557

5. [Person< Paper> Paper]; [author, cites] 3.64557

6. [Person< Book]; [author] 3.62538

7. [Editor< Paper]; [author] 3.25805

8. [Person< InBook]; [author] 2.92995

9. [Person< Publication]; [editor] 2.52365

(DS 1) ?x/Person, wrote, ?y/Paper

0. [Person< Paper]; [author] 13.40853

1. [Person< Article]; [author] 6.64470

2. [Person< Publication]; [author] 5.03261

3. [Author< Paper]; [author] 3.55412

4. [Person< Book]; [author] 2.72961
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5. [Editor< Paper]; [author] 2.45304

6. [Person< InBook]; [author] 2.20600

7. [Author< Article]; [author] 1.76123

8. [Person< Thesis]; [author] 1.71712

9. [Person< Publication> Publication]; [author, book] 1.40254

(DS 1) ?x/Person, published, ?y/Paper

0. [Person< Paper]; [author] 7.35580

1. [Person< Article]; [author] 3.64520

2. [Person< Paper]; [editor] 2.98650

3. [Person< Publication]; [author] 2.76082

4. [Person< Publication]; [editor] 2.74687

5. [Author< Paper]; [author] 1.94972

6. [Person< Paper< Paper]; [author, cites] 1.88480

7. [Person< Paper> Paper]; [author, cites] 1.88480

8. [Person< Book]; [editor] 1.63817

9. [Person< Publication< Paper]; [editor, cites] 1.61766

(DS 1) ?x/Person, has, ?y/Paper

0. [Person< Paper]; [author] 6.81284

1. [Person< Article]; [author] 3.05186

2. [Person< Publication]; [author] 2.00170

3. [Author< Paper]; [author] 1.80580

4. [Person< Paper]; [editor] 1.60953

5. [Editor< Paper]; [author] 1.24634

6. [Person< Publication]; [editor] 1.12785

7. [Person< Book]; [author] 1.05299

8. [Author< Article]; [author] 0.89483

9. [Person< Publication> Publication]; [author, book] 0.89263

(DS 1) ?x/Person, has, ?y/Publication

0. [Person< Publication]; [author] 7.35988

1. [Person< Publication]; [editor] 4.75655

2. [Person< Paper> Journal]; [author, journal] 4.11027

3. [Person< Publication> Publication]; [author, book] 3.87704

4. [Person< Publication< Publication]; [author, book] 3.87704

5. [Person< Paper]; [author] 2.75928

6. [Person< Publication> Book < Publication]; [author, book, book] 2.51530

7. [Person< Book]; [author] 2.50495
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8. [Person< Publication> Journal]; [editor, journal] 2.33975

9. [Person< Article]; [author] 2.26837

(DS 2) ?x/Paper, in, ?y/Book

0. [Paper> Journal]; [journal] 6.47502

1. [Paper> Journal< Publication]; [journal, journal] 4.82060

2. [Publication> Book]; [book] 3.49156

3. [Article > Journal]; [journal] 3.37297

4. [Paper> Journal< Article]; [journal, journal] 3.25550

5. [Paper> Author < Book]; [author, author] 3.09234

6. [Paper> Journal< Paper]; [journal, journal] 2.88172

7. [Publication< InBook]; [book] 2.78457

8. [Paper> Author < Publication]; [author, author] 2.57143

9. [Paper> Person< InBook]; [author, author] 2.53684

(DS 2) ?x/InBook, ,?y/Book

0. [InBook> Book]; [book] 12.21923

1. [InBook> Book< InBook]; [book, book] 6.69315

2. [InBook> Publication]; [book] 6.28692

3. [InBook> Book< InBook > Book]; [book, book, book] 5.37868

4. [InBook> Book< Publication]; [book, book] 4.58814

5. [InBook> Publication> Book]; [book, book] 3.69156

6. [InBook> Publication> Journal]; [book, journal] 3.17673

7. [InBook> Book< InBook > Publication]; [book, book, book] 2.77003

8. [InBook> Publication> Publication]; [book, book] 1.90264

9. [InBook> Book< Publication> Journal]; [book, book, journal] 1.82546

(DS 2) ?x/book chapter, in, ?y/book

0. [InBook> Book]; [book] 3.82014

1. [Book< InBook]; [book] 3.36104

2. [Publication> Book]; [book] 3.21454

3. [Book< InBook> Book]; [book, book] 3.11387

4. [Publication< InBook]; [book] 2.45213

5. [Book< Publication]; [book] 2.39341

6. [Publication< InBook > Book]; [book, book] 2.28423

7. [InBook> Book< InBook]; [book, book] 2.13252

8. [InBook> Publication]; [book] 2.07206

9. [Article > Journal]; [journal] 1.93734
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(DS 2) ?x/InCollection, ,?y/Book

0. [InBook> Book]; [book] 8.51495

1. [InBook> Book< InBook]; [book, book] 4.95385

2. [InBook> Publication]; [book] 4.66492

3. [Publication> Book]; [book] 3.65454

4. [InBook> Book< Publication]; [book, book] 3.40442

5. [InBook> Book< InBook > Book]; [book, book, book] 2.96134

6. [Book< InBook]; [book] 2.92173

7. [Publication< InBook]; [book] 2.83269

8. [Book< InBook> Book]; [book, book] 2.67551

9. [Publication< InBook > Book]; [book, book] 2.59689

(DS 3) ?x/Conference, includes, ?y/Paper

0. [Conference< Paper]; [conference] 16.24247

1. [Conference< Publication]; [conference] 4.64567

2. [Conference< Paper]; [venue] 4.56947

3. [Conference< Publication< Paper]; [conference, proceedings] 4.19053

4. [Publication> Conference< Paper]; [conference, conference] 2.14142

5. [Conference< Publication> Publication]; [conference, book] 1.46403

6. [Conference< Publication< Publication]; [conference, book] 1.46403

7. [Conference< InProceedings> Publication]; [conference, proceedings] 1.32124

8. [Conference< Publication]; [venue] 1.30562

9. [Conference< Publication> Book]; [conference, book] 1.18580

(DS 3) ?x/Conference, published ,?y/Paper

0. [Conference< Paper]; [conference] 9.49187

1. [Conference< Publication]; [conference] 6.09890

2. [Conference< Paper> Journal< Paper]; [conference, venue, journal] 2.74378

3. [Conference< InProceedings> Venue< Paper]; [venue, conference, journal] 2.74000

4. [Conference< Publication< Paper]; [conference, proceedings] 2.72665

5. [Conference< Paper]; [venue] 2.67030

6. [Conference< Publication> Publication]; [conference, book] 2.04512

7. [Conference< Publication< Publication]; [conference, book] 2.04512

8. [Conference< Publication]; [venue] 1.71406

9. [Conference< Publication> Book]; [conference, book] 1.67358

(DS 3) ?x/Conference, has , ?y/Article

0. [Conference< Paper]; [conference] 7.66894

1. [Conference< Paper> Article]; [conference, cites] 4.04134
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2. [Conference< Publication< Article]; [conference, cites] 4.00849

3. [Conference< Publication]; [conference] 3.62468

4. [Conference< Paper> Journal< Article]; [conference, venue, journal] 2.53982

5. [Conference< InProceedings> Venue< Article]; [venue, conference, journal] 2.53632

6. [Conference< Paper]; [venue] 2.15745

7. [Conference< InProceedings> Person< Article]; [conference, primaryAuthor, firstAuthor] 2.02263

8. [Conference< Publication< Paper]; [conference, proceedings] 2.01694

9. [Conference< InProceedings> Paper]; [conference, cites] 2.01400

(DS 3) ?x/Paper, in, ?y/Conference

0. [Paper> Conference]; [conference] 16.24257

1. [Publication> Conference]; [conference] 4.64577

2. [Paper> Conference]; [venue] 4.56957

3. [Paper> Publication> Conference]; [proceedings, conference] 4.19053

4. [Paper> Conference< Publication]; [conference, conference] 2.14142

5. [Publication< Publication> Conference]; [book, conference] 1.46403

6. [Publication> Publication> Conference]; [book, conference] 1.46403

7. [Publication< InProceedings> Conference]; [proceedings, conference] 1.32124

8. [Publication> Conference]; [venue] 1.30572

9. [Book< Publication> Conference]; [book, conference] 1.18580

(DS 3) ?y/Paper, published by ,?x/Conference

0. [Paper> Conference]; [conference] 9.49197

1. [Publication> Conference]; [conference] 6.09900

2. [Paper> Journal< Paper> Conference]; [journal, venue, conference] 2.74378

3. [Paper> Venue< InProceedings> Conference]; [journal, conference, venue] 2.74000

4. [Paper> Publication> Conference]; [proceedings, conference] 2.72665

5. [Paper> Conference]; [venue] 2.67040

6. [Publication< Publication> Conference]; [book, conference] 2.04512

7. [Publication> Publication> Conference]; [book, conference] 2.04512

8. [Publication> Conference]; [venue] 1.71416

9. [Book< Publication> Conference]; [book, conference] 1.67358

(DS 3) ?y/Paper, issued by ,?x/Conference

0. [Publication> Conference]; [conference] 5.00685

1. [Paper> Conference]; [conference] 1.89480

2. [Paper< InProceedings> Conference]; [cites, conference] 1.69340

3. [Paper> InProceedings> Conference]; [cites, conference] 1.68481

4. [Publication< InProceedings> Conference]; [proceedings, conference] 1.40916
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5. [Publication> Conference]; [venue] 1.40721

6. [Publication> Publication> Conference]; [proceedings, conference] 1.34243

7. [Paper> Editor < Publication> Conference]; [author, editor, conference] 1.28584

8. [Paper> Publication< InProceedings> Conference]; [cites, proceedings, conference] 0.98336

9. [Article < Paper> Conference]; [cites, conference] 0.82030

(DS 3) ?y/Paper, presented by ,?x/Conference

0. [Paper> Conference]; [conference] 2.63979

1. [Paper< InProceedings> Conference]; [cites, conference] 2.60451

2. [Paper> InProceedings> Conference]; [cites, conference] 2.59129

3. [Paper> Venue< InProceedings> Conference]; [journal, conference, conference] 1.37143

4. [Paper> Conference< InProceedings> Conference]; [conference, conference, venue] 1.36802

5. [Publication> Conference]; [conference] 1.36657

6. [Article < Paper> Conference]; [cites, conference] 1.26165

7. [Article > Publication> Conference]; [cites, conference] 1.25139

8. [Publication< InProceedings> Conference]; [cites, conference] 0.97919

9. [Publication> InProceedings> Conference]; [cites, conference] 0.97275

(DS 3) ?y/InProceedings, presented by ,?x/Conference

0. [InProceedings> Conference]; [conference] 2.63979

1. [InProceedings< InProceedings> Conference]; [cites, conference] 2.51509

2. [InProceedings> InProceedings> Conference]; [cites, conference] 2.51509

3. [InProceedings> Publication> Conference]; [proceedings, conference] 1.89553

4. [InProceedings> Publication< InProceedings> Conference]; [proceedings, cites, conference] 1.69910

5. [InProceedings> Publication]; [cites] 0.49569

6. [InProceedings< Publication]; [cites] 0.49308

7. [InProceedings> Publication]; [proceedings] 0.39744

8. [InProceedings> Publication> Publication]; [proceedings, cites] 0.37637

9. [InProceedings> Publication< Publication]; [proceedings, cites] 0.37637

(DS 4) ?x/Journal, has, ?y/Paper

0. [Journal< Paper]; [journal] 15.94712

1. [Publication> Journal< Paper]; [journal, journal] 9.29575

2. [Journal< Article]; [journal] 7.52949

3. [Journal< Publication]; [journal] 4.55670

4. [Article > Journal< Paper]; [journal, journal] 4.05263

5. [Publication> Journal< Article]; [journal, journal] 3.91090

6. [Publication> Venue< Paper]; [conference, journal] 3.10103

7. [Publication> Venue< Paper]; [journal, conference] 3.09743
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8. [Paper> Journal< Paper]; [journal, journal] 2.51826

9. [Publication> Journal< Publication]; [journal, journal] 2.25405

(DS 4) ?x/Journal, published ,?y/Paper

0. [Journal< Paper]; [journal] 9.31927

1. [Journal< Publication]; [journal] 5.98211

2. [Journal< Article]; [journal] 4.45319

3. [Publication> Journal< Paper]; [journal, journal] 3.27771

4. [Publication> Author < Paper]; [author, author] 2.48601

5. [Journal< Publication> Editor< Paper]; [journal, editor, author] 2.40603

6. [Journal< Paper< Paper]; [journal, cites] 2.38606

7. [Journal< Paper> Paper]; [journal, cites] 2.38606

8. [Publication> Publication]; [book] 2.28143

9. [Publication< Publication]; [book] 2.28133

(DS 4) ?y/Paper, published by ,?x/Journal

0. [Paper> Journal]; [journal] 9.31937

1. [Publication> Journal]; [journal] 5.98221

2. [Article > Journal]; [journal] 4.45329

3. [Paper> Journal< Publication]; [journal, journal] 3.27771

4. [Paper> Author < Publication]; [author, author] 2.48601

5. [Paper> Editor < Publication> Journal]; [author, editor, journal] 2.40603

6. [Paper> Paper> Journal]; [cites, journal] 2.38606

7. [Paper< Paper> Journal]; [cites, journal] 2.38606

8. [Publication> Publication]; [book] 2.28143

9. [Publication< Publication]; [book] 2.28133

(DS 4) ?x/Journal, ,?y/Article

0. [Journal< Article]; [journal] 15.94712

1. [Publication> Journal< Article]; [journal, journal] 9.29575

2. [Journal< Paper]; [journal] 7.52949

3. [Article > Journal< Article]; [journal, journal] 4.05263

4. [Journal< Article > Article]; [journal, cites] 3.96863

5. [Journal< Article < Article]; [journal, cites] 3.96863

6. [Publication> Journal< Paper]; [journal, journal] 3.91090

7. [Journal< Publication]; [journal] 3.55527

8. [Publication> Venue< Article]; [conference, journal] 3.10103

9. [Publication> Article]; [cites] 2.70312
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(DS 4) ?y/Journal paper, issued by ,?x/Journal

0. [Publication> Journal]; [journal] 6.89765

1. [Journal< Publication]; [journal] 2.68944

2. [Publication> Publication]; [book] 2.63055

3. [Publication< Publication]; [book] 2.63045

4. [Publication> Book]; [book] 2.14593

5. [Book< Publication]; [book] 1.90685

6. [Publication> Publisher< Publication]; [publisher, publisher] 1.85123

7. [Paper> Venue< Publication]; [journal, conference] 1.75553

8. [Paper> Venue< Publication]; [conference, journal] 1.75350

9. [Publication< InBook]; [book] 1.61056

(DS 4) ?y/Article, issued by ,?x/Journal

0. [Publication> Journal]; [journal] 4.25531

1. [Article > Journal]; [journal] 2.39368

2. [Article < Publication]; [cites] 2.23300

3. [Article > Publication]; [cites] 2.22228

4. [Publication> Publication]; [book] 1.62285

5. [Publication< Publication]; [book] 1.62275

6. [Article > Article > Journal]; [cites, journal] 1.54223

7. [Article < Article > Journal]; [cites, journal] 1.54223

8. [Article > Editor < Publication> Journal]; [author, editor, journal] 1.45454

9. [Article > Editor < Publication]; [author, editor] 1.39454

(DS 5) ?x/InProceedings, in, ?y/Proceedings

0. [InProceedings> Proceedings]; [proceedings] 16.16038

1. [InProceedings> Proceedings< InProceedings]; [proceedings, proceedings] 11.29314

2. [InProceedings> InProceedings]; [proceedings] 5.71896

3. [InProceedings< InProceedings]; [proceedings] 5.71886

4. [InProceedings< InProceedings> Proceedings]; [proceedings, proceedings] 3.62537

5. [InProceedings> Thing]; [proceedings] 1.53675

6. [InProceedings> Proceedings< Thing]; [proceedings, proceedings] 1.43185

7. [InProceedings< Thing]; [proceedings] 0.72500

8. [InProceedings> Thing]; [conference] 0.42965

9. [InProceedings> Publication> Thing]; [proceedings, conference] 0.39849

(DS 5) ?x/Paper, in, ?y/Proceedings

0. [Paper> Proceedings]; [proceedings] 16.16038

1. [Paper> Proceedings< InProceedings]; [proceedings, proceedings] 11.29314
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2. [Paper> InProceedings]; [proceedings] 5.71896

3. [Paper< InProceedings]; [proceedings] 5.71886

4. [Publication> Proceedings]; [proceedings] 4.61771

5. [Publication< InProceedings]; [proceedings] 3.68003

6. [Paper< InProceedings> Proceedings]; [proceedings, proceedings] 3.62537

7. [Publication> Proceedings< InProceedings]; [proceedings, proceedings] 2.11888

8. [Publication> InProceedings]; [proceedings] 1.73644

9. [Publication< InProceedings> Proceedings]; [proceedings, proceedings] 1.71125

(DS 5) ?x/Paper, published in, ?y/Proceedings

0. [Paper> Proceedings]; [proceedings] 9.44393

1. [Publication> Proceedings]; [proceedings] 6.06217

2. [Publication< InProceedings]; [proceedings] 4.54660

3. [Paper> Editor < Proceedings]; [author, editor] 3.46840

4. [Paper> InProceedings]; [proceedings] 3.34209

5. [Paper< InProceedings]; [proceedings] 3.34199

6. [Paper> Editor < Proceedings< InProceedings]; [author, editor, proceedings] 2.84576

7. [Paper> Person< InProceedings]; [author, author] 2.77988

8. [Paper> Venue< InProceedings> Proceedings]; [journal, conference, proceedings] 2.69677

9. [Paper> Editor < Publication> Proceedings]; [author, editor, proceedings] 2.48674

(DS 5) ?x/InProceedings, published in, ?y/Proceedings

0. [InProceedings> Editor< Proceedings]; [author, editor] 3.33980

1. [InProceedings> Editor< Proceedings< InProceedings]; [author, editor, proceedings] 2.72864

2. [InProceedings> Person< InProceedings]; [author, author] 2.68632

3. [InProceedings< InProceedings> Proceedings]; [cites, proceedings] 2.35622

4. [InProceedings> InProceedings> Proceedings]; [cites, proceedings] 2.35622

5. [InProceedings> Editor< Publication> Proceedings]; [author, editor, proceedings] 2.33058

6. [InProceedings> InProceedings]; [cites] 2.32805

7. [InProceedings< InProceedings]; [cites] 2.32795

8. [InProceedings> Proceedings> Editor < InProceedings]; [proceedings, editor, author] 2.25244

9. [InProceedings> Venue< Paper> Proceedings]; [conference, journal, proceedings] 2.10067

(DS 6) ?x/Paper, ,?y/Subject

0. [Paper> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 16.63370

1. [Article > Ŝubject]; [@subject] 8.22375

2. [Publication> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 6.24386

3. [Paper> Author > Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 4.23903

4. [Paper> Venue> Ŝubject]; [journal, @subject] 3.35252
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5. [InBook> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 2.74067

6. [Thesis> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 2.17790

7. [Article > Author > Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 2.05712

8. [Author> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 1.92450

9. [Paper> T̂ext]; [@subject] 1.82512

(DS 6) ?x/Paper, ,?y/Field

0. [Paper> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 5.37642

1. [Article > Ŝubject]; [@subject] 2.65812

2. [Publication> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 2.01817

3. [Paper> Venue]; [venue] 1.94821

4. [Paper> Author > Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 1.50099

5. [Paper> Venue> Ŝubject]; [venue, @subject] 1.47607

6. [Paper> Venue]; [journal] 1.29364

7. [Paper> Venue> Ŝubject]; [journal, @subject] 1.18709

8. [Paper> Journal]; [venue] 1.16253

9. [Paper> Venue]; [conference] 1.01246

(DS 6) ?x/Paper, ,?y/field of study

0. [Paper> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 5.38229

1. [Article > Ŝubject]; [@subject] 2.66102

2. [Publication> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 2.02037

3. [Paper> Author > Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 1.51065

4. [Paper> Venue> Ŝubject]; [journal, @subject] 1.19472

5. [Paper> Venue> Ŝubject]; [venue, @subject] 1.18016

6. [Paper> Venue]; [venue] 1.09587

7. [InBook> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.88682

8. [Paper> T̂ext]; [@subject] 0.86763

9. [Paper> Venue]; [journal] 0.84428

(DS 6) ?x/Paper, ,?y/research area

0. [Paper> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.22640

1. [Article > Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.11193

2. [Paper> Institution> Country]; [institution, country] 0.10359

3. [Publication> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.08499

4. [Paper> Author > Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 0.05414

5. [Paper> Author > Institution> Country]; [author, institution, country] 0.05003

6. [Paper> Venue> Ŝubject]; [journal, @subject] 0.04895

7. [Article > Institution> Country]; [institution, country] 0.04629
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8. [InBook> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.03730

9. [Publication> Institution> Country]; [institution, country] 0.03685

(DS 6) ?x/Paper, ,?y/topic

0. [Paper> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 12.34700

1. [Article > Ŝubject]; [@subject] 6.10440

2. [Publication> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 4.63474

3. [Paper> Author > Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 3.14658

4. [Paper> Conference> Ŝubject]; [conference, @subject] 2.53036

5. [Paper> Venue> Ŝubject]; [journal, @subject] 2.48854

6. [InBook> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 2.03436

7. [Paper> T̂ext]; [@subject] 1.91736

8. [Thesis> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 1.61663

9. [Article > Author > Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 1.52698

(DS 7) ?x/Conference, ,?y/Subject

0. [Conference< InProceedings> Ŝubject]; [conference, @subject] 12.18665

1. [Conference> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 10.57531

2. [Conference< InProceedings> Ŝubject]; [venue, @subject] 4.41836

3. [Conference< InProceedings> Publication> Ŝubject]; [conference, proceedings, @subject] 3.46512

4. [Conference< Publication< InProceedings> Ŝubject]; [conference, proceedings, @subject] 3.24167

5. [Publication> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 2.43590

6. [Journal> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 1.55055

7. [Article > Ŝubject]; [@subject] 1.46261

8. [Conference< InProceedings> T̂ext]; [conference, @subject] 1.33717

9. [Publication> Conference> Ŝubject]; [conference, @subject] 1.31204

(DS 7) ?x/Conference, ,?y/Field

0. [Conference< InProceedings> Ŝubject]; [conference, @subject] 3.93902

1. [Conference> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 3.41820

2. [Conference< InProceedings> Ŝubject]; [venue, @subject] 1.95453

3. [Conference< Paper> Venue]; [conference, venue] 1.52772

4. [Conference< InProceedings> Publication> Ŝubject]; [conference, proceedings, @subject] 1.30387

5. [Conference< Publication< InProceedings> Ŝubject]; [conference, proceedings, @subject] 1.21979

6. [Conference< InProceedings> Venue]; [conference, conference] 1.20052

7. [Conference< Paper> Venue]; [conference, journal] 0.96173

8. [Conference< Paper> Journal]; [conference, venue] 0.87274

9. [Conference< Paper> Venue]; [venue, venue] 0.78953
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(DS 7) ?x/Conference, ,?y/Field of study

0. [Conference< InProceedings> Ŝubject]; [conference, @subject] 3.94333

1. [Conference> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 3.42193

2. [Conference< InProceedings> Ŝubject]; [venue, @subject] 1.57455

3. [Conference< InProceedings> Publication> Ŝubject]; [conference, proceedings, @subject] 1.31692

4. [Conference< Publication< InProceedings> Ŝubject]; [conference, proceedings, @subject] 1.23200

5. [Conference< Paper> Venue]; [conference, venue] 0.86103

6. [Publication> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.78820

7. [Conference< InProceedings> Venue]; [conference, conference] 0.67529

8. [Conference< InProceedings> T̂ext]; [conference, @subject] 0.63567

9. [Conference< Paper> Venue]; [conference, journal] 0.62491

(DS 7) ?x/Conference, ,?y/research area

0. [Conference> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.14394

1. [Conference< InProceedings> Institution> Country]; [conference, institution, country] 0.09532

2. [Conference< InProceedings> Ŝubject]; [conference, @subject] 0.05611

3. [Conference< InProceedings> Institution> Country]; [venue, institution, country] 0.04093

4. [Conference< Paper> Venue> Ŝubject]; [conference, journal, @subject] 0.03704

5. [Publication> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.03316

6. [Journal> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.02110

7. [Article > Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.01991

8. [Publication> Venue< Paper> Ŝubject]; [conference, journal, @subject] 0.01355

9. [Publication> Institution> Country]; [institution, country] 0.01312

(DS 7) ?x/Conference, ,?y/topic

0. [Conference< InProceedings> Ŝubject]; [conference, @subject] 9.04600

1. [Conference> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 7.84993

2. [Conference< InProceedings> Ŝubject]; [venue, @subject] 3.27969

3. [Conference< InProceedings> Publication> Ŝubject]; [conference, proceedings, @subject] 2.57212

4. [Conference< Publication< InProceedings> Ŝubject]; [conference, proceedings, @subject] 2.40626

5. [Publication> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 1.80814

6. [Conference< InProceedings> T̂ext]; [conference, @subject] 1.40475

7. [Conference> T̂ext]; [@subject] 1.21901

8. [Journal> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 1.15095

9. [Article > Ŝubject]; [@subject] 1.08568

(DS 8) ?x/Venue, ,?y/Subject

0. [Venue< Paper> Ŝubject]; [venue, @subject] 12.72165

1. [Venue> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 10.82357
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2. [Venue< InProceedings> Ŝubject]; [conference, @subject] 4.41836

3. [Venue< Paper> Person> Ŝubject]; [venue, author, @subject] 3.15859

4. [Venue< Paper> T̂ext]; [venue, @subject] 1.39587

5. [Publication> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 1.36221

6. [Venue< Paper> Person]; [venue, author] 1.29793

7. [Venue> T̂ext]; [@subject] 1.18761

8. [Journal< Paper> Ŝubject]; [venue, @subject] 1.07419

9. [Venue< Paper> Thing]; [venue, @subject] 0.99135

(DS 8) ?x/Venue, ,?y/Field

0. [Venue< Paper> Ŝubject]; [venue, @subject] 4.11195

1. [Venue> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 3.49845

2. [Venue< Paper> Venue]; [venue, venue] 1.82289

3. [Venue< InProceedings> Ŝubject]; [conference, @subject] 1.56449

4. [Venue< Paper> Ŝubject]; [journal, @subject] 1.30996

5. [Venue< Publication]; [venue] 0.91903

6. [Venue< Paper> Venue]; [conference, venue] 0.87019

7. [Venue< Article > Journal]; [venue, venue] 0.85312

8. [Venue< Paper> Venue]; [venue, conference] 0.76597

9. [Venue< Article > Venue]; [venue, journal] 0.73061

(DS 8) ?x/Venue, ,?y/Field of study

0. [Venue< Paper> Ŝubject]; [venue, @subject] 4.11644

1. [Venue> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 3.50227

2. [Venue< InProceedings> Ŝubject]; [conference, @subject] 1.57455

3. [Venue< Paper> Ŝubject]; [journal, @subject] 1.15628

4. [Venue< Paper> Venue]; [venue, venue] 1.00523

5. [Venue< Paper> Person> Ŝubject]; [venue, author, @subject] 0.88491

6. [Venue< Publication]; [venue] 0.83125

7. [Venue< Paper> T̂ext]; [venue, @subject] 0.66358

8. [Venue< Article > Journal]; [venue, venue] 0.56872

9. [Venue> T̂ext]; [@subject] 0.56457

(DS 8) ?x/Venue, ,?y/research area

0. [Venue< Paper> Ŝubject]; [venue, @subject] 0.17316

1. [Venue> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.14732

2. [Venue< Paper> Institution> Country]; [venue, institution, country] 0.12135

3. [Venue< Paper> Ŝubject]; [journal, @subject] 0.06957

4. [Venue< Paper> Person> Ŝubject]; [venue, author, @subject] 0.06480
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5. [Venue< InProceedings> Ŝubject]; [conference, @subject] 0.05611

6. [Venue< InProceedings> Institution> Country]; [conference, institution, country] 0.05007

7. [Institution> Country]; [country] 0.03810

8. [Venue< Paper> Institution> Country]; [journal, institution, country] 0.02887

9. [Publication> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.01854

(DS 8) ?x/Venue, ,?y/topic

0. [Venue< Paper> Ŝubject]; [venue, @subject] 9.44313

1. [Venue> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 8.03421

2. [Venue< InProceedings> Ŝubject]; [conference, @subject] 3.44571

3. [Venue< Paper> Ŝubject]; [journal, @subject] 2.42182

4. [Venue< Paper> Person> Ŝubject]; [venue, author, @subject] 1.93966

5. [Venue< Paper> T̂ext]; [venue, @subject] 1.46642

6. [Venue> T̂ext]; [@subject] 1.24763

7. [Publication> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 1.01116

8. [Venue< Article]; [venue] 0.84058

9. [Journal< Paper> Ŝubject]; [venue, @subject] 0.79736

(DS 9) ?x/Journal, ,?y/Subject

0. [Journal< Paper> Ŝubject]; [journal, @subject] 11.86996

1. [Publication> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 10.79355

2. [Journal> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 9.30876

3. [Publication> Venue> Ŝubject]; [journal, @subject] 5.41581

4. [InBook> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 4.72086

5. [Article > Ŝubject]; [@subject] 4.45113

6. [Publication< InBook > Ŝubject]; [book, @subject] 4.38102

7. [Publication> Publication> Ŝubject]; [book, @subject] 4.25701

8. [Journal< Paper> Person> Ŝubject]; [journal, author, @subject] 3.72347

9. [Book< InBook> Ŝubject]; [book, @subject] 3.57267

(DS 9) ?x/Journal, ,?y/Field

0. [Journal< Paper> Ŝubject]; [journal, @subject] 3.83666

1. [Publication> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 3.48874

2. [Journal> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 3.00882

3. [Publication> Venue]; [journal] 2.17545

4. [Journal< Paper> Ŝubject]; [venue, @subject] 1.90374

5. [Publication> Venue> Ŝubject]; [journal, @subject] 1.75052

6. [Publication< InBook > Ŝubject]; [book, @subject] 1.55127

7. [InBook> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 1.52590
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8. [Publication> Publication> Ŝubject]; [book, @subject] 1.50735

9. [Journal< Article > Venue]; [journal, venue] 1.49207

(DS 9) ?x/Journal, ,?y/Field of study

0. [Journal< Paper> Ŝubject]; [journal, @subject] 3.84085

1. [Publication> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 3.49255

2. [Journal> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 3.01211

3. [Publication> Venue> Ŝubject]; [journal, @subject] 1.75243

4. [Publication< InBook > Ŝubject]; [book, @subject] 1.56125

5. [InBook> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 1.52756

6. [Journal< Paper> Ŝubject]; [venue, @subject] 1.52210

7. [Publication> Publication> Ŝubject]; [book, @subject] 1.51705

8. [Article > Ŝubject]; [@subject] 1.44029

9. [Journal< Paper> Person> Ŝubject]; [journal, author, @subject] 1.41510

(DS 9) ?x/Journal, ,?y/research area

0. [Publication> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.14691

1. [Journal> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.12670

2. [Journal< Paper> Ŝubject]; [journal, @subject] 0.06957

3. [Publication> Institution> Country]; [institution, country] 0.06853

4. [InBook> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.06426

5. [Article > Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.06058

6. [Book< InBook> Ŝubject]; [book, @subject] 0.06013

7. [Journal< Paper> Institution> Country]; [journal, institution, country] 0.05351

8. [Institution> Country]; [country] 0.04877

9. [InBook> Publication> Ŝubject]; [book, @subject] 0.04387

(DS 9) ?x/Journal, ,?y/topic

0. [Journal< Paper> Ŝubject]; [journal, @subject] 8.81093

1. [Publication> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 8.01193

2. [Journal> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 6.90978

3. [Publication> Venue> Ŝubject]; [journal, @subject] 4.02009

4. [InBook> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 3.50424

5. [Article > Ŝubject]; [@subject] 3.30402

6. [Publication< InBook > Ŝubject]; [book, @subject] 3.25198

7. [Publication> Publication> Ŝubject]; [book, @subject] 3.15993

8. [Journal< Paper> Person> Ŝubject]; [journal, author, @subject] 2.76389

9. [Book< InBook> Ŝubject]; [book, @subject] 2.65195
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(DS 10) ?x/Author, ,?y/research area

0. [Author> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.20292

1. [Author< Paper> Institution> Country]; [author, institution, country] 0.10937

2. [Author> Institution> Country]; [institution, country] 0.07624

3. [Author< Paper> Author > Ŝubject]; [primaryAuthor, author, @subject] 0.05829

4. [Author< Paper> Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 0.05778

5. [Person> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.05379

6. [Author< Paper> Venue> Ŝubject]; [author, journal, @subject] 0.05198

7. [Author< InProceedings> Conference> Ŝubject]; [author, conference, @subject] 0.04746

8. [Person< Paper> Ŝubject]; [firstAuthor, @subject] 0.04589

9. [Article > Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.04577

(DS 10) ?x/Author, ,?y/field

0. [Author> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 4.81884

1. [Author< Paper> Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 4.43835

2. [Author< Publication> Ŝubject]; [editor, @subject] 1.85643

3. [Author< Paper> Venue]; [author, venue] 1.72176

4. [Person> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 1.27733

5. [Author< Publication< InBook > Ŝubject]; [author, book, @subject] 1.26277

6. [Author< Paper< Paper> Ŝubject]; [author, cites, @subject] 1.24702

7. [Person< Paper> Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 1.17647

8. [Author< Paper> Venue]; [author, journal] 1.15202

9. [Article > Ŝubject]; [@subject] 1.08684

(DS 10) ?x/Author, ,?y/subject

0. [Author> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 14.90865

1. [Author< Paper> Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 13.73148

2. [Author< Publication> Ŝubject]; [editor, @subject] 5.24286

3. [Person> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 3.95182

4. [Person< Paper> Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 3.63979

5. [Article > Ŝubject]; [@subject] 3.36250

6. [Author< Publication< InBook > Ŝubject]; [author, book, @subject] 3.35589

7. [Author< Paper< Paper> Ŝubject]; [author, cites, @subject] 3.31405

8. [Editor< Paper> Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 3.11917

9. [Editor> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 3.11657

(DS 10) ?x/Scholar, ,?y/research area

0. [Author> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.06047

1. [Author> Institution> Country]; [institution, country] 0.05269
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2. [Institution> Country]; [country] 0.04225

3. [Author< Paper> Institution> Country]; [author, institution, country] 0.03402

4. [Editor> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.02665

5. [Publication> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.02432

6. [Editor> Institution> Country]; [institution, country] 0.02199

7. [Journal> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.02136

8. [Publication> Institution> Country]; [institution, country] 0.02113

9. [Author< Paper> Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 0.01722

(DS 10) ?x/Scholar, ,?y/field

0. [Author> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 1.43592

1. [Author< Paper> Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 0.65757

2. [Editor> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.63288

3. [Publication> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.57750

4. [Journal> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.50718

5. [Journal< Paper> Ŝubject]; [venue, @subject] 0.32090

6. [Editor< Paper> Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 0.31493

7. [Author< Publication> Ŝubject]; [editor, @subject] 0.30770

8. [Author< Paper> Venue]; [author, venue] 0.26568

9. [Journal< Paper> Ŝubject]; [journal, @subject] 0.24096

(DS 10) x/Scholar, ,?y/subject

0. [Author> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 4.44247

1. [Editor> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 1.95802

2. [Author< Paper> Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 1.85708

3. [Publication> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 1.78669

4. [Journal> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 1.56911

5. [Editor< Paper> Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 0.88942

6. [Journal< Paper> Ŝubject]; [journal, @subject] 0.68051

7. [Publication> Author > Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 0.62733

8. [Author> T̂ext]; [@subject] 0.48745

9. [Editor< Publication> Ŝubject]; [editor, @subject] 0.47470

(DS 10) ?x/Person, ,?y/research area

0. [Person> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.20292

1. [Person< Paper> Ŝubject]; [firstAuthor, @subject] 0.09664

2. [Person< Paper> Ŝubject]; [secondAuthor, @subject] 0.09547

3. [Person> Institution> Country]; [institution, country] 0.07624

4. [Person< Publication> Ŝubject]; [editor, @subject] 0.07059
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5. [Person< Paper> Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 0.05778

6. [Person< Paper> Institution> Country]; [author, institution, country] 0.05764

7. [Author> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.05379

8. [Editor> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.03310

9. [Author> Institution> Country]; [institution, country] 0.02021

(DS 10) ?x/Person, ,?y/field

0. [Person> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 4.81884

1. [Person< Paper> Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 2.25418

2. [Author> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 1.27733

3. [Person< Publication> Ŝubject]; [editor, @subject] 1.21161

4. [Person< Paper> Venue]; [author, venue] 0.91078

5. [Person> T̂ext]; [@subject] 0.80021

6. [Editor> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.78603

7. [Author< Paper> Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 0.59751

8. [Person< Paper> Venue]; [author, journal] 0.58830

9. [Person< Paper> Journal]; [author, venue] 0.53742

(DS 10) ?x/Person, ,?y/field of study

0. [Person> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 4.82410

1. [Person< Paper> Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 2.26869

2. [Author> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 1.27872

3. [Person< Publication> Ŝubject]; [editor, @subject] 1.21941

4. [Editor> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.78689

5. [Person> T̂ext]; [@subject] 0.77765

6. [Author< Paper> Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 0.60136

7. [Person< Paper> Venue]; [author, venue] 0.54266

8. [Editor< Paper> Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 0.40212

9. [Person< Publication]; [author] 0.39038

(DS 10) ?x/Person, ,?y/subject

0. [Person> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 14.90865

1. [Person< Paper> Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 6.36617

2. [Author> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 3.95182

3. [Person< Publication> Ŝubject]; [editor, @subject] 3.42179

4. [Editor> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 2.43184

5. [Author< Paper> Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 1.68748

6. [Person> T̂ext]; [@subject] 1.63584

7. [Person> Thing]; [@subject] 1.16177
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8. [Editor< Paper> Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 1.12839

9. [Author< Publication> Ŝubject]; [editor, @subject] 0.90701

(DS 11) ?x/Person, published, ?y/Book

0. [Person< Book]; [editor] 5.33040

1. [Person< Book]; [author] 4.87236

2. [Person< InBook]; [author] 3.93774

3. [Person< Publication]; [author] 3.78384

4. [Person< Publication]; [editor] 3.76473

5. [Person< Publication> Book]; [author, book] 3.46006

6. [Person< Publication< InBook]; [author, book] 2.59761

7. [Person< Publication< InBook > Book]; [author, book, book] 2.52465

8. [Person< Article]; [author] 2.42303

9. [Person< Paper]; [author] 2.26066

(DS 11) ?x/Author, published, ?y/Book

0. [Author< Publication]; [author] 9.16089

1. [Author< Book]; [author] 8.31866

2. [Author< Publication> Book]; [author, book] 6.54552

3. [Author< Book]; [editor] 5.33040

4. [Author< InBook]; [author] 5.04222

5. [Author< Publication< InBook]; [author, book] 4.91400

6. [Author< Publication< InBook > Book]; [author, book, book] 4.05170

7. [Author< Publication]; [editor] 3.76473

8. [Author< Paper> Journal]; [author, journal] 3.59983

9. [Author< Publication> Publication]; [author, book] 3.36854

(DS 11) ?x/Person , wrote, ?y/Book

0. [Person< Book]; [author] 8.88163

1. [Person< InBook]; [author] 7.17797

2. [Person< Publication> Book]; [author, book] 6.98848

3. [Person< Publication]; [author] 6.89743

4. [Person< Publication< InBook]; [author, book] 5.24655

5. [Person< Paper> Journal]; [author, journal] 4.45089

6. [Person< Article]; [author] 4.41689

7. [Person< Paper]; [author] 4.12090

8. [Author< Book]; [author] 2.35417

9. [Person< Book]; [editor] 2.14536
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(DS 11) ?x/Author, book, ?y/Book

0. [Author< Book]; [author] 11.79621

1. [Author< Publication> Book]; [author, book] 9.28179

2. [Author< Publication]; [author] 7.43847

3. [Author< InBook]; [author] 7.15009

4. [Author< Publication< InBook]; [author, book] 6.96823

5. [Author< Publication< InBook > Book]; [author, book, book] 5.74545

6. [Author< Paper> Journal]; [author, journal] 5.29664

7. [Author< Book]; [editor] 4.89724

8. [Author< Publication> Publication]; [author, book] 4.77671

9. [Author< Publication< Publication]; [author, book] 4.77671

(DS 11) ?x/Scholar, published, ?y/Book

0. [Author< Book]; [editor] 1.58828

1. [Author< Book]; [author] 1.45179

2. [Publication> Book]; [book] 1.31165

3. [Author< InBook]; [author] 1.17330

4. [Author< Publication]; [author] 1.12744

5. [Author< Publication]; [editor] 1.12174

6. [Author< Publication> Book]; [author, book] 1.03103

7. [Publication< InBook]; [book] 0.98437

8. [Publisher< Book]; [publisher] 0.90235

9. [Editor< Book]; [editor] 0.86758

(DS 11) ?x/Researcher, published, ?y/Book

0. [Author< Book]; [editor] 1.36166

1. [Author< Book]; [author] 1.24465

2. [Publisher< Book]; [publisher] 1.04931

3. [Author< InBook]; [author] 1.00589

4. [Author< Publication]; [author] 0.96657

5. [Author< Publication]; [editor] 0.96169

6. [Publication> Book]; [book] 0.92443

7. [Author< Publication> Book]; [author, book] 0.88393

8. [Editor< Book]; [editor] 0.79421

9. [Publication< InBook]; [book] 0.69374

(DS 12) ?x/Book, published by, ?y/Publisher

0. [Book> Publisher]; [publisher] 8.66628

1. [Publication> Publisher]; [publisher] 6.42719
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2. [InBook> Book> Publisher]; [book, publisher] 4.62402

3. [Book< Publication> Publisher]; [book, publisher] 3.00898

4. [Book< Publication]; [book] 2.95587

5. [Publication> Book > Publisher]; [book, publisher] 2.94509

6. [Journal< Publication> Publisher]; [journal, publisher] 2.64153

7. [InBook> Publication]; [book] 2.21864

8. [Journal< Publication]; [journal] 1.56628

9. [Publication> Publication]; [book] 1.52088

(DS 12) ?x/Book, has, ?y/Publisher

0. [Book> Publisher]; [publisher] 11.41806

1. [InBook> Book> Publisher]; [book, publisher] 6.09227

2. [Publication> Publisher]; [publisher] 5.84005

3. [Book< InBook> Book> Publisher]; [book, book, publisher] 4.57751

4. [Publication> Book > Publisher]; [book, publisher] 4.17624

5. [Book< Publication> Publisher]; [book, publisher] 3.96441

6. [Journal< Publication> Publisher]; [journal, publisher] 3.21344

7. [Book> Publisher< Publication]; [publisher, publisher] 2.53208

8. [Book< Publication]; [book] 2.41581

9. [Publication< InBook > Book> Publisher]; [book, book, publisher] 2.35813

(DS 12) ?x/Book, publisher, ?y/Firm

0. [Book> Publisher]; [publisher] 4.77175

1. [Publication> Publisher]; [publisher] 2.68600

2. [InBook> Book> Publisher]; [book, publisher] 2.54604

3. [Publication> Book > Publisher]; [book, publisher] 1.74530

4. [Book< Publication> Publisher]; [book, publisher] 1.65678

5. [Journal< Publication> Publisher]; [journal, publisher] 1.37641

6. [Publication< Publication> Publisher]; [book, publisher] 0.85376

7. [Thing> Publisher]; [publisher] 0.50947

8. [Author< Publication> Publisher]; [author, publisher] 0.46659

9. [Author< Proceedings> Publisher]; [editor, publisher] 0.38101

(DS 12) ?x/Book, publisher, ?y/Company

0. [Book> Publisher]; [publisher] 3.23907

1. [Publication> Publisher]; [publisher] 1.82327

2. [InBook> Book> Publisher]; [book, publisher] 1.72826

3. [Publication> Institution]; [institution] 1.57119

4. [Publication> Book > Publisher]; [book, publisher] 1.18472
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5. [Book< Publication> Institution]; [book, institution] 1.17393

6. [Book< Publication> Publisher]; [book, publisher] 1.12462

7. [Publication> Person> Institution]; [author, institution] 0.94465

8. [Journal< Publication> Publisher]; [journal, publisher] 0.93431

9. [Book> Author> Institution]; [author, institution] 0.91274

(DS 12) ?x/Company, published, ?y/Book

0. [Publisher< Book]; [publisher] 2.45835

1. [Institution< Publication]; [institution] 2.06999

2. [Institution< Publication> Book]; [institution, book] 1.46369

3. [Publisher< Publication]; [publisher] 1.38375

4. [Publisher< Book< InBook]; [publisher, book] 1.31174

5. [Institution< Publication< InBook]; [institution, book] 1.09931

6. [Institution< Book]; [institution] 1.03815

7. [Institution< Paper> Journal]; [institution, journal] 0.95828

8. [Institution< InBook]; [institution] 0.93708

9. [Institution< Person< Publication]; [institution, author] 0.89940

(DS 13) ?x/Person, second author of, ?y/Article

0. [Person< Article]; [secondAuthor] 15.66614

1. [Person< Article]; [firstAuthor] 13.69085

2. [Person< Article]; [author] 12.83388

3. [Person< Paper]; [secondAuthor] 8.66053

4. [Person< Paper]; [firstAuthor] 7.53387

5. [Person< Paper]; [author] 7.06542

6. [Person< Publication]; [secondAuthor] 5.39196

7. [Person< Publication]; [firstAuthor] 4.69275

8. [Person< Publication]; [author] 4.39922

9. [Author< Article]; [secondAuthor] 4.15254

(DS 13) ?y/Article, second, ?x/Author

0. [Article > Author]; [secondAuthor] 11.89969

1. [Article > Author]; [firstAuthor] 8.73228

2. [Paper> Author]; [secondAuthor] 6.57840

3. [Article > Person< Paper> Author]; [firstAuthor, secondAuthor, author] 5.44506

4. [Paper> Author]; [firstAuthor] 4.80527

5. [Publication> Author]; [secondAuthor] 4.09567

6. [Article > Editor < Publication> Author]; [secondAuthor, secondEditor, author] 3.29661

7. [Article > Person]; [secondAuthor] 3.15424
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8. [Paper> Person< Paper> Author]; [firstAuthor, secondAuthor, author] 3.09254

9. [Publication> Author]; [firstAuthor] 2.99316

(DS 14) ?x/Conference proceedings, first editor, ?y/Person

0. [Proceedings> Person]; [firstEditor] 9.75422

1. [Proceedings> Person]; [secondEditor] 8.25185

2. [Proceedings> Person]; [editor] 8.00969

3. [InProceedings> Person]; [firstAuthor] 7.02187

4. [Proceedings< Paper> Person]; [proceedings, firstAuthor] 6.86518

5. [Proceedings< InProceedings> Person]; [proceedings, secondAuthor] 5.73910

6. [InProceedings> Person]; [secondAuthor] 5.65508

7. [InProceedings> Proceedings> Person]; [proceedings, firstEditor] 5.24535

8. [InProceedings> Publication> Person]; [proceedings, firstAuthor] 4.75971

9. [InProceedings> Proceedings> Person]; [proceedings, editor] 4.59345

(DS 14) ?x/proceedings, first, ?y/Editor

0. [Proceedings> Editor]; [firstEditor] 8.98795

1. [InProceedings> Editor]; [firstAuthor] 8.32332

2. [Proceedings< InProceedings> Editor]; [proceedings, firstAuthor] 8.01352

3. [Proceedings> Editor]; [secondEditor] 6.37030

4. [InProceedings> Editor]; [secondAuthor] 6.12487

5. [InProceedings> Proceedings> Editor]; [proceedings, firstEditor] 6.11634

6. [InProceedings> Publication> Editor]; [proceedings, firstAuthor] 5.96880

7. [Proceedings< InProceedings> Editor]; [proceedings, secondAuthor] 5.92957

8. [Proceedings< Publication> Editor]; [proceedings, firstEditor] 5.54911

9. [InProceedings> Publication> Editor]; [proceedings, secondAuthor] 4.37172

(DS 15) ?x/Person, has ,?y/email

0. [Person> Ê-mail]; [@e-mail] 6.23443

1. [Author> Ê-mail]; [@e-mail] 1.65256

2. [Editor> Ê-mail]; [@e-mail] 1.05613

3. [Publisher< Publication> Person> Ê-mail]; [publisher, author, @e-mail] 0.09151

(DS 15) ?x/Person, has ,?y/e-mail

0. [Person> Ê-mail]; [@e-mail] 14.02746

1. [Author> Ê-mail]; [@e-mail] 3.71825

2. [Editor> Ê-mail]; [@e-mail] 2.37629

3. [Person> Ĥomepage]; [@homepage] 0.83321

4. [Author> Ĥomepage]; [@homepage] 0.22086
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5. [Publisher< Publication> Person> Ê-mail]; [publisher, author, @e-mail] 0.17987

6. [Person< Article]; [author] 0.15591

7. [Editor> Ĥomepage]; [@homepage] 0.15055

8. [Author< Article]; [author] 0.08327

9. [Person< Paper> Article]; [author, cites] 0.07042

(DS 15) ?x/Person, email ,?y/Thing

0. [Person> Thing]; [@e-mail] 9.35164

1. [Author> Thing]; [@e-mail] 2.47883

2. [Editor> Thing]; [@e-mail] 1.58420

3. [Publisher< Publication> Author > Thing]; [publisher, author, @e-mail] 0.13727

4. [Publisher< Proceedings> Author > Thing]; [publisher, editor, @e-mail] 0.06119

5. [Ŝubject< InBook > Editor < Thing]; [@subject, author, author] 0.00000

6. [N̂ame< Institution< Person< Thing]; [@name, institution, author] 0.00000

(DS 15) ?x/Person, email ,?y/L̂iteral

0. [Person> L̂iteral]; [@e-mail] 9.35164

1. [Author> L̂iteral]; [@e-mail] 2.47883

2. [Editor> L̂iteral]; [@e-mail] 1.58420

3. [Person> N̂umber]; [@e-mail] 0.28043

4. [Publisher< Publication> Author > L̂iteral]; [publisher, author, @e-mail] 0.13727

5. [Author> N̂umber]; [@e-mail] 0.07433

6. [Publisher< Proceedings> Author > L̂iteral]; [publisher, editor, @e-mail] 0.06119

7. [Editor< Book< Article > N̂umber]; [author, cites, @DOI] 0.00000

8. [Publisher< Publication> Editor > N̂umber]; [publisher, author, @numberOfCitations] 0.00000

(DS 15) ?x/Person, email ,?y/String

0. [Person> L̂iteral]; [@e-mail] 2.13840

1. [Person> T̂ext]; [@e-mail] 1.19319

2. [Author> L̂iteral]; [@e-mail] 0.56683

3. [Person> N̂umber]; [@e-mail] 0.38141

4. [Editor> L̂iteral]; [@e-mail] 0.36225

5. [Author> T̂ext]; [@e-mail] 0.31628

6. [Editor> T̂ext]; [@e-mail] 0.20213

7. [Author> N̂umber]; [@e-mail] 0.10110

8. [Publisher< Publication> Author > L̂iteral]; [publisher, author, @e-mail] 0.03139

9. [Publisher< Publication> Person> T̂ext]; [publisher, author, @e-mail] 0.01751

(DS 15) ?x/Person, email ,?y/Attribute
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0. [Person> L̂iteral]; [@e-mail] 1.60519

1. [Author> L̂iteral]; [@e-mail] 0.42549

2. [Editor> L̂iteral]; [@e-mail] 0.27192

3. [Publisher< Publication> Author > L̂iteral]; [publisher, author, @e-mail] 0.02356

4. [Publisher< Proceedings> Author > L̂iteral]; [publisher, editor, @e-mail] 0.01050

5. [Person< Article > Editor > N̂ame]; [author, author, @name] 0.00000

6. [Author< Thesis< Paper> N̂ame]; [author, cites, @name] 0.00000

7. [Publisher< Book> Person> N̂ame]; [publisher, author, @name] 0.00000

8. [Editor< Publication> Paper> N̂ame]; [author, cites, @name] 0.00000

(DS 16) ?x/Person, ,?y/homepage

0. [Person> Ĥomepage]; [@homepage] 12.53285

1. [Author> Ĥomepage]; [@homepage] 3.32207

2. [Editor> Ĥomepage]; [@homepage] 2.26448

3. [Person> Ê-mail]; [@e-mail] 0.93258

4. [Person< Publication]; [author] 0.32481

5. [Person< Paper> Âbstract]; [author, @abstract] 0.31117

6. [Author> Ê-mail]; [@e-mail] 0.24720

7. [Person< Publication> Âbstract]; [editor, @abstract] 0.16086

8. [Editor> Ê-mail]; [@e-mail] 0.15798

9. [Person< Publication]; [editor] 0.12432

(DS 16) ?x/Person, ,?y/website

0. [Person> Ĥomepage]; [@homepage] 2.30448

1. [Person> Ê-mail]; [@e-mail] 1.54092

2. [Person< Publication]; [author] 0.75836

3. [Author> Ĥomepage]; [@homepage] 0.61085

4. [Person< Publication]; [editor] 0.43902

5. [Editor> Ĥomepage]; [@homepage] 0.41638

6. [Author> Ê-mail]; [@e-mail] 0.40845

7. [Person< Article]; [author] 0.39699

8. [Author< Publication]; [author] 0.36353

9. [Person< Paper> Journal]; [author, journal] 0.29834

(DS 16) ?x/Person, ,?y/home page

0. [Person> Ĥomepage]; [@homepage] 11.70788

1. [Author> Ĥomepage]; [@homepage] 3.10340

2. [Editor> Ĥomepage]; [@homepage] 2.11542

3. [Person> T̂ext]; [@homepage] 1.42871
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4. [Person> Ê-mail]; [@e-mail] 1.05688

5. [Person< Paper]; [author] 0.83291

6. [Person> T̂ext]; [@e-mail] 0.62049

7. [Person< Article]; [author] 0.47458

8. [Person< Publication]; [author] 0.47361

9. [Author> T̂ext]; [@homepage] 0.37871

(DS 16) ?x/Person, homepage, ?y/Thing

0. [Person> Thing]; [@homepage] 12.53285

1. [Person> Thing]; [@e-mail] 5.96293

2. [Person< Thing]; [author] 3.57188

3. [Author> Thing]; [@homepage] 3.32207

4. [Person< Paper> Thing]; [author, @pageNumbers] 2.99899

5. [Editor> Thing]; [@homepage] 2.26448

6. [Author> Thing]; [@e-mail] 1.58059

7. [Editor> Thing]; [@e-mail] 1.01014

8. [Author< Thing]; [author] 0.94672

9. [Author< Paper> Thing]; [author, @pageNumbers] 0.79494

(DS 16) ?x/Person, homepage, ?y/Attribute

0. [Person> L̂iteral]; [@homepage] 2.15123

1. [Person> L̂iteral]; [@e-mail] 1.02352

2. [Author> L̂iteral]; [@homepage] 0.57023

3. [Person< Paper> L̂iteral]; [author, @pageNumbers] 0.51477

4. [Editor> L̂iteral]; [@homepage] 0.38869

5. [Author> L̂iteral]; [@e-mail] 0.27130

6. [Person< Paper> N̂ame]; [author, @name] 0.23379

7. [Editor> L̂iteral]; [@e-mail] 0.17339

8. [Person< Paper> Author > N̂ame]; [author, author, @name] 0.14693

9. [Author< Paper> L̂iteral]; [author, @pageNumbers] 0.13645

(DS 16) ?x/Person, homepage, ?y/String

0. [Person> L̂iteral]; [@homepage] 2.86584

1. [Person> T̂ext]; [@homepage] 1.59910

2. [Person> L̂iteral]; [@e-mail] 1.36352

3. [Person> T̂ext]; [@e-mail] 0.76082

4. [Author> L̂iteral]; [@homepage] 0.75965

5. [Person< Paper> L̂iteral]; [author, @pageNumbers] 0.68577

6. [Editor> L̂iteral]; [@homepage] 0.51781
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7. [Author> T̂ext]; [@homepage] 0.42387

8. [Author> L̂iteral]; [@e-mail] 0.36143

9. [Person< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @pageNumbers] 0.34347

(DS 17) ?x/Paper, has, ?y/Abstract

0. [Paper> Âbstract]; [@abstract] 15.76089

1. [Article > Âbstract]; [@abstract] 7.67913

2. [Publication> Âbstract]; [@abstract] 5.91323

3. [Paper> Publication> Âbstract]; [proceedings, @abstract] 3.42110

4. [InBook> Âbstract]; [@abstract] 2.21296

5. [Paper> Journal]; [journal] 1.76882

6. [Thesis> Âbstract]; [@abstract] 1.59868

7. [Publication> Publication> Âbstract]; [book, @abstract] 1.49943

8. [Publication< Publication> Âbstract]; [book, @abstract] 1.49943

9. [Publication< InProceedings> Âbstract]; [proceedings, @abstract] 1.30259

(DS 17) ?x/Paper, abstract, ?y/Thing

0. [Paper> Thing]; [@abstract] 15.76089

1. [Article > Thing]; [@abstract] 7.67913

2. [Paper> Thing]; [journal] 7.31341

3. [Paper> Thing]; [@numberOfCitations] 6.08695

4. [Publication> Thing]; [@abstract] 5.91323

5. [Paper> Thing]; [author] 4.97858

6. [Paper> Journal< Thing]; [journal, journal] 4.11799

7. [Article > Thing]; [journal] 3.81997

8. [Article > Thing]; [@numberOfCitations] 3.01819

9. [Publication> Thing]; [journal] 2.74345

(DS 17) ?x/Paper, has, ?y/Description

0. [Paper> N̂ame]; [@name] 0.81713

1. [Paper> T̂ext]; [@name] 0.55682

2. [Article > N̂ame]; [@name] 0.40517

3. [Paper> Âbstract]; [@abstract] 0.32979

4. [Paper> Publication> N̂ame]; [cites, @name] 0.30956

5. [Paper< Paper> N̂ame]; [cites, @name] 0.30927

6. [Publication> N̂ame]; [@name] 0.30704

7. [Paper> Person> N̂ame]; [author, @name] 0.30399

8. [Article > T̂ext]; [@name] 0.27610

9. [Paper> T̂ext]; [@abstract] 0.24539
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(DS 18) ?x/book, in, ?y/series

0. [Book> Series]; [series] 10.32869

1. [Publication> Series]; [series] 5.48369

2. [InBook> Book> Series]; [book, series] 5.27524

3. [Publication> Book > Series]; [book, series] 3.61617

4. [Book< InBook> Book> Series]; [book, book, series] 3.48814

5. [Book< Publication> Series]; [book, series] 3.20158

6. [Journal< Publication> Series]; [journal, series] 2.89478

7. [Book> Series< Publication]; [series, series] 2.76113

8. [Book< Publication]; [book] 2.27214

9. [InBook> Publication]; [book] 1.84481

(DS 18) ?y/Series, has books, ?x/Book

0. [Series< Book]; [series] 10.32859

1. [Series< Book< InBook]; [series, book] 5.27524

2. [Series< Publication]; [series] 4.90022

3. [Series< Book< Publication]; [series, book] 3.61617

4. [Publication> Book]; [book] 3.60379

5. [Series< Book< InBook > Book]; [series, book, book] 3.48814

6. [Series< Publication> Book]; [series, book] 3.20158

7. [Series< Publication> Journal]; [series, journal] 2.81360

8. [Publication< InBook]; [book] 2.70478

9. [Publication< InBook > Book]; [book, book] 2.56083

(DS 19) ?x/paper, references, ?y/paper

0. [Paper> Paper]; [cites] 14.65611

1. [Paper> Article]; [cites] 7.27292

2. [Article > Paper]; [cites] 7.22860

3. [Paper> Publication]; [cites] 5.50731

4. [Publication> Paper]; [cites] 5.50099

5. [Article > Article]; [cites] 3.62014

6. [Paper> Book]; [cites] 3.53542

7. [Book> Paper]; [cites] 2.85140

8. [Publication> Article]; [cites] 2.73003

9. [Article > Publication]; [cites] 2.71680

(DS 19) ?x/paper, cites, ?y/paper

0. [Paper> Paper]; [cites] 17.52569
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1. [Paper> Article]; [cites] 8.69692

2. [Article > Paper]; [cites] 8.64392

3. [Paper> Publication]; [cites] 6.58561

4. [Publication> Paper]; [cites] 6.57805

5. [Article > Article]; [cites] 4.32894

6. [Paper> Book]; [cites] 4.22763

7. [Book> Paper]; [cites] 3.40969

8. [Publication> Article]; [cites] 3.26455

9. [Article > Publication]; [cites] 3.24874

(DS 19) ?x/paper, refers to, ?y/paper

0. [Paper> Paper]; [cites] 14.25909

1. [Paper> Article]; [cites] 7.07591

2. [Article > Paper]; [cites] 7.03279

3. [Paper> Publication]; [cites] 5.35812

4. [Publication> Paper]; [cites] 5.35197

5. [Article > Article]; [cites] 3.52207

6. [Paper> Book]; [cites] 3.43965

7. [Book> Paper]; [cites] 2.77416

8. [Publication> Article]; [cites] 2.65607

9. [Article > Publication]; [cites] 2.64321

(DS 19) ?x/paper, cited by, ?y/paper

0. [Paper< Paper]; [cites] 17.52559

1. [Article < Paper]; [cites] 8.69682

2. [Paper< Article]; [cites] 8.64382

3. [Publication< Paper]; [cites] 6.58551

4. [Paper< Publication]; [cites] 6.57795

5. [Article < Article]; [cites] 4.32884

6. [Book< Paper]; [cites] 4.22753

7. [Paper< Book]; [cites] 3.40959

8. [Article < Publication]; [cites] 3.26445

9. [Publication< Article]; [cites] 3.24864

(DS 19) ?x/paper, referenced by, ?y/paper

0. [Paper< Paper]; [cites] 14.65601

1. [Article < Paper]; [cites] 7.27282

2. [Paper< Article]; [cites] 7.22850

3. [Publication< Paper]; [cites] 5.50721
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4. [Paper< Publication]; [cites] 5.50089

5. [Article < Article]; [cites] 3.62004

6. [Book< Paper]; [cites] 3.53532

7. [Paper< Book]; [cites] 2.85130

8. [Article < Publication]; [cites] 2.72993

9. [Publication< Article]; [cites] 2.71670

(DS 19) ?x/paper, has, ?y/reference

0. [Paper> Publication]; [cites] 4.42963

1. [Paper< Publication]; [cites] 4.42445

2. [Paper< Paper> Publication]; [cites, cites] 3.25706

3. [Paper> Publication< Publication]; [cites, cites] 3.25596

4. [Article < Publication]; [cites] 2.19571

5. [Article > Publication]; [cites] 2.18518

6. [Paper> Book< Publication]; [cites, book] 1.84898

7. [Publication> Publication]; [cites] 1.66263

8. [Publication< Publication]; [cites] 1.66253

9. [Article < Paper> Publication]; [cites, cites] 1.59762

(DS 19) ?y/paper, has, ?x/citations

0. [Paper> Âbstract]; [@abstract] 2.28703

1. [Paper> Publication]; [cites] 1.86588

2. [Paper< Publication]; [cites] 1.86364

3. [Paper< Paper> Âbstract]; [cites, @abstract] 1.82311

4. [Paper> Paper> Âbstract]; [cites, @abstract] 1.82311

5. [Paper> Article]; [cites] 1.74779

6. [Paper< Article]; [cites] 1.73704

7. [Paper< Paper> Publication]; [cites, cites] 1.35436

8. [Paper> Publication< Publication]; [cites, cites] 1.35390

9. [Paper< Paper> Article]; [cites, cites] 1.25335

(DS 20) ?x/Person, citations, ?y/Number

0. [Person> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 13.36638

1. [Person< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @numberOfCitations] 5.59759

2. [Person< Paper> Publication> N̂umber]; [author, cites, @numberOfCitations] 4.49626

3. [Person< Paper< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, cites, @numberOfCitations] 4.49127

4. [Person< Paper> Publication> N̂umber]; [author, cites, @pageNumbers] 4.41905

5. [Author> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 3.54302

6. [Editor> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 2.05204
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7. [Author< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @numberOfCitations] 1.48375

8. [Author< Paper> Publication> N̂umber]; [author, cites, @numberOfCitations] 1.19182

9. [Author< Paper< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, cites, @numberOfCitations] 1.19050

(DS 20) ?x/Person, , ?y/number of citations

0. [Person> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 13.36638

1. [Person> N̂umber]; [@numberOfPublications] 8.18487

2. [Person< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @numberOfCitations] 5.33886

3. [Author> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 3.54302

4. [Person< Paper> Publication> N̂umber]; [author, cites, @numberOfCitations] 3.50961

5. [Person< Paper< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, cites, @numberOfCitations] 3.50572

6. [Author> N̂umber]; [@numberOfPublications] 2.16956

7. [Editor> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 2.05204

8. [Author< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @numberOfCitations] 1.41517

9. [Editor> N̂umber]; [@numberOfPublications] 1.25656

(DS 20) ?x/Person, number of citations, ?y/Thing

0. [Person> Thing]; [@numberOfCitations] 16.24161

1. [Person> Thing]; [@numberOfPublications] 9.94551

2. [Person< Paper> Thing]; [author, @numberOfCitations] 6.44280

3. [Person< Paper> Thing]; [author, cites] 4.72602

4. [Person< Paper< Thing]; [author, cites] 4.71952

5. [Author> Thing]; [@numberOfCitations] 4.30515

6. [Author> Thing]; [@numberOfPublications] 2.63625

7. [Editor> Thing]; [@numberOfCitations] 2.45973

8. [Author< Paper> Thing]; [author, @numberOfCitations] 1.70779

9. [Editor> Thing]; [@numberOfPublications] 1.50621

(DS 20) ?x/Author, citations, ?y/Number

0. [Author> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 13.36638

1. [Author< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @numberOfCitations] 11.51562

2. [Author< Paper> Publication> N̂umber]; [author, cites, @numberOfCitations] 8.53199

3. [Author< Paper< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, cites, @numberOfCitations] 8.52252

4. [Author< Paper> Publication> N̂umber]; [author, cites, @pageNumbers] 8.38549

5. [Person> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 3.54302

6. [Person< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @numberOfCitations] 3.05244

7. [Article > N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 2.80501

8. [Editor< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @numberOfCitations] 2.63746

9. [Editor> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 2.62983
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(DS 20) ?x/Author, , ?y/number of citations

0. [Author> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 13.36638

1. [Author< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @numberOfCitations] 11.51562

2. [Author> N̂umber]; [@numberOfPublications] 8.18487

3. [Author< Paper> Publication> N̂umber]; [author, cites, @numberOfCitations] 6.65976

4. [Author< Paper< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, cites, @numberOfCitations] 6.65237

5. [Person> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 3.54302

6. [Person< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @numberOfCitations] 3.05244

7. [Article > N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 2.80501

8. [Editor< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @numberOfCitations] 2.63746

9. [Editor> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 2.62983

(DS 20) ?x/Author, number of citations, ?y/Thing

0. [Author> Thing]; [@numberOfCitations] 16.24161

1. [Author< Paper> Thing]; [author, @numberOfCitations] 13.89676

2. [Author> Thing]; [@numberOfPublications] 9.94551

3. [Author< Paper> Thing]; [author, cites] 9.30962

4. [Author< Paper< Thing]; [author, cites] 9.29682

5. [Person> Thing]; [@numberOfCitations] 4.30515

6. [Person< Paper> Thing]; [author, @numberOfCitations] 3.68360

7. [Article > Thing]; [@numberOfCitations] 3.40582

8. [Editor< Paper> Thing]; [author, @numberOfCitations] 3.16199

9. [Editor> Thing]; [@numberOfCitations] 3.15232

(DS 20) ?x/Scholar, citations, ?y/Number

0. [Author> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 3.98290

1. [Editor> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 1.65221

2. [Author< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @numberOfCitations] 1.63288

3. [Publication> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 1.48436

4. [Institution> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 1.37221

5. [Journal> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 1.34376

6. [Author< Paper> Publication> N̂umber]; [author, cites, @numberOfCitations] 1.31626

7. [Author< Paper< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, cites, @numberOfCitations] 1.31480

8. [Author< Paper> Publication> N̂umber]; [author, cites, @pageNumbers] 1.29366

9. [Publication< Paper> N̂umber]; [cites, @numberOfCitations] 1.08496

(DS 20) ?x/Scholar, , ?y/number of citations

0. [Author> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 3.98290
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1. [Author> N̂umber]; [@numberOfPublications] 2.43892

2. [Editor> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 1.65221

3. [Author< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @numberOfCitations] 1.55740

4. [Publication> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 1.48436

5. [Institution> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 1.37221

6. [Journal> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 1.34376

7. [Author< Paper> Publication> N̂umber]; [author, cites, @numberOfCitations] 1.02743

8. [Author< Paper< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, cites, @numberOfCitations] 1.02629

9. [Editor> N̂umber]; [@numberOfPublications] 1.01173

(DS 20) ?x/Scholar, number of citations, ?y/Thing

0. [Author> Thing]; [@numberOfCitations] 4.83967

1. [Author> Thing]; [@numberOfPublications] 2.96356

2. [Editor> Thing]; [@numberOfCitations] 1.98047

3. [Author< Paper> Thing]; [author, @numberOfCitations] 1.87943

4. [Publication> Thing]; [@numberOfCitations] 1.80623

5. [Institution> Thing]; [@numberOfCitations] 1.64491

6. [Journal> Thing]; [@numberOfCitations] 1.58567

7. [Author< Paper> Thing]; [author, cites] 1.37863

8. [Author< Paper< Thing]; [author, cites] 1.37673

9. [Editor> Thing]; [@numberOfPublications] 1.21274

(DS 21) ?x/Person, publications, ?y/Number

0. [Person> N̂umber]; [@numberOfPublications] 12.73856

1. [Person< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @numberOfCitations] 5.95171

2. [Person< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @pageNumbers] 5.85204

3. [Person< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @volumeNumber] 4.05755

4. [Person< Publication> N̂umber]; [author, @numberOfPublications] 3.87573

5. [Author> N̂umber]; [@numberOfPublications] 3.37660

6. [Editor> N̂umber]; [@numberOfPublications] 1.95565

7. [Author< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @numberOfCitations] 1.57762

8. [Author< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @pageNumbers] 1.55120

9. [Author> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 1.46344

(DS 21) ?x/Person, , ?y/number of publications

0. [Person> N̂umber]; [@numberOfPublications] 12.73856

1. [Person> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 7.80042

2. [Person< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @volumeNumber] 4.20660

3. [Person< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @issueNumber] 3.88664
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4. [Person< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @pageNumbers] 3.68102

5. [Author> N̂umber]; [@numberOfPublications] 3.37660

6. [Author> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 2.06765

7. [Editor> N̂umber]; [@numberOfPublications] 1.95565

8. [Person> L̂iteral]; [@numberOfPublications] 1.27046

9. [Editor> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 1.19754

(DS 21) ?x/Person, number of publications, ?y/Thing

0. [Person> Thing]; [@numberOfPublications] 16.24161

1. [Person> Thing]; [@numberOfCitations] 9.94551

2. [Person< Thing]; [author] 5.83655

3. [Person< Thing]; [firstAuthor] 5.76807

4. [Person< Thing]; [secondAuthor] 5.45721

5. [Author> Thing]; [@numberOfPublications] 4.30515

6. [Author> Thing]; [@numberOfCitations] 2.63625

7. [Editor> Thing]; [@numberOfPublications] 2.45973

8. [Author< Thing]; [author] 1.54702

9. [Author< Thing]; [firstAuthor] 1.52886

(DS 21) ?x/Author, publications, ?y/Number

0. [Author> N̂umber]; [@numberOfPublications] 12.73856

1. [Author< Publication> N̂umber]; [author, @numberOfPublications] 7.42711

2. [Author< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @volumeNumber] 7.24186

3. [Author< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @numberOfCitations] 5.95171

4. [Author< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @pageNumbers] 5.85204

5. [Person> N̂umber]; [@numberOfPublications] 3.37660

6. [Editor> N̂umber]; [@numberOfPublications] 2.50630

7. [Article > Person> N̂umber]; [author, @numberOfPublications] 2.24587

8. [Publication> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 2.05868

9. [Publication> N̂umber]; [@pageNumbers] 2.01839

(DS 21) ?x/Author, , ?y/number of publications

0. [Author> N̂umber]; [@numberOfPublications] 12.73856

1. [Author< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @volumeNumber] 8.78315

2. [Author< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @issueNumber] 7.97233

3. [Author> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 7.80042

4. [Author< Publication> N̂umber]; [author, @numberOfPublications] 7.42711

5. [Person> N̂umber]; [@numberOfPublications] 3.37660

6. [Editor> N̂umber]; [@numberOfPublications] 2.50630
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7. [Person< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @volumeNumber] 2.32814

8. [Article > N̂umber]; [@volumeNumber] 2.27206

9. [Article > Person> N̂umber]; [author, @numberOfPublications] 2.24587

(DS 21) ?x/Author, number of publications, ?y/Thing

0. [Author> Thing]; [@numberOfPublications] 16.24161

1. [Author< Paper> Thing]; [author, @volumeNumber] 11.08725

2. [Author< Paper> Thing]; [author, @issueNumber] 10.05937

3. [Author> Thing]; [@numberOfCitations] 9.94551

4. [Author< Paper> Thing]; [author, journal] 9.92603

5. [Person> Thing]; [@numberOfPublications] 4.30515

6. [Editor> Thing]; [@numberOfPublications] 3.15232

7. [Person< Paper> Thing]; [author, @volumeNumber] 2.93889

8. [Article > Thing]; [@volumeNumber] 2.89468

9. [Article > Author > Thing]; [author, @numberOfPublications] 2.83765

(DS 21) ?x/Scholar, publications, ?y/Number

0. [Author> N̂umber]; [@numberOfPublications] 3.79583

1. [Author< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @numberOfCitations] 1.77349

2. [Journal< Article > N̂umber]; [journal, @numberOfCitations] 1.75116

3. [Author< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @pageNumbers] 1.74379

4. [Journal< Article > N̂umber]; [journal, @volumeNumber] 1.74290

5. [Journal< Paper> N̂umber]; [journal, @pageNumbers] 1.71955

6. [Journal< Article > N̂umber]; [journal, @issueNumber] 1.67771

7. [Author> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 1.64514

8. [Editor> N̂umber]; [@numberOfPublications] 1.57461

9. [Publication> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 1.48436

(DS 21) ?x/Scholar, , ?y/number of publications

0. [Author> N̂umber]; [@numberOfPublications] 3.79583

1. [Author> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 2.32436

2. [Editor> N̂umber]; [@numberOfPublications] 1.57461

3. [Institution> N̂umber]; [@numberOfPublications] 1.30776

4. [Journal> N̂umber]; [@numberOfPublications] 1.28065

5. [Author< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @volumeNumber] 1.22711

6. [Publication> N̂umber]; [@volumeNumber] 1.14285

7. [Journal< Article > N̂umber]; [journal, @volumeNumber] 1.13945

8. [Author< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @issueNumber] 1.13377

9. [Author< Paper> N̂umber]; [author, @pageNumbers] 1.07379
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(DS 21) ?x/Scholar, number of publications, ?y/Thing

0. [Author> Thing]; [@numberOfPublications] 4.83967

1. [Author> Thing]; [@numberOfCitations] 2.96356

2. [Journal< Thing]; [journal] 2.04528

3. [Editor> Thing]; [@numberOfPublications] 1.98047

4. [Author< Thing]; [author] 1.73910

5. [Author< Thing]; [firstAuthor] 1.71870

6. [Institution> Thing]; [@numberOfPublications] 1.64491

7. [Author< Thing]; [secondAuthor] 1.62607

8. [Journal> Thing]; [@numberOfPublications] 1.58567

9. [Publication> Thing]; [@volumeNumber] 1.45608

(DS 22) ?x/Author, in, ?y/Institution

0. [Author> Institution]; [institution] 13.99929

1. [Author< Paper> Institution]; [author, institution] 12.14094

2. [Author< Publication> Institution]; [editor, institution] 4.30837

3. [Person< Paper> Institution]; [author, institution] 3.21819

4. [Author< Paper> Publication> Institution]; [author, cites, institution] 2.81596

5. [Author< Paper< Paper> Institution]; [author, cites, institution] 2.81423

6. [Editor< Paper> Institution]; [author, institution] 2.70707

7. [Article > Author > Institution]; [author, institution] 2.35877

8. [Person> Institution]; [institution] 2.02692

9. [Editor> Institution]; [institution] 1.96260

(DS 22) ?x/Person, in, ?y/Institution

0. [Person> Institution]; [institution] 13.99929

1. [Person< Paper> Institution]; [author, institution] 5.62877

2. [Person< Publication> Institution]; [editor, institution] 2.81189

3. [Author> Institution]; [institution] 2.02692

4. [Person> Institution< Publication]; [institution, institution] 1.42739

5. [Author< Paper> Institution]; [author, institution] 1.30030

6. [Editor> Institution]; [institution] 1.05906

7. [Editor< Paper> Institution]; [author, institution] 0.84270

8. [Author< Publication> Institution]; [editor, institution] 0.62927

9. [Editor< Publication> Institution]; [editor, institution] 0.47236

(DS 22) ?x/Scholar, in, ?y/Institution

0. [Author> Institution]; [institution] 2.33396
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1. [Author< Paper> Institution]; [author, institution] 1.43540

2. [Editor> Institution]; [institution] 0.71175

3. [Editor< Paper> Institution]; [author, institution] 0.65609

4. [Author< Publication> Institution]; [editor, institution] 0.59240

5. [Publication> Institution]; [institution] 0.50316

6. [Publication> Person> Institution]; [author, institution] 0.48976

7. [Journal< Paper> Institution]; [journal, institution] 0.47352

8. [Author> Institution< Publication]; [institution, institution] 0.42533

9. [Institution< InProceedings> Institution]; [institution, institution] 0.42357

(DS 22) ?x/Scholar, works at, ?y/Institution

0. [Author> Institution]; [institution] 0.90843

1. [Author< Paper> Institution]; [author, institution] 0.78784

2. [Author< Paper> Person> Institution]; [author, author, institution] 0.50564

3. [Publication> Publication> Institution]; [book, institution] 0.43851

4. [Publication< Publication> Institution]; [book, institution] 0.43851

5. [Author< Publication> Publication> Institution]; [author, book, institution] 0.40584

6. [Author< Publication< Publication> Institution]; [author, book, institution] 0.40584

7. [Editor< Paper> Institution]; [author, institution] 0.37037

8. [Publication> Person> Institution]; [author, institution] 0.27974

9. [Publication> Institution]; [institution] 0.25545

(DS 22) ?x/Person, works at, ?y/Institution

0. [Person< Paper> Institution]; [author, institution] 2.64393

1. [Person< Paper> Author > Institution]; [author, author, institution] 1.72724

2. [Person< Publication> Publication> Institution]; [author, book, institution] 1.38631

3. [Person< Publication< Publication> Institution]; [author, book, institution] 1.38631

4. [Person> Institution]; [institution] 1.05041

5. [Author> Institution]; [institution] 0.80810

6. [Author< Paper> Institution]; [author, institution] 0.70083

7. [Editor< Paper> Institution]; [author, institution] 0.46000

8. [Author< Paper> Person> Institution]; [author, author, institution] 0.45784

9. [Person< Publication]; [author] 0.43796

(DS 22) ?x/Person, works with, ?y/Institution

0. [Person< Paper> Institution]; [author, institution] 2.64393

1. [Person< Paper> Author > Institution]; [author, author, institution] 1.72724

2. [Person< Publication> Publication> Institution]; [author, book, institution] 1.38631

3. [Person< Publication< Publication> Institution]; [author, book, institution] 1.38631
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4. [Person> Institution]; [institution] 1.05041

5. [Author> Institution]; [institution] 0.80810

6. [Author< Paper> Institution]; [author, institution] 0.70083

7. [Editor< Paper> Institution]; [author, institution] 0.46000

8. [Author< Paper> Person> Institution]; [author, author, institution] 0.45784

9. [Person< Publication]; [author] 0.43796

(DS 22) ?y/Institution, has author, ?x/Author

0. [Institution< Author]; [institution] 13.99919

1. [Institution< Paper> Author]; [institution, author] 12.14094

2. [Institution< Publication> Author]; [institution, editor] 3.77765

3. [Institution< Paper> Person]; [institution, author] 3.21819

4. [Institution< Publication< Paper> Author]; [institution, cites, author] 2.81596

5. [Institution< Paper> Paper> Author]; [institution, cites, author] 2.81423

6. [Institution< Paper> Editor]; [institution, author] 2.70707

7. [Institution< Author< Article]; [institution, author] 2.35877

8. [Publication> Author]; [author] 2.01157

9. [Institution< Person< Publication]; [institution, author] 1.78160

(DS 22) ?y/Institution, has author, ?x/Person

0. [Institution< Paper> Person]; [institution, author] 12.14094

1. [Institution< Person]; [institution] 5.35549

2. [Institution< Publication> Person]; [institution, editor] 3.77765

3. [Institution< Author]; [institution] 3.71068

4. [Institution< Paper> Author]; [institution, author] 3.21819

5. [Institution< Publication< Paper> Person]; [institution, cites, author] 2.81596

6. [Institution< Paper> Paper> Person]; [institution, cites, author] 2.81423

7. [Institution< Person< Paper> Ŝubject]; [institution, author, @subject] 2.47786

8. [Institution< Paper> Author > Ŝubject]; [institution, author, @subject] 2.26366

9. [Institution< Paper> Editor]; [institution, author] 2.11231

(DS 22) ?y/Institution, has author, ?x/Scholar

0. [Institution< Author]; [institution] 4.17140

1. [Institution< Paper> Author]; [institution, author] 3.61775

2. [Institution< Paper> Editor]; [institution, author] 1.70074

3. [Institution< Person< Publication]; [institution, author] 1.28458

4. [Institution< Publication> Author]; [institution, editor] 1.12566

5. [Institution< Editor]; [institution] 0.99360

6. [Institution< Publication< Paper> Author]; [institution, cites, author] 0.83910
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7. [Institution< Paper> Paper> Author]; [institution, cites, author] 0.83858

8. [Institution< Publication]; [institution] 0.66779

9. [Institution< Publication> Editor]; [institution, editor] 0.61491

(DS 23) ?x/Conference, , ?y/Proceedings

0. [Conference< InProceedings> Proceedings]; [conference, proceedings] 12.24266

1. [Conference< Proceedings]; [conference] 12.11501

2. [Conference< InProceedings]; [conference] 11.42046

3. [Conference< Publication< InProceedings]; [conference, proceedings] 8.74734

4. [Conference< InProceedings> Proceedings]; [venue, proceedings] 4.43866

5. [Conference< InProceedings]; [venue] 3.21288

6. [Conference< Publication< InProceedings]; [venue, proceedings] 3.16706

7. [Conference< InProceedings> InProceedings]; [conference, proceedings] 2.78067

8. [Publication> Conference< InProceedings]; [conference, conference] 1.60607

9. [Publication> Conference< Proceedings]; [conference, conference] 1.53738

(DS 23) ?x/Workshop, has, ?y/Proceedings

0. [Conference< InProceedings> Proceedings]; [conference, proceedings] 2.49500

1. [Conference< InProceedings]; [conference] 2.34024

2. [Conference< Proceedings]; [conference] 2.32741

3. [Conference< Publication< InProceedings]; [conference, proceedings] 1.81672

4. [Conference< InProceedings> Proceedings]; [venue, proceedings] 1.32229

5. [Conference< InProceedings]; [venue] 1.16549

6. [Conference< Publication< InProceedings]; [venue, proceedings] 0.97936

7. [Conference< InProceedings> InProceedings]; [conference, proceedings] 0.57751

8. [Publication> Proceedings]; [proceedings] 0.31590

9. [Publication> Conference< InProceedings]; [conference, conference] 0.31110

(DS 24) ?x/Book, ISBN, ?y/Number

0. [Book> N̂umber]; [@ISBN] 11.33614

1. [Publication> N̂umber]; [@ISBN] 6.34610

2. [InBook> Book> N̂umber]; [book, @ISBN] 6.03083

3. [Publication> Book > N̂umber]; [book, @ISBN] 4.13413

4. [Book< Publication> N̂umber]; [book, @ISBN] 3.80668

5. [Journal< Publication> N̂umber]; [journal, @ISBN] 3.22601

6. [Publication< Publication> N̂umber]; [book, @ISBN] 1.96183

7. [Thing> N̂umber]; [@ISBN] 1.20369

8. [Author< Publication> N̂umber]; [author, @ISBN] 1.09806

9. [Book> L̂iteral]; [@ISBN] 0.91000
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(DS 24) ?x/Book, ISBN, ?y/Thing

0. [Book> Thing]; [@ISBN] 11.34829

1. [Publication> Thing]; [@ISBN] 6.36450

2. [InBook> Book> Thing]; [book, @ISBN] 6.03995

3. [Publication> Book > Thing]; [book, @ISBN] 4.14037

4. [Book< Publication> Thing]; [book, @ISBN] 3.84246

5. [Journal< Publication> Thing]; [journal, @ISBN] 3.24133

6. [Publication< Publication> Thing]; [book, @ISBN] 1.98022

7. [Author< Publication> Thing]; [author, @ISBN] 1.10224

8. [Author< Publication> Book > Thing]; [author, book, @ISBN] 0.65722

9. [Paper> Person< Publication> Thing]; [primaryAuthor, firstAuthor, @ISBN] 0.50623

(DS 24) ?x/Book, ,?y/ISBN

0. [Book> ÎSBN]; [@ISBN] 11.34829

1. [Publication> ÎSBN]; [@ISBN] 6.36450

2. [InBook> Book> ÎSBN]; [book, @ISBN] 6.03995

3. [Publication> Book > ÎSBN]; [book, @ISBN] 4.14037

4. [Book< Publication> ÎSBN]; [book, @ISBN] 3.84246

5. [Journal< Publication> ÎSBN]; [journal, @ISBN] 3.24133

6. [Publication< Publication> ÎSBN]; [book, @ISBN] 1.98022

7. [Thing> ÎSBN]; [@ISBN] 1.20718

8. [Author< Publication> ÎSBN]; [author, @ISBN] 1.10224

9. [Thing> Book > ÎSBN]; [book, @ISBN] 0.78532

(DS 25) ?x/Journal Article, volume no., ?y/Number

0. [Article > N̂umber]; [@volumeNumber] 11.30828

1. [Publication> N̂umber]; [@volumeNumber] 6.39393

2. [Paper> N̂umber]; [@volumeNumber] 6.15807

3. [Article > Journal< Article > N̂umber]; [journal, journal, @numberOfCitations] 5.89140

4. [Article > Journal< Paper> N̂umber]; [journal, journal, @pageNumbers] 5.79140

5. [Article > Journal< Article > N̂umber]; [journal, journal, @issueNumber] 5.66911

6. [Article > Venue> N̂umber]; [journal, @numberOfCitations] 5.00660

7. [Publication> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 4.73594

8. [Publication> N̂umber]; [@pageNumbers] 4.64326

9. [Journal< Article > N̂umber]; [journal, @volumeNumber] 4.32000

(DS 25) ?x/Article, volume, ?y/Number

0. [Article > N̂umber]; [@volumeNumber] 13.05719
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1. [Paper> N̂umber]; [@volumeNumber] 6.82009

2. [Article > Venue> N̂umber]; [journal, @numberOfCitations] 5.78091

3. [Article > Venue> N̂umber]; [journal, @numberOfPublications] 5.56264

4. [Article > Person> N̂umber]; [author, @numberOfPublications] 4.45029

5. [Publication> N̂umber]; [@volumeNumber] 4.24736

6. [Article > N̂umber]; [@pageNumbers] 4.09526

7. [Publication> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 3.14599

8. [Publication> N̂umber]; [@pageNumbers] 3.08442

9. [Book> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 3.05237

(DS 25) ?x/Article, volume number, ?y/Thing

0. [Article > Thing]; [@volumeNumber] 15.94660

1. [Article > Thing]; [@pageNumbers] 10.17352

2. [Article > Thing]; [@numberOfCitations] 9.15356

3. [Article > Thing]; [@issueNumber] 8.84488

4. [Article > Thing]; [journal] 8.75488

5. [Paper> Thing]; [@volumeNumber] 8.32930

6. [Paper> Thing]; [@pageNumbers] 5.60874

7. [Publication> Thing]; [@volumeNumber] 5.18743

8. [Paper> Thing]; [@numberOfCitations] 5.03644

9. [Paper> Thing]; [@issueNumber] 4.61989

(DS 26) ?x/Journal Article, issue no., ?y/Number

0. [Article > N̂umber]; [@issueNumber] 10.82798

1. [Publication> N̂umber]; [@issueNumber] 6.11772

2. [Paper> N̂umber]; [@issueNumber] 5.89651

3. [Journal< Article > N̂umber]; [journal, @issueNumber] 4.15840

4. [Publication> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 3.75920

5. [Publication> N̂umber]; [@pageNumbers] 3.68563

6. [Publication> N̂umber]; [@volumeNumber] 3.55230

7. [Article > Venue> N̂umber]; [journal, @numberOfPublications] 3.40662

8. [Article > Person> N̂umber]; [author, @numberOfPublications] 2.91336

9. [Article > N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 2.80470

(DS 26) ?x/Article, issue, ?y/Number

0. [Article > N̂umber]; [@issueNumber] 12.50260

1. [Paper> N̂umber]; [@issueNumber] 6.53041

2. [Publication> N̂umber]; [@issueNumber] 4.06388

3. [Article > Person> N̂umber]; [author, @numberOfPublications] 3.55805
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4. [Article < Article > N̂umber]; [cites, @issueNumber] 3.32860

5. [Article > Article > N̂umber]; [cites, @issueNumber] 3.32860

6. [Article > N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 3.23847

7. [Publication> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 2.49716

8. [Publication> N̂umber]; [@pageNumbers] 2.44829

9. [Publication> N̂umber]; [@volumeNumber] 2.35972

(DS 26) ?x/Article, issue number, ?y/Thing

0. [Article > Thing]; [@issueNumber] 15.83554

1. [Article > Thing]; [@numberOfCitations] 9.09315

2. [Article > Thing]; [@volumeNumber] 8.90691

3. [Article > Thing]; [@pageNumbers] 8.76137

4. [Paper> Thing]; [@issueNumber] 8.27128

5. [Article > Thing]; [@publicationYear] 6.23176

6. [Publication> Thing]; [@issueNumber] 5.14723

7. [Paper> Thing]; [@numberOfCitations] 5.00320

8. [Paper> Thing]; [@pageNumbers] 4.83021

9. [Paper> Thing]; [@volumeNumber] 4.65230

(DS 26) ?x/Article, issue number, ?y/Attribute

0. [Article > L̂iteral]; [@issueNumber] 2.71813

1. [Article > L̂iteral]; [@numberOfCitations] 1.56082

2. [Article > L̂iteral]; [@volumeNumber] 1.52885

3. [Article > L̂iteral]; [@pageNumbers] 1.50387

4. [Paper> L̂iteral]; [@issueNumber] 1.41975

5. [Article > L̂iteral]; [@publicationYear] 1.06967

6. [Publication> L̂iteral]; [@issueNumber] 0.88351

7. [Paper> L̂iteral]; [@numberOfCitations] 0.85879

8. [Paper> L̂iteral]; [@pageNumbers] 0.82909

9. [Paper> L̂iteral]; [@volumeNumber] 0.79855

(DS 27) ?x/Journal Article, page no., ?y/Number

0. [Article > N̂umber]; [@pageNumbers] 11.13880

1. [Publication> N̂umber]; [@pageNumbers] 6.63392

2. [Paper> N̂umber]; [@pageNumbers] 6.38832

3. [Article > N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 4.74688

4. [Article > N̂umber]; [@volumeNumber] 4.71907

5. [Paper> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 4.66706

6. [Article > N̂umber]; [@issueNumber] 4.51863
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7. [Paper> N̂umber]; [@volumeNumber] 4.41383

8. [Journal< Paper> N̂umber]; [journal, @pageNumbers] 4.26211

9. [Paper> N̂umber]; [@issueNumber] 4.22636

(DS 27) ?x/Article, pages, ?y/Number

0. [Article > N̂umber]; [@pageNumbers] 12.86149

1. [Paper> N̂umber]; [@pageNumbers] 7.07510

2. [Article > N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 5.48102

3. [Article > N̂umber]; [@volumeNumber] 5.44891

4. [Article > N̂umber]; [@issueNumber] 5.21747

5. [Paper> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 5.16879

6. [Paper> N̂umber]; [@volumeNumber] 4.88834

7. [Paper> N̂umber]; [@issueNumber] 4.68071

8. [Publication> N̂umber]; [@pageNumbers] 4.40678

9. [Article > Person> N̂umber]; [author, @numberOfCitations] 3.73355

(DS 27) ?x/Article, page number, ?y/Thing

0. [Article > Thing]; [@pageNumbers] 15.84861

1. [Article > Thing]; [@volumeNumber] 10.23642

2. [Article > Thing]; [@numberOfCitations] 9.10766

3. [Article > Thing]; [@issueNumber] 8.75414

4. [Paper> Thing]; [@pageNumbers] 8.73747

5. [Publication> Thing]; [@pageNumbers] 5.44295

6. [Paper> Thing]; [@volumeNumber] 5.34673

7. [Paper> Thing]; [@numberOfCitations] 5.01118

8. [Article > Author > Thing]; [author, @numberOfPublications] 4.89227

9. [Paper> Thing]; [@issueNumber] 4.57250

(DS 28) ?x/Paper, published by, ?y/Institution

0. [Paper> Institution]; [institution] 8.79104

1. [Publication> Institution]; [institution] 5.65078

2. [Paper> Person> Institution]; [author, institution] 4.93890

3. [Article > Institution]; [institution] 3.77933

4. [Article > Author > Institution]; [author, institution] 2.38284

5. [Paper> Publication> Institution]; [cites, institution] 2.21806

6. [Paper< Paper> Institution]; [cites, institution] 2.21703

7. [Paper> Editor < Publication> Institution]; [author, editor, institution] 2.07148

8. [Publication> Person> Institution]; [author, institution] 1.85424

9. [Publication> Publication> Institution]; [book, institution] 1.72903
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(DS 28) ?x/Paper, author, ?y/Institution

0. [Paper> Person> Institution]; [author, institution] 11.95715

1. [Article > Author > Institution]; [author, institution] 5.76890

2. [Publication> Person> Institution]; [author, institution] 4.48914

3. [Paper> Institution]; [institution] 3.75489

4. [Paper> Editor < Publication> Institution]; [author, editor, institution] 3.52973

5. [Article > Institution]; [institution] 3.02025

6. [Paper> Paper> Author > Institution]; [cites, author, institution] 2.75648

7. [Paper< Paper> Author > Institution]; [cites, author, institution] 2.75648

8. [Publication> Institution]; [institution] 2.33405

9. [Book> Author> Institution]; [author, institution] 1.82705

(DS 28) ?x/Paper, published by, ?y/University

0. [Paper> Institution]; [institution] 3.76991

1. [Publication> Institution]; [institution] 2.42325

2. [Paper> Person> Institution]; [author, institution] 2.37374

3. [Article > Institution]; [institution] 1.62071

4. [Article > Author > Institution]; [author, institution] 1.14525

5. [Paper> Publication> Institution]; [cites, institution] 1.06605

6. [Paper< Paper> Institution]; [cites, institution] 1.06555

7. [Paper> Editor < Publication> Institution]; [author, editor, institution] 0.92273

8. [Publication> Person> Institution]; [author, institution] 0.89119

9. [Paper> Journal]; [journal] 0.88476

(DS 28) ?x/Paper, institution, ?y/Institution

0. [Paper> Institution]; [institution] 15.04315

1. [Article > Institution]; [institution] 7.06901

2. [Publication> Institution]; [institution] 5.65078

3. [Paper> Person> Institution]; [author, institution] 3.93943

4. [Thesis> Institution]; [institution] 2.27271

5. [InBook> Institution]; [institution] 2.03741

6. [Article > Author > Institution]; [author, institution] 1.90064

7. [Author> Institution]; [institution] 1.80712

8. [Book> Institution]; [institution] 1.69286

9. [Paper> Institution< Publication]; [institution, institution] 1.54524

(DS 28) ?x/Paper, published by, ?y/Organization

0. [Paper> Institution]; [institution] 4.97475
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1. [Paper> Person> Institution]; [author, institution] 3.23133

2. [Publication> Institution]; [institution] 3.19771

3. [Article > Institution]; [institution] 2.13868

4. [Article > Author > Institution]; [author, institution] 1.55900

5. [Paper> Publication> Institution]; [cites, institution] 1.45119

6. [Paper< Paper> Institution]; [cites, institution] 1.45052

7. [Paper> Editor < Publication> Institution]; [author, editor, institution] 1.23032

8. [Publication> Person> Institution]; [author, institution] 1.21316

9. [Paper> Journal]; [journal] 1.09015

(DS 28) ?y/Institution, has paper, ?x/Paper

0. [Institution< Paper]; [institution] 15.04305

1. [Institution< Article]; [institution] 5.64755

2. [Institution< Publication]; [institution] 3.49595

3. [Institution< Author< Article]; [institution, author] 1.43996

4. [Institution< Publication< Publication]; [institution, book] 1.16770

5. [Institution< Publication> Publication]; [institution, book] 1.16770

6. [Institution< Person< Publication]; [institution, author] 1.12052

7. [Institution< Publication> Book]; [institution, book] 0.95535

8. [Institution< Book]; [institution] 0.80613

9. [Journal< Paper]; [journal] 0.77643

(DS 29) ?x/Paper, published in, ?y/Year

0. [Paper> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 13.30359

1. [Article > Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 6.61049

2. [Publication> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 5.03755

3. [Paper> D̂ate]; [@publicationYear] 4.23134

4. [Paper> Publication> Ŷear]; [cites, @publicationYear] 3.00775

5. [Paper< Paper> Ŷear]; [cites, @publicationYear] 3.00509

6. [Book> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 2.83122

7. [InBook> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 2.27447

8. [Publication< InBook > Ŷear]; [book, @publicationYear] 2.16422

9. [Article > D̂ate]; [@publicationYear] 2.09809

(DS 29) ?x/Paper, published in, ?y/When

0. [Paper> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 7.08111

1. [Paper> D̂ate]; [@publicationYear] 4.86619

2. [Article > Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 3.51857

3. [Publication> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 2.66051
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4. [Article > D̂ate]; [@publicationYear] 2.41288

5. [Publication> D̂ate]; [@publicationYear] 1.82844

6. [Paper> Publication> Ŷear]; [cites, @publicationYear] 1.60094

7. [Paper< Paper> Ŷear]; [cites, @publicationYear] 1.59952

8. [Book> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 1.50697

9. [InBook> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 1.21063

(DS 29) ?x/Paper, ,?y/publication year

0. [Paper> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 13.40771

1. [Article > Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 6.66223

2. [Publication> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 5.03755

3. [Paper> D̂ate]; [@publicationYear] 4.62001

4. [Book> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 2.85338

5. [InBook> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 2.29227

6. [Article > D̂ate]; [@publicationYear] 2.29081

7. [Publication< InBook > Ŷear]; [book, @publicationYear] 1.91173

8. [Thesis> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 1.85737

9. [Publication> Publication> Ŷear]; [book, @publicationYear] 1.82149

(DS 30) ?x/Book, edited by, ?y/Person

0. [Book> Person]; [editor] 8.23730

1. [Publication> Person]; [editor] 5.81785

2. [Book> Person]; [author] 4.78207

3. [InBook> Book> Person]; [book, editor] 4.02377

4. [Book< Publication> Person]; [book, editor] 3.87447

5. [InBook> Person]; [author] 3.86479

6. [Book< Publication> Person]; [book, author] 3.76272

7. [Publication> Person]; [author] 3.71375

8. [Journal< Publication> Person]; [journal, editor] 3.13518

9. [InBook> Publication> Person]; [book, author] 2.82483

(DS 30) ?x/Book, editor, ?y/Person

0. [Book> Person]; [editor] 9.44968

1. [Publication> Person]; [editor] 6.67413

2. [Book> Person]; [author] 6.11349

3. [InBook> Person]; [author] 4.94082

4. [Book< Publication> Person]; [book, author] 4.81033

5. [Publication> Person]; [author] 4.74772

6. [InBook> Book> Person]; [book, editor] 4.61599
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7. [Book< Publication> Person]; [book, editor] 4.44471

8. [InBook> Publication> Person]; [book, author] 3.61131

9. [Journal< Publication> Person]; [journal, editor] 3.49919

(DS 31) ?x/organization, publisher of, ?y/Proceedings

0. [Publisher< Proceedings]; [publisher] 3.35928

1. [Institution< Author< InProceedings]; [institution, author] 2.46621

2. [Publisher< Proceedings< InProceedings]; [publisher, proceedings] 2.28967

3. [Institution< Person< Proceedings]; [institution, editor] 2.27826

4. [Publisher< Publication> Proceedings]; [publisher, proceedings] 2.19704

5. [Institution< Person< InProceedings> Proceedings]; [institution, author, proceedings] 2.13894

6. [Publication> Proceedings]; [proceedings] 1.79456

7. [Publication> Publisher< Proceedings]; [publisher, publisher] 1.62941

8. [Institution< Person< Publication< InProceedings]; [institution, author, proceedings] 1.58863

9. [Institution< Author< Proceedings< InProceedings]; [institution, editor, proceedings] 1.44292

(DS 31) ?x/Company, published, ?y/Proceedings

0. [Publisher< Proceedings]; [publisher] 2.60259

1. [Publisher< Proceedings< InProceedings]; [publisher, proceedings] 1.77393

2. [Publisher< Publication> Proceedings]; [publisher, proceedings] 1.70216

3. [Institution< Person< Proceedings]; [institution, editor] 1.33000

4. [Institution< Person< InProceedings> Proceedings]; [institution, author, proceedings] 1.31210

5. [Institution< Author< InProceedings]; [institution, author] 1.25467

6. [Institution< Person< Publication< InProceedings]; [institution, author, proceedings] 0.97452

7. [Institution< Author< Proceedings< InProceedings]; [institution, editor, proceedings] 0.97435

8. [Institution< Publication< InProceedings]; [institution, cites] 0.66236

9. [Publisher< Book< Publication> Proceedings]; [publisher, book, proceedings] 0.65965

(IS 1) ?x/Conference, , ?y/Year

0. [Conference< Paper> Ŷear]; [conference, @publicationYear] 9.98270

1. [Conference< Paper> Ŷear]; [venue, @publicationYear] 3.81700

2. [Conference< InProceedings> Publication> Ŷear]; [conference, proceedings, @publicationYear] 3.21453

3. [Conference< Paper> D̂ate]; [conference, @publicationYear] 3.13015

4. [Conference< Publication< Paper> Ŷear]; [conference, proceedings, @publicationYear] 3.01381

5. [Publication> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 1.96529

6. [Conference< Paper> D̂ate]; [venue, @publicationYear] 1.19685

7. [Article > Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 1.18489

8. [Conference< InProceedings> Publication> D̂ate]; [conference, proceedings, @publicationYear] 0.98267

9. [Conference< Publication< Paper> D̂ate]; [conference, proceedings, @publicationYear] 0.91619
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(IS 1) ?x/Conference, held in, ?y/Year

0. [Conference< Paper> Ŷear]; [conference, @publicationYear] 9.98270

1. [Conference< Paper> Ŷear]; [venue, @publicationYear] 3.81700

2. [Conference< InProceedings> Publication> Ŷear]; [conference, proceedings, @publicationYear] 3.21453

3. [Conference< Paper> D̂ate]; [conference, @publicationYear] 3.13015

4. [Conference< Publication< Paper> Ŷear]; [conference, proceedings, @publicationYear] 3.01381

5. [Publication> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 1.96529

6. [Conference< Paper> D̂ate]; [venue, @publicationYear] 1.19685

7. [Article > Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 1.18489

8. [Conference< InProceedings> Publication> D̂ate]; [conference, proceedings, @publicationYear] 0.98267

9. [Conference< Publication< Paper> D̂ate]; [conference, proceedings, @publicationYear] 0.91619

(IS 1) ?x/Conference, held in, ?y/Time

0. [Conference< Paper> Ŷear]; [conference, @publicationYear] 2.63022

1. [Conference< Paper> D̂ate]; [conference, @publicationYear] 1.78192

2. [Conference< Paper> Ŷear]; [venue, @publicationYear] 1.15756

3. [Conference< InProceedings> Publication> Ŷear]; [conference, proceedings, @publicationYear] 1.07068

4. [Conference< Publication< Paper> Ŷear]; [conference, proceedings, @publicationYear] 1.00382

5. [Conference< Paper> D̂ate]; [venue, @publicationYear] 0.78422

6. [Conference< InProceedings> Publication> D̂ate]; [conference, proceedings, @publicationYear] 0.70717

7. [Conference< Publication< Paper> D̂ate]; [conference, proceedings, @publicationYear] 0.65933

8. [Publication> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 0.51781

9. [Publication> D̂ate]; [@publicationYear] 0.35587

(IS 1) ?x/Conference, held in, ?y/When

0. [Conference< Paper> Ŷear]; [conference, @publicationYear] 2.63022

1. [Conference< Paper> D̂ate]; [conference, @publicationYear] 1.78192

2. [Conference< Paper> Ŷear]; [venue, @publicationYear] 1.15756

3. [Conference< InProceedings> Publication> Ŷear]; [conference, proceedings, @publicationYear] 1.07068

4. [Conference< Publication< Paper> Ŷear]; [conference, proceedings, @publicationYear] 1.00382

5. [Conference< Paper> D̂ate]; [venue, @publicationYear] 0.78422

6. [Conference< InProceedings> Publication> D̂ate]; [conference, proceedings, @publicationYear] 0.70717

7. [Conference< Publication< Paper> D̂ate]; [conference, proceedings, @publicationYear] 0.65933

8. [Publication> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 0.51781

9. [Publication> D̂ate]; [@publicationYear] 0.35587

(IS 2) ?x/paper, in, ?y/series

0. [Publication> Series]; [series] 3.35417
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1. [Book> Series]; [series] 2.02281

2. [Publication> Book > Series]; [book, series] 1.33199

3. [Publication> Series< Publication]; [series, series] 1.19174

4. [Paper> Proceedings> Series]; [proceedings, series] 0.95308

5. [Paper> Person< Publication> Series]; [author, firstAuthor, series] 0.93313

6. [Book> Series< Publication]; [series, series] 0.84861

7. [InBook> Book> Series]; [book, series] 0.80061

8. [Paper> Person< Publication> Series]; [secondAuthor, firstAuthor, series] 0.75389

9. [Paper> Person< Publication> Series]; [firstAuthor, secondAuthor, series] 0.75254

(IS 2) ?x/InProceedings, in, ?y/series

0. [InProceedings> Proceedings> Series]; [proceedings, series] 10.35559

1. [InProceedings> Publication]; [proceedings] 3.00517

2. [InProceedings< Publication]; [proceedings] 1.41787

3. [InProceedings> Proceedings< Publication]; [proceedings, proceedings] 1.30974

4. [InProceedings> Proceedings> N̂umber]; [proceedings, @numberOfPublications] 0.65944

5. [InProceedings> N̂umber]; [@pageNumbers] 0.45561

6. [InProceedings> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 0.44320

7. [InProceedings> Publication> N̂umber]; [proceedings, @volumeNumber] 0.38715

8. [InProceedings> Publication> N̂umber]; [proceedings, @issueNumber] 0.36170

9. [InProceedings> Author]; [firstAuthor] 0.34966

(IS 3) ?x/Scholar, cites, ?y/Paper

0. [Author< Paper> Paper]; [author, cites] 1.97772

1. [Publication> Paper]; [cites] 1.88232

2. [Author< Paper> Article]; [author, cites] 0.97118

3. [Author< Publication> Paper]; [editor, cites] 0.95627

4. [Editor< Paper> Paper]; [author, cites] 0.95532

5. [Author< Paper]; [author] 0.93469

6. [Publication> Article]; [cites] 0.93416

7. [Author< Paper> Publication]; [author, cites] 0.74342

8. [Journal< Paper> Paper]; [journal, cites] 0.73164

9. [Publication> Publication]; [cites] 0.70733

(IS 3) ?x/Scholar, references, ?y/Paper

0. [Author< Paper> Paper]; [author, cites] 1.71411

1. [Publication> Paper]; [cites] 1.57412

2. [Author< Paper]; [author] 1.34231

3. [Author< Paper> Article]; [author, cites] 0.84173
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4. [Author< Publication> Paper]; [editor, cites] 0.82881

5. [Editor< Paper> Paper]; [author, cites] 0.82798

6. [Publication> Article]; [cites] 0.78120

7. [Author< Article]; [author] 0.66515

8. [Editor< Paper]; [author] 0.66352

9. [Author< Paper> Publication]; [author, cites] 0.64433

(IS 3) ?x/Researcher, cites, ?y/Paper

0. [Author< Paper> Paper]; [author, cites] 1.59587

1. [Publication> Paper]; [cites] 1.32663

2. [Article > Paper]; [cites] 1.27233

3. [Editor< Paper> Paper]; [author, cites] 0.82312

4. [Author< Paper]; [author] 0.80132

5. [Author< Paper> Article]; [author, cites] 0.78367

6. [Author< Publication> Paper]; [editor, cites] 0.70812

7. [Publication> Article]; [cites] 0.65838

8. [Article > Article]; [cites] 0.63719

9. [Author< Paper> Publication]; [author, cites] 0.59988

(IS 3) ?x/Researcher, references, ?y/Paper

0. [Author< Paper> Paper]; [author, cites] 1.38316

1. [Author< Paper]; [author] 1.15079

2. [Publication> Paper]; [cites] 1.10941

3. [Article > Paper]; [cites] 1.06400

4. [Editor< Paper> Paper]; [author, cites] 0.71341

5. [Author< Paper> Article]; [author, cites] 0.67922

6. [Author< Publication> Paper]; [editor, cites] 0.61373

7. [Editor< Paper]; [author] 0.60741

8. [Author< Article]; [author] 0.57024

9. [Publication> Article]; [cites] 0.55058

(IS 3) ?x/Person, cites, ?y/Paper

0. [Person< Paper> Paper]; [author, cites] 6.77972

1. [Person< Publication> Paper]; [editor, cites] 3.76546

2. [Person< Paper> Article]; [author, cites] 3.32926

3. [Person< Paper]; [author] 3.13698

4. [Person< Paper> Publication]; [author, cites] 2.54847

5. [Author< Paper> Paper]; [author, cites] 1.79710

6. [Person< Publication> Article]; [editor, cites] 1.79061
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7. [Person< Article]; [author] 1.55452

8. [Person< Paper> Book]; [author, cites] 1.54648

9. [Person< Publication> Publication]; [editor, cites] 1.41691

(IS 3) ?x/Person, references, ?y/Paper

0. [Person< Paper> Paper]; [author, cites] 5.87606

1. [Person< Paper]; [author] 4.50496

2. [Person< Publication> Paper]; [editor, cites] 3.26357

3. [Person< Paper> Article]; [author, cites] 2.88551

4. [Person< Article]; [author] 2.23243

5. [Person< Paper> Publication]; [author, cites] 2.20879

6. [Person< Publication]; [author] 1.69080

7. [Author< Paper> Paper]; [author, cites] 1.55756

8. [Person< Publication> Article]; [editor, cites] 1.55194

9. [Person< Paper> Book]; [author, cites] 1.34035

(IS 3) ?x/Scientist, cites, ?y/Paper

0. [Author< Paper> Paper]; [author, cites] 1.32360

1. [Author< Paper]; [author] 0.80352

2. [Author< Paper> Article]; [author, cites] 0.64997

3. [Author< Publication> Paper]; [editor, cites] 0.62587

4. [Editor< Paper> Paper]; [author, cites] 0.60166

5. [Author< Paper> Publication]; [author, cites] 0.49754

6. [Author< Article]; [author] 0.39814

7. [Editor< Paper]; [author] 0.37375

8. [Editor< Publication> Paper]; [editor, cites] 0.32174

9. [Author< Paper> Book]; [author, cites] 0.30192

(IS 4) ?x/Person, has, ?y/citations

0. [Person< Paper> Âbstract]; [author, @abstract] 1.01448

1. [Person< Paper> Paper> Âbstract]; [author, cites, @abstract] 0.84410

2. [Person< Paper< Paper> Âbstract]; [author, cites, @abstract] 0.84410

3. [Person< Paper> Publication]; [author, cites] 0.75157

4. [Person< Paper< Publication]; [author, cites] 0.75054

5. [Person< Paper> Article]; [author, cites] 0.69642

6. [Person< Paper< Article]; [author, cites] 0.69128

7. [Person< Publication]; [author] 0.53495

8. [Person< Publication> Âbstract]; [editor, @abstract] 0.52443

9. [Person< Article]; [author] 0.50038
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(IS 4) ?x/Scholar, has, ?y/citations

0. [Author< Paper> Âbstract]; [author, @abstract] 0.29594

1. [Author< Paper< Paper> Âbstract]; [author, cites, @abstract] 0.24711

2. [Author< Paper> Paper> Âbstract]; [author, cites, @abstract] 0.24711

3. [Publication> Âbstract]; [@abstract] 0.24553

4. [Author< Paper> Publication]; [author, cites] 0.21924

5. [Author< Paper< Publication]; [author, cites] 0.21894

6. [Author< Paper> Article]; [author, cites] 0.20315

7. [Author< Paper< Article]; [author, cites] 0.20165

8. [Publication< Paper> Âbstract]; [cites, @abstract] 0.19617

9. [Publication> Paper> Âbstract]; [cites, @abstract] 0.19585

(IS 5) ?x/Person, cites, ?y/Person

0. [Person< Paper> Paper> Person]; [author, cites, author] 3.25519

1. [Person< Paper> Paper> Ŝubject]; [author, cites, @subject] 1.74765

2. [Person< Paper> Person]; [author, author] 1.72287

3. [Person< Paper> Publication> Person]; [author, cites, editor] 1.63906

4. [Person< Publication> Paper> Person]; [editor, cites, author] 1.63426

5. [Person< Publication> Person]; [author, editor] 0.96593

6. [Person< Paper> Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 0.94336

7. [Author< Paper> Paper> Person]; [author, cites, author] 0.86285

8. [Person< Paper> Paper> Author]; [author, cites, author] 0.86285

9. [Person< Publication> Paper> Ŝubject]; [editor, cites, @subject] 0.80810

(IS 5) ?x/Scholar, cites, ?y/Scholar

0. [Author< Paper> Paper> Author]; [author, cites, author] 0.27897

1. [Author< Paper> Publication]; [author, cites] 0.21273

2. [Publication> Paper> Author]; [cites, author] 0.21244

3. [Publication> Publication]; [cites] 0.20240

4. [Author< Paper> Author]; [author, author] 0.14976

5. [Author< Paper> Publication> Editor]; [author, cites, author] 0.13039

6. [Editor< Paper> Paper> Author]; [author, cites, author] 0.13039

7. [Author< Paper> Publication> Author]; [author, cites, editor] 0.12515

8. [Author< Publication> Paper> Author]; [editor, cites, author] 0.12478

9. [Journal< Paper> Paper> Author]; [journal, cites, author] 0.10438

(IS 5) ?x/Researcher, cites, ?y/Researcher

0. [Author< Paper> Paper> Author]; [author, cites, author] 0.18535
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1. [Author< Paper> Publication]; [author, cites] 0.12098

2. [Publication> Paper> Author]; [cites, author] 0.12082

3. [Author< Paper> Article]; [author, cites] 0.11535

4. [Article > Paper> Author]; [cites, author] 0.11450

5. [Author< Paper> Author]; [author, author] 0.10360

6. [Publication> Publication]; [cites] 0.10054

7. [Publication> Article]; [cites] 0.09691

8. [Article > Publication]; [cites] 0.09644

9. [Article > Article]; [cites] 0.09379

(IS 6) ?x/Paper, ISBN, ?y/Number

0. [Publication> N̂umber]; [@ISBN] 4.63037

1. [Book> N̂umber]; [@ISBN] 3.48404

2. [Publication> Book > N̂umber]; [book, @ISBN] 1.66634

3. [InBook> Book> N̂umber]; [book, @ISBN] 1.02392

4. [Paper> Proceedings> N̂umber]; [proceedings, @ISBN] 0.99272

5. [Paper> Venue< Publication> N̂umber]; [journal, conference, @ISBN] 0.77188

6. [Paper> Venue< Publication> N̂umber]; [conference, journal, @ISBN] 0.76959

7. [Paper> Editor < Proceedings> N̂umber]; [author, editor, @ISBN] 0.74846

8. [Journal< Publication> N̂umber]; [journal, @ISBN] 0.53133

9. [Paper> Book> N̂umber]; [cites, @ISBN] 0.45114

(IS 7) ?x/Author, co-author, ?y/Author

0. [Author< Paper> Author]; [author, author] 11.46656

1. [Author< Publication> Author]; [author, editor] 4.81273

2. [Author< Publication> Author]; [editor, author] 4.81273

3. [Author< Publication> Publication> Author]; [author, book, author] 3.30504

4. [Author< Publication< Publication> Author]; [author, book, author] 3.30504

5. [Author< Paper> Person]; [author, author] 3.03943

6. [Person< Paper> Author]; [author, author] 3.03943

7. [Article > Author]; [author] 2.77575

8. [Author< Article]; [author] 2.77565

9. [Author< Paper> Editor]; [author, author] 2.63355

(IS 7) ?x/Author, co-author, ?y/Person

0. [Author< Paper> Person]; [author, author] 11.46656

1. [Author< Publication> Person]; [author, editor] 4.81273

2. [Author< Publication> Person]; [editor, author] 4.81273

3. [Author< Paper> Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 3.35288
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4. [Author> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 3.23815

5. [Person< Paper> Person]; [author, author] 3.03943

6. [Author< Paper> Author]; [author, author] 3.03943

7. [Author< Proceedings> Person]; [editor, editor] 3.01176

8. [Article > Person]; [author] 2.77575

9. [Author< Publication< Publication> Person]; [author, book, author] 2.77469

(IS 7) ?x/Person, co-author, ?y/Person

0. [Person< Paper> Person]; [author, author] 9.79641

1. [Person< Publication> Person]; [author, editor] 4.81273

2. [Person< Publication> Person]; [editor, author] 4.81273

3. [Person< Paper> Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 3.35288

4. [Person< Proceedings> Person]; [editor, editor] 3.01176

5. [Person< Publication< Publication> Person]; [author, book, author] 2.77469

6. [Author< Paper> Person]; [author, author] 2.59673

7. [Person< Paper> Author]; [author, author] 2.59673

8. [Editor< Paper> Person]; [author, author] 1.75563

9. [Person< Paper> Editor]; [author, author] 1.75563

(IS 7) ?x/Person, co-author, ?y/Author

0. [Person< Paper> Author]; [author, author] 11.46656

1. [Person< Publication> Author]; [author, editor] 4.81273

2. [Person< Publication> Author]; [editor, author] 4.81273

3. [Person< Publication> Publication> Author]; [author, book, author] 3.30504

4. [Person< Publication< Publication> Author]; [author, book, author] 3.30504

5. [Author< Paper> Author]; [author, author] 3.03943

6. [Person< Paper> Person]; [author, author] 3.03943

7. [Person< Article]; [author] 2.77565

8. [Person< Paper> Editor]; [author, author] 2.63355

9. [Editor< Paper> Author]; [author, author] 2.05494

(IS 7) ?x/Scholar, co-author, ?y/Person

0. [Author< Paper> Person]; [author, author] 2.91913

1. [Publication> Person]; [author] 1.47131

2. [Author< Publication> Person]; [author, editor] 1.43409

3. [Author< Publication> Person]; [editor, author] 1.43409

4. [Editor< Paper> Person]; [author, author] 1.41356

5. [Author< Paper> Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 0.99909

6. [Author> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.96490
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7. [Author< Proceedings> Person]; [editor, editor] 0.89744

8. [Author< Publication< Publication> Person]; [author, book, author] 0.82680

9. [Editor< Publication> Person]; [editor, author] 0.78340

(IS 7) ?x/Author, has ,?y/co-author

0. [Author< Paper> Author]; [author, author] 10.55944

1. [Author< Publication> Author]; [author, editor] 4.36718

2. [Author< Publication> Author]; [editor, author] 4.36718

3. [Person< Paper> Author]; [author, author] 3.03943

4. [Author< Paper> Person]; [author, author] 2.95577

5. [Author< Article]; [author] 2.95349

6. [Author< Publication> Publication> Author]; [author, book, author] 2.82199

7. [Author< Publication< Publication> Author]; [author, book, author] 2.82199

8. [Article > Author]; [author] 2.77575

9. [Editor< Paper> Author]; [author, author] 2.63355

(IS 7) ?x/Author, worked with, ?y/Author

0. [Author< Publication> Publication> Author]; [author, book, author] 1.98554

1. [Author< Publication< Publication> Author]; [author, book, author] 1.98554

2. [Author< Paper> Author]; [author, author] 1.62310

3. [Author< Publication> Author]; [author, editor] 1.00721

4. [Author< Publication> Author]; [editor, author] 1.00721

5. [Book> Author]; [author] 0.76432

6. [Author< Book]; [author] 0.76422

7. [Author< Publication> Book]; [author, book] 0.60140

8. [Book< Publication> Author]; [book, author] 0.60140

9. [Author< Publication< Publication> Person]; [author, book, author] 0.52630

(IS 7) ?x/Person, worked with, ?y/Person

0. [Person< Paper> Person]; [author, author] 1.17250

1. [Person> Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.86800

2. [Person< Publication< Publication> Person]; [author, book, author] 0.81257

3. [Person< Publication> Publication> Person]; [author, book, author] 0.81257

4. [Person< Publication> Person]; [author, editor] 0.65736

5. [Person< Paper> Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 0.58311

6. [Person< Publication> Person]; [editor, author] 0.56968

7. [Person< Publication< InBook > Ŝubject]; [author, book, @subject] 0.41332

8. [Person< Publication> Publication> Ŝubject]; [author, book, @subject] 0.39527

9. [Person< Paper> Author > Ŝubject]; [author, author, @subject] 0.37652
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(IS 7) ?x/Scholar, worked with, ?y/Scholar

0. [Author< Paper> Author]; [author, author] 0.10192

1. [Author< Publication> Publication> Author]; [author, book, author] 0.06964

2. [Author< Publication< Publication> Author]; [author, book, author] 0.06964

3. [Publication> Author]; [author] 0.06206

4. [Author< Publication]; [author] 0.06196

5. [Publication< Publication> Author]; [book, author] 0.05319

6. [Publication> Publication> Author]; [book, author] 0.05319

7. [Author< Publication> Publication]; [author, book] 0.05319

8. [Author< Publication< Publication]; [author, book] 0.05319

9. [Author< Publication> Author]; [author, editor] 0.04975

(IS 8) ?x/Country, published paper in , ?y/Journal

0. [Country< Institution< Publication]; [country, institution] 1.90651

1. [Country< Institution< Paper> Journal]; [country, institution, journal] 1.27659

2. [Country< Institution< Person< Publication]; [country, institution, author] 0.91780

3. [Country< Institution< Article]; [country, institution] 0.59967

4. [Country< Institution< Paper]; [country, institution] 0.51156

5. [Country< Institution< Paper> Publication]; [country, institution, cites] 0.48590

6. [Country< Institution< Publication< Publication]; [country, institution, cites] 0.48495

7. [Country< Institution< Person< Article]; [country, institution, author] 0.35008

8. [Institution< Publication]; [institution] 0.31357

9. [Country< Institution< Publication> Book]; [country, institution, book] 0.28434

(IS 8) ?x/Country, has article in , ?y/Journal

0. [Country< Institution< Paper> Journal]; [country, institution, journal] 1.26464

1. [Country< Institution< Publication]; [country, institution] 1.25167

2. [Country< Institution< Person< Publication]; [country, institution, author] 1.00622

3. [Country< Institution< Article]; [country, institution] 0.76895

4. [Country< Institution< Paper> Publication]; [country, institution, cites] 0.69967

5. [Country< Institution< Publication< Publication]; [country, institution, cites] 0.69829

6. [Country< Institution< Paper]; [country, institution] 0.46668

7. [Country< Institution< Person< Article]; [country, institution, author] 0.38380

8. [Country< Institution< Person< Publication]; [country, institution, editor] 0.29420

9. [Country< Institution< Paper> Book]; [country, institution, cites] 0.27363

(IS 9) ?x/Country, published paper in , ?y/Conference

0. [Country< Institution< InProceedings> Conference]; [country, institution, conference] 0.68736
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1. [Country< Institution< Publication]; [country, institution] 0.43026

2. [Country< Institution< InProceedings> Conference]; [country, institution, venue] 0.25522

3. [Institution< Author< InProceedings> Conference]; [institution, author, conference] 0.22694

4. [Country< Institution< Paper> Journal]; [country, institution, journal] 0.21264

5. [Country< Institution< Person< Publication]; [country, institution, author] 0.20713

6. [Country< Institution< Article]; [country, institution] 0.19705

7. [Institution< InProceedings> Conference]; [institution, conference] 0.12009

8. [Country< Institution< Person< Article]; [country, institution, author] 0.11503

9. [Country< Institution< Paper> Publication]; [country, institution, cites] 0.10966

(IS 9) ?x/Country, has inProceedings in , ?y/Conference

0. [Country< Institution< InProceedings> Conference]; [country, institution, conference] 0.99310

1. [Country< Institution< InProceedings> Conference]; [country, institution, venue] 0.49431

2. [Institution< Publication< InProceedings> Conference]; [institution, proceedings, conference] 0.38174

3. [Institution< InProceedings> Publication> Conference]; [institution, proceedings, conference] 0.36692

4. [Country< Institution< InProceedings> Publication]; [country, institution, proceedings] 0.33661

5. [Country< Institution< Publication< Publication]; [country, institution, proceedings] 0.31894

6. [Country< Institution< InProceedings> Proceedings]; [country, institution, proceedings] 0.19003

7. [Institution< InProceedings> Conference]; [institution, conference] 0.18675

8. [Institution< Publication< InProceedings> Conference]; [institution, proceedings, venue] 0.16390

9. [Institution< InProceedings> Publication> Conference]; [institution, proceedings, venue] 0.15714

(IS 10) ?x/Author, ,?y/Country

0. [Author> Institution> Country]; [institution, country] 2.86154

1. [Author< Paper> Institution> Country]; [author, institution, country] 2.79988

2. [Person< Paper> Institution> Country]; [author, institution, country] 0.74216

3. [Author< Publication> Institution> Country]; [editor, institution, country] 0.64524

4. [Editor< Paper> Institution> Country]; [author, institution, country] 0.56274

5. [Article > Author > Institution> Country]; [author, institution, country] 0.51111

6. [Author> Institution]; [institution] 0.49690

7. [Person> Institution> Country]; [institution, country] 0.45950

8. [Author< Paper> Institution]; [author, institution] 0.45439

9. [Publication> Author > Institution> Country]; [author, institution, country] 0.40723

(IS 10) ?x/Scholar, ,?y/Country

0. [Author> Institution> Country]; [institution, country] 0.70553

1. [Institution> Country]; [country] 0.53138

2. [Author< Paper> Institution> Country]; [author, institution, country] 0.43501

3. [Editor> Institution> Country]; [institution, country] 0.28204
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4. [Publication> Institution> Country]; [institution, country] 0.26611

5. [Institution> Country< Institution]; [country, country] 0.19844

6. [Editor< Paper> Institution> Country]; [author, institution, country] 0.18434

7. [Publication> Author > Institution> Country]; [author, institution, country] 0.15309

8. [Author> Institution]; [institution] 0.14890

9. [Journal< Paper> Institution> Country]; [journal, institution, country] 0.14576

(IS 10) ?x/Researcher, ,?y/Country

0. [Author> Institution> Country]; [institution, country] 0.41926

1. [Author< Paper> Institution> Country]; [author, institution, country] 0.35209

2. [Editor< Paper> Institution> Country]; [author, institution, country] 0.15932

3. [Author> Institution]; [institution] 0.12694

4. [Editor> Institution> Country]; [institution, country] 0.10806

5. [Publication> Author > Institution> Country]; [author, institution, country] 0.10186

6. [Journal< Paper> Institution> Country]; [journal, institution, country] 0.09564

7. [Article > Author > Institution> Country]; [author, institution, country] 0.09057

8. [Author< Publication> Institution> Country]; [editor, institution, country] 0.08949

9. [Publication> Institution> Country]; [institution, country] 0.06605

(IS 10) ?x/Person, ,?y/Country

0. [Person> Institution> Country]; [institution, country] 2.86154

1. [Person< Paper> Institution> Country]; [author, institution, country] 1.47550

2. [Person> Institution]; [institution] 0.49690

3. [Author> Institution> Country]; [institution, country] 0.45950

4. [Author< Paper> Institution> Country]; [author, institution, country] 0.39111

5. [Person< Paper> Institution]; [author, institution] 0.26901

6. [Editor< Paper> Institution> Country]; [author, institution, country] 0.23140

7. [Editor> Institution> Country]; [institution, country] 0.17351

8. [Person< Publication> Institution]; [editor, institution] 0.13439

9. [Author> Institution]; [institution] 0.13171

(IS 11) ?x/InProceedings, has, ?y/Publisher

0. [InProceedings> Proceedings> Publisher]; [proceedings, publisher] 10.98514

1. [InProceedings> Publication]; [proceedings] 3.19518

2. [InProceedings> Publication> Book > Publisher]; [proceedings, book, publisher] 2.32548

3. [InProceedings> Author]; [author] 1.92139

4. [InProceedings> Editor]; [author] 1.81939

5. [InProceedings> Proceedings> Editor]; [proceedings, editor] 1.59566

6. [InProceedings> Person]; [author] 1.53563
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7. [InProceedings> Publication> Author]; [proceedings, author] 1.53547

8. [InProceedings> Proceedings> Author]; [proceedings, editor] 1.52761

9. [InProceedings< Publication]; [proceedings] 1.50752

(IS 12) ?x/Book, cited by, ?y/Person

0. [Book< Paper> Person]; [cites, author] 5.03182

1. [Publication< Paper> Person]; [cites, author] 3.49278

2. [InBook< Paper> Person]; [cites, author] 3.31750

3. [Book< Publication< Paper> Person]; [book, cites, author] 3.22343

4. [InBook> Book< Paper> Person]; [book, cites, author] 2.98736

5. [Book< Paper> Ŝubject]; [cites, @subject] 2.91511

6. [Book< Publication> Person]; [cites, editor] 2.31313

7. [Journal< Paper< Paper> Person]; [journal, cites, author] 2.30479

8. [Article < Paper> Person]; [cites, author] 2.21305

9. [Publication< Paper> Ŝubject]; [cites, @subject] 2.08720

(IS 12) ?x/Book, referenced by, ?y/Person

0. [Book< Paper> Person]; [cites, author] 4.36114

1. [Publication< Paper> Person]; [cites, author] 3.02724

2. [Book> Person]; [author] 2.98410

3. [InBook< Paper> Person]; [cites, author] 2.87531

4. [Book< Publication< Paper> Person]; [book, cites, author] 2.86119

5. [InBook> Book< Paper> Person]; [book, cites, author] 2.65165

6. [Book< Paper> Ŝubject]; [cites, @subject] 2.52656

7. [InBook> Person]; [author] 2.41170

8. [Publication> Person]; [author] 2.31744

9. [Journal< Paper< Paper> Person]; [journal, cites, author] 2.04579

(IS 13) ?x/Proceedings, author, ?y/Person

0. [Proceedings< InProceedings> Person]; [proceedings, author] 13.29546

1. [InProceedings> Person]; [author] 12.97152

2. [InProceedings> Publication> Person]; [proceedings, author] 9.91739

3. [Proceedings> Person]; [editor] 6.70728

4. [InProceedings> Proceedings> Person]; [proceedings, editor] 4.60179

5. [Proceedings< Publication> Person]; [proceedings, editor] 4.34601

6. [InProceedings< InProceedings> Person]; [proceedings, author] 3.57027

7. [Proceedings< InProceedings> Author]; [proceedings, author] 3.52422

8. [InProceedings> Author]; [author] 3.43835

9. [Proceedings< InProceedings> Paper> Person]; [proceedings, cites, author] 3.18988
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(IS 13) ?x/Proceedings, ,?y/Author

0. [Proceedings< InProceedings> Author]; [proceedings, author] 13.29546

1. [InProceedings> Author]; [author] 12.16080

2. [InProceedings> Publication> Author]; [proceedings, author] 9.91739

3. [Proceedings> Author]; [editor] 6.70728

4. [InProceedings> Proceedings> Author]; [proceedings, editor] 5.24829

5. [Proceedings< Publication> Author]; [proceedings, editor] 4.95658

6. [InProceedings< InProceedings> Author]; [proceedings, author] 3.57027

7. [Proceedings< InProceedings> Person]; [proceedings, author] 3.52422

8. [InProceedings> Person]; [author] 3.43835

9. [Proceedings< InProceedings> Paper> Author]; [proceedings, cites, author] 3.18988

(IS 14) ?x/Person, cites, ?y/Proceedings

0. [Person< Paper> InProceedings> Proceedings]; [author, cites, proceedings] 5.31437

1. [Person< Paper> InProceedings]; [author, cites] 4.89732

2. [Person< Paper> Publication< InProceedings]; [author, cites, proceedings] 3.97537

3. [Person< Paper> Proceedings]; [author, cites] 3.09155

4. [Person< Publication> InProceedings]; [editor, cites] 2.66793

5. [Person< Publication> InProceedings> Proceedings]; [editor, cites, proceedings] 2.36077

6. [Person< InProceedings> Proceedings]; [author, proceedings] 2.34205

7. [Person< InProceedings]; [author] 2.28489

8. [Person< Publication> Publication< InProceedings]; [editor, cites, proceedings] 1.76196

9. [Author< Paper> InProceedings> Proceedings]; [author, cites, proceedings] 1.40868

(IS 15) ?x/Author, contributed to, ?y/Conference

0. [Author< InProceedings> Conference]; [author, conference] 4.50872

1. [Author< InProceedings> Conference]; [author, venue] 2.03187

2. [Author< Publication< InProceedings> Conference]; [author, proceedings, conference] 1.92043

3. [Author< InProceedings> Publication> Conference]; [author, proceedings, conference] 1.81574

4. [Author< Paper< InProceedings> Conference]; [author, cites, conference] 1.47758

5. [Person< InProceedings> Conference]; [author, conference] 1.19512

6. [Editor< InProceedings> Conference]; [author, conference] 1.02918

7. [Author< Publication]; [author] 0.87878

8. [Article > Person< InProceedings> Conference]; [author, author, conference] 0.75024

9. [Publication> Author < InProceedings> Conference]; [author, author, conference] 0.56927

(DM 1) ?x/Author, wrote, ?y/Book|| ?x/Author, , ?z/Institution

0. [Author< Book]; [author]|| [Author > Institution]; [institution] 11.15063
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1. [Author< Book]; [author]|| [Author < Paper> Institution]; [author, institution] 10.38419

2. [Author< Publication]; [author]|| [Author > Institution]; [institution] 10.10083

3. [Author< InBook]; [author]|| [Author > Institution]; [institution] 10.02429

4. [Author< Publication> Book]; [author, book]|| [Author > Institution]; [institution] 9.89110

5. [Author< Publication]; [author]|| [Author < Paper> Institution]; [author, institution] 9.40655

6. [Author< InBook]; [author]|| [Author < Paper> Institution]; [author, institution] 9.33527

7. [Author< Publication> Book]; [author, book]|| [Author < Paper> Institution]; [author, institution] 9.21123

8. [Author< Publication< InBook]; [author, book]|| [Author > Institution]; [institution] 8.57018

9. [Author< Publication< InBook]; [author, book]|| [Author < Paper> Institution]; [author, institution] 7.98110

(DM 1) ?x/Scholar, published, ?y/Book|| ?x/Scholar, , ?z/Institution

0. [Author< Book]; [editor] || [Author > Institution]; [institution] 1.92535

1. [Author< Book]; [author]|| [Author > Institution]; [institution] 1.84077

2. [Author< InBook]; [author]|| [Author > Institution]; [institution] 1.65482

3. [Author< Publication]; [author]|| [Author > Institution]; [institution] 1.62216

4. [Author< Publication]; [editor]|| [Author > Institution]; [institution] 1.61805

5. [Author< Publication> Book]; [author, book]|| [Author > Institution]; [institution] 1.55125

6. [Author< Book]; [editor] || [Author < Paper> Institution]; [author, institution] 1.50990

7. [Author< Book]; [author]|| [Author < Paper> Institution]; [author, institution] 1.44357

8. [Author< Publication< InBook]; [author, book]|| [Author > Institution]; [institution] 1.34409

9. [Author< Publication< InBook > Book]; [author, book, book]|| [Author > Institution]; [institution] 1.32507

(DM 2) ?x/Paper, in, ?y/Book|| ?y/Book, has, ?z/ISBN

0. [Publication> Book]; [book] || [Book > ÎSBN]; [@ISBN] 6.29470

1. [Paper> Author < Book]; [author, author]|| [Book > ÎSBN]; [@ISBN] 5.92391

2. [Paper> Journal< Publication]; [journal, journal]|| [Publication> ÎSBN]; [@ISBN] 5.53901

3. [Paper> Journal]; [journal]|| [Journal< Publication> ÎSBN]; [journal, @ISBN] 4.58123

4. [Paper> Journal< Publication]; [journal, journal]|| [Publication> Book > ÎSBN]; [book, @ISBN] 4.46756

5. [Book< InBook> Book]; [book, book]|| [Book > ÎSBN]; [@ISBN] 4.39059

6. [InBook> Book]; [book] || [Book > ÎSBN]; [@ISBN] 4.36825

7. [Publication< InBook]; [book] || [InBook > Publication%> ÎSBN]; [book, @ISBN] 4.10106

8. [Paper> Author < Publication]; [author, author]|| [Publication> ÎSBN]; [@ISBN] 4.04547

9. [Article > Journal< Publication]; [journal, journal]|| [Publication> ÎSBN]; [@ISBN] 4.00316

(DM 3) ?x/Author, published, ?y/Book|| ?y/Book, ,?z/ISBN

0. [Author< Book]; [author]|| [Book > ÎSBN]; [@ISBN] 9.71610

1. [Author< Publication> Book]; [author, book]|| [Book > ÎSBN]; [@ISBN] 8.61861

2. [Author< Book]; [editor] || [Book > ÎSBN]; [@ISBN] 7.77759

3. [Author< Publication]; [author]|| [Publication> ÎSBN]; [@ISBN] 7.63573
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4. [Author< Publication< InBook > Book]; [author, book, book]|| [Book > ÎSBN]; [@ISBN] 6.78084

5. [Author< Publication]; [author]|| [Publication> Book> ÎSBN]; [book, @ISBN] 6.15869

6. [Author< Book]; [author]|| [Book < Publication> ÎSBN]; [book, @ISBN] 5.65369

7. [Author< InBook]; [author]|| [InBook > Book > ÎSBN]; [book, @ISBN] 5.51858

8. [Author< Publication< InBook]; [author, book]|| [InBook > Publication%> ÎSBN]; [book, @ISBN] 5.44796

9. [Author< Publication> Book]; [author, book]|| [Book < Publication> ÎSBN]; [book, @ISBN] 5.01507

(DM 4) ?x/Paper, in, ?y/Book|| ?y/Book, has, ?z/Publisher

0. [Publication> Book]; [book] || [Book > Publisher]; [publisher] 6.31402

1. [Paper> Author < Book]; [author, author]|| [Book > Publisher]; [publisher] 5.94209

2. [Paper> Journal< Publication]; [journal, journal]|| [Publication> Publisher]; [publisher] 5.30590

3. [Paper> Journal< Publication]; [journal, journal]|| [Publication> Book > Publisher]; [book, publisher] 4.48687

4. [Book< InBook> Book]; [book, book]|| [Book > Publisher]; [publisher] 4.40406

5. [InBook> Book]; [book] || [Book > Publisher]; [publisher] 4.38165

6. [Publication< InBook]; [book] || [InBook > Book> Publisher]; [book, publisher] 4.11878

7. [Publication> Book]; [book] || [Book < InBook > Book > Publisher]; [book, book, publisher] 3.99783

8. [Paper> Venue< Publication> Book]; [conference, journal, book]|| [Book > Publisher]; [publisher] 3.92272

9. [Publication> Publisher< Book]; [publisher, publisher]|| [Book > Publisher]; [publisher] 3.87990

(DM 5) ?x/Author, published, ?y/Book|| ?y/Book, ,?z/Publisher

0. [Author< Book]; [author]|| [Book > Publisher]; [publisher] 9.74592

1. [Author< Publication> Book]; [author, book]|| [Book > Publisher]; [publisher] 8.64506

2. [Author< Book]; [editor] || [Book > Publisher]; [publisher] 7.80146

3. [Author< Publication]; [author]|| [Publication> Publisher]; [publisher] 7.31437

4. [Author< Publication< InBook > Book]; [author, book, book]|| [Book > Publisher]; [publisher] 6.80165

5. [Author< Publication]; [author]|| [Publication> Book> Publisher]; [book, publisher] 6.18531

6. [Author< Book]; [author]|| [Book < InBook > Book> Publisher]; [book, book, publisher] 6.17080

7. [Author< Book]; [author]|| [Book < Publication> Publisher]; [book, publisher] 5.74270

8. [Author< InBook]; [author]|| [InBook > Book > Publisher]; [book, publisher] 5.54243

9. [Author< Publication> Book]; [author, book]|| [Book < InBook > Book> Publisher]; [book, book, publisher] 5.47378

(DM 6) ?x/Author, , ?y/Institution|| ?x/Author, ,?z/research area

0. [Author> Institution]; [institution] || [Author > Ŝubject]; [@subject] 1.68546

1. [Author< Paper> Institution]; [author, institution]|| [Author > Ŝubject]; [@subject] 1.56961

2. [Author> Institution]; [institution] || [Author < Paper> Institution> Country]; [author, institution, country] 1.23739

3. [Author < Paper> Institution]; [author, institution]|| [Author < Paper> Institution > Country]; [author, institution, country]

1.15234

4. [Author> Institution]; [institution] || [Author > Institution> Country]; [institution, country] 1.03308

5. [Author< Paper> Institution]; [author, institution]|| [Author > Institution> Country]; [institution, country] 0.96207
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6. [Author< Publication> Institution]; [editor, institution]|| [Author > Ŝubject]; [@subject] 0.93502

7. [Author> Institution]; [institution] || [Author < Paper> Author > Ŝubject]; [primaryAuthor, author, @subject] 0.90335

8. [Author> Institution]; [institution] || [Author < Paper> Ŝubject]; [author, @subject] 0.89939

9. [Author> Institution]; [institution] || [Author < Paper> Venue> Ŝubject]; [author, journal, @subject] 0.85304

(DM 7) ?x/Conference, has, ?y/Publication|| ?y, citations, ?z/number

0. [Conference< Publication]; [conference]|| [Publication> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 14.99416

1. [Conference< Publication]; [conference]|| [Publication< Paper> N̂umber]; [cites, @numberOfCitations] 12.81916

2. [Conference< Publication]; [conference]|| [Publication> Publication> N̂umber]; [cites, @numberOfCitations] 12.81594

3. [Conference< Publication]; [conference]|| [Publication< Paper> N̂umber]; [cites, @pageNumbers] 12.71081

4. [Conference< Publication]; [conference]|| [Publication> Publication> N̂umber]; [cites, @pageNumbers] 12.70221

5. [Conference< Publication> Publication]; [conference, book]|| [Publication> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 9.51298

6. [Conference< Publication< Publication]; [conference, book]|| [Publication> N̂umber]; [@numberOfCitations] 9.51298

7. [Conference< Publication> Publication]; [conference, book]|| [Publication< Paper> N̂umber]; [cites, @numberOfCitations]

8.13305

8. [Conference< Publication< Publication]; [conference, book]|| [Publication< Paper> N̂umber]; [cites, @numberOfCitations]

8.13305

9. [Conference< Publication> Publication]; [conference, book]|| [Publication> Publication> N̂umber]; [cites, @numberOfCita-

tions] 8.13101

(DM 8) ?x/paper, in, ?y/Journal|| ?x, issue, ?z/number|| ?x, volume, ?u/number

0. [Paper> Journal]; [journal]|| [Paper> N̂umber]; [@issueNumber]|| [Paper> N̂umber]; [@volumeNumber] 13.75662

1. [Paper> Journal< Publication]; [journal, journal]|| [Paper> N̂umber]; [@issueNumber]|| [Paper> N̂umber]; [@volumeNumber]

11.49154

2. [Paper> Journal]; [journal]|| [Paper> N̂umber]; [@issueNumber]|| [Paper> Venue> N̂umber]; [journal, @numberOfCitations]

10.48481

3. [Paper> Journal]; [journal]|| [Paper> N̂umber]; [@issueNumber]|| [Paper> Journal%> N̂umber]; [journal, @numberOfPubli-

cations] 10.35115

4. [Paper> Journal]; [journal]|| [Paper> N̂umber]; [@issueNumber]|| [Paper> N̂umber]; [@pageNumbers] 9.50946

5. [Paper> Journal]; [journal]|| [Paper> N̂umber]; [@issueNumber]|| [Paper> Person> N̂umber]; [author, @numberOfCitations]

9.05146

6. [Paper> Journal< Publication]; [journal, journal]|| [Paper> N̂umber]; [@issueNumber]|| [Paper> Venue> N̂umber]; [journal,

@numberOfCitations] 8.75844

7. [Paper> Journal< Article]; [journal, journal] || [Paper> N̂umber]; [@issueNumber]|| [Paper> N̂umber]; [@volumeNumber]

8.71356

8. [Paper> Journal< Publication]; [journal, journal]|| [Paper> N̂umber]; [@issueNumber]|| [Paper> Journal%> N̂umber]; [jour-

nal, @numberOfPublications] 8.64680

9. [Paper> Venue< Publication]; [journal, conference]|| [Paper> N̂umber]; [@issueNumber]|| [Paper> N̂umber]; [@volumeNum-

ber] 7.96988
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(DM 8) ?x/paper, in, ?y/Journal|| ?y, issue, ?z/number|| ?y, volume, ?u/number

0. [Paper> Journal]; [journal]|| [Journal< Paper%> N̂umber]; [journal, @issueNumber]|| [Journal< Paper%> N̂umber]; [journal,

@volumeNumber] 11.50243

1. [Paper> Journal]; [journal]|| [Journal< Paper%> N̂umber]; [journal, @issueNumber]|| [Journal< Article > N̂umber]; [journal,

@numberOfCitations] 10.64431

2. [Paper> Journal]; [journal]|| [Journal< Paper%> N̂umber]; [journal, @issueNumber]|| [Journal< Paper%> N̂umber]; [journal,

@pageNumbers] 10.57988

3. [Paper> Journal]; [journal]|| [Journal< Paper%> N̂umber]; [journal, @issueNumber]|| [Journal< Article > N̂umber]; [journal,

@issueNumber] 10.49336

4. [Paper> Journal]; [journal]|| [Journal< Paper%> N̂umber]; [journal, @issueNumber]|| [Journal> N̂umber]; [@numberOfPub-

lications] 9.51256

5. [Article > Journal]; [journal]|| [Journal< Article% > N̂umber]; [journal, @issueNumber]|| [Journal< Article% > N̂umber];

[journal, @volumeNumber] 8.95678

6. [Paper> Journal]; [journal]|| [Journal> N̂umber]; [@numberOfPublications]|| [Journal< Paper%> N̂umber]; [journal, @volu-

meNumber] 8.79810

7. [Paper> Journal< Publication]; [journal, journal]|| [Publication> N̂umber]; [@issueNumber]|| [Publication> N̂umber]; [@vol-

umeNumber] 8.61152

8. [Article > Journal]; [journal]|| [Journal< Article% > N̂umber]; [journal, @issueNumber]|| [Journal< Article > N̂umber]; [jour-

nal, @numberOfCitations] 8.28857

9. [Article > Journal]; [journal]|| [Journal< Article% > N̂umber]; [journal, @issueNumber]|| [Journal< Article% > N̂umber];

[journal, @pageNumbers] 8.23840

(IM 1) ?x/Editor, ,?y/Conference|| ?y/Conference, ,?z/Year

0. [Editor< Publication> Conference]; [editor, conference]|| [Conference< Publication%> Ŷear]; [conference, @publicationYear]

9.20292

1. [Editor < InProceedings> Conference]; [author, conference]|| [Conference< InProceedings%> Ŷear]; [conference, @publica-

tionYear] 8.33921

2. [Editor < Proceedings< InProceedings> Conference]; [editor, proceedings, conference]|| [Conference< InProceedings%>

Ŷear]; [conference, @publicationYear] 5.80497

3. [Editor< Publication> Conference]; [editor, conference]|| [Conference< Paper> Ŷear]; [venue, @publicationYear] 5.69066

4. [Editor< Publication> Conference]; [editor, venue]|| [Conference< Paper> Ŷear]; [conference, @publicationYear] 5.53610

5. [Editor < Publication> Conference]; [editor, conference]|| [Conference< InProceedings> Publication> Ŷear]; [conference,

proceedings, @publicationYear] 5.22229

6. [Editor< InProceedings> Conference]; [author, conference]|| [Conference< Paper> Ŷear]; [venue, @publicationYear] 5.15658

7. [Editor< Publication> Conference]; [editor, conference]|| [Conference< Publication%> D̂ate]; [conference, @publicationYear]

5.15328

8. [Editor< Publication> Conference]; [editor, conference]|| [Conference< Publication< Paper> Ŷear]; [conference, proceedings,

@publicationYear] 5.05661
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9. [Editor< InProceedings> Conference]; [author, venue]|| [Conference< Paper> Ŷear]; [conference, @publicationYear] 5.02127

(IM 2) ?x/Paper, ,?y/Conference|| ?y/Conference, ,?z/Year

0. [Paper> Conference]; [conference]|| [Conference< Paper%> Ŷear]; [conference, @publicationYear] 12.73360

1. [Paper> Conference]; [conference]|| [Conference< Paper> Ŷear]; [venue, @publicationYear] 7.87387

2. [Paper> Conference]; [conference]|| [Conference< InProceedings> Publication> Ŷear]; [conference, proceedings, @publica-

tionYear] 7.22581

3. [Paper> Conference]; [conference]|| [Conference< Paper%> D̂ate]; [conference, @publicationYear] 7.13033

4. [Paper> Conference]; [conference]|| [Conference< Publication< Paper> Ŷear]; [conference, proceedings, @publicationYear]

6.99657

5. [Publication> Conference]; [conference]|| [Conference< Publication%> Ŷear]; [conference, @publicationYear] 6.81009

6. [Paper> Conference]; [venue]|| [Conference< Paper> Ŷear]; [conference, @publicationYear] 6.75401

7. [Paper> Publication> Conference]; [proceedings, conference]|| [Conference< Publication%> Ŷear]; [conference, @publica-

tionYear] 6.46782

8. [Paper> Conference]; [conference]|| [Conference< Paper> D̂ate]; [venue, @publicationYear] 4.40907

9. [Publication> Conference]; [conference]|| [Conference< Paper> Ŷear]; [venue, @publicationYear] 4.21104

(IM 2) ?y/Conference, published, ?x/Paper|| ?y/Conference, , ?z/Year

0. [Conference< Paper]; [conference]|| [Conference< Paper%> Ŷear]; [conference, @publicationYear] 9.73419

1. [Conference< Publication]; [conference]|| [Conference< Publication%> Ŷear]; [conference, @publicationYear] 7.80279

2. [Conference< Paper]; [conference]|| [Conference< Paper> Ŷear]; [venue, @publicationYear] 6.01917

3. [Conference< Paper]; [conference]|| [Conference< InProceedings> Publication> Ŷear]; [conference, proceedings, @publica-

tionYear] 5.52376

4. [Conference< Paper]; [conference]|| [Conference< Paper%> D̂ate]; [conference, @publicationYear] 5.45078

5. [Conference< Paper]; [conference]|| [Conference< Publication< Paper> Ŷear]; [conference, proceedings, @publicationYear]

5.34852

6. [Conference< Paper> Journal< Paper]; [conference, venue, journal]|| [Conference< Paper%> Ŷear]; [conference, @publica-

tionYear] 5.23358

7. [Conference< InProceedings> Venue< Paper]; [venue, conference, journal]|| [Conference< Paper> Ŷear]; [conference, @pub-

licationYear] 5.22997

8. [Conference< Publication< Paper]; [conference, proceedings]|| [Conference< Publication%> Ŷear]; [conference, @publica-

tionYear] 5.21722

9. [Conference< Paper]; [venue]|| [Conference< Paper> Ŷear]; [conference, @publicationYear] 5.16303

(IM 3) ?x/Paper, cited by, ?y/Conference|| ?y/Conference, ,?z/Year

0. [Paper< InProceedings> Conference]; [cites, conference]|| [Conference< InProceedings%> Ŷear]; [conference, @publica-

tionYear] 11.45110

1. [Article < Paper> Conference]; [cites, conference]|| [Conference< Paper%> Ŷear]; [conference, @publicationYear] 7.96992

2. [Paper< InProceedings> Conference]; [cites, conference]|| [Conference< Paper> Ŷear]; [venue, @publicationYear] 7.08083
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3. [Publication< InProceedings> Conference]; [cites, conference]|| [Conference< InProceedings%> Ŷear]; [conference, @publi-

cationYear] 7.02129

4. [Paper< InProceedings> Conference]; [cites, venue]|| [Conference< Paper> Ŷear]; [conference, @publicationYear] 6.89502

5. [Paper< InProceedings> Conference]; [cites, conference]|| [Conference< InProceedings> Publication> Ŷear]; [conference,

proceedings, @publicationYear] 6.49804

6. [Paper< InProceedings> Conference]; [cites, conference]|| [Conference< InProceedings%> D̂ate]; [conference, @publica-

tionYear] 6.41218

7. [Paper< InProceedings> Conference]; [cites, conference]|| [Conference< Publication< Paper> Ŷear]; [conference, proceedings,

@publicationYear] 6.29189

8. [Paper< Publication< InProceedings> Conference]; [cites, proceedings, conference]|| [Conference< InProceedings%> Ŷear];

[conference, @publicationYear] 6.19524

9. [Paper< InProceedings> Publication> Conference]; [cites, proceedings, conference]|| [Conference< Publication%> Ŷear];

[conference, @publicationYear] 6.03300

(IM 3) ?x/Paper, referenced by, ?y/Conference|| ?y/Conference, ,?z/Year

0. [Paper< InProceedings> Conference]; [cites, conference]|| [Conference< InProceedings%> Ŷear]; [conference, @publica-

tionYear] 10.47174

1. [Article < Paper> Conference]; [cites, conference]|| [Conference< Paper%> Ŷear]; [conference, @publicationYear] 7.28829

2. [Paper< InProceedings> Conference]; [cites, conference]|| [Conference< Paper> Ŷear]; [venue, @publicationYear] 6.47524

3. [Publication< InProceedings> Conference]; [cites, conference]|| [Conference< InProceedings%> Ŷear]; [conference, @publi-

cationYear] 6.42079

4. [Paper< InProceedings> Conference]; [cites, venue]|| [Conference< Paper> Ŷear]; [conference, @publicationYear] 6.41908

5. [Paper< InProceedings> Conference]; [cites, conference]|| [Conference< InProceedings> Publication> Ŷear]; [conference,

proceedings, @publicationYear] 5.94229

6. [Paper< InProceedings> Conference]; [cites, conference]|| [Conference< InProceedings%> D̂ate]; [conference, @publica-

tionYear] 5.86378

7. [Paper< Publication< InProceedings> Conference]; [cites, proceedings, conference]|| [Conference< InProceedings%> Ŷear];

[conference, @publicationYear] 5.83677

8. [Paper< InProceedings> Conference]; [cites, conference]|| [Conference< Publication< Paper> Ŷear]; [conference, proceedings,

@publicationYear] 5.75378

9. [Paper< InProceedings> Publication> Conference]; [cites, proceedings, conference]|| [Conference< Publication%> Ŷear];

[conference, @publicationYear] 5.68392

(IM 3) ?x/Paper, cited by, ?y/Venue|| ?y, ,?z/Year

0. [Paper< Paper> Venue]; [cites, venue]|| [Venue< Paper%> Ŷear]; [venue, @publicationYear] 11.90404

1. [Article < Paper> Venue]; [cites, venue]|| [Venue< Paper%> Ŷear]; [venue, @publicationYear] 8.32212

2. [Publication< Paper> Venue]; [cites, venue]|| [Venue< Paper%> Ŷear]; [venue, @publicationYear] 7.29897

3. [Paper< Paper> Venue]; [cites, venue]|| [Venue< Paper> Ŷear]; [conference, @publicationYear] 7.20855

4. [Paper< InProceedings> Venue]; [cites, conference]|| [Venue< Paper> Ŷear]; [venue, @publicationYear] 7.04075
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5. [Paper< Paper> Venue]; [cites, venue]|| [Venue< Paper%> D̂ate]; [venue, @publicationYear] 6.67348

6. [Book< Paper> Venue]; [cites, venue]|| [Venue< Paper%> Ŷear]; [venue, @publicationYear] 5.61166

7. [Paper< Paper> Venue]; [cites, journal]|| [Venue< Paper> Ŷear]; [venue, @publicationYear] 5.33787

8. [Article < Paper> Venue]; [cites, venue]|| [Venue< Paper> Ŷear]; [conference, @publicationYear] 5.03951

9. [Article < Paper> Venue]; [cites, conference]|| [Venue< Paper> Ŷear]; [venue, @publicationYear] 4.90033

(IM 3) ?x/Paper, cited by, ?y/Journal|| ?y, ,?z/Year

0. [Paper< Paper> Journal]; [cites, journal]|| [Journal< Paper%> Ŷear]; [journal, @publicationYear] 11.16179

1. [Paper< Publication]; [cites]|| [Publication> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 9.95102

2. [Article < Article > Journal]; [cites, journal]|| [Journal< Article% > Ŷear]; [journal, @publicationYear] 7.81021

3. [Article < Publication]; [cites]|| [Publication> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 7.01018

4. [Paper< Publication]; [cites]|| [Publication< InBook > Ŷear]; [book, @publicationYear] 6.74517

5. [Paper< Publication]; [cites]|| [Publication> Publication> Ŷear]; [book, @publicationYear] 6.58405

6. [Paper< InBook > Publication]; [cites, book]|| [Publication> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 6.44464

7. [Paper< Publication< Publication]; [cites, book]|| [Publication> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 6.41403

8. [Paper< Paper> Journal]; [cites, journal]|| [Journal< Paper%> D̂ate]; [journal, @publicationYear] 6.24621

9. [Publication< Publication]; [cites]|| [Publication> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 6.09998

(IM 4) ?x/Author, ,?y/Conference|| ?y/Conference, ,?z/Year

0. [Author < InProceedings> Conference]; [author, conference]|| [Conference< InProceedings%> Ŷear]; [conference, @publica-

tionYear] 11.55617

1. [Author< InProceedings> Conference]; [author, conference]|| [Conference< Paper> Ŷear]; [venue, @publicationYear] 7.14580

2. [Author< Publication> Conference]; [editor, conference]|| [Conference< Publication%> Ŷear]; [conference, @publicationYear]

7.07527

3. [Author< InProceedings> Conference]; [author, venue]|| [Conference< Paper> Ŷear]; [conference, @publicationYear] 6.95828

4. [Author< InProceedings> Conference]; [author, conference]|| [Conference< InProceedings> Publication> Ŷear]; [conference,

proceedings, @publicationYear] 6.55766

5. [Author < InProceedings> Conference]; [author, conference]|| [Conference< InProceedings%> D̂ate]; [conference, @publica-

tionYear] 6.47101

6. [Author< InProceedings> Conference]; [author, conference]|| [Conference< Publication< Paper> Ŷear]; [conference, proceed-

ings, @publicationYear] 6.34962

7. [Author < Publication< InProceedings> Conference]; [author, proceedings, conference]|| [Conference< InProceedings%>

Ŷear]; [conference, @publicationYear] 6.29166

8. [Author< InProceedings> Publication> Conference]; [author, proceedings, conference]|| [Conference< Publication%> Ŷear];

[conference, @publicationYear] 6.11777

9. [Person< InProceedings> Conference]; [author, conference]|| [Conference< InProceedings%> Ŷear]; [conference, @publica-

tionYear] 5.94968

(IM 5) ?x/Journal, ,?y/volume no.|| ?x, ,?z/author
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0. [Journal< Paper%> N̂umber]; [journal, @volumeNumber]|| [Journal< Paper> Author]; [journal, author] 6.86567

1. [Publication> N̂umber]; [@volumeNumber]|| [Publication> Author]; [author] 5.93130

2. [Journal> N̂umber]; [@numberOfPublications]|| [Journal< Paper> Author]; [journal, author] 5.16350

3. [Publication> N̂umber]; [@numberOfPublications]|| [Publication> Author]; [author] 4.39349

4. [Journal< Publication> N̂umber]; [journal, @numberOfPublications]|| [Journal< Paper> Author]; [journal, author] 4.22214

5. [Journal< Publication%> N̂umber]; [journal, @volumeNumber]|| [Journal< Publication> Author]; [journal, editor] 4.17793

6. [Publication> Publication> N̂umber]; [book, @volumeNumber]|| [Publication> Author]; [author] 4.10470

7. [Publication< Publication> N̂umber]; [book, @volumeNumber]|| [Publication> Author]; [author] 4.10470

8. [Journal< Paper%> N̂umber]; [journal, @pageNumbers]|| [Journal< Paper> Author]; [journal, author] 3.83191

9. [Publication> N̂umber]; [@volumeNumber]|| [Publication< Publication> Author]; [book, author] 3.82859

(IM 6) ?x/Editor, in, ?y/Conference|| ?x/Editor, published, ?z/Paper|| ?y, ,?u/Year

0. [Editor < Publication> Conference]; [editor, conference]|| [Editor < Paper]; [author]|| [Conference< Publication%> Ŷear];

[conference, @publicationYear] 8.26107

1. [Editor < InProceedings> Conference]; [author, conference]|| [Editor < Paper]; [author]|| [Conference< InProceedings%>

Ŷear]; [conference, @publicationYear] 7.73575

2. [Editor< Publication> Conference]; [editor, conference]|| [Editor < Publication]; [editor]|| [Conference< Publication%> Ŷear];

[conference, @publicationYear] 7.44358

3. [Editor< InProceedings> Conference]; [author, conference]|| [Editor < Publication]; [editor]|| [Conference< InProceedings%>

Ŷear]; [conference, @publicationYear] 6.97025

4. [Editor < Publication> Conference]; [editor, conference]|| [Editor < Article]; [author] || [Conference< Publication%> Ŷear];

[conference, @publicationYear] 6.50018

5. [Editor < Publication> Conference]; [editor, conference]|| [Editor < Publication]; [author]|| [Conference< Publication%>

Ŷear]; [conference, @publicationYear] 6.42801

6. [Editor < Publication> Conference]; [editor, conference]|| [Editor < Paper]; [editor]|| [Conference< Publication%> Ŷear];

[conference, @publicationYear] 6.39914

7. [Editor < Publication> Conference]; [editor, conference]|| [Editor < Publication> Author < Paper]; [editor, author, author]||

[Conference< Publication%> Ŷear]; [conference, @publicationYear] 6.23613

8. [Editor < InProceedings> Conference]; [author, conference]|| [Editor < Article]; [author] || [Conference< InProceedings%>

Ŷear]; [conference, @publicationYear] 6.08684

9. [Editor< Proceedings< InProceedings> Conference]; [editor, proceedings, conference]|| [Editor < Paper]; [author]|| [Conference

< InProceedings%> Ŷear]; [conference, @publicationYear] 6.07602

(IM 7) ?x/Person, from, ?z/Organization|| ?x/Person, has, ?y/co-author|| ?y, work in, ?u/Institution

0. [Person> Institution]; [institution] || [Person< Paper> Author]; [author, author]|| [Author > Institution]; [institution] 5.19247

1. [Person> Institution]; [institution] || [Person< Paper> Author]; [author, author]|| [Author < Paper> Institution]; [author, insti-

tution] 4.95172

2. [Person> Institution]; [institution] || [Person< Paper> Author]; [author, author]|| [Author < Publication> Publication> Institu-

tion]; [author, book, institution] 4.66343
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3. [Person> Institution]; [institution] || [Person< Paper> Author]; [author, author]|| [Author < Publication< Publication> Institu-

tion]; [author, book, institution] 4.66343

4. [Person> Institution]; [institution] || [Person< Paper> Author]; [author, author]|| [Author < Paper> Person> Institution];

[author, author, institution] 4.49056

5. [Person> Institution]; [institution]|| [Person< Publication> Author]; [author, editor]|| [Author > Institution]; [institution] 4.09715

6. [Person> Institution]; [institution]|| [Person< Publication> Author]; [editor, author]|| [Author > Institution]; [institution] 4.09715

7. [Person> Institution]; [institution] || [Person< Publication> Author]; [author, editor]|| [Author < Paper> Institution]; [author,

institution] 3.90718

8. [Person> Institution]; [institution] || [Person< Publication> Author]; [editor, author]|| [Author < Paper> Institution]; [author,

institution] 3.90718

9. [Person< Paper> Institution]; [author, institution]|| [Person< Paper> Author]; [author, author]|| [Author > Institution]; [insti-

tution] 3.86970

(IM 8) ?x/Proceedings, author, ?y/Person|| ?x/Proceedings, editor, ?z/Person

0. [Proceedings< InProceedings> Person]; [proceedings, author]|| [Proceedings> Person]; [editor] 13.11757

1. [InProceedings> Person]; [author]|| [InProceedings> Proceedings> Person]; [proceedings, editor] 10.73217

2. [Proceedings< InProceedings> Person]; [proceedings, author]|| [Proceedings< Publication> Person]; [proceedings, editor]

10.55906

3. [Proceedings< InProceedings> Person]; [proceedings, author]|| [Proceedings< InProceedings> Person]; [proceedings, author]

9.57138

4. [InProceedings> Publication> Person]; [proceedings, author]|| [InProceedings> Proceedings> Person]; [proceedings, editor]

9.38406

5. [InProceedings> Person]; [author]|| [InProceedings> Person]; [author] 9.33819

6. [Proceedings> Person]; [editor]|| [Proceedings> Person]; [editor] 9.31697

7. [InProceedings> Person]; [author]|| [InProceedings> Publication> Person]; [proceedings, author] 8.16518

8. [InProceedings> Publication> Person]; [proceedings, author]|| [InProceedings> Person]; [author] 8.16518

9. [Proceedings> Person]; [editor]|| [Proceedings< Publication> Person]; [proceedings, editor] 7.49975

(IM 9) ?y/paper, has, ?x/research areas|| ?y, published by, ?z/company|| ?y, published in, ?u/Year

0. [Paper> Ŝubject]; [@subject]|| [Paper> Institution]; [institution] || [Paper> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 1.91997

1. [Paper> Ŝubject]; [@subject]|| [Paper> Person> Institution]; [author, institution]|| [Paper> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 1.73964

2. [Paper> Institution > Country]; [institution, country]|| [Paper> Institution]; [institution] || [Paper> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear]

1.47947

3. [Paper> Ŝubject]; [@subject]|| [Paper> Publication> Institution]; [cites, institution]|| [Paper> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear]

1.40450

4. [Paper> Ŝubject]; [@subject]|| [Paper< Paper> Institution]; [cites, institution]|| [Paper> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 1.40429

5. [Paper> Institution > Country]; [institution, country]|| [Paper> Person> Institution]; [author, institution]|| [Paper> Ŷear];

[@publicationYear] 1.34051

6. [Paper> Ŝubject]; [@subject]|| [Paper> Institution]; [institution] || [Paper> D̂ate]; [@publicationYear] 1.31058
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7. [Paper> Ŝubject]; [@subject]|| [Paper> Editor< Publication> Institution]; [author, editor, institution]|| [Paper> Ŷear]; [@pub-

licationYear] 1.25632

8. [Paper> Ŝubject]; [@subject]|| [Paper> Book> Publisher]; [cites, publisher]|| [Paper> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 1.20063

9. [Paper> Author> Ŝubject]; [author, @subject]|| [Paper> Institution]; [institution] || [Paper> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 1.19173

(IM 10) ?y/paper, has, ?x/Venues|| ?y, published by, ?z/Organization|| ?y, published in, ?u/Year

0. [Paper> Venue]; [venue]|| [Paper> Institution]; [institution] || [Paper> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 10.35954

1. [Paper> Venue]; [venue]|| [Paper> Person> Institution]; [author, institution]|| [Paper> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 8.97175

2. [Paper> Venue]; [venue]|| [Paper> Institution]; [institution] || [Paper> D̂ate]; [@publicationYear] 7.07148

3. [Paper> Venue]; [journal]|| [Paper> Institution]; [institution] || [Paper> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 6.96049

4. [Paper> Venue]; [venue]|| [Paper> Publication> Institution]; [cites, institution]|| [Paper> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 6.87055

5. [Paper> Venue]; [venue]|| [Paper< Paper> Institution]; [cites, institution]|| [Paper> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 6.86949

6. [Paper> Venue]; [conference]|| [Paper> Institution]; [institution] || [Paper> Ŷear]; [@publicationYear] 6.71231

7. [Paper> Venue]; [venue]|| [Paper> Editor < Publication> Institution]; [author, editor, institution]|| [Paper> Ŷear]; [@publica-

tionYear] 6.50264

8. [Paper> Venue]; [venue]|| [Paper> Institution]; [institution] || [Paper> Publication> Ŷear]; [cites, @publicationYear] 6.31100

9. [Paper> Venue]; [venue]|| [Paper> Institution]; [institution] || [Paper< Paper> Ŷear]; [cites, @publicationYear] 6.30913



Appendix C

TOP-10 INTERPRETATIONS OF 99 DBPEDIA

TESTCASES

This appendix details top-10 interpretations of the 99 DBPedia testcases, which are

produced using the hybrid similarity and the parameters learned from the DBLP+ dataset.

The 33 natural language questions corresponding to the 99 testcases can be referenced in

the Table 9.11.

Each query may contain one or more relations, which are separated by “||”. Each rela-

tion in the query is mapped to a schema path. The top-10 interpretations are numbered from

0 to 9. An interpretations is serialized into a string, following a specific syntax. Inside the

first brackets are the classes on the schema path and the “<” or “ >” between two classes

shows the direction of the property connecting the classes.Inside the second brackets are

the properties on the schema path, which are in order with “<” or “ >” in the first brackets.

The ending number at each interpretation line is the fitness score of the interpretation.

(DS 1) Brooklyn/Bridge, crosses, ?x/River

0. [Bridge> River]; [crosses] 9.38807

1. [Bridge> Stream]; [crosses] 6.33271

2. [Bridge> C̃ross< River]; [crosses, riverMouth] 5.10397

3. [Bridge> Stream> River]; [crosses, riverMouth] 4.82787

4. [Bridge> River]; [river] 4.14279
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5. [Bridge> C̃ross< Stream]; [crosses, riverMouth] 3.44130

6. [Bridge> Stream> Stream]; [crosses, riverMouth] 3.25500

7. [Bridge> Lake]; [crosses] 3.16446

8. [Bridge> Stream]; [river] 2.79263

9. [Bridge> T̃ributary]; [crosses] 2.51006

(DS 2) Abraham Lincoln/Person, died, ?x/Place

0. [Person> Place]; [deathPlace] 10.29601

1. [Person> PopulatedPlace]; [deathPlace] 8.02293

2. [MilitaryPerson> Place]; [deathPlace] 6.59922

3. [Person> L̃ocation]; [deathPlace] 6.59287

4. [Person> Place> Place]; [deathPlace, location] 6.46622

5. [MilitaryPerson> PopulatedPlace]; [deathPlace] 5.14085

6. [Person> R̃egion< Place]; [deathPlace, region] 5.07034

7. [Person> B̃attle> Place]; [deathPlace, place] 4.74140

8. [Person> R̃egion]; [deathPlace] 4.68545

9. [Person> Place> PopulatedPlace]; [deathPlace, location] 4.35680

(DS 3) Obama/President, wife, ?x/Person

0. [President> Person]; [spouse] 5.70799

1. [President< Person]; [spouse] 5.63143

2. [President< Person]; [president] 5.05304

3. [President> Person]; [president] 4.11711

4. [P̃resenter< Person]; [spouse] 3.82739

5. [P̃resenter> Person]; [spouse] 3.76419

6. [D̃irector< Person]; [spouse] 3.64943

7. [D̃irector> Person]; [spouse] 3.57920

8. [President> S̃pouse< Person]; [spouse, spouse] 3.14995

9. [Governor> Person]; [spouse] 2.54065

(DS 4) Nile/River, starts, ?x/Country

0. [Stream> Settlement> Country]; [startPoint, country] 1.49303

1. [River> Country]; [sourceCountry] 1.29701

2. [River> Place> Country]; [sourcePlace, country] 1.16381

3. [River> Settlement> Country]; [mouthPlace, country] 1.05154

4. [River> Place> Country]; [source, country] 1.01772

5. [River< River > Country]; [sourcePlace, country] 0.97016

6. [River> R̃egion]; [sourcePlace] 0.87977

7. [Stream> Place> Country]; [sourcePlace, country] 0.78617
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8. [River> R̃egion]; [sourceRegion] 0.75057

9. [River> S̃tate]; [sourcePlace] 0.74943

(DS 5) Ape/Cave, located in, ?x/Place

0. [Cave> Place]; [location] 7.45401

1. [Cave> L̃ocation]; [location] 4.64778

2. [Cave> PopulatedPlace]; [location] 4.46449

3. [Cave> L̃ocation< PopulatedPlace]; [location, region] 1.45560

4. [Lake> Place]; [location] 1.27032

5. [Cave> L̃ocation< PopulatedPlace]; [location, country] 1.02334

6. [Mountain> Place]; [locatedInArea] 0.92078

7. [Mountain> L̃ocation< Place]; [locatedInArea, location] 0.74736

8. [Mountain> Place]; [mountainRange] 0.69261

9. [Mountain> Place> Place]; [locatedInArea, location] 0.64737

(DS 6) ?x/Protein

0. [Protein] 1.00000

1. [Ĉhromosome] 0.35752

2. [ChemicalCompound] 0.33897

3. [Muscle] 0.14731

4. [Ṽariant] 0.12458

5. [Brain] 0.11722

6. [Drug] 0.11214

7. [Nerve] 0.10568

8. [Fungus] 0.10443

9. [Insect] 0.10352

(DS 7) Claudia Schiffer/Person, height, ?x/Number

0. [Person> N̂umber]; [@height] 12.42687

1. [Person> N̂umber]; [@weight] 3.87524

2. [Person> Person> N̂umber]; [child, @height] 3.37939

3. [Person< Person> N̂umber]; [child, @height] 3.37939

4. [Person> Person> N̂umber]; [spouse, @height] 2.90157

5. [C̃hild > N̂umber]; [@elevation] 2.40223

6. [C̃hild < Person> N̂umber]; [child, @height] 1.99647

7. [S̃pouse> N̂umber]; [@height] 1.93811

8. [C̃hild < Place> N̂umber]; [location, @elevation] 1.76821

9. [C̃hild > N̂umber]; [@point] 1.65839
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(DS 8) IBM/Company, revenue, ?x/Number

0. [Company> N̂umber]; [@revenue] 10.96768

1. [Organisation> N̂umber]; [@revenue] 5.27515

2. [Company> N̂umber]; [@netIncome] 4.73824

3. [Company> N̂umber]; [@operatingIncome] 4.07247

4. [Company> Company> N̂umber]; [parentCompany, @revenue] 4.04295

5. [Company< Company> N̂umber]; [parentCompany, @revenue] 4.04295

6. [Õrganization> N̂umber]; [@revenue] 2.91640

7. [D̃istributor> N̂umber]; [@revenue] 2.62752

8. [Non-ProfitOrganisation> N̂umber]; [@revenue] 2.59472

9. [Organisation> N̂umber]; [@netIncome] 2.27331

(DS 9) Limerick Lake/Lake, located in, ?x/Country

0. [Lake> Country]; [country] 10.90295

1. [Lake> Country]; [location] 8.76767

2. [Lake> S̃tate]; [country] 6.02262

3. [Lake> R̃egion]; [country] 5.70758

4. [Lake> S̃tate]; [location] 5.59084

5. [River> Country]; [country] 5.38094

6. [Lake> R̃egion]; [location] 4.89424

7. [Lake> Place> Country]; [country, location] 4.16781

8. [Lake> Ãrea]; [country] 3.84045

9. [Lake< Place> Country]; [location, country] 3.35212

(DS 10) Walt Disney/Company, created, ?x/TV show

0. [Company< TelevisionShow]; [creator] 4.60312

1. [Company< TelevisionShow]; [producer] 4.31560

2. [Company> TelevisionShow]; [product] 3.94430

3. [Company< TelevisionShow]; [developer] 2.98290

4. [Organisation< TelevisionShow]; [creator] 2.30347

5. [Organisation< TelevisionShow]; [producer] 2.11891

6. [Õrganization< TelevisionShow]; [creator] 1.93444

7. [Organisation> TelevisionShow]; [product] 1.89239

8. [D̃istributor< TelevisionShow]; [creator] 1.77068

9. [Company< Broadcast< TelevisionShow]; [owningCompany, creator] 1.75570

(DS 11) Annapurna/Mountain, height, ?x/Number

0. [Mountain> N̂umber]; [@elevation] 7.86171

1. [Mountain> N̂umber]; [@point] 5.72618
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2. [Mountain> Place> N̂umber]; [mountainRange, @elevation] 3.91529

3. [Mountain> MountainRange> N̂umber]; [mountainRange, @maximumElevation] 3.63629

4. [Mountain< Mountain> N̂umber]; [parentMountainPeak, @elevation] 3.45214

5. [Island> N̂umber]; [@elevation] 1.81120

6. [Lake> N̂umber]; [@elevation] 1.77965

7. [River> N̂umber]; [@elevation] 1.61796

8. [MountainRange> N̂umber]; [@maximumElevation] 1.60722

9. [Island> N̂umber]; [@point] 1.50265

(DS 12) Jackson/President, involved in, ?x/War|| Jackson/President, in, United States/Country

0. [President> MilitaryConflict]; [battle] || [President> Country]; [country] 3.66535

1. [President> MilitaryConflict]; [battle] || [President< Country]; [leaderName] 3.51814

2. [President> B̃attle]; [battle]|| [President> Country]; [country] 3.06357

3. [President< B̃attle]; [leaderName]|| [President> Country]; [country] 3.01167

4. [President< Person> MilitaryConflict]; [president, battle]|| [President> Country]; [country] 2.94648

5. [President> B̃attle]; [battle]|| [President< Country]; [leaderName] 2.94053

6. [President< B̃attle]; [leaderName]|| [President< Country]; [leaderName] 2.89071

7. [President> MilitaryConflict]; [battle] || [President< Person> Country]; [president, country] 2.84424

8. [President< Person> MilitaryConflict]; [president, battle]|| [President< Country]; [leaderName] 2.82814

9. [President> MilitaryConflict]; [battle] || [President> S̃tate]; [country] 2.72651

(DS 13) WikiLeaks/Website, author, ?x/Person

0. [Website> Person]; [author] 7.11753

1. [H̃omepage< Work > Person]; [homepage, writer] 1.51544

2. [H̃omepage< Work > Person]; [homepage, author] 1.24049

3. [H̃omepage< Person]; [homepage] 0.91738

4. [H̃omepage< TelevisionShow> Person]; [homepage, creator] 0.87192

5. [Õrganization< Single> Person]; [writer, writer] 0.80652

6. [Magazine> Person]; [editor] 0.78623

7. [H̃omepage< Magazine> Person]; [homepage, editor] 0.54092

8. [Õrganization< Work > Person]; [writer, author] 0.50999

9. [Magazine> Person]; [publisher] 0.50492

(DS 14) Czech Republic/Country, , ?x/Currency

0. [Country> Currency]; [currency] 8.53040

1. [Country< Currency]; [usingCountry] 5.95008

2. [Country< PopulatedPlace> Currency]; [country, currency] 4.73777

3. [S̃tate> Currency]; [currency] 3.96135

4. [S̃tate< Currency]; [usingCountry] 3.10364
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5. [R̃egion> Currency]; [currency] 3.07612

6. [R̃egion< Currency]; [usingCountry] 2.66191

7. [S̃tate< PopulatedPlace> Currency]; [country, currency] 2.62782

8. [R̃egion< PopulatedPlace> Currency]; [country, currency] 2.44207

9. [Ãrea< Currency]; [usingCountry] 1.96875

(DS 15) Berlin/City, area code, ?x/Number

0. [City > N̂umber]; [@areaCode] 11.41993

1. [City < Place> N̂umber]; [location, @areaCode] 6.77350

2. [City > N̂umber]; [@areaTotal] 6.08377

3. [Town> N̂umber]; [@areaCode] 5.77152

4. [City > N̂umber]; [@areaLand] 5.08282

5. [City < Place> N̂umber]; [city, @areaCode] 4.93212

6. [D̃istrict > N̂umber]; [@areaCode] 4.27591

7. [Village > N̂umber]; [@areaCode] 3.55128

8. [Ãrea> N̂umber]; [@areaCode] 3.45415

9. [M̃unicipality > N̂umber]; [@areaCode] 3.40110

(DS 16) ?x/Person, owner, Universal Studios/Organization

0. [Person< Organisation]; [owner] 7.43729

1. [Person< Organisation]; [owningCompany] 5.48728

2. [Person> Organisation]; [team] 4.09509

3. [Person< Organisation]; [foundationPerson] 4.03868

4. [Person< Organisation]; [foundationOrganisation] 4.00728

5. [Person> Õrganization]; [party] 3.75825

6. [Person< Company]; [owner] 3.18776

7. [Person> Õrganization]; [country] 3.04121

8. [Person> Organisation> Õrganization]; [team, location] 2.93385

9. [Person< Company]; [owningCompany] 2.52002

(DS 17) Yenisei/River, flows through, ?x/Country

0. [River> Country]; [country] 6.82908

1. [Stream> Country]; [country] 6.58291

2. [River< BodyOfWater> Country]; [inflow, country] 4.13891

3. [River> S̃tate]; [country] 3.78502

4. [River< BodyOfWater> Country]; [outflow, country] 3.70885

5. [River> BodyOfWater> Country]; [riverMouth, country] 3.69907

6. [River< River > Country]; [riverMouth, country] 3.68730

7. [River> R̃egion]; [country] 3.66067
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8. [Stream> S̃tate]; [country] 3.64865

9. [Stream> R̃egion]; [country] 3.52875

(DS 18) Battle of Gettysburg/Event, , ?x/Date

0. [Event> D̂ate]; [@date] 11.88194

1. [Event> D̂ate]; [@startDate] 8.67892

2. [SportsEvent> D̂ate]; [@date] 8.30619

3. [WrestlingEvent> D̂ate]; [@date] 7.36225

4. [Event< MilitaryConflict > D̂ate]; [partOf, @date] 7.22790

5. [Event> MilitaryConflict > D̂ate]; [partOf, @date] 7.22790

6. [Event> D̂ate]; [@landingDate] 6.58207

7. [MixedMartialArtsEvent> D̂ate]; [@date] 6.57140

8. [SportsEvent< MixedMartialArtsEvent> D̂ate]; [previousEvent, @date] 4.41896

9. [SportsEvent> MixedMartialArtsEvent> D̂ate]; [previousEvent, @date] 4.41896

(DS 19) ?x/Mountain, in, Germany/Country

0. [Mountain> Country]; [locatedInArea] 5.95838

1. [Mountain> Country]; [country] 5.83352

2. [Mountain> Place> Country]; [mountainRange, country] 5.57732

3. [Mountain> PopulatedPlace> Country]; [locatedInArea, country] 4.90624

4. [Mountain> Place> Country]; [parentMountainPeak, country] 4.05986

5. [Mountain> S̃tate]; [locatedInArea] 3.51131

6. [Mountain> R̃egion]; [locatedInArea] 3.40528

7. [Mountain> R̃egion]; [mountainRange] 3.30305

8. [Mountain> S̃tate]; [country] 3.23391

9. [Mountain> R̃egion]; [country] 3.13396

(DS 20) ?x/Soccer Club, in, Spain/Country

0. [SoccerClub< Person> Country]; [team, country] 4.15591

1. [SoccerClub< Person> Country]; [managerClub, country] 3.42663

2. [SoccerClub> SoccerLeague> Country]; [league, country] 2.74107

3. [SoccerClub< Person> Country]; [team, stateOfOrigin] 2.71852

4. [SoccerClub< Person> S̃tate]; [team, country] 2.29894

5. [SoccerClub< Person> R̃egion]; [team, country] 2.13964

6. [SoccerClub< Person> Country]; [managerClub, stateOfOrigin] 2.00406

7. [SoccerClub< Person> S̃tate]; [managerClub, country] 1.89300

8. [SoccerClub< Person> R̃egion]; [team, region] 1.84132

9. [SoccerClub< Person> R̃egion]; [managerClub, country] 1.71704
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(DS 21) Philippines/Country, , ?x/Official Language

0. [Country> Language]; [officialLanguage] 6.33903

1. [Country< Book > Language]; [country, language] 5.19436

2. [Country> Language]; [language] 5.11652

3. [Country< Language]; [spokenIn] 4.48234

4. [Country< PopulatedPlace> Language]; [country, officialLanguage] 3.41293

5. [S̃tate> Language]; [officialLanguage] 3.12119

6. [S̃tate< Book > Language]; [country, language] 2.93592

7. [R̃egion< Book> Language]; [country, language] 2.82673

8. [S̃tate> Language]; [language] 2.65266

9. [R̃egion> Language]; [officialLanguage] 2.56396

(DS 22) New York/City, mayor, ?x/Person

0. [City > Person]; [leaderName] 4.20158

1. [D̃istrict > Person]; [leaderName] 1.97405

2. [City < Place> Person]; [location, leaderName] 1.96406

3. [City < Company> Person]; [location, keyPerson] 1.94952

4. [City < Person]; [hometown] 1.91772

5. [City < Organisation< Person]; [city, managerClub] 1.85307

6. [Ãrea> Person]; [leaderName] 1.51637

7. [M̃unicipality > Person]; [leaderName] 1.42686

8. [City > P̃arty]; [leaderName] 1.36869

9. [C̃ounty> Person]; [leaderName] 1.26052

(DS 23) ?x/Person, designed, Brooklyn/Bridge

0. [Person< Bridge]; [architect] 2.72538

1. [Person< Building]; [architect] 0.96118

2. [Person> C̃ross< Bridge]; [birthPlace, crosses] 0.93530

3. [Person< HistoricBuilding]; [architect] 0.75010

4. [Person> C̃ross< Bridge]; [deathPlace, crosses] 0.71094

5. [Person> S̃tructure]; [birthPlace] 0.58969

6. [Person> S̃tructure]; [deathPlace] 0.52647

7. [Person> S̃tructure]; [restingPlace] 0.36793

8. [MilitaryPerson> C̃ross< Bridge]; [birthPlace, crosses] 0.34848

9. [MilitaryPerson> C̃ross< Bridge]; [deathPlace, crosses] 0.34442

(DS 24) Karakoram/Mountain Range, , ?x/Highest Place

0. [MountainRange> Place]; [highestPlace] 4.11190

1. [MountainRange< Place]; [mountainRange] 4.00812
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2. [MountainRange< Place]; [location] 2.67753

3. [MountainRange< Mountain< Place]; [mountainRange, highestPlace] 2.20607

4. [MountainRange< Mountain> Place]; [mountainRange, mountainRange] 1.72620

5. [MountainRange> PopulatedPlace]; [highestPlace] 1.58063

6. [MountainRange> L̃ocation]; [highestPlace] 1.25366

7. [MountainRange> PopulatedPlace]; [highestMountain] 0.87173

8. [MountainRange< L̃ocation]; [mountainRange] 0.73896

9. [MountainRange> L̃ocation]; [highestMountain] 0.67763

(DS 25) Forbes/Organization, homepage, ?x/Homepage

0. [Organisation> H̃omepage]; [homepage] 13.62638

1. [Õrganization> H̃omepage]; [homepage] 8.75129

2. [Õrganization< Company> H̃omepage]; [location, homepage] 7.20481

3. [EducationalInstitution> H̃omepage]; [homepage] 6.47221

4. [Non-ProfitOrganisation> H̃omepage]; [homepage] 6.42342

5. [Company> H̃omepage]; [homepage] 6.01166

6. [Organisation< Person> H̃omepage]; [team, homepage] 5.19744

7. [Õrganization< Company> H̃omepage]; [foundationOrganisation, homepage] 5.03959

8. [Õrganization< Settlement> H̃omepage]; [country, homepage] 4.54715

9. [Õrganization< Place> H̃omepage]; [owningOrganisation, homepage] 4.38874

(DS 26) ?x/Company, , computer software/Industry

0. [Company> Ĩndustry]; [industry] 12.47260

1. [Company> Ĩndustry]; [location] 9.32496

2. [Company> Ĩndustry]; [service] 6.49195

3. [Company> Company> Ĩndustry]; [parentCompany, industry] 5.24804

4. [Company< Company> Ĩndustry]; [parentCompany, industry] 5.24804

5. [Organisation> Ĩndustry]; [industry] 5.11098

6. [Organisation> Ĩndustry]; [location] 3.88074

7. [Company> Ĩndustry< Company]; [industry, industry] 3.42729

8. [Organisation> Ĩndustry]; [service] 3.11470

9. [Õrganization> Ĩndustry]; [industry] 2.70199

(DS 27) Bruce Carver/Person, died, ?x/Reason

0. [Person> G̃round]; [deathPlace] 4.06231

1. [Person> C̃ause]; [deathPlace] 2.82273

2. [MilitaryPerson> G̃round]; [deathPlace] 2.54760

3. [Person> C̃ause]; [deathCause] 2.40886

4. [Person> Ĩnterest]; [deathPlace] 2.05727
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5. [MilitaryPerson> C̃ause]; [deathPlace] 1.77215

6. [Person> Place> G̃round]; [deathPlace, location] 1.57548

7. [Person> T̃eam> G̃round]; [deathPlace, ground] 1.45750

8. [Person< Person> G̃round]; [child, deathPlace] 1.31114

9. [Person> Person> G̃round]; [child, deathPlace] 1.31114

(DM 1) *y/Actor, , Charmed/TV Show|| *y/Actor, has, ?x/Official Website

0. [Actor < TelevisionShow]; [starring]|| [Actor > H̃omepage]; [homepage] 2.57329

1. [Actor < TelevisionShow]; [showJudge]|| [Actor > H̃omepage]; [homepage] 2.12593

2. [Actor < TelevisionShow]; [producer]|| [Actor > H̃omepage]; [homepage] 1.87919

3. [Actor < TelevisionShow]; [starring]|| [Actor < Work > H̃omepage]; [starring, homepage] 1.79692

4. [Actor < TelevisionShow]; [director]|| [Actor > H̃omepage]; [homepage] 1.70761

5. [Actor < TelevisionShow]; [composer]|| [Actor > H̃omepage]; [homepage] 1.67116

6. [Actor < TelevisionShow]; [starring]|| [Actor < Work > P̂age]; [starring, @pages] 1.61913

7. [Actor < TelevisionShow]; [showJudge]|| [Actor < Work > H̃omepage]; [starring, homepage] 1.48452

8. [Actor < TelevisionShow]; [starring]|| [Actor < Work > H̃omepage]; [writer, homepage] 1.42810

9. [Actor < TelevisionShow]; [starring]|| [Actor < Work > H̃omepage]; [producer, homepage] 1.36509

(DM 2) Richard Nixon/Person, daughter, *y/Person|| *y/Person, married to, ?x/Person

0. [Person> Person]; [child]|| [Person> Person]; [spouse] 8.12454

1. [Person> Person]; [child]|| [Person< Person]; [spouse] 8.12449

2. [Person< Person]; [child]|| [Person> Person]; [spouse] 8.12449

3. [Person< Person]; [child]|| [Person< Person]; [spouse] 8.12444

4. [Person> Person]; [parent]|| [Person> Person]; [spouse] 6.74569

5. [Person> Person]; [parent]|| [Person< Person]; [spouse] 6.74565

6. [Person< Person]; [parent]|| [Person> Person]; [spouse] 6.74563

7. [Person< Person]; [parent]|| [Person< Person]; [spouse] 6.74559

8. [Person> C̃hild < Person]; [child, child]|| [Person> Person]; [spouse] 6.38246

9. [Person> C̃hild < Person]; [child, child]|| [Person< Person]; [spouse] 6.38242

(DM 3) ?x/City, the largest city in, Egypt/Country|| Egypt/Country, capital, ?x/City

0. [City > Country]; [country]|| [Country> City]; [capital] 6.90110

1. [City < Country]; [largestCity]|| [Country> City]; [capital] 6.71758

2. [City < PopulatedPlace> Country]; [largestCity, country]|| [Country> City]; [capital] 6.30455

3. [City < Place> Country]; [location, country]|| [Country> City]; [capital] 5.77375

4. [City < EducationalInstitution> Country]; [city, country]|| [Country> City]; [capital] 5.58313

5. [City > Country]; [country]|| [Country< PopulatedPlace> City]; [country, capital] 5.25397

6. [City < Country]; [largestCity]|| [Country< PopulatedPlace> City]; [country, capital] 5.11426

7. [City < PopulatedPlace> Country]; [largestCity, country]|| [Country< PopulatedPlace> City]; [country, capital] 4.79980
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8. [City > Country]; [country]|| [Country< City]; [country] 4.64972

9. [City < Country]; [largestCity]|| [Country< City]; [country] 4.52607

(DM 4) Garry Marshall/Person, directed, ?x/Film|| ?x/Film, starring, Julia Roberts/Person

0. [Person< Film]; [director] || [Film > Person]; [starring] 10.70593

1. [Person< Film]; [director] || [Film > MilitaryPerson]; [starring] 6.47013

2. [Person< Film]; [director] || [Film > C̃hild < Person]; [starring, child] 6.30669

3. [Person< Film]; [director] || [Film > C̃hild]; [starring] 6.23642

4. [Person< Film]; [director] || [Film > S̃pouse< Person]; [starring, spouse] 6.19369

5. [Person< Film]; [director] || [Film > Person> Person]; [starring, child] 6.18593

6. [Person> S̃pouse< Film]; [spouse, director]|| [Film > Person]; [starring] 6.11280

7. [Person> Film]; [notableWork]|| [Film > Person]; [starring] 6.10212

8. [Person< Film]; [starring] || [Film > Person]; [starring] 6.05440

9. [Person< Film]; [director] || [Film > Actor > Person]; [starring, spouse] 6.01945

(DM 5) Manhattan/Bridge, has, *y/Type|| ?x/Bridge, has, *y/Type

0. [Bridge> T̃ype]; [type] || [Bridge > T̃ype]; [type] 5.38549

1. [Bridge> T̃ype]; [type] || [Bridge > BodyOfWater> T̃ype]; [crosses, type] 4.25581

2. [Bridge> BodyOfWater> T̃ype]; [crosses, type]|| [Bridge > T̃ype]; [type] 4.25581

3. [Bridge> T̃ype]; [type] || [Bridge > BodyOfWater> T̃ype]; [crosses, location] 3.67317

4. [Bridge> BodyOfWater> T̃ype]; [crosses, location]|| [Bridge> T̃ype]; [type] 3.67317

5. [Bridge> T̃ype]; [type] || [S̃tructure> T̃ype]; [type] 3.51981

6. [S̃tructure> T̃ype]; [type] || [Bridge> T̃ype]; [type] 3.51981

7. [Bridge> BodyOfWater> T̃ype]; [crosses, type]|| [Bridge > BodyOfWater> T̃ype]; [crosses, type] 3.36309

8. [Bridge> BodyOfWater> T̃ype]; [crosses, type]|| [Bridge > BodyOfWater> T̃ype]; [crosses, location] 2.90267

9. [Bridge> BodyOfWater> T̃ype]; [crosses, location]|| [Bridge> BodyOfWater> T̃ype]; [crosses, type] 2.90267

(DM 6) ?x/organization, , telecommunication/Industry|| ?x/organization, located in, Belgium/Country

0. [Organisation> Ĩndustry]; [industry]|| [Organisation> Country]; [country] 12.57979

1. [Organisation> Ĩndustry]; [industry]|| [Organisation> Country]; [location] 12.11848

2. [Organisation> Ĩndustry]; [location]|| [Organisation> Country]; [country] 10.96171

3. [Organisation> Ĩndustry]; [location]|| [Organisation> Country]; [location] 10.55974

4. [Organisation> Ĩndustry]; [industry]|| [Organisation> PopulatedPlace> Country]; [state, country] 9.81938

5. [Organisation> Ĩndustry]; [industry]|| [Organisation> S̃tate]; [country] 9.41061

6. [Organisation> Ĩndustry]; [industry]|| [Organisation> R̃egion]; [country] 9.20425

7. [Organisation> Ĩndustry]; [industry]|| [Organisation> Country]; [state] 9.13270

8. [Organisation> Ĩndustry]; [industry]|| [Organisation> Country]; [regionServed] 9.09443

9. [Organisation> Ĩndustry]; [industry]|| [Organisation> S̃tate]; [location] 9.00882
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(DS 1) Brooklyn/Bridge, crosses, ?x/River

0. [Bridge> River]; [crosses] 9.38807

1. [Bridge> Stream]; [crosses] 6.33271

2. [Bridge> C̃ross< River]; [crosses, riverMouth] 5.10397

3. [Bridge> Stream> River]; [crosses, riverMouth] 4.82787

4. [Bridge> River]; [river] 4.14279

5. [Bridge> C̃ross< Stream]; [crosses, riverMouth] 3.44130

6. [Bridge> Stream> Stream]; [crosses, riverMouth] 3.25500

7. [Bridge> Lake]; [crosses] 3.16446

8. [Bridge> Stream]; [river] 2.79263

9. [Bridge> T̃ributary]; [crosses] 2.51006

(DS 2) Abraham Lincoln/President, died, ?x/Place

0. [President> Place]; [deathPlace] 7.32670

1. [President> PopulatedPlace]; [deathPlace] 5.71046

2. [President> L̃ocation]; [deathPlace] 4.68455

3. [President< Person> Place]; [president, deathPlace] 4.04038

4. [D̃irector> Place]; [deathPlace] 3.53347

5. [Governor> Place]; [deathPlace] 3.51689

6. [President> Place> Place]; [deathPlace, location] 3.49691

7. [P̃resenter> Place]; [deathPlace] 3.48260

8. [President> R̃egion]; [deathPlace] 3.18714

9. [President< Person> PopulatedPlace]; [president, deathPlace] 3.14542

(DS 3) Obama/President, wife, ?x/Person

0. [President> Person]; [spouse] 5.70799

1. [President< Person]; [spouse] 5.63143

2. [President< Person]; [president] 5.05304

3. [President> Person]; [president] 4.11711

4. [P̃resenter< Person]; [spouse] 3.82739

5. [P̃resenter> Person]; [spouse] 3.76419

6. [D̃irector< Person]; [spouse] 3.64943

7. [D̃irector> Person]; [spouse] 3.57920

8. [President> S̃pouse< Person]; [spouse, spouse] 3.14995

9. [Governor> Person]; [spouse] 2.54065

(DS 4) Nile/River, starts, ?x/Country

0. [Stream> Settlement> Country]; [startPoint, country] 1.49303

1. [River> Country]; [sourceCountry] 1.29701
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2. [River> Place> Country]; [sourcePlace, country] 1.16381

3. [River> Settlement> Country]; [mouthPlace, country] 1.05154

4. [River> Place> Country]; [source, country] 1.01772

5. [River< River > Country]; [sourcePlace, country] 0.97016

6. [River> R̃egion]; [sourcePlace] 0.87977

7. [Stream> Place> Country]; [sourcePlace, country] 0.78617

8. [River> R̃egion]; [sourceRegion] 0.75057

9. [River> S̃tate]; [sourcePlace] 0.74943

(DS 5) Ape/Cave, , ?x/Place

0. [Cave> Place]; [location] 7.45401

1. [Cave> L̃ocation]; [location] 4.64778

2. [Cave> PopulatedPlace]; [location] 4.46449

3. [Cave> L̃ocation< PopulatedPlace]; [location, region] 1.45560

4. [Lake> Place]; [location] 1.27032

5. [Cave> L̃ocation< PopulatedPlace]; [location, country] 1.02334

6. [Mountain> Place]; [locatedInArea] 0.92078

7. [Mountain> L̃ocation< Place]; [locatedInArea, location] 0.74736

8. [Mountain> Place]; [mountainRange] 0.69261

9. [Mountain> Place> Place]; [locatedInArea, location] 0.64737

(DS 6) ?x/Protein

0. [Protein] 1.00000

1. [Ĉhromosome] 0.35752

2. [ChemicalCompound] 0.33897

3. [Muscle] 0.14731

4. [Ṽariant] 0.12458

5. [Brain] 0.11722

6. [Drug] 0.11214

7. [Nerve] 0.10568

8. [Fungus] 0.10443

9. [Insect] 0.10352

(DS 7) Claudia Schiffer/Person, tall, ?x/Number

0. [Person> N̂umber]; [@height] 9.59783

1. [Person> Person> N̂umber]; [child, @height] 2.74845

2. [Person< Person> N̂umber]; [child, @height] 2.74845

3. [Person> Person> N̂umber]; [spouse, @height] 2.35983

4. [Person< Person> N̂umber]; [spouse, @height] 2.35983
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5. [C̃hild > N̂umber]; [@long] 1.84444

6. [C̃hild < HistoricPlace> N̂umber]; [location, @long] 1.72418

7. [C̃hild < Person> N̂umber]; [child, @height] 1.62372

8. [S̃pouse> N̂umber]; [@height] 1.49689

9. [S̃ubject< Place> N̂umber]; [location, @long] 1.45111

(DS 8) IBM/Company, revenue, ?x/Number

0. [Company> N̂umber]; [@revenue] 10.96768

1. [Organisation> N̂umber]; [@revenue] 5.27515

2. [Company> N̂umber]; [@netIncome] 4.73824

3. [Company> N̂umber]; [@operatingIncome] 4.07247

4. [Company> Company> N̂umber]; [parentCompany, @revenue] 4.04295

5. [Company< Company> N̂umber]; [parentCompany, @revenue] 4.04295

6. [Õrganization> N̂umber]; [@revenue] 2.91640

7. [D̃istributor> N̂umber]; [@revenue] 2.62752

8. [Non-ProfitOrganisation> N̂umber]; [@revenue] 2.59472

9. [Organisation> N̂umber]; [@netIncome] 2.27331

(DS 9) Limerick/Lake, country, ?x/Country

0. [Lake> Country]; [country] 10.90295

1. [Lake> Country]; [location] 8.76767

2. [River> Country]; [country] 6.07391

3. [Lake> S̃tate]; [country] 6.02262

4. [Lake> R̃egion]; [country] 5.70758

5. [Lake> S̃tate]; [location] 5.59084

6. [Lake> R̃egion]; [location] 4.89424

7. [Lake> Place> Country]; [country, location] 4.16781

8. [Stream> Country]; [country] 4.05188

9. [Lake> Ãrea]; [country] 3.84045

(DS 10) Walt Disney/Company, created, ?x/Television show

0. [Company< TelevisionShow]; [creator] 4.60312

1. [Company< TelevisionShow]; [producer] 4.31560

2. [Company> TelevisionShow]; [product] 3.94430

3. [Company< TelevisionShow]; [developer] 2.98290

4. [Organisation< TelevisionShow]; [creator] 2.30347

5. [Organisation< TelevisionShow]; [producer] 2.11891

6. [Õrganization< TelevisionShow]; [creator] 1.93444

7. [Organisation> TelevisionShow]; [product] 1.89239
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8. [D̃istributor< TelevisionShow]; [creator] 1.77068

9. [Company< Broadcast< TelevisionShow]; [owningCompany, creator] 1.75570

(DS 11) Annapurna/Mountain, height, ?x/Number

0. [Mountain> N̂umber]; [@elevation] 7.86171

1. [Mountain> N̂umber]; [@point] 5.72618

2. [Mountain> Place> N̂umber]; [mountainRange, @elevation] 3.91529

3. [Mountain> MountainRange> N̂umber]; [mountainRange, @maximumElevation] 3.63629

4. [Mountain< Mountain> N̂umber]; [parentMountainPeak, @elevation] 3.45214

5. [Island> N̂umber]; [@elevation] 1.81120

6. [Lake> N̂umber]; [@elevation] 1.77965

7. [River> N̂umber]; [@elevation] 1.61796

8. [MountainRange> N̂umber]; [@maximumElevation] 1.60722

9. [Island> N̂umber]; [@point] 1.50265

(DS 12) Jackson/U.S. President, involved in, ?x/War

0. [President> MilitaryConflict]; [battle] 1.51647

1. [President> B̃attle]; [battle] 1.05940

2. [President< B̃attle]; [leaderName] 0.83415

3. [President< Person> MilitaryConflict]; [president, battle] 0.82293

4. [Governor> MilitaryConflict]; [battle] 0.61919

5. [President< Person> B̃attle]; [president, battle] 0.59298

6. [President< MilitaryConflict]; [commander] 0.58291

7. [Governor> B̃attle]; [battle] 0.53490

8. [PrimeMinister< B̃attle]; [leaderName] 0.47020

9. [President> Person> MilitaryConflict]; [president, battle] 0.44900

(DS 13) ?x/Author, , WikiLeaks/Website

0. [Ãuthor < Website]; [author] 8.65513

1. [Person< Website]; [author] 1.88654

2. [Artist < Website]; [author] 1.54471

3. [Writer > Ãuthor < Website]; [influencedBy, author] 0.25260

4. [Writer > Ãuthor < Website]; [influenced, author] 0.18328

5. [Writer > Ãuthor < Website]; [birthPlace, author] 0.14291

6. [Writer > G̃enre< Website]; [genre, language] 0.09146

7. [Scientist> Ãuthor < Website]; [birthPlace, author] 0.05618

8. [Scientist> Ãuthor < Website]; [nationality, author] 0.04374

9. [Scientist> Ãuthor < Website]; [deathPlace, author] 0.03309
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(DS 14) Czech Republic/Country, , ?x/Currency

0. [Country> Currency]; [currency] 8.53040

1. [Country< Currency]; [usingCountry] 5.95008

2. [Country< PopulatedPlace> Currency]; [country, currency] 4.73777

3. [S̃tate> Currency]; [currency] 3.96135

4. [S̃tate< Currency]; [usingCountry] 3.10364

5. [R̃egion> Currency]; [currency] 3.07612

6. [R̃egion< Currency]; [usingCountry] 2.66191

7. [S̃tate< PopulatedPlace> Currency]; [country, currency] 2.62782

8. [R̃egion< PopulatedPlace> Currency]; [country, currency] 2.44207

9. [Ãrea< Currency]; [usingCountry] 1.96875

(DS 15) Berlin/City, , ?x/Area Code

0. [City > Ârea code]; [@areaCode] 11.47158

1. [City < Place> Ârea code]; [location, @areaCode] 6.85407

2. [Town> Ârea code]; [@areaCode] 5.79764

3. [City < Place> Ârea code]; [city, @areaCode] 5.01270

4. [D̃istrict > Ârea code]; [@areaCode] 4.36728

5. [Village > Ârea code]; [@areaCode] 3.58156

6. [Ãrea> Ârea code]; [@areaCode] 3.47083

7. [M̃unicipality > Ârea code]; [@areaCode] 3.44617

8. [City > PopulatedPlace> Ârea code]; [country, @areaCode] 3.40843

9. [D̃istrict < Place> Ârea code]; [district, @areaCode] 3.20034

(DS 16) ?x/Person, owner, Universal Studios/Company

0. [Person< Company]; [owner] 6.64435

1. [Person< Company]; [owningCompany] 5.25257

2. [Person< Company]; [foundationPerson] 3.95117

3. [Person< Company]; [keyPerson] 3.85356

4. [Person< Organisation]; [owner] 3.56820

5. [Person< Organisation]; [owningCompany] 2.63263

6. [Person< Company]; [foundationOrganisation] 2.52712

7. [Person< Organisation]; [foundationPerson] 1.93762

8. [Person< Organisation]; [keyPerson] 1.86701

9. [Person> Organisation]; [managerClub] 1.86169

(DS 17) Yenisei/River, flows, ?x/Country

0. [River> Country]; [country] 6.82908

1. [Stream> Country]; [country] 6.58291
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2. [River< BodyOfWater> Country]; [inflow, country] 4.13891

3. [River> S̃tate]; [country] 3.78502

4. [River< BodyOfWater> Country]; [outflow, country] 3.70885

5. [River> BodyOfWater> Country]; [riverMouth, country] 3.69907

6. [River< River > Country]; [riverMouth, country] 3.68730

7. [River> R̃egion]; [country] 3.66067

8. [Stream> S̃tate]; [country] 3.64865

9. [Stream> R̃egion]; [country] 3.52875

(DS 18) Gettysburg/Battle, , ?x/Date

0. [B̃attle> D̂ate]; [@date] 10.68902

1. [B̃attle< Person> D̂ate]; [battle, @birthDate] 7.79949

2. [B̃attle< MilitaryConflict > D̂ate]; [partOf, @date] 7.34063

3. [B̃attle< MilitaryPerson> D̂ate]; [battle, @deathDate] 7.25877

4. [B̃attle> MilitaryConflict > D̂ate]; [partOf, @date] 6.29978

5. [MilitaryConflict > D̂ate]; [@date] 2.95422

6. [MilitaryConflict < Person> D̂ate]; [battle, @birthDate] 1.89645

7. [MilitaryConflict < MilitaryPerson> D̂ate]; [battle, @deathDate] 1.76131

8. [B̃attle< MilitaryPerson> Ŷear]; [battle, @serviceStartYear] 1.35416

9. [B̃attle< MilitaryUnit > Ŷear]; [battle, @activeYearsEndYear] 1.32953

(DS 19) ?x/Mountain, in, Germany/Country

0. [Mountain> Country]; [locatedInArea] 5.95838

1. [Mountain> Country]; [country] 5.83352

2. [Mountain> Place> Country]; [mountainRange, country] 5.57732

3. [Mountain> PopulatedPlace> Country]; [locatedInArea, country] 4.90624

4. [Mountain> Place> Country]; [parentMountainPeak, country] 4.05986

5. [Mountain> S̃tate]; [locatedInArea] 3.51131

6. [Mountain> R̃egion]; [locatedInArea] 3.40528

7. [Mountain> R̃egion]; [mountainRange] 3.30305

8. [Mountain> S̃tate]; [country] 3.23391

9. [Mountain> R̃egion]; [country] 3.13396

(DS 20) ?x/Soccer Club, in, Spain/Country

0. [SoccerClub< Person> Country]; [team, country] 4.15591

1. [SoccerClub< Person> Country]; [managerClub, country] 3.42663

2. [SoccerClub> SoccerLeague> Country]; [league, country] 2.74107

3. [SoccerClub< Person> Country]; [team, stateOfOrigin] 2.71852

4. [SoccerClub< Person> S̃tate]; [team, country] 2.29894
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5. [SoccerClub< Person> R̃egion]; [team, country] 2.13964

6. [SoccerClub< Person> Country]; [managerClub, stateOfOrigin] 2.00406

7. [SoccerClub< Person> S̃tate]; [managerClub, country] 1.89300

8. [SoccerClub< Person> R̃egion]; [team, region] 1.84132

9. [SoccerClub< Person> R̃egion]; [managerClub, country] 1.71704

(DS 21) Philippines/Country, , ?x/Official Language

0. [Country> Language]; [officialLanguage] 6.33903

1. [Country< Book > Language]; [country, language] 5.19436

2. [Country> Language]; [language] 5.11652

3. [Country< Language]; [spokenIn] 4.48234

4. [Country< PopulatedPlace> Language]; [country, officialLanguage] 3.41293

5. [S̃tate> Language]; [officialLanguage] 3.12119

6. [S̃tate< Book > Language]; [country, language] 2.93592

7. [R̃egion< Book> Language]; [country, language] 2.82673

8. [S̃tate> Language]; [language] 2.65266

9. [R̃egion> Language]; [officialLanguage] 2.56396

(DS 22) New York/City, mayor, ?x/Person

0. [City > Person]; [leaderName] 4.20158

1. [D̃istrict > Person]; [leaderName] 1.97405

2. [City < Place> Person]; [location, leaderName] 1.96406

3. [City < Company> Person]; [location, keyPerson] 1.94952

4. [City < Person]; [hometown] 1.91772

5. [City < Organisation< Person]; [city, managerClub] 1.85307

6. [Ãrea> Person]; [leaderName] 1.51637

7. [M̃unicipality > Person]; [leaderName] 1.42686

8. [City > P̃arty]; [leaderName] 1.36869

9. [C̃ounty> Person]; [leaderName] 1.26052

(DS 23) ?x/Person, designed, Brooklyn/Bridge

0. [Person< Bridge]; [architect] 2.72538

1. [Person< Building]; [architect] 0.96118

2. [Person> C̃ross< Bridge]; [birthPlace, crosses] 0.93530

3. [Person< HistoricBuilding]; [architect] 0.75010

4. [Person> C̃ross< Bridge]; [deathPlace, crosses] 0.71094

5. [Person> S̃tructure]; [birthPlace] 0.58969

6. [Person> S̃tructure]; [deathPlace] 0.52647

7. [Person> S̃tructure]; [restingPlace] 0.36793
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8. [MilitaryPerson> C̃ross< Bridge]; [birthPlace, crosses] 0.34848

9. [MilitaryPerson> C̃ross< Bridge]; [deathPlace, crosses] 0.34442

(DS 24) Karakoram/Place, highest, ?x/Place

0. [Place> Place]; [highestPlace] 6.35592

1. [Place< Place]; [highestPlace] 6.35582

2. [Place> Place]; [highestMountain] 5.11853

3. [Place< Place]; [highestMountain] 5.11843

4. [Place> Place]; [highestRegion] 4.47268

5. [Place> PopulatedPlace]; [highestPlace] 3.89268

6. [PopulatedPlace< Place]; [highestPlace] 3.89258

7. [Place> PopulatedPlace]; [highestMountain] 3.86343

8. [PopulatedPlace< Place]; [highestMountain] 3.86333

9. [Place> PopulatedPlace]; [highestRegion] 3.47290

(DS 25) Forbes/Magazine, , ?x/Homepage

0. [Magazine> H̃omepage]; [homepage] 9.84085

1. [Newspaper> H̃omepage]; [homepage] 3.77063

2. [P̃ublisher> H̃omepage]; [homepage] 3.59728

3. [Magazine> Company> H̃omepage]; [publisher, homepage] 3.58770

4. [P̃ublisher< Company> H̃omepage]; [location, homepage] 2.81021

5. [P̃ublisher< Software> H̃omepage]; [publisher, homepage] 2.76114

6. [Company> H̃omepage]; [homepage] 1.68699

7. [Company< Software> H̃omepage]; [publisher, homepage] 1.35058

8. [Journalist> H̃omepage]; [homepage] 1.10043

9. [Writer > H̃omepage]; [homepage] 1.05295

(DS 26) ?x/Company, in, computer software/Industry

0. [Company> Ĩndustry]; [industry] 12.47260

1. [Company> Ĩndustry]; [location] 9.32496

2. [Company> Ĩndustry]; [service] 6.49195

3. [Company> Company> Ĩndustry]; [parentCompany, industry] 5.24804

4. [Company< Company> Ĩndustry]; [parentCompany, industry] 5.24804

5. [Organisation> Ĩndustry]; [industry] 5.11098

6. [Organisation> Ĩndustry]; [location] 3.88074

7. [Company> Ĩndustry< Company]; [industry, industry] 3.42729

8. [Organisation> Ĩndustry]; [service] 3.11470

9. [Õrganization> Ĩndustry]; [industry] 2.70199
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(DS 27) Bruce Carver/Person, died from, ?x/Reason

0. [Person> G̃round]; [deathPlace] 4.06231

1. [Person> C̃ause]; [deathPlace] 2.82273

2. [MilitaryPerson> G̃round]; [deathPlace] 2.54760

3. [Person> C̃ause]; [deathCause] 2.40886

4. [Person> Ĩnterest]; [deathPlace] 2.05727

5. [MilitaryPerson> C̃ause]; [deathPlace] 1.77215

6. [Person> Place> G̃round]; [deathPlace, location] 1.57548

7. [Person> T̃eam> G̃round]; [deathPlace, ground] 1.45750

8. [Person< Person> G̃round]; [child, deathPlace] 1.31114

9. [Person> Person> G̃round]; [child, deathPlace] 1.31114

(DM 1) *y/Actors, , Charmed/Television Show|| *y/Actors, , ?x/Official Website

0. [Actor < TelevisionShow]; [starring]|| [Actor > H̃omepage]; [homepage] 2.57329

1. [Actor < TelevisionShow]; [showJudge]|| [Actor > H̃omepage]; [homepage] 2.20386

2. [Actor < TelevisionShow]; [producer]|| [Actor > H̃omepage]; [homepage] 1.87919

3. [Actor < TelevisionShow]; [starring]|| [Actor < Work > H̃omepage]; [starring, homepage] 1.79692

4. [Actor < TelevisionShow]; [director]|| [Actor > H̃omepage]; [homepage] 1.70761

5. [Actor < TelevisionShow]; [composer]|| [Actor > H̃omepage]; [homepage] 1.67116

6. [Actor < TelevisionShow]; [starring]|| [Actor < Work > P̂age]; [starring, @pages] 1.61913

7. [Actor < TelevisionShow]; [showJudge]|| [Actor < Work > H̃omepage]; [starring, homepage] 1.53894

8. [Actor < TelevisionShow]; [starring]|| [Actor < Work > H̃omepage]; [writer, homepage] 1.42810

9. [Actor < TelevisionShow]; [showJudge]|| [Actor < Work > P̂age]; [starring, @pages] 1.38668

(DM 2) Richard Nixon/President, daughter, *y/Person|| *y/Person, married to, ?x/Person

0. [President> Person]; [child]|| [Person> Person]; [spouse] 6.53598

1. [President> Person]; [child]|| [Person< Person]; [spouse] 6.53594

2. [President< Person]; [child]|| [Person> Person]; [spouse] 6.26694

3. [President< Person]; [child]|| [Person< Person]; [spouse] 6.26690

4. [President< Person]; [president]|| [Person> Person]; [spouse] 6.18157

5. [President< Person]; [president]|| [Person< Person]; [spouse] 6.18154

6. [President> Person]; [president]|| [Person> Person]; [spouse] 5.57981

7. [President> Person]; [president]|| [Person< Person]; [spouse] 5.57978

8. [President> Person]; [child]|| [Person> S̃pouse< Person]; [spouse, spouse] 5.05292

9. [P̃resenter< Person]; [child]|| [Person> Person]; [spouse] 4.94444

(DM 3) Egypt/Country, largest, ?x/City|| Egypt/Country, capital, ?x/City

0. [Country> City]; [largestCity] || [Country> City]; [capital] 5.81765

1. [Country< PopulatedPlace> City]; [country, largestCity]|| [Country> City]; [capital] 5.45990
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2. [Country> City]; [largestCity] || [Country< PopulatedPlace> City]; [country, capital] 4.42912

3. [Country< PopulatedPlace> City]; [country, largestCity]|| [Country< PopulatedPlace> City]; [country, capital] 4.15675

4. [Country> City]; [largestCity] || [Country< City]; [country] 3.91973

5. [Country< PopulatedPlace> City]; [country, largestCity]|| [Country< City]; [country] 3.67868

6. [Country< Place> City]; [location, largestCity]|| [Country> City]; [capital] 3.44586

7. [R̃egion> City]; [largestCity] || [R̃egion> City]; [capital] 3.32478

8. [Country> City]; [largestCity] || [Country< Place> City]; [country, location] 3.27945

9. [S̃tate> City]; [largestCity] || [S̃tate> City]; [capital] 3.27126

(DM 4) ?x/Film, directed, Garry Marshall/Person|| ?x/Film, starring, Julia Roberts/Person

0. [Film > Person]; [director]|| [Film > Person]; [starring] 10.70599

1. [Film > Person]; [director]|| [Film > MilitaryPerson]; [starring] 6.47017

2. [Film > Person]; [director]|| [Film > C̃hild < Person]; [starring, child] 6.30672

3. [Film > Person]; [director]|| [Film > C̃hild]; [starring] 6.23646

4. [Film > Person]; [director]|| [Film > S̃pouse< Person]; [starring, spouse] 6.19373

5. [Film > Person]; [director]|| [Film > Person> Person]; [starring, child] 6.18597

6. [Film > S̃pouse< Person]; [director, spouse]|| [Film > Person]; [starring] 6.11280

7. [Film < Person]; [notableWork]|| [Film > Person]; [starring] 6.10200

8. [Film > Person]; [starring]|| [Film > Person]; [starring] 6.05452

9. [Film > Person]; [director]|| [Film > Actor > Person]; [starring, spouse] 6.01949

(DM 5) Manhattan/Bridge, has, *y/Type|| ?x/Bridge, has, *y/Type

0. [Bridge> T̃ype]; [type] || [Bridge > T̃ype]; [type] 5.38549

1. [Bridge> T̃ype]; [type] || [Bridge > BodyOfWater> T̃ype]; [crosses, type] 4.25581

2. [Bridge> BodyOfWater> T̃ype]; [crosses, type]|| [Bridge > T̃ype]; [type] 4.25581

3. [Bridge> T̃ype]; [type] || [Bridge > BodyOfWater> T̃ype]; [crosses, location] 3.67317

4. [Bridge> BodyOfWater> T̃ype]; [crosses, location]|| [Bridge> T̃ype]; [type] 3.67317

5. [Bridge> T̃ype]; [type] || [S̃tructure> T̃ype]; [type] 3.51981

6. [S̃tructure> T̃ype]; [type] || [Bridge> T̃ype]; [type] 3.51981

7. [Bridge> BodyOfWater> T̃ype]; [crosses, type]|| [Bridge > BodyOfWater> T̃ype]; [crosses, type] 3.36309

8. [Bridge> BodyOfWater> T̃ype]; [crosses, type]|| [Bridge > BodyOfWater> T̃ype]; [crosses, location] 2.90267

9. [Bridge> BodyOfWater> T̃ype]; [crosses, location]|| [Bridge> BodyOfWater> T̃ype]; [crosses, type] 2.90267

(DM 6) ?x/organization, , telecommunication/Industry|| ?x/organization, located, Belgium/Country

0. [Organisation> Ĩndustry]; [industry]|| [Organisation> Country]; [country] 12.57979

1. [Organisation> Ĩndustry]; [industry]|| [Organisation> Country]; [location] 12.11848

2. [Organisation> Ĩndustry]; [location]|| [Organisation> Country]; [country] 10.96171

3. [Organisation> Ĩndustry]; [location]|| [Organisation> Country]; [location] 10.55974

4. [Organisation> Ĩndustry]; [industry]|| [Organisation> PopulatedPlace> Country]; [state, country] 9.81938
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5. [Organisation> Ĩndustry]; [industry]|| [Organisation> S̃tate]; [country] 9.41061

6. [Organisation> Ĩndustry]; [industry]|| [Organisation> R̃egion]; [country] 9.20425

7. [Organisation> Ĩndustry]; [industry]|| [Organisation> Country]; [state] 9.13270

8. [Organisation> Ĩndustry]; [industry]|| [Organisation> Country]; [regionServed] 9.09443

9. [Organisation> Ĩndustry]; [industry]|| [Organisation> S̃tate]; [location] 9.00882

(DS 1) Brooklyn/Bridge, cross, ?x/River

0. [Bridge> River]; [crosses] 9.38807

1. [Bridge> Stream]; [crosses] 6.33271

2. [Bridge> C̃ross< River]; [crosses, riverMouth] 5.10397

3. [Bridge> Stream> River]; [crosses, riverMouth] 4.82787

4. [Bridge> River]; [river] 4.14279

5. [Bridge> C̃ross< Stream]; [crosses, riverMouth] 3.44130

6. [Bridge> Stream> Stream]; [crosses, riverMouth] 3.25500

7. [Bridge> Lake]; [crosses] 3.16446

8. [Bridge> Stream]; [river] 2.79263

9. [Bridge> T̃ributary]; [crosses] 2.51006

(DS 2) Abraham Lincoln/Person, died, ?x/Place

0. [Person> Place]; [deathPlace] 10.29601

1. [Person> PopulatedPlace]; [deathPlace] 8.02293

2. [MilitaryPerson> Place]; [deathPlace] 6.59922

3. [Person> L̃ocation]; [deathPlace] 6.59287

4. [Person> Place> Place]; [deathPlace, location] 6.46622

5. [MilitaryPerson> PopulatedPlace]; [deathPlace] 5.14085

6. [Person> R̃egion< Place]; [deathPlace, region] 5.07034

7. [Person> B̃attle> Place]; [deathPlace, place] 4.74140

8. [Person> R̃egion]; [deathPlace] 4.68545

9. [Person> Place> PopulatedPlace]; [deathPlace, location] 4.35680

(DS 3) Obama/President, , *y/Wife|| *y/Wife, called, ?x/name

0. [President< S̃pouse]; [president]|| [S̃pouse> N̂ame]; [@name] 5.35065

1. [President> S̃pouse]; [spouse]|| [S̃pouse> N̂ame]; [@name] 5.25250

2. [President> S̃pouse]; [president]|| [S̃pouse> N̂ame]; [@name] 5.17682

3. [President< S̃pouse]; [spouse]|| [S̃pouse> N̂ame]; [@name] 4.75462

4. [President< S̃pouse]; [president]|| [S̃pouse< Person> N̂ame]; [spouse, @name] 4.38813

5. [President> S̃pouse]; [spouse]|| [S̃pouse< Person> N̂ame]; [spouse, @name] 4.30764

6. [President> S̃pouse]; [president]|| [S̃pouse< Person> N̂ame]; [spouse, @name] 4.24557

7. [President< S̃pouse]; [president]|| [S̃pouse> Person> N̂ame]; [spouse, @name] 4.14954
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8. [President> S̃pouse]; [spouse]|| [S̃pouse> Person> N̂ame]; [spouse, @name] 4.07343

9. [President< S̃pouse]; [president]|| [S̃pouse> N̂ame]; [@birthName] 4.05785

(DS 4) Nile/River, starts, ?x/Country

0. [Stream> Settlement> Country]; [startPoint, country] 1.49303

1. [River> Country]; [sourceCountry] 1.29701

2. [River> Place> Country]; [sourcePlace, country] 1.16381

3. [River> Settlement> Country]; [mouthPlace, country] 1.05154

4. [River> Place> Country]; [source, country] 1.01772

5. [River< River > Country]; [sourcePlace, country] 0.97016

6. [River> R̃egion]; [sourcePlace] 0.87977

7. [Stream> Place> Country]; [sourcePlace, country] 0.78617

8. [River> R̃egion]; [sourceRegion] 0.75057

9. [River> S̃tate]; [sourcePlace] 0.74943

(DS 5) Ape Cave/Cave, location, ?x/Place

0. [Cave> Place]; [location] 7.45401

1. [Cave> L̃ocation]; [location] 4.64778

2. [Cave> PopulatedPlace]; [location] 4.46449

3. [Cave> L̃ocation< PopulatedPlace]; [location, region] 1.45560

4. [Lake> Place]; [location] 1.27032

5. [Cave> L̃ocation< PopulatedPlace]; [location, country] 1.02334

6. [Mountain> Place]; [locatedInArea] 0.92078

7. [Mountain> L̃ocation< Place]; [locatedInArea, location] 0.74736

8. [Mountain> Place]; [mountainRange] 0.69261

9. [Mountain> Place> Place]; [locatedInArea, location] 0.64737

(DS 6) ?x/Protein

0. [Protein] 1.00000

1. [Ĉhromosome] 0.35752

2. [ChemicalCompound] 0.33897

3. [Muscle] 0.14731

4. [Ṽariant] 0.12458

5. [Brain] 0.11722

6. [Drug] 0.11214

7. [Nerve] 0.10568

8. [Fungus] 0.10443

9. [Insect] 0.10352
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(DS 7) Claudia Schiffer/Person, height, ?x/Number

0. [Person> N̂umber]; [@height] 12.42687

1. [Person> N̂umber]; [@weight] 3.87524

2. [Person> Person> N̂umber]; [child, @height] 3.37939

3. [Person< Person> N̂umber]; [child, @height] 3.37939

4. [Person> Person> N̂umber]; [spouse, @height] 2.90157

5. [C̃hild > N̂umber]; [@elevation] 2.40223

6. [C̃hild < Person> N̂umber]; [child, @height] 1.99647

7. [S̃pouse> N̂umber]; [@height] 1.93811

8. [C̃hild < Place> N̂umber]; [location, @elevation] 1.76821

9. [C̃hild > N̂umber]; [@point] 1.65839

(DS 8) IBM/Company, revenue, ?x/Number

0. [Company> N̂umber]; [@revenue] 10.96768

1. [Organisation> N̂umber]; [@revenue] 5.27515

2. [Company> N̂umber]; [@netIncome] 4.73824

3. [Company> N̂umber]; [@operatingIncome] 4.07247

4. [Company> Company> N̂umber]; [parentCompany, @revenue] 4.04295

5. [Company< Company> N̂umber]; [parentCompany, @revenue] 4.04295

6. [Õrganization> N̂umber]; [@revenue] 2.91640

7. [D̃istributor> N̂umber]; [@revenue] 2.62752

8. [Non-ProfitOrganisation> N̂umber]; [@revenue] 2.59472

9. [Organisation> N̂umber]; [@netIncome] 2.27331

(DS 9) Limerick Lake/Lake, location, ?x/Country

0. [Lake> Country]; [country] 10.90295

1. [Lake> Country]; [location] 8.76767

2. [Lake> S̃tate]; [country] 6.02262

3. [Lake> R̃egion]; [country] 5.70758

4. [Lake> S̃tate]; [location] 5.59084

5. [River> Country]; [country] 5.38094

6. [Lake> R̃egion]; [location] 4.89424

7. [Lake> Place> Country]; [country, location] 4.16781

8. [Lake> Ãrea]; [country] 3.84045

9. [Lake< Place> Country]; [location, country] 3.35212

(DS 10) Walt Disney/Company, created, ?x/TV show

0. [Company< TelevisionShow]; [creator] 4.60312

1. [Company< TelevisionShow]; [producer] 4.31560
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2. [Company> TelevisionShow]; [product] 3.94430

3. [Company< TelevisionShow]; [developer] 2.98290

4. [Organisation< TelevisionShow]; [creator] 2.30347

5. [Organisation< TelevisionShow]; [producer] 2.11891

6. [Õrganization< TelevisionShow]; [creator] 1.93444

7. [Organisation> TelevisionShow]; [product] 1.89239

8. [D̃istributor< TelevisionShow]; [creator] 1.77068

9. [Company< Broadcast< TelevisionShow]; [owningCompany, creator] 1.75570

(DS 11) Annapurna/Mountain, height, ?x/Number

0. [Mountain> N̂umber]; [@elevation] 7.86171

1. [Mountain> N̂umber]; [@point] 5.72618

2. [Mountain> Place> N̂umber]; [mountainRange, @elevation] 3.91529

3. [Mountain> MountainRange> N̂umber]; [mountainRange, @maximumElevation] 3.63629

4. [Mountain< Mountain> N̂umber]; [parentMountainPeak, @elevation] 3.45214

5. [Island> N̂umber]; [@elevation] 1.81120

6. [Lake> N̂umber]; [@elevation] 1.77965

7. [River> N̂umber]; [@elevation] 1.61796

8. [MountainRange> N̂umber]; [@maximumElevation] 1.60722

9. [Island> N̂umber]; [@point] 1.50265

(DS 12) Jackson/U.S. President, involved, ?x/Wars

0. [President> MilitaryConflict]; [battle] 1.51647

1. [President> B̃attle]; [battle] 1.05940

2. [President< B̃attle]; [leaderName] 0.83415

3. [President< Person> MilitaryConflict]; [president, battle] 0.82293

4. [Governor> MilitaryConflict]; [battle] 0.61919

5. [President< Person> B̃attle]; [president, battle] 0.59298

6. [President< MilitaryConflict]; [commander] 0.58291

7. [Governor> B̃attle]; [battle] 0.53490

8. [PrimeMinister< B̃attle]; [leaderName] 0.47020

9. [President> Person> MilitaryConflict]; [president, battle] 0.44900

(DS 13) ?x/Author, , WikiLeaks/Website

0. [Ãuthor < Website]; [author] 8.65513

1. [Person< Website]; [author] 1.88654

2. [Artist < Website]; [author] 1.54471

3. [Writer > Ãuthor < Website]; [influencedBy, author] 0.25260

4. [Writer > Ãuthor < Website]; [influenced, author] 0.18328
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5. [Writer > Ãuthor < Website]; [birthPlace, author] 0.14291

6. [Writer > G̃enre< Website]; [genre, language] 0.09146

7. [Scientist> Ãuthor < Website]; [birthPlace, author] 0.05618

8. [Scientist> Ãuthor < Website]; [nationality, author] 0.04374

9. [Scientist> Ãuthor < Website]; [deathPlace, author] 0.03309

(DS 14) Czech Republic/Country, , ?x/Currency

0. [Country> Currency]; [currency] 8.53040

1. [Country< Currency]; [usingCountry] 5.95008

2. [Country< PopulatedPlace> Currency]; [country, currency] 4.73777

3. [S̃tate> Currency]; [currency] 3.96135

4. [S̃tate< Currency]; [usingCountry] 3.10364

5. [R̃egion> Currency]; [currency] 3.07612

6. [R̃egion< Currency]; [usingCountry] 2.66191

7. [S̃tate< PopulatedPlace> Currency]; [country, currency] 2.62782

8. [R̃egion< PopulatedPlace> Currency]; [country, currency] 2.44207

9. [Ãrea< Currency]; [usingCountry] 1.96875

(DS 15) Berlin/City, area code, ?x/Number

0. [City > N̂umber]; [@areaCode] 11.41993

1. [City < Place> N̂umber]; [location, @areaCode] 6.77350

2. [City > N̂umber]; [@areaTotal] 6.08377

3. [Town> N̂umber]; [@areaCode] 5.77152

4. [City > N̂umber]; [@areaLand] 5.08282

5. [City < Place> N̂umber]; [city, @areaCode] 4.93212

6. [D̃istrict > N̂umber]; [@areaCode] 4.27591

7. [Village > N̂umber]; [@areaCode] 3.55128

8. [Ãrea> N̂umber]; [@areaCode] 3.45415

9. [M̃unicipality > N̂umber]; [@areaCode] 3.40110

(DS 16) ?x/Person, owns, Universal Studios/Organization

0. [Person< Organisation]; [owner] 7.13920

1. [Person< Organisation]; [owningCompany] 5.59395

2. [Person> S̃pouse< Organisation]; [spouse, location] 3.39649

3. [Person< Company]; [owner] 3.06000

4. [Person< Company]; [owningCompany] 2.56901

5. [Person< T̃eam]; [owner] 2.52109

6. [Person< Company< Organisation]; [foundationPerson, owner] 2.05418

7. [Person> Organisation]; [managerClub] 2.02226
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8. [Person< Building > Õrganization]; [owner, location] 1.82612

9. [S̃ubject< Company< Organisation]; [location, owner] 1.53229

(DS 17) Yenisei/River, flows, ?x/Country

0. [River> Country]; [country] 6.82908

1. [Stream> Country]; [country] 6.58291

2. [River< BodyOfWater> Country]; [inflow, country] 4.13891

3. [River> S̃tate]; [country] 3.78502

4. [River< BodyOfWater> Country]; [outflow, country] 3.70885

5. [River> BodyOfWater> Country]; [riverMouth, country] 3.69907

6. [River< River > Country]; [riverMouth, country] 3.68730

7. [River> R̃egion]; [country] 3.66067

8. [Stream> S̃tate]; [country] 3.64865

9. [Stream> R̃egion]; [country] 3.52875

(DS 18) Battle of Gettysburg/Battle, took place, ?x/Year

0. [B̃attle< SoccerPlayer> Ŷear]; [birthPlace, @activeYearsEndYear] 4.72769

1. [B̃attle< Person> Ŷear]; [birthPlace, @activeYearsStartYear] 4.52519

2. [B̃attle< Person> Ŷear]; [birthPlace, @birthYear] 4.11618

3. [B̃attle< Person> Ŷear]; [deathPlace, @activeYearsEndYear] 3.91427

4. [B̃attle< Person> Ŷear]; [deathPlace, @activeYearsStartYear] 3.81221

5. [B̃attle< Person> D̂ate]; [birthPlace, @activeYearsStartYear] 1.49867

6. [B̃attle< SoccerPlayer> D̂ate]; [birthPlace, @activeYearsEndYear] 1.44701

7. [B̃attle> T̃ime zone]; [place] 1.34959

8. [B̃attle< Person> D̂ate]; [deathPlace, @activeYearsStartYear] 1.26254

9. [B̃attle< Person> D̂ate]; [birthPlace, @birthYear] 1.24291

(DS 19) ?x/Mountain, ,Germany/Country

0. [Mountain> Country]; [locatedInArea] 5.95838

1. [Mountain> Country]; [country] 5.83352

2. [Mountain> Place> Country]; [mountainRange, country] 5.57732

3. [Mountain> PopulatedPlace> Country]; [locatedInArea, country] 4.90624

4. [Mountain> Place> Country]; [parentMountainPeak, country] 4.05986

5. [Mountain> S̃tate]; [locatedInArea] 3.51131

6. [Mountain> R̃egion]; [locatedInArea] 3.40528

7. [Mountain> R̃egion]; [mountainRange] 3.30305

8. [Mountain> S̃tate]; [country] 3.23391

9. [Mountain> R̃egion]; [country] 3.13396
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(DS 20) ?x/Soccer Club, in, Spain/Country

0. [SoccerClub< Person> Country]; [team, country] 4.15591

1. [SoccerClub< Person> Country]; [managerClub, country] 3.42663

2. [SoccerClub> SoccerLeague> Country]; [league, country] 2.74107

3. [SoccerClub< Person> Country]; [team, stateOfOrigin] 2.71852

4. [SoccerClub< Person> S̃tate]; [team, country] 2.29894

5. [SoccerClub< Person> R̃egion]; [team, country] 2.13964

6. [SoccerClub< Person> Country]; [managerClub, stateOfOrigin] 2.00406

7. [SoccerClub< Person> S̃tate]; [managerClub, country] 1.89300

8. [SoccerClub< Person> R̃egion]; [team, region] 1.84132

9. [SoccerClub< Person> R̃egion]; [managerClub, country] 1.71704

(DS 21) Philippines/Country, official language, ?x/Languages

0. [Country> Language]; [officialLanguage] 8.25635

1. [Country> Language]; [language] 6.66408

2. [Country< Book > Language]; [country, language] 6.49483

3. [Country< Language]; [spokenIn] 5.83811

4. [Country< PopulatedPlace> Language]; [country, officialLanguage] 4.44521

5. [S̃tate> Language]; [officialLanguage] 4.12613

6. [S̃tate< Book > Language]; [country, language] 3.62707

7. [S̃tate< Book > Language]; [language, language] 3.60078

8. [R̃egion> Language]; [officialLanguage] 3.52106

9. [S̃tate> Language]; [language] 3.50675

(DS 22) New York/City, mayor, ?x/Person

0. [City > Person]; [leaderName] 4.20158

1. [D̃istrict > Person]; [leaderName] 1.97405

2. [City < Place> Person]; [location, leaderName] 1.96406

3. [City < Company> Person]; [location, keyPerson] 1.94952

4. [City < Person]; [hometown] 1.91772

5. [City < Organisation< Person]; [city, managerClub] 1.85307

6. [Ãrea> Person]; [leaderName] 1.51637

7. [M̃unicipality > Person]; [leaderName] 1.42686

8. [City > P̃arty]; [leaderName] 1.36869

9. [C̃ounty> Person]; [leaderName] 1.26052

(DS 23) ?x/Person, designed, Brooklyn/Bridge

0. [Person< Bridge]; [architect] 2.72538

1. [Person< Building]; [architect] 0.96118
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2. [Person> C̃ross< Bridge]; [birthPlace, crosses] 0.93530

3. [Person< HistoricBuilding]; [architect] 0.75010

4. [Person> C̃ross< Bridge]; [deathPlace, crosses] 0.71094

5. [Person> S̃tructure]; [birthPlace] 0.58969

6. [Person> S̃tructure]; [deathPlace] 0.52647

7. [Person> S̃tructure]; [restingPlace] 0.36793

8. [MilitaryPerson> C̃ross< Bridge]; [birthPlace, crosses] 0.34848

9. [MilitaryPerson> C̃ross< Bridge]; [deathPlace, crosses] 0.34442

(DS 24) Karakoram/Mountain Range, highest, ?x/Place

0. [MountainRange> Place]; [highestPlace] 6.16786

1. [MountainRange> Place]; [highestMountain] 4.28680

2. [MountainRange< Mountain< Place]; [mountainRange, highestPlace] 3.30910

3. [MountainRange> PopulatedPlace]; [highestPlace] 3.30468

4. [MountainRange> PopulatedPlace]; [highestMountain] 3.26433

5. [MountainRange> Mountain> Place]; [highestPlace, locatedInArea] 2.96694

6. [MountainRange> P̃osition< Place]; [highestPosition, highestPosition] 2.75530

7. [MountainRange> L̃ocation]; [highestPlace] 2.62088

8. [MountainRange> L̃ocation]; [highestMountain] 2.53732

9. [MountainRange> Mountain> PopulatedPlace]; [highestPlace, locatedInArea] 2.30226

(DS 25) Forbes/Company, homepage, ?x/Website

0. [Company> H̃omepage]; [homepage] 4.55716

1. [Organisation> H̃omepage]; [homepage] 2.37773

2. [Company< Broadcast> H̃omepage]; [owningCompany, homepage] 2.02823

3. [Company< Company> H̃omepage]; [parentCompany, homepage] 1.92544

4. [Company> Company> H̃omepage]; [parentCompany, homepage] 1.92544

5. [Company< TelevisionShow> H̃omepage]; [company, homepage] 1.77151

6. [Õrganization> H̃omepage]; [homepage] 1.52705

7. [EducationalInstitution> H̃omepage]; [homepage] 1.47976

8. [Company< Website]; [author] 1.35299

9. [Non-ProfitOrganisation> H̃omepage]; [homepage] 1.25509

(DS 26) ?x/Company, belongs to , computer software/Industry

0. [Company> Ĩndustry]; [industry] 12.47260

1. [Company> Ĩndustry]; [location] 9.32496

2. [Company> Ĩndustry]; [service] 6.49195

3. [Company> Company> Ĩndustry]; [parentCompany, industry] 5.24804

4. [Company< Company> Ĩndustry]; [parentCompany, industry] 5.24804
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5. [Organisation> Ĩndustry]; [industry] 5.11098

6. [Organisation> Ĩndustry]; [location] 3.88074

7. [Company> Ĩndustry< Company]; [industry, industry] 3.42729

8. [Organisation> Ĩndustry]; [service] 3.11470

9. [Õrganization> Ĩndustry]; [industry] 2.70199

(DS 27) Bruce Carver/Person, died by, ?x/Disease

0. [Person> Disease]; [deathCause] 6.78930

1. [C̃hild > Disease]; [deathCause] 2.17679

2. [S̃pouse> Disease]; [deathCause] 1.57630

3. [Person> C̃ause]; [deathPlace] 0.96695

4. [Person> C̃ause]; [deathCause] 0.82517

5. [MilitaryPerson> C̃ause]; [deathPlace] 0.60706

6. [Person> G̃enus]; [deathPlace] 0.52145

7. [S̃pouse< Person> Disease]; [deathPlace, deathCause] 0.32262

8. [S̃pouse< Person> Disease]; [spouse, deathCause] 0.31655

9. [C̃hild > C̃ause]; [deathPlace] 0.28296

(DM 1) *y/Actors, , Charmed/TV Show|| *y/Actors, official website, ?x/Websites

0. [Actor < TelevisionShow]; [starring]|| [Actor > H̃omepage]; [homepage] 2.89037

1. [Actor < TelevisionShow]; [showJudge]|| [Actor > H̃omepage]; [homepage] 2.38788

2. [Actor < TelevisionShow]; [producer]|| [Actor > H̃omepage]; [homepage] 2.11075

3. [Actor < TelevisionShow]; [starring]|| [Actor < Work > H̃omepage]; [starring, homepage] 2.01833

4. [Actor < TelevisionShow]; [director]|| [Actor > H̃omepage]; [homepage] 1.91802

5. [Actor < TelevisionShow]; [composer]|| [Actor > H̃omepage]; [homepage] 1.87708

6. [Actor < TelevisionShow]; [starring]|| [Actor < Work > P̂age]; [starring, @pages] 1.75027

7. [Actor < TelevisionShow]; [showJudge]|| [Actor < Work > H̃omepage]; [starring, homepage] 1.66744

8. [Actor < TelevisionShow]; [starring]|| [Actor < Work > H̃omepage]; [writer, homepage] 1.60407

9. [Actor < TelevisionShow]; [starring]|| [Actor > H̃omepage< WorldHeritageSite]; [homepage, homepage] 1.57738

(DM 2) Richard Nixon/Person, daughter, *y/Person|| *y/Person, married to, ?x/Person

0. [Person> Person]; [child]|| [Person> Person]; [spouse] 8.12454

1. [Person> Person]; [child]|| [Person< Person]; [spouse] 8.12449

2. [Person< Person]; [child]|| [Person> Person]; [spouse] 8.12449

3. [Person< Person]; [child]|| [Person< Person]; [spouse] 8.12444

4. [Person> Person]; [parent]|| [Person> Person]; [spouse] 6.74569

5. [Person> Person]; [parent]|| [Person< Person]; [spouse] 6.74565

6. [Person< Person]; [parent]|| [Person> Person]; [spouse] 6.74563

7. [Person< Person]; [parent]|| [Person< Person]; [spouse] 6.74559
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8. [Person> C̃hild < Person]; [child, child]|| [Person> Person]; [spouse] 6.38246

9. [Person> C̃hild < Person]; [child, child]|| [Person< Person]; [spouse] 6.38242

(DM 3) Egypt/Country, largest city, ?x/City|| Egypt/Country, capital, ?x/City

0. [Country< City]; [country] || [Country> City]; [capital] 6.90104

1. [Country> City]; [largestCity] || [Country> City]; [capital] 6.71764

2. [Country< PopulatedPlace> City]; [country, largestCity]|| [Country> City]; [capital] 6.30455

3. [Country< Place> City]; [country, location]|| [Country> City]; [capital] 5.77375

4. [Country< EducationalInstitution> City]; [country, city] || [Country> City]; [capital] 5.58313

5. [Country< City]; [country] || [Country< PopulatedPlace> City]; [country, capital] 5.25393

6. [Country> City]; [largestCity] || [Country< PopulatedPlace> City]; [country, capital] 5.11430

7. [Country< PopulatedPlace> City]; [country, largestCity]|| [Country< PopulatedPlace> City]; [country, capital] 4.79980

8. [Country< City]; [country] || [Country< City]; [country] 4.64968

9. [Country> City]; [largestCity] || [Country< City]; [country] 4.52611

(DM 4) Garry Marshall/Director, directed, ?x/Movies|| ?x/Movies, starring, Julia Roberts/Actress

0. [D̃irector< Film]; [director] || [Film > Actor]; [starring] 7.50218

1. [D̃irector< Film]; [director] || [Film > Comedian]; [starring] 5.57283

2. [D̃irector< Film]; [director] || [Film > AdultActor]; [starring] 5.04387

3. [D̃irector< Film]; [director] || [Film > C̃omposer]; [starring] 4.91115

4. [D̃irector< Film]; [director] || [Film > Artist]; [starring] 4.81937

5. [D̃irector< Film]; [starring] || [Film > Actor]; [starring] 4.66071

6. [D̃irector< Film]; [director] || [Film > Wrestler]; [starring] 4.15413

7. [D̃irector< Film]; [director] || [Film > Boxer]; [starring] 3.93192

8. [M̃anager< Film]; [director] || [Film > Actor]; [starring] 3.92532

9. [D̃irector< Film]; [director] || [Film > Athlete]; [starring] 3.87065

(DM 5) Manhattan/Bridge, , *y/Type|| ?x/Bridge, ,*y/Type

0. [Bridge> T̃ype]; [type] || [Bridge > T̃ype]; [type] 5.38549

1. [Bridge> T̃ype]; [type] || [Bridge > BodyOfWater> T̃ype]; [crosses, type] 4.25581

2. [Bridge> BodyOfWater> T̃ype]; [crosses, type]|| [Bridge > T̃ype]; [type] 4.25581

3. [Bridge> T̃ype]; [type] || [Bridge > BodyOfWater> T̃ype]; [crosses, location] 3.67317

4. [Bridge> BodyOfWater> T̃ype]; [crosses, location]|| [Bridge> T̃ype]; [type] 3.67317

5. [Bridge> T̃ype]; [type] || [S̃tructure> T̃ype]; [type] 3.51981

6. [S̃tructure> T̃ype]; [type] || [Bridge> T̃ype]; [type] 3.51981

7. [Bridge> BodyOfWater> T̃ype]; [crosses, type]|| [Bridge > BodyOfWater> T̃ype]; [crosses, type] 3.36309

8. [Bridge> BodyOfWater> T̃ype]; [crosses, type]|| [Bridge > BodyOfWater> T̃ype]; [crosses, location] 2.90267

9. [Bridge> BodyOfWater> T̃ype]; [crosses, location]|| [Bridge> BodyOfWater> T̃ype]; [crosses, type] 2.90267
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(DM 6) ?x/telecommunication organization, located in, Belgium/Country

0. [Organisation> Country]; [country] 8.92118

1. [Organisation> Country]; [location] 8.27889

2. [Õrganization< Settlement> Country]; [country, country] 5.37715

3. [Õrganization> Country]; [country] 5.36800

4. [Organisation> S̃tate]; [country] 5.32525

5. [Organisation> R̃egion]; [country] 5.09427

6. [Organisation> S̃tate]; [location] 4.88023

7. [Organisation> S̃tate]; [state] 4.71649

8. [Organisation> Country]; [state] 4.70191

9. [Organisation> Country]; [regionServed] 4.66259
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